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NEWSLETTER

6800/2 Announced
Oct. 24, 1977 Southwest Technical Products Corp. today announced the imme-

diate availability of the 6800/2 Computer System. The 6800/2 features the new

A2 processor board which incorporates sockets for 8K of PROM/EPROM and

which uses the new MC6875 monolythic clock driver. DIP switches are provided

to allow any 8K block of upper memory (above 32K) to be switched to external

RAM or EPROM. This makes it easy to place process control, custom monitors or

ROM BASIC in the system.

The MC6875 clock oscillator is independent of the baud rate generator and its

operating frequency may be adjusted by changing the value of a single resistor.

This allows easy use of higher clock rates if the user wishes to convert the system

to premium processor and memory components.

The 6800/2 will be supplied with the new MP-A2 processor board, 4K of

memory on an MP-8M board and with a MPS serial interface. The complete kit

with power supply and case is priced at $439.00 postpaid in Continental U.S.

Dear 6800 Users,

This newsletter—ad is being tried in

response to many requests for a better

form of communication between Sw.

Tech. and 6800 System users. We have

tried in the past to send information

on new accessories and software directly

to customers and to our dealers, but

many of you are evidently not getting

these as you should.

We plan to periodically make up an

ad like this one and tell you about any

new developements. If you want more
information on any of these items

please write and let us know. We will be

happy to send it. Our new computer
products catalog describing the new pro-

ducts presented here is now available.

®SWTBUG®
If you are still using Mikbug~ as a

monitor in your 6800 System you
should consider replacing it with our
new SWTBUG® monitor. It is a direct

replacement and hardware compatible

without any system modifications.

Features are:

* Automatic Disk Boot—just type
D

* Automatic interface configuration-

for either MP-S or MP-C
* Vectored Software Interrupt
* Single Level Breakpoints
* Punch End of Tape Formatting
* Subroutine Entry Point Compati-

bility

Odds and Ends
Some of you out there may not have

heard about our MPT Interrupt Timer
interface. This is a software program-

mable timer with selectable interrupts

from 1 microsecond to 1 hour.

"Number Nibbler" is what we call

the MP-N Calculator Interface. This

handy little device makes it easy to

do arithmetic functions when they are

part of a machine language, or assembler

program.

The listing for SWTBUG® is supplied

with the monitor. We can also provide

listings of our DOS as used in the MP-F
Minifloppy for those who are interested

in incorporating special features. Since
this is not a volume item, we will copy
these on an individual basis for those in-

terested. Price will be $10.00.
Sneaky Change of the Month— Last

summer we made a small change in the
MP-L Parallel Interface. It is now offi-

cially designated MP-LA. Full buffering

of all outputs and inputs was added as

well as the ability to operate with 16
bits out.

16K Memory
Southwest Technical Products Corp.

is offering for late Dec. or early Jan.

shipment 16K Memory Boards—assem-
bled and tested for only $400.00.
These memory boards make it possible

to fully expand the RAM memory of

the 6800 System with only one memory
board. The 16K of dynamic memory
supplied with the board can be expand-
ed to 32K by simply soldering an addi-

tional sixteen IC's in place. The use of

dynamic memory in no way slows the

processor speed when these memories
are used. Memory refresh is accomplish-

ed during the second clock phase while

the processor is idle.

MP- 16 Memory—assembled and tested

ppd in Continental U.S. $400.00
16-EX Expansion Kit. ppd Cont. U.S. $250.00

EPROM Programmer
Now not only can you easily add

EPROM's to your 6800 System, but you
can also program them yourself right in

the machine. The MP-R allows you to

program and to verify 2716 EPROMs
with no additional equipment necessary.

(2716s using +5 Volt only power sup-

plies—Intel, etc.) The MP-R plugs into

an interface slot and the EPROM socket

extends above the top of the case for

easy access. All software necessary to

operate the programmer is supplied with

the kit and includes provision for verify-

ing, testing and copying 2716 EPROMS.
The programming voltage is generated

by an on-board DC to DC converter.

Only the normal supply voltage from
the 6800 supply is needed.

MP-R Programmer Kit with software

ppd in Continental U.S. $44.95

SOON-

Assembled and tested 6800
systems. Write or contact your
nearby SwTPC dealer.

MIKBUG registered trademark of Motorola,

® lnc "

SWTBUG registered trademark of Southwest
Technical Products Corp.

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. Rhapsody

San Antonio, Texas 78216



(Plainly speaking, it's only from the Digital Group.)

Now, your Digital Group computer becomes more
than a silent partner. You can vocally command
your computer ... it will listen . . . and it will talk back
to you. How? With the introduction of the exciting

new Digital Group/Votrax Voice Synthesizer.

All this is possible because the Digital Group/Votrax
Voice Synthesizer has an unlimited vocabulary, with

64 "human sounds" that can be combined and re-

combined to form words and languages. Imagine
your own computer glibly spouting English, Latin,

Spanish, Russian, Japanese and jjfldisb. And 100
average English words require o^H^^^tes of

memory! J

Programming the D

*The Digital Group^
supplied with de
software which will pen
Assembler IT

included.

Qroyp/vo

oicCrfteQthesfz*6r

tion

code inv

We have additional software a

cost:

le at nom

• "Talking Basic" — $10. MAXI-Basic outpu,

converted to English.

• "Talking CW" — $10. For impressing your
HAM buddies. Requires the forthcoming
HAM interface card.

• "Latin and Spanish Talking"— $10. Hear the
computer repeat letters and words typed in

Latin or Spanish.

• Demonstration Tape — $5. A sample of

audio tape and a complete explanation of

the system.

Bonus: A basic input circuit is included that may
be programmed to understand a small vocabulary of

voice commands.

*'*,

Unlimited Applications

i6er these possibilities:

or the blind, with the Voice

j^h
nomy — voice input and output of

elestial coordinates where light would
poil "night vision"

Robotics #*

Games

Student terminals
'

lAM radio repeater telemetry systems

ronunciation learning

alk Pri

Digital G
capabiir

wld be shouting this one. The
r'otrax Voice Synthesizer, with all its

is only $495 kit or $595 assembled and
t's language anybody can understand.

O.K., you've listened briefly to what we have to say
about the new Digital Group/Votrax Voice
Synthesizer. But we can keep right on talking! Write
or call today for all the details — music to your ears.

po box 6528 denver, Colorado 80206 (303) 777-7133



UBLISHER'S
REMARKS

Houston Scene

The Houston computer-
fest drew a good crowd —
almost all hobbyists — be-

cause it was largely pro-

moted for this group. Many
of the exhibits (about 35)

were local dealers — plus a

few manufacturers — some
parts dealers such as Jade,

S.D. Sales, Tri-Tek, and
only two magazines . . .

Kilobaud and Personal

Computing.
This was my first chance

to take a good look at the

Noval system (Photo 1), and

it made me want to have

someone who owns one give

us an evaluation. It certainly

is attractive and seems

complete, but until we've

had an opportunity to

check it out as a system,

complete with software, it's

difficult to really tell. TEI
made a good impression too

... as they did at Corn-

putermania. Here's presi-

dent Garry Walker (Photo

2). TEI certainly had one of

the more professional-

looking exhibits.

Chuck Watson of Tri-Tek

(Photo 3) was kept busy
selling parts, as was Jim
Tanner of DRC (Photo 4).

The lack of packed-in

people made it possible for

attendees to see the exhibits

closely and ask questions

(Photo 5).

Dealers had more of a

chance to sift through the

hobbyists for good cus-

tomer prospects . . . here's

Rick Spitler of Micro Vision

(Photo 6). Despite being

ripped off by a former
employee of a good deal of

Photo 1.

4

ui
Photo 2. Photo 3.

his store stock, Bill Rogers

(Photo 7) of Interactive

Computers is busy opening

a second store . . . with

more in the works. Ray
Atnip of the Bit Barn

(Photo 8) was selling floppy

disks and T-shirts. He said

the computerfest did very

well for him. Jack
McKinstry (Photo 9) has
just recently opened a

Houston Computerland and
was also happy about the

exposure from the show.

Bob Seydler (Photo 1 0) was
there for the Houston
Computer Mart.

John Barugh of Texas
Micro Games (Photo 11)

was there with micro-

computerized backgammon
and couldn't keep people

away from his booth.

Richard Liedler (Photo 12)

of Salt Lake City was there

with his parents and
monopolized many of the

games being demonstrated.

This show, like most hobby
computer shows, was heavy

on games . . . very heavy.

One of the complaints

about the Computermania
exhibits was the pre-

ponderance of games.

/

Photo 4.

Businessmen enjoy games,

but they wanted to see

more business systems up

and running; many of the

computer systems demon-
strated left them with the

feeling that all they were

good for was game playing.

Computer Stars of the 80s

Will computer pro-

grammers be the stars of the

1980s? Think about it and
see if you don't agree that

this might come about.

If you see, as I do, a

strong parallel between
high-fidelity and computers,

then follow along with me.

A hi-fi system does nothing

in and of itself . . . you have

to have programs to play

through it . . . from radio,

television sound, records,

tapes, etc. A lively business

has grown selling high-

fidelity hardware . . . and

another selling software:

records and tapes. How
many thousands of hi-fi

Photo 6.

Photo 5.



stores are there? And, for

those of you worried about

Macy's and the discount

stores selling computers,

how many discount stores

are selling pseudo hi-fi, the

sale of which hasn't serious-

ly affected hi-fi stores?

Computer stores are

getting started . . . one in

August 1975, 50 in August

1976 and about 500 in

August 1977. Will we have

5000 by August 1978?

Maybe . . . and maybe even

around 50,000 by the 80s.

It may be that computer

stores will sell the programs

... or program stores may
open, like record stores. We
might see as many computer
programs as records sold

someday games, edu-

cational, business, math,

etc.

In the recording in-

dustry, top-selling artists

Photo 7.

Photo 8.

\

make fabulous amounts of

money. In the publishing

world, top-selling authors

also get rich. Why should it

be any different for pro-

grammers?

Let's look at the money
end of things and see where

this may be heading. Kilo-

baud is about to come out

with some programs on
cassettes. The first question

is how much should we
charge for them? There are

factors of how much people

will pay, and how much it

costs to make, distribute,

and sell them. The prices

charged for books and

records are chosen very

carefully ... as much as

people will pay, and as little

as will provide a profit for

all involved. Computer
programs should probably

be priced in the same ball

park.

How does this work out?

With a $7.95 cassette pro-

gram, the wholesale price to

the dealer would be about

$4.77 . . . that's a 40 per-

cent discount. Dealers can't

provide the stock (not in-

expensive), salesmen,
premises, demonstration
facilities and advertising it

Photo 9.

Photo 10.

takes to move the product

with less than 40 percent.

That's why this has evolved

over the years as a relative

standard.

The next man down is a

manufacturer's represen-

tative. He shows the store

salesmen how to sell, checks

their inventory, places their

orders, makes sure they get

delivery, literature, adver-

tising materials, etc. He also

keeps track of credit prob-

lems for the manufacturer.

For all this, he gets 10

percent of the action. The
rep is the manufacturer's

local salesman.

After taking out the rep's

10 percent, we have about

$4.30 left for the manu-
facturer. If he pays a 20
percent royalty, this brings

86 cents of each sale to the

author of the program and
leaves $3.44 for the manu-
facturer's costs and profit

. . . which should be enough
to make it worthwhile, but

not tremendously exciting.

Well, so much for the

prices involved . . . what
about sales? Where do we
get all those superstar for-

tunes? OK, let's take what

Photo 11.

Photo 12.
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we have today and never

mind what it is going to be

like when we have 50,000
stores. Let's say we are

selling programs through
only 300 computer stores.

A good program might sell

how many? Would you go
for ten a week? That's 3000
a week for the country
(never mind European
sales), or 113,000 cassettes

a month. At 86 cents each,

your programmer is going to

be making $11,180 per
month. That's $134,000 a

year (before taxes).

Now, at $134,000 we're
only talking about sales

through 300 stores . . . not
3000 (which we should have
by next summer). Does $ 1 .3

million impress you? I

would like to predict here
and now that the time is

coming when gold cassettes

(or will it be gold ROMs?)
will be awarded for million-

program sales.

Sure, more involved pro-

grams will sell for a lot

more, just as specialized

books sell for higher prices.

I hope the above is

enough to get you started in

programming. You learn to

be a good programmer by
doing it ... and, with
virtually no programs yet

being distributed, the field

is wide open for just about
anything that will sell. What
have you got for programs
that work . . . will sell . . .

and are fully debugged?
You could do worse than
get in touch with Kilobaud.

Mouse Guards Cheese

The only really negative

press on Computermania
came in one of the "pro-
fessional" computer publi-

cations in an article written

by a chap who is selling

used computer equipment
. . . big used computer
equipment.
A few of the computer

publications seem to have
become used to the idea of
microcomputers, but some
of the others are ex-

ceedingly hostile. It prob-

ably has a lot to do with
advertising dollars, few of
which are coming from the

micro industry into the big-

computer publications.

Microcomputers are

beginning to raise hell with
the prices of used com-
puters - and justifiably so.

A firm wanting to expand
has the choice of buying
three-to-six-year-old big

hardware or else going with
a microcomputer system;
and in just about every case,

the micro is cheaper and
will do more. If you had a

warehouse with several

million dollars in used big

stuff, how would you feel

about a show like Com-
putermania that was aimed
at the businessman to let

him know about micro-
computers?

It is unfortunate that so

little of the big hardware is

compatible with micro-

computers. In the early days
of micros, I had hoped that

we would be seeing articles

on the interfacing of this

and that piece of hardware
... so we could take ad-

vantage of some of the bar-

gains in used equipment
such as tape drives, big disk

systems, etc. It turns out
that by the time you get

through trying to adapt
both hardware and software

to our new computers, it is

seldom worth the fight.

Sure, you can buy a used

big disk system for a bargain

. . . but then comes the need
to write an operating system
for it . . . and the monthly
cost of service . . . etc.

Bummer.
Any arguments?

System Costs

There has been growing
criticism in the "pro-

fessional computer" press of
the low prices claimed for

microcomputers. Perhaps
there is some truth to this

charge that should be
acknowledged.

It is fun to generate
enthusiasm among new-
comers — and professionals,

too, for that matter — with
promises of $600 computer
systems. The early price of
the Altair 8800 kit was an
enormous magnet and
attracted many computer
hobbyists. But once that

CPU with its small power
supply and 256 bytes of
memory had been bought
and assembled, the truth

gradually began to dawn . . .

a little more was needed
before this would make a

computer . . . maybe a

thousand dollars more.

We still need technical

articles to explain esoteric

concepts such as memory
mapping (perhaps a better

explanation than has ap-

peared recently in other

magazines), and com-
parisons of the many ver-

sions of BASIC. Those of

you who have evolved

complete systems should
pass along your experiences

to newcomers who want to

know what they can do
with a specific combination
of hardware . . . and how
much it costs. We need
articles on low-cost systems

. . . medium-cost systems

. . . average business systems
(which I feel should be in

the $12,000 to $15,000
range), etc.

Asking what we want to

do with a computer system
is begging the question. We
want to be able to do any-

thing we can think of . . .

write letters, compose
music, create art, run a

small business, compile
mailing lists, etc. We want
to interface the telephone

to send letters over phone
lines. We want to control

the temperature of our
homes, and make them
secure against fire and theft.

We want to play games. We
also want to be able to do
thousands of things that

haven't even been thought
of yet.

The space available in

Kilobaud for publishing
articles is only limited by
the number of pages of

advertising. If you patronize

our advertisers and make
sure they know that you see

and appreciate their ads in

Kilobaud, you'll have a fat

magazine . . . packed with as

many useful articles as we
can get you to write.

Those Fairchild

Games

A call from Jim Avery,
one of our more interested

F8 investigators, revealed

that Fairchild seems to be
taking a firm stand against

hobbyists: little things like a

policy of giving no infor-

mation on their game sys-

tem, no replacement parts,

etc. Despite all this, Jim has

delved deeply into the sys-

tem and finds that it will

work quite easily as a CPU.
If you are interested in

similar pioneering work you
might get in touch with him
at RFD 2, Box 13A, Lees-

ville SC 29070.

How Much is a

Computer?

Many newcomers get as

confused as the rest of us

did a couple years ago when
Mits came out with their

first "computer." Sure, it's

only a CPU, a box, power
supply and a tad of memory
. . . but it's a computer.

Let's lay it on the line,

readers, and send some
letters about your own ex-

periences. What are your re-

quirements for a good
working system and what
have you in mind to make it

even better?

What systems would you
suggest for the hobbyist?

And how about for the

small business? Where
would you recommend the

newcomer get programs?
You've been through the

mill, Bill ... so level with
the beginners and let them
know what to expect. Tell

them what they can do with

a given configuration, and
how much it costs.

What is the minimum
amount of memory that will

suffice? How about 24K or

32K? Is anything less than

64K optimum?
There are a few

hobbyists out there who
have managed to get their

computer systems to do
more than play games. Let's

hear more about what you
are doing with your system
. . . what I/O boards you
need to do it . . . and where
you get the programs.

More and more business-

men are buying microcom-
puter systems, and I assume
that a few of them are

actually being put to use.

Let's have some articles to

help the people who haven't
been through those woods

(continued on page 20)



EDITOR'S
REMARKS

Our new business-appli-

cations feature starts this

month. You may have

noticed on the front cover

that Bob Brehm's article is

"flagged" with a $ logo. In

the future this symbol,

which is near and dear to us

all, will identify business

applications articles in Kilo-

baud. These articles will

describe small business

systems in layman's terms.

That last point is important.

We, and most of the

other small-systems maga-

zines, have published a

multitude of material

written by system develop-

ers for the benefit of other

system developers; but very

little has been directed to

the end user. We're going to

feature articles written by
system designers for poten-

tial customers, and we're

most definitely going to

have articles written by
users of those systems.

Spread the word.

DataSync . .

.

the final chapter

Last month when I men-
tioned that "Colonel
Winthrop" had begun his

extended leave of absence (a

2V2-year prison term), I

thought that was the end of

my comments on DataSync.
I'm afraid the company

didn't make it. I reported in

a previous editorial that

they demonstrated their

16K memory board for me
. . . and it was working fine.

I guess I shouldn't have

been so quick to run to my
typewriter.

It turned out that the

board developed loading

problems when it was
running in a full system.

They pulled their hair out

and went without sleep and

food for about a month
trying to fix the problem. In

final analysis, it was a lay-

John Craig

out problem . . . and by that

time they were left with

only one choice: close the

doors and give up.

Vandenberg Data Prod-

ucts (PO Box 2507, Santa

Maria CA 93454) will be

offering their 16K static

board to DataSync custom-

ers at a new, reduced price

($330 kit or $360 assem-

bled). I hope that by now
most of DataSync's cus-

tomers will have heard from
VDP ... and have their 1 6K
of memory.

One final note: The guys

at DataSync gave it their

best shot. They tried their

best to get that product

developed and out the door.

Those of you who shelled

out your hard-earned bucks,

and lost most of them, have

only one person to blame
for this entire mess: "Colo-

nel Winthrop." He taught us

all a lot.

As a matter of fact, he
taught many of us to cast a

critical eye in many direc-

tions. Phillip Tubb recently

sent me a photograph,
which has been in several

ads, of a certain 8085 board
that has a 16-pin IC

(SN74LS) sitting in a 14-pin

socket! Looks rather
awkward, to say the least. I

wonder how many have

been delivered that way . . .

Tax Returns . . .

on Your Floppy Disk

Tom Scott recently sent

me a clipping from Com-
puter Decisions that could

have a far-reaching impact

on home and small-business

computer applications. The
IRS, in an attempt to cut

down on the mountains of

paper it has to move, has

decided to begin accepting

tax returns on floppy

diskettes. This new nation-

wide program will involve

sending in machine-readable

format produced on IBM
System 3, 32 and 34 sys-

tems. Initially, the diskettes

will contain information for

Form 1099 (an information
return), and in the future,

data for Form 914 (FICA)
will be accepted.

Max Stringer, magnetic-

tape coordinator for the

IRS's Southwest Region in

Austin TX, will be directing

the program and is now
accepting applications for

setting up the system.

This decision could

eventually have an effect on
tax-return filing by individ-

uals, and most certainly

small businesses using

microcomputer systems.

How is the data formatted?

How much software would
be required to emulate a

System 3 floppy disk for a

soft-sectored personal sys-

tem? Sounds like good
material for an article.

AROUND
THE INDUSTRY

I've recently come across

some new products (and

people) during my travels to

companies and clubs . . .

and I thought you'd like to

meet them.

Godbout's Latest Entry

Look out Heath! Here
comes Bill Godbout Elec-

tronics with the first of

many "foreign attach-

ments" for the H8 system.

Although Mits would never

go around advertising the

fact, perhaps one reason the

Altair 8800a and 8800b sell

so well is because a wide
variety of boards can be

purchased for the system.

Maybe the same situation

will develop with the H8
system if many others

John Craig

follow in Bill Godbout's
footsteps.

Bill turned one of his

designers, Spencer Cottam,
loose with an H8 system

(probably one of the first

off the assembly line) and

had him design a 12K static

memory board (that's

Spence in Photo 1 holding

one of the original boards).

The boards were released

for production on October
13th and should be ready

for shipping by the end of

the year.

This 12K board is ad-

dressable on any 4K bound-
ary, is static and will be

selling for an unbelievable

$235. H8 owners will be

happy to know they also

have an opto-isolator board

(has anyone seen Bob
Mullen lately?) and an ex-

tender board in the works.

Photo J.

Whew! Maybe Heath won't
have to worry about anyone
else . . . just Godbout!

The MECA Mass
Storage/Audio System

One of the more impres-

sive demonstrations I've

seen recently was put on by
MECA president Derryl

Millican at a meeting of the

Micro-8 Computer Club.



Derryl's company has de-

veloped a mass storage

system (built around two
Phi-decks) with a voice-

response capability that

opens the door to a number
of exciting applications.

The Phi-decks are dual-

channel, with one channel
containing data, and the

other voice. Numbers,
phrases, sentences or an en-

tire speech can be accessed

quickly under computer
control. Derryl brought
along several demo pro-

grams, one of which was a

spelling tutor. Karin Ford
(John Ford's daughter) was
invited to come up and try

the program . . . and later

had to be bodily removed
because she was so taken
with it (just kidding). That's
Derryl in Photo 2, along
with Karin, and he has every
right to the pleased look on
his face. Karin has been
around her dad's computer
and a multitude of educa-
tion programs for several

years, but she really is in-

Photo 2.

volved in this new ex-

perience of the talking com-
puter. In the spelling tutor

program, a sentence is

spoken and the student is

asked to spell a word that

was used in the sentence.

The little box at the right of

the keyboard is a speaker

enclosure, and the Alpha-

1

tape system is shown on top
of Derryl's Altair.

As you may have
guessed, I'm enthusiastic

about the audio capabilities

of the system. I think

educational applications are

some of the best uses for

such a system, but talking

games and even voice re-

sponses for a business sys-

tem are other possibilities.

(By the way, if anyone
ever hears of one of these

being used in a "junk-

phone-call" system, don't

tell me about it. Just wait

... if those dingalings keep
making and selling those

systems, we're going to have

legislation coming down
that may affect all of us!)

The audio is really

secondary for most people

who purchase the system. It

is, first and foremost, a top-

notch mass storage system

with a sophisticated 3K
operating system (with

source code!). Give 'em a

call or write for additional

information: MECA, 7344
Wamego Trail, Yucca Valley

CA 92284, (714)365-7686.

Your Money's Worth

There are a lot of

hobbyists who are actively

designing small business,

laboratory, educational and
other micro-based systems.

Without a doubt, one of the

most expensive (and
troublesome) items these

designers have to consider is

the hard-copy unit they're

going to include in the

system.

Mike Sherick recently

brought a Malibu Design
Group printer (which he de-

signed) to the Santa Barbara

Computer Club for a

Fig. 1. Graphics output from Malibu Design Group printer.

demonstration (Photo 3).

Most of us had to be con-

tent with drooling, since the

price of the unit is not

exactly in the hobbyist

range - it sells for $1995
(with a rather large discount

for OEMs and dealers).

I'm a firm believer in the

old saying that you get what
you pay for. This thing just

reeks of quality — from the

walnut-veneer cabinet to the

use of a nine-pin Hydra™
print head. It's a dot-matrix

printer that zips along at

165 characters per second,

and, as you can see from
Fig. 1, it has some pretty

fancy graphics capabilities,

too! (When is someone
going to write an article for

Kilobaud describing a com-
puter-portrait system?)

If you shop around
you'll find the price is cer-

tainly competitive with
other units with the same
features and print quality

. . . and that Hydra head is

top-notch when it comes to

dependable service. Forgive

me if this sounds like an ad
. . . I just liked it! (Malibu

Design Group, Inc., 21110
Nordhoff St., Chatsworth
CA91311.)

The PolyMorphic 8813

At that same meeting of

the Santa Barbara Club,

PolyMorphic Systems re-

leased Bob Martin from his

cave to tell the folks about

his latest software effort,

(continued on page 20)

Photo 3. Photo 4.
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Ar t~by —Computer^ - an unusual holiday gift idea

File 1

(c)L«lan4 C. Shappord, 1077. Fll« I

File 1 File 3 File 13 File 19 File 20 File 26

File 27 File 41 File 45 File 46 File 60 File 61

Reproductions of graphic designs generated on a Tektronix 4051

Graphics Computer/4662 Digital Plotter these black-on-white

prints are 9 3/4H by 12 3/4W and are suitable for framing or

mounting. Price: $2.00 ea./$20.00 for the set of 12, postage

paid. Specify File #s or Set #1. Send check or money order

to= Lei and C. Sheppard, Dept K, PO Box 6005 1, Sunnyvale,

California 94086. California residents add 6% sales tax.

Allow 2 weeks for personal checks to clear.

©Lei and C. Sheppard, 1977.



„ NEW
Products

Video Display Board
from TDL

Technical Design Labs
has introduced the VDB
(Video Display Board), a

video interface for the

Altair bus microcomputers.
The unit consists of two

boards, one piggybacked to

the other. The unit occupies

one edge connector on the

bus, but takes up the space

of two boards.

The VDB contains its

own display buffer memory
and provides two pages of

display, each with 25 rows
of 80 characters. The dis-

play buffer memory does
not use any memory ad-

dress.

This new product dis-

plays, in addition to the 96
uppercase and lowercase

ASCII characters with de-

cenders, 64 unique display

symbols, permitting a

graphic resolution with 160
horizontal elements by 75
vertical elements. The dis-

play can accept data at a

4 0,0 0rcharacter-per-
second rate.

The VDB provides a true

hardware blinking cursor to

facilitate the programming
of special edit functions. It

is addressable and indicates

the physical location on the

display screen where the

next symbol will be written

into or read from.

The VDB works with

either a modified TV set or

monitor and has an
on-board 8^bit parallel key-
board port with status

strobes. The VDB requires

one motherboard socket
and occupies two card

spaces.

The VDB is priced at

$349 in kit form and $449
assembled and tested. Tech-
nical Design Labs, Research
Park, Building H, 1101
State Road, Princeton NJ
08540.

TSC Multi-User

System

Technical Systems Con-
sultants' Multi-User System
allows four users to simul-

taneously operate one
SWTP 6800 microcomputer,
all running separate pro-

grams.

The TSC Multi-User
Board is a SS-50 bus board
containing some required

extra memory, interrupt

logic, and a few registers.

The board is designed to

plug right into one of the

memory slots on the bus.

No machine modifications

are required. With the board
installed, simply load up the

BASIC cassette included

with the board and you
have a four-user BASIC
system

.

Suggested retail price for

««!«= :-.;.;;:<.:;..;:

the TSC Multi-User Board
Kit is $129.95. That in-

cludes the Multi-User Board
Kit with all parts, IC sock-

ets, diagnostics, and instruc-

tions. The boards are high

quality with plated-through

holes. Also included in the

price is a cassette and users

manual for a Four User
Micro BASIC Plus.

Technical Systems Con-
sultants, Inc., P.O. Box
2574, West Lafayette IN
47906.

Technical Design Labs ' VDB.

Music for SWTP
6800 Owners

The Newtech Model 68
Music Board enables the

user to generate music,

sound effects, rhythms,
Morse code, and touch-tone
synthesis.

The Model 68 Music
Board, designed for the

SWTP 6800 computer,
comes fully assembled and
tested. It consists of a

digital-to-analog converter,

audio amplifier, speaker,

volume control and phono
jack for convenient connec-

tion to an external speaker

or home audio system.

A complete user's

manual includes sound ef-

fect programs, test routines,

a BASIC program for

writing musical scores and a

6800 assembly language

routine for playing them.
An AC-3 0-compatible cas-

sette contains programs

from the user's manual and
software for pre-coded
songs. The Model 68 Music
Board is $59.95.
Newtech Computer

Systems, Inc., 131
Joralemon Street, Brooklyn
NY 11201.

CP&L Offers

Word Processor

Computer Power &
Light, Inc., has a com-
mercial quality, micro-

computer-based word pro-

cessing system for under
$6000, complete. Based on
the field-proven
COMPAL-80 computer and
Xerox Corp.'s Diablo 1620
daisy-wheel printer, it con-

Newtech Model 68 Music Board.

CP&L 's word processor.
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tains features found on

systems costing $20,000 or

more. Among these are

complete text editing on a

large CRT; insertion or dele-

tion of text and the ability

to move blocks of text any-

where; variable-speed
scrolling of entire text on
the CRT, forward and back;

ward; ability to search for

all occurrences of a specific

word or group of words and

replacement with alternative

word or words; and storage

and retrieval of finished text

on low-cost Phillips audio

cassettes at the rate of 240

characters per second.

There is also a variety of

printing options, including

variable line length, 1-5

spaces between lines, vari-

able character spacing, pre-

settable page headings, page

numbering, and right and

left margin justification

using the Diablo's unique

character spacing routines.

No extra blanks are inserted

in your text, nor is there

any need for hyphenation.

Computer Power &
Light, 12321 Ventura Blvd.,

Studio City CA 91604.

Dynabyte Static RAM

Two fully static RAM
modules for the Altair bus

are now available from

Dynabyte, Inc.

The 16K and 32K static

RAMs are available with

access times of either 450 or

250 ns. The 250 ns RAMs
are compatible with 4MHz
Z-80 processors.

Like Dynabyte's 16K
dynamic RAM module,

both static RAMs are com-

pletely assembled, tested,

burned in and guaranteed

for one year.

The new RAM modules'

fully static functioning and

complete buffering make
them compatible with all

known processors, including

the Z-80s offered by several

manufacturers, as well as

the Alpha Microsystem

A-100.
Both 16K RAM modules

feature Bank Select, which

allows up to eight separate

banks (of up to 64K each)

to reside in the same
system. The module may be

addressed in four separate

4K blocks along 4K bound-

aries. Each of these blocks

may be individually write

protected. If an attempt is

made to write into a pro-

tected block, an audible

alarm will be activated and a

visual indicator will be

displayed for several

seconds.

The 32K static RAM
modules offer 4K boundary

addressing, complete buffer-

ing, and conservative
thermal design.

The modules employ
Schmitt trigger buffers on
inputs and Tri-state TTL
buffers on outputs.

Dynabyte, Inc., 4020 Fa-

bian, Palo Alto CA 94303.

North Star Executive

Software

XEK, a complete system

executive package for North
Star users, is now available

from the Byte Shop of

Westminister CA.
The XEK package con-

tains a disassembler capable

of creating files that may be

left in memory when
changing from the disassem-

bler to the executive pack-

age for reassembly. The

monitor software can accept

input from cassette tapes

and paper tapes as either

source or object files, as

well as from the North Star

diskette system.

The assembler also fea-

tures a new auto-line editor

for the creation of source

files. This editor extends to

the modification of existing

object files.

Another feature is the

XEK's ability to handle up

to six named files at once

that may be consecutively

assembled to form one ob-

ject file. The assembler,

monitor, and disassembler

come with complete docu-

mentation, both on disk and

as a manual. Price, including

California sales tax, is $48.

The Byte Shop of West-

minister, 14300 Beach

Boulevard, Westminster CA
92683.

memory capacity. The
12020A costs $289 assem-

bled and tested ($199 kit).

A second memory
module is a combination of

EPROM and RAM devices.

With PC/M's 12040A
Memory Extender module,

the 12160 can be used in

any 4K field of memory in

the PCM- 12 microcomputer
system. The single-quantity

price of the 12160 is $455
($385 kit).

The third module, the

12210, is a non-volatile

memory organized as 4096
12-bit words. With auto-

matic-recharge battery
back-up, the 12210 module
will retain the contents of

its memory for up to thirty

days with system power
turned off. The 12210 4K
CMOS memory module is

priced at $5 80 ($490 kit).

PC/M, 3120 Crow
Canyon Road, San Ramon
CA 94583.

Static Memory Modules
For PCM- 12

Pacific Cyber/Metrix,

Inc., has three static

memory modules for use

with its PCM-12 - the

firm's 6100 microproces-

sor-based, 12-bit microcom-
puter system. Each module
is available either fully as-

sembled or in kit form.

The PCM-12 system is

fully software-compatible

with Digital Equipment Cor-

poration's PDP-8 family of

minicomputers.
The most basic system

memory module, designated

the 12020A, is a 4096-word
by 12-bit memory element

that constitutes one full

field of memory. The
PCM-12 can accommodate
up to eight of these boards,

which give the system a 32K

§£» WMMtHW

Upgrade Kit

For Poly 88

PolyMorphic Systems,

Inc., has introduced an up-

grade kit for Poly 88 micro-

computer owners who wish

to convert their current

systems to the company's
new System 8813 disk-

based microcomputer sys-

tem.
The Poly 88 Disk Kit

contains all mechanical

parts and electronic assem-

blies needed for converting

a Poly 88, including chassis,

walnut cabinet, a ten-slot

backplane, power supply,

floppy disk controller, 2K
of read-only memory
(ROM), a fan, one floppy

disk drive and two system

NA^YTE], INQ RAJW *#OD»t

Dynabyte 32K Static RAM.
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Dynabyte 16K Static RAM.
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diskettes.

The conversion to a disk
system takes only a few
hours. The Poly 88 Disk Kit
is priced at $1450, and up
to two more disk drives may
be added at $590 each.

PolyMorphic Systems, Inc.,

10832 Ventura Blvd., North
Hollywood CA 91604.

Double Density Floppy
Disk System

Recording density is

hardware and/or software
selectable on the new
FDC-3 controller board
from Digital Systems. The
user may choose either IBM
3740 format or a double-
density format of 57 IK
bytes per diskette (77 tracks

of 58 sectors with 128 bytes
per sector).

The new, lower-power
controller board is available

separately or in 8080 sys-

tems consisting of up to
eight Shugart Associates
Disk Drives and operates
with CP/M software, a com-
plete disk operating system
including a text editor,

assembler, and dynamic
debugging tool. A write pro-

tect option can be hardware
enabled or selected with
notched diskettes.

Other features include
DMA, hardware bootstrap
loader, CRC error check,
and Z-80 compatibility. An
Altair interface card is in-

cluded. Interface cards are

also available for other 8080
bus systems. A fully assem-
bled and tested dual drive

system, complete with
cabinet, power supply and

all cables, is $2545 for

single density or $2745 for

dual density.

Digital Systems, 6017
Margarido Drive, Oakland
CA 94618.

Timesharing
Microcomputer

MicroAge, the systems
marketing division of the

Byte Shops of Arizona retail

computer stores, has a free

eight-page brochure on the

Alpha Micro multiuser

multitasking timeshared
microcomputer system.

The Alpha Micro is a

powerful Altair bus com-
patible software develop-
ment system that features a

timeshared operating system
with full utilities, multiuser
structured file system with
password security, disk file

management system for

floppy or hard disks, Alpha-
Basic extended compiler
and reentrant run-time soft-

ware, free-form text editor

and text formatter, multiple

pass Macro Assembler and
16-bit microprocessor with
hardware floating-point
computation.

Complete systems can be
configured with multiple

terminals and peripherals,

including hard-disk systems
with up to 1200 megabytes
on-line. Disk access methods
incude sequential, random
and indexed sequential.

Other languages currently

under development are

LISP, APL, FORTH, 8080
Cross Assembler, with FOR-
TRAN, COBOL and RPG
languages in the planning
stages.

Double Density Floppy Disk System.

The Alpha Micro is based
on Western Digital's ad-

vanced WD-16 micro-
processor chip set (the same
set used in the PDP-11
series) with three sister

microprogrammed ROM
chips for a highly flexible

macro instruction set. The
1 6-bit processor interfaces

to the popular 8-bit Altair

bus by multiplexing through
the CPU logic board. This

multiplexing is totally trans-

parent to the programmer.
MicroAge, 803 N. Scotts-

dale Road, Tempe AZ
85281.

Million-Byte

MetaFloppy System

Micropolis Corporation
has expanded its field-

proven Disk Extended
BASIC software package to

provide additional support
for BASIC programming
with its new million-byte

Model 1054 MetaFloppy
system.

The expanded BASIC
includes a flexible new
CHAIN command, which
allows the user to segment
very large programs and run
the segments in any order.

Thus, the new command
permits running of programs
which are larger than the

computer's memory by
using the disk as inter-

mediate storage.

Another new feature, of

particular interest to busi-

ness-oriented users, is a

powerful line-printer
support capability. This not
only lets users print output
directly to a line printer but
also to store it on the disk

for later printing or examin-

ation if desired.

Standard business-
oriented features include

variable precision arith-

metic, complete STRING
and substring capability,

and extensive disk file com-
mands.

The new Micropolis
BASIC is designed for

8080/Z-80-based microcom-
puters having at least 24K
bytes of random access

memory (RAM).
Micropolis Corp., 7959

Deering Ave., Canoga Park
CA 91304.

8080 Word Processing

System

Mini Word Processing 2.0

(MWP) enables the user to

prepare letters, text and
mailing labels or envelopes.

When used for corre-

spondence processing, MWP
allows name and address

entries to be coded with a

number of group codes and
document response codes.

For example, an inquiry

might be coded with date
and inquiry-type group
codes and a specific re-

sponse letter body with se-

lected paragraph/phrase in-

sertion document codes. A
follow-up letter might be
sent keyed only on group
codes.

MWP provides in-line

editing and common text/

phrase insertions in the text

generation module. The
letter and text output
modules provide text insert

or replacement, margin/page
control, as well as page

numbering.

Micropolis Model 1054 Metafloppy system.
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MWP is extremely easy

to use and includes a com-
prehensive user's manual
with varied examples. The
price is $195 supplied on a

diskette compatible with

Mits Disk Extended BASIC.
The Software Store, 706

Chippewa Square, Mar-

quette MI 49855.

ANSI-Standard
FORTRAN IV

Technical Design Labs

has ANSI-standard FOR-
TRAN IV available for

microcomputers, written for

them by Small Systems

Services, Inc.

FORTRAN IV is the first

complete ANSI-standard

FORTRAN IV to be offered

on the market, and is

equipped with many exten-

sions that exceed ANSI
standard requirements.

In addition to compiler,

loader, libraries, DOS link-

ages, etc., this FORTRAN
IV package may be inter-

faced to TDL's forthcoming

Hardware Multiply/Divide

module. It will then run 10

to 50 times faster than the

fastest BASIC packages

available.

Operationally, this ver-

sion is a disk-oriented sys-

tem. It runs in less than 24K
with DOS, and both FDOS
IV and CP/M versions are

available.

The complete package

includes both the floppy

diskette with object code

and a user's manual. Addi-

tional documentation and

support packages are avail-

able. It is priced at $349.

Technical Design Labs,

Inc., Research Park,

Building H, 1101 State

Road, Princeton NJ 08540.

Extender Board with

Built-in Logic Probe

Compatible with the

A 1 1 air bus configuration

used by over a dozen manu-

facturers, this board allows

easy troubleshooting and

examination of computer

boards. The built-in logic

probe indicates low-level

logic (green LED), high-level

logic (red LED), and high/

low transition or pulse

(yellow LED remains lit for

about .2 second to catch

short pulses).

A specially designed edge

connector allows use of

clip-lead probing; the edge

connector's label gives pin

numbers, and locates power
and ground connections.

Jumper links in the

power lines (+8V, + 16V,

-16V) allow easy current

measurement and fusing of

the board under test. By
adding a switch in these

lines you may shut down
board power without
turning off your computer.

The Mullen Extender

Board is available in kit

form for $35. Mullen Com-
puter Boards, PO Box 6214,

Hayward CA 94545.

8K ROMs Rated at 55ns

Monolithic Memories,

Inc., has a series of

1024-by-8-bit bipolar ROMs
rated at 55 ns T^A ana

"

prices at $10 in volume for

commercial grades. The new
8K ROMs are also available

in MIL-temperature range

rated at 70 ns access time.

Typical delivery is five

weeks from receipt of custo-

mer's bit pattern; first-time

masking charge is $750 per

pattern in minimum quan-

tities of 1 00.

Monolithic's 8K ROM
family comes in a 20-pin

package (6289-2), a 22-pin

version (6286-2) and a

24-pin package (6280-2) -
all designed as drop-in re-

placements for other
vendors' memories. The 22-

and 24-pin DIPs are also

compatible with Mono-
lithic's off-the-shelf bipolar

PROMs.
Monolithic Memories,

1165 East Arques Ave.,

Sunnyvale CA 94086.

*tm wmm

CMOS RAM by Wintek.

6502 Card for Altair

Bus

CGRS Microtech has a

new 6502 microcomputer

card for the Altair bus struc-

ture. With the CGRS Micro-

puter 6000, Altair bus users

can take advantage of a

standard packaging scheme
and still enjoy the high

speed and versatility of the

6502. The CGRS Micro-

puter 6000 computer card

contains 4K of EPROM
(2708) and 2K of RAM
(2111) in addition to the

6502 microprocessor and
TTL support logic.

CGRS Microtech, PO
Box 368, Southampton PA
18966.

Nonvolatile CMOS RAM

Microprocessor memory
expansion with nonvolatile

memory is now possible

with the Wince CMOS
RAM/Battery Module.
Memory is retained during

power-off conditions in-

cluding when the module is

unplugged from the system

bus. Two size AA nickel

cadmium batteries allow for

power-off periods up to one

year. The module can

accommodate up to 2K
bytes in multiples of 256
and has write protection.

The price is $399. The
Wince Micro Modules are

unique in that they are the

only 6800-based uP
modules available on in-

dustry-standard 4Vi x 6V2

inch 44-pin printed circuit

boards.

Wintek Corp., 902 N. 9th

Street, Lafayette IN 46904.

Business Software Book

Microcomputer Business

Systems, Inc. announces a

(continued on page 112)

Mullen Extender Board. CGRS Microputer 6000 Card.
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I§IBOOKS
How to Program
Microcomputers

William Barden Jr.

Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc.

$8.95.

Programming in ma-
chine/assembly language
using the microprocessor
instruction set is often con-
fusing for newcomers. This
book by William Barden Jr.

ranks as one of the best I've

found to help minimize the
confusion. In addition to
sections on computer tech-
nology and machine archi-

tecture, the book provides a
thorough comparison of
programming techniques
used for the three most
common microprocessors

(8080, 6800 and 6502). For
this reason alone, it rates a

place on your bookshelf.

Part 1 reviews the recent

history of microcomputers
and describes the binary
number system, arithmetic
operations, operations of
the microcomputer, and
microcomputer data codes.
This is a section of the book
that I think should be at the
end; possibly as an appen-
dix. If you're already

familiar with these subjects,

skip these pages and get to

the real meat; if not, you
won't need them to read the
book. The information is

only for reference and re-

view, and is not extensive
enough to be tutorial.

In Part 2, the register

architecture and descrip-
tions of the addressing
modes are provided first. A
block memory map of the
8080, 6800 and 6502 sys-

tems accompanies the next
chapter describing memory
and stack operation. Chap-
ter 9 has the best descrip-
tion and comparison I've

seen on the grouping, by
category, of microprocessor

instruction sets. The re-

mainder of Part 2 describes
the input/output and inter-

rupt processing techniques
used to talk to peripherals.

"Assembly Language
Programming with Micro-
computers" is the title of
Part 3 and, I think, the best
part of the book. A
thorough description of
assembly language program-
ming is provided, and after

reading it, I was able to
convert 8080 and 6800
programs for use with my
6502 system. Of course, this

works in the other direc-

tions too.

In "Programming Algo-
rithms" (Part 4), Mr. Barden
provides a number of rou-

tines for each of the micro-
processors. There are over
18 programs ranging from
timing loops to random
number generators. These
programs can be used by
themselves or as subroutines
in larger programs. Again,
having routines in all three
instruction sets for com-
parison provides a way for

converting programs from
one instruction set to
another.

An appendix of the in-

struction sets for each of
the microprocessors is in-

cluded at the end of the
book. What more could you
ask for in an all-in-one-place

assembly language program-
ming book for your com-
puter library?

Chuck Carpenter
Carrollton TX

Digital Experiments
Richard E. Gasper ini

Movonics Company
Los Altos CA 94022, $8.95

Students of "Kilobaud
Klassroom," rejoice! Digital

Experiments is the perfect

supplement to the monthly
experiments presented by
George Young in the pages
of Kilobaud. Furthermore,
using the "Kilobaud Klass-

room" Student Console to

perform the experiments
would be a lot easier on the
pocketbook than using the
design console the author
more or less recommends
(the Hewlett-Packard 5035T
Logic Lab, which sells for

$750!).

The book is about evenly
divided between the digital

experiments and four
appendices, which contain
IC data sheets, small-scale

and medium-scale ICs

(Appendix A and B), an IC

cross-reference and a list of
IC suppliers. The appendices
are reprints from the Texas
Instruments TTL Data Book
and cover all of the ICs used
in the experiments. The idea

of including them in the

book, rather than forcing

the student to buy or have
access to one, is a good idea.

Another nice feature is the
index (a worthwhile feature

in any book).

The experiments really

can (and should) be set up
on the "Kilobaud Klass-

room" Student Console.

The only modification to

the console would be the

addition of six switches.

The specifications for the
logic lab are as follows:

must have a breadboard for

6 ICs; a 5-volt, 1 Amp
power supply; six to eight

data switches; four to six

level indicators; a slow (1

Hz) and a fast (greater than
1 kHz) clock.

The book's objective is

to provide a hands-on
approach for the digital-

electronics student, and
after going through several

of the experiments I

heartily recommend it. The
experiments range from the
simple inverter and lighting

an LED, to multiplexers,

displays and RAM and ROM
memory chips. In between,
you will find digital experi-

ments one would expect in

a book such as this, in-

cluding those dealing with
the four basic logic gates,

flip-flops, counters and
decoders.

Aside from the logic lab

discussed earlier, the book

also requires that you have a

logic probe (built into the

Klassroom console) and a

logic clip (which snaps over
an IC and displays its input
and output levels on an
array of LEDs).

John Craig

Lompoc CA

An Introduction to BASIC
M. R. Eagle

G. Bell and Sons Ltd., 1976

This delightful book
from England (USA Dis-

tributor Transatlantic

Arts, Inc., Levittown NY
11756) should be in the

hands of every serious

beginning BASIC program-
mer. Written in an easy-

reading, no-nonsense style,

an amazing amount of
material is packed into 90
pages containing seven
chapters. There is also an
appendix, 38 pages of solu-

tions to the exercises and an
index of key words and
phrases.

Regardless of how many
books your computer li-

brary contains, there should
be room for one from an
o ut-of-the-country source.

It provides a fresh viewpoint
and a variety of terminology
and approaches to the

fascinating field of com-
puters.

After a four-page intro-

duction, the author jumps
right into the language.

However, these four pages
offer some insight into the

use of BASIC in England.
The "computer store"

referred to has nothing to

do with your friendly

neighborhood retail com-
puter outlet. It refers in-

stead to the computer's
memory (RAM). Thus,
"... programs and data are

transmitted from the input
device to a store. . . . This is

called a fast-access store

b ecause instructions and
results can be transmitted to

and fro between it and the

central processor. ..."
BASIC interpreters are

not mentioned, leading you
to believe that the small,

personal computer had not
made its impact when the
book was written (1976).
"When you put in a pro-

gram it is first of all com-
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piled and the coded version

is held in your workspace.

Once this is done the whole
program can be executed at

full speed.'
>»

The book refers to ex-

ternal memory: "Many
computer systems have

back-up stores for holding

files of programs and data,

compilers for different

languages and so on. These

may be in the form of

magnetic discs, drums or

tapes. . .
.'
»>

On the computer system:

"The whole package, pro-

gram plus commands plus

any additional data, is

known as a job. ... A
common type of computer
service . . . runs a batch of

jobs. . . . Interactive use of

the computer . . . this meth-

od of input and output is

extremely slow, and is

usually operated under a

time-sharing system with

multiple access."

Chapter two introduces

the FOR-NEXT loop and

the PRINT and END state-

ments. READ, DATA,
INPUT, LET, GOTO and

IF-THEN are also treated in

this chapter, as are strings

and relation operators (=,

< , > etc.). By the end of

the chapter, the beginner is

well into BASIC usage.

The third and fourth

chapters discuss program
planning with flowcharts,

algorithms and dry runs.

Standard BASIC functions

THE
HEATHKIT™ FORUM

So far, only a Maryland

reader has responded to my
question in the October
Kilobaud . Timothy M.

Markell reports: "My H8
was up and running with 4K
of RAM on September 26,

1977. Total assembly time

for me so far has been about
30 hours: 25 hours for the

H8 and five hours for the

H8-1." I suspect several of

you had an H8 going before

September 26th, so let's

hear about it.

Timothy would like

Heath to produce a revised

"section of the H8 manual,
expanding their discussion

of troubleshooting tech-

niques and adding a

'symptom/cause/cure' table

for use in conjunction with

the troubleshooting charts."

Floridian Paul Kanciruk
wants this Forum to

"survey the hobby com-
puter industry to determine

to what extent they will

produce hardware com-
patible accessories such as

memories, interfaces, speech

synthesizers, etc., to aug-

ment Heath's offerings."

Charles Flo to

Consider it done, Paul. I

look forward to reporting

the results.

Paul also comments:
"The H 1 1 is more expensive

than the average home com-
puter, but I believe it repre-

sents a step forward. Did

Mr. Craig ("Around the In-

dustry," issue No. 9) favor

the old four-bit machines
over the newer and more
expensive eight-bit com-
puters because they were
good enough? If there is one

constant in this field, it is

that things are not static,

that ongoing upward evolu-

tion/revolution is the rule."

I went to Alexandria VA
for the grand opening of a

new Heathkit Electronic

Center. As soon as I'd

entered the door-prize draw-

ing I noticed an H8 just

sitting there being almost

ignored and with the front-

panel digits blanked out. So,

I dropped into the chair

placed conveniently in front

of it and began to explore

what the keyboard would

do. Specifically, I wanted to

vary the length of the tone

from the built-in speaker

and facilities such as user-

defined functions, REMark,
RESTORE and ON GOTO
statements are introduced.

Iterative methods and

loops are more thoroughly

explored in chapter five.

Graphic techniques are

introduced in this mathe-
matics-oriented chapter.

Chapters six and seven

explain tables, lists, arrays

and their applications while

introducing DIM and MAT
statements. A discussion of

subroutines and the GOSUB
and RETURN statements

completes the text material.

Appendices include use

of a terminal, debugging

program errors and a

summary of the BASIC

(the frequency is fixed).

Just when I was getting

the hang of it, a salesman

came over, lamenting that

I'd destroyed the BASIC
program he'd been running

on the H9 video terminal at

the other end of the table.

Although it didn't take him
long to reload the program
from cassette, the occur-

rence did raise a question

about the H8. How do you
keep people from crashing

your system by playing with

the keyboard? At least

Heath puts the power
switch on the rear and

requires a person to press

two keys at once to do
anything drastic. What can

you suggest?

Speaking of the front

panel: I've received a

response to John M.
Blalock's question in the

October Forum about the

need for one. Heath's com-
puter products director

Louis E. Frenzel acknowl-
edges: "The question about

the front panel on the H8
Digital Computer has come
up several times recently.

We all know that the H8
could get along fine without

a formal front panel, but

such a version does not pro-

vide the convenience, flexi-

bility and computing power
that the front panel pro-

vides. You simply cannot

appreciate what the front

panel does until you have

actually used one. It is

super!"

He goes on to cite the

language.

According to the preface,

"This book is intended as a

first introduction to pro-

gramming using the BASIC
language." As a former high-

school teacher, I think the

book would make an
appropriate text for a one-

semester introductory
course in BASIC program-

ming. For the hobbyist, it

presents an organized intro-

duction to BASIC, some-
thing that is not always

readily available. The ex-

ercises provide good ex-

amples (although, as usual,

largely mathematics-ori-

ented), with complete
solutions.

Don Inman
Menlo Park CA

unique front-panel capa-

bilities: "That's right, you
can actually watch the

content of the register or

memory location changing

as it happens. You can't do
that with a debug routine

on a terminal. Another
function that is very helpful

is the single-step feature,

which cannot be physically

accomplished via a video

terminal."

These statements about a

terminal's limitations may
have been made with the H9
in mind. As Leo Taylor has

called to my attention, it is

designed to be used with the

H8 at a maximum speed of

600 baud. That's slower

than the maximum rate of

9600 baud advertised for

both the H9 and the H8-5
serial interface; but it is

what the manual calls for

when you put the two
together.

Both John Nierste of

Michigan and Raymond E.

Penley of Maryland ex-

pressed disappointment at

Heath's use of the 8080
rather than a newer eight-bit

processor. I want to point

out that nothing about the

H8 bus or front panel re-

quires that they be used

with the 8080. Heath, or

another company, could

easily produce a CPU card

for the H8 using a different

processor and monitor
ROM. In fact, 111 be

surprised if there isn't an H8
CPU card using the 6800,

(continued on page 21

J
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Last month we looked at

implied warranties. As you
recall, implied warranties

are created by the Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC),
which exists in almost every
state, and by the Song-
Beverly Consumer Warranty
Act (SBCWA) in Cali-

fornia. This month, we will

examine express warranties,'

emphasizing the federally

enacted Magnuson-Moss
Warranty Act (MMWA) and
some of the unique pro-
visions of the SBCWA re-

lating to express warranties.

Remember, express
warranties are usually
written warranties and for

the purposes of the MMWA
must be in writing.

44
Full" versus "Limited"

Warranties

A very important feature

of the MMWA is its require-

ment that every written

warranty accompanying a

product selling for $15 or
more be clearly designated
either "full" or "limited. " If

a warranty merely states

"warranty" at the top, it

fails to meet these federal

standards. Rather, the
warranty must be desig-

nated, for example: "full

90-day warranty." A war-
ranty is designated "full"
when it meets the federal

minimum standards for

warranty set forth in the
MMWA.

The requirements neces-
sary in order to obtain a

"full" designation are as
follows:

1 . The warrantor must
remedy the defective pro-

duct within a reasonable
time and without charge.

Thus, a warranty which re-

Kenneth S. Widelitz

Attorney at Law

quires that the consumer
pay for transporting the

product to a repair facility

must be a "limited" war-

ranty, as the remedy is not
provided without charge.

The term "remedy," as

defined by the Act, means
either repair, replacement or
refund. It should be noted
that the MMWA only re-

quires that the remedy be
given within a reasonable

time. The SBCWA requires

that goods be repaired

within 30 days.

2. The written warranty
may not impose any limita-

tion on the duration of an
implied warranty.

3. The warrantor may not
exclude or limit conse-
quential damages for the
breach of any written or
implied warranty, unless

such exclusion or limitation

conspicuously appears on
the face of the warranty.

4. The warrantor may not
impose any duty upon you
other than notifying the

warrantor of the need for

repairs unless the warrantor
has demonstrated that such
a duty is reasonable. Such a

reasonable condition might
be the filing of a warranty
registration card, if such
requirement appears on the
face of the warranty. This
provision prohibits a man-
ufacturer from giving a

"full" warranty on a

memory board only if it is

used with his CPU. If he
wants his warranty to be
effective only when the pro-
duct is used with his other
products, he can do so, but
then he can only give a

"limited" warranty.

5. The warranty must ex-

tend to each person who is a
consumer under the
MMWA. The MMWA defines
consumer as a buyer or any

person to whom the pro-

duct is transferred during

the duration of an implied

or written warranty. Thus,
the manufacturer giving a

"full" warranty cannot
deny liability to virtually

anyone who obtains pos-

session of a product during
the term of the warranty.

The SBCWA limits its scope
to only the retail buyer of a

consumer good.

What a Warranty
Must Disclose

Whether a warranty is

full or limited, the MMWA
requires that on its face it

disclose a great deal of in-

formation. The warranty
must set forth the identity

and address of the war-

rantor and the identity of

the parties to whom the

warranty is extended. It

must state a clear descrip-

tion of the parts, or char-

acteristics, or components
covered by the warranty
and, where necessary for

clarification, which are ex-

cluded from the warranty.

The warranty must also

state what the warrantor
will do in the event of a

defect, for what period of
time and at whose expense.
It must also include a step-

by-step explanation of the

procedure the consumer
should follow in order to

obtain performance of any
warranty obligation. The
warrantor must further pro-

vide a general description of
the legal remedies available

to the consumer, and any
limitations on incidental or

consequential damages.

If a warrantor fails to

designate the warranty as

either "full" or "limited" or

fails to disclose required in-

formation, the warrantor is

subject to a lawsuit brought
by the attorney general or a

Federal Trade Commission
attorney. A civil penalty of

up to $10,000 per violation

may be assessed.

As of this writing, con-
versations with FTC
attorneys indicate that, as

yet, no public actions have
been brought to enforce dis-

closure requirements. The
explanation is that since the
rule has been in effect for

such a short period, the

FTC is allowing additional

time for warrantors to

comply. However, there

have been some citations

issued that have not been
made public. I have been
told that the violating

parties are conducting what
the FTC designates consent

negotiations.

Presale Availability

Rule

Effective for products

manufactured after January

1, 1977, the Presale Avail-

ability Rule will have a vast

impact on consumer aware-

ness of warranties and on
the manufacturers' and re-

tailers' costs. The rule re-

quires that the seller of a

consumer product costing

more than $15 make the

written warranty ac-

companying such product
available for the prospective

buyer's review, prior to sale,

by the use of a few alter-

native methods. This rule is

a creation of the MMWA
and applies to every retailer

and manufacturer in the

country.

One method provides for

the text of the written war-

ranty to be displayed in

close conjunction to each
warranted product. Another
method allows the retailer

to maintain a binder (loose-

leaf notebook) containing

copies of the warranties for

the products sold. The
binder must be maintained
at a location that provides
the prospective buyer with
ready access. Such binder
must be indexed according
to product or warrantor and
must be kept up to date

when new warranted prod-

ucts or models, or new
warranties for existing prod-
ucts, are introduced into the

store.

Under this method, the

retailer must display such a

binder in a manner reason-

ably calculated to elicit the

prospective buyer's atten-

tion — or place signs indi-

cating the availability of the
binders in prominent loca-

tions in the store. A third

available method is dis-

(continued on page 21)
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TIMESHARING
The A-103A works both ways. Your system can call a timesharing service and communicate as an

intelligent terminal OR your S-100 system can be the timesharing system where the 80-103A

answers the phone and communicates with terminals or other processors.

80-103A DATA COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER

The 80- 103A DA TA COMMONICA T/ONSADAPTER was developed to function as an S- 100 bus

compatible serial interface incorporating a fully programmable modem and Telco interface. These

functions are usually accomplished by the use of two separate modules: 1) a serial I/O board, and

2) an external modem. By combining these features on a single board, the 80-103A can offer

microcomputer applications significant cost/performance advantages over other implementations.

• FULLY PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES
• AUTOMATED DIALING AND AN-
SWER

• ORIGINATE OR ANSWER MODE
• 1 10-300 BIT/SEC DATA RATES
• CHARACTER FORMAT AND PARITY
• ERROR DETECTION
• FULLY BUFFERED, OUTPUTS DRIVE
25 S-100 BUS LOADS

DC Hayes Associates offers a full range of capabilities

for solving your information handling problems.

Whether your problem is large or small, we will apply

innovative techniques for finding the best solution.

Contact us about our products and services.

STANDARD U.S. FREQUENCIES
FULL TELCO COMPATIBILITY WHEN
ATTACHED TO DAA
COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING TELE-
TYPES AND TIME SHARING MODEMS
ALL DIGITAL MODULATION AND
DEMODULATION. NO ADJUSTMENTS
REQUIRED.

PRICES:
Assembled 80-1 03A with 48 hour burn in

and 90 day warranty is $279.95

Bare Board with manual is $49.95

Hay H20

P.O. Box 9884 • Atlanta, Georgia 30319 • (404) 231-0574
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From the Ashes —

TIPS

As you are probably
aware, The Computer
Hobbyist newsletter is now
defunct. This has alarmed
many home computer
hobbyists who had de-

pended on TCH for some of
the best construction
articles to be published to

date. For many home com-
puter hobbyists, these con-
struction articles were the
only alternative to pur-

chasing commercial boards
and kits. I see as the only
hope now that the major
hobby-computer magazines
might try to fill the gap left

as these newsletters go
under.

TCH was in the process
of running a series of four
articles on constructing an
IMP-16 computer system
when it ceased publication.

Hal Chamberlin designed
this system, and from com-
ments about him and TCH
in previous issues of Kilo-

baud, I know that you are

aware of his capabilities. A
friend of mine, Tony
Lynch, and I were two of
the first people to build this

system. Based upon our
experiences, this system de-

serves much more attention

than it has received to date.

The major problem is that

only the first two articles

were printed in TCH. The
third article was printed in

National Semiconductor's
newsletter, Compute, and
the fourth and final article

will soon be sent by Hal
Chamberlin to National
Semiconductor so they may
also publish it in Compute.

To continue support for

this system, Tony Lynch
and I have started a TCH
IMP-16 Punibus System
(TIPS) newsletter.

We are advising you of
our plans first as we believe

Kilobaud is the best maga-
zine for the home-computer

hobbyist.

Also, I would like to

inform you that the Green-
ville Area Home Computer
Club has been in existence
for over a year now.
Monthly meetings are held

at Greenville Technical Col-

lege on the second Thursday
of each month. The most
recent accomplishment of
the club is the development
of a microprocessor-based
(SC/MP) TVT which uses a

5320 sync generator,
MCM6570 series character

generator and is user-selec-

table for 32 or 64 character
lines.

Frederick R. Holmes
101 Brookbend Court

Mauldin SC 29662

Which One Will Work?

I am a new computerist.
Like everyone else, I'm con-
fused . . . learning new
words, trying to understand
what the spec sheets mean.
What is the difference

between a 4K RAM board
and a 4K RAM board. That
is not a misprint. Here is

what I'm talking about.

In the September issue of
your magazine, on page
122, there is an ad for a 4K
RAM board kit - fast, low
power 2102-1, (450 ns),

fully buffered, standard
44-pin gold-plated con-
nector; complete kit in-

cludes board, chips, caps
and documentation. In the
same issue (p. 118) is an ad
for an Imsai 4K 500-ns
RAM kit.

The first kit was priced

at $79.95; the second kit

was priced (with discount)
at $1 17.00. My question is,

Why? Please help me. Will

the cheaper board work on
my KIM-1 ; and if not, why
not? Thank you.
Now that I have that off

my chest, I want to tell you
what a great magazine I

think you have. Kilobaud

Klassroom is most valuable

to me. I like to build my
own equipment, so your
construction articles are

great. Keep up the good
work.

Murray Smith
Rochester NY

From what I've seen,

Murray, it appears that the

first board you mentioned is

a snap to interface to a

KIM. At any rate, we have
an article coming up in the

near future on that subject.

If you want to go with the

Imsai board and the S-100
bus you should explore
John Blankenship's
"Expand Your KIM!"
series. -John.

Three at One
Time

In his article "Time for

Timesharing? . . . some hints

and pitfalls" {Kilobaud
No. 10), Ken Knecht indi-

cates that "Mits limits you
to writing on only one se-

quential file." Mr. Knecht is

confused. As near as I can
tell, the only file limitations

are those that are self-

imposed during system
initilization.

The attached program,
written on my Altair 8800b
under Disk Extended
BASIC version 4.1, shows
three files open simul-

taneously for output. They
are then closed and re-

opened for input to verify

that the output actually

took place.

Irwin Doliner

Pikesville MD

10 OPEN "0",1,"FILE1"
20 OPEN "0" 2,"FILE2"
30 OPEN "0",3,"FILE3"
40 PRINT #1,1
50 PRINT #2,2
60 PRINT #,3
70 CLOSE
80 OPEN "I",1,"FILE1"
90 OPEN "I",2,"FILE2"
100 OPEN "I",3,"FILE3"
110 INPUT #1,A
120 INPUT #2,B
130 INPUT #3,C
140 PRINT A,B,C
150 CLOSE
OK
RUN13 3
OK
FILES
FILE1 FILE2 FILE3

OK

Better than Dirt

Bikes?

Just a quick note with a

few attaboys and one or

two complaints. First, nice

magazine; keep it up. Good
balance on the hard vs soft.

Kilobaud Klassroom is great

for us new guys playing

catch-up.

DRC of Garland gets the

teleportation award. Good
price on the 2708 in

September issue, right?

Phone in, give credit-card

number and have the chips

in 48 hours! That's the way
to keep customers!

One attaboy to Omaha
Computer store, for trying

really hard. Just so-so in the

speed department, but
really thorough, and sticks

by the little guys.

One pataback for Poly-

Morphics Systems for a

super system for the be-

ginner. Enough elementary
stuff to keep the interest up
between op-code sessions,

but looks flexible enough to

expand with a pro. Very
poor documenta-
tion on assembler. Not
usable without at least a

year of 8080 experience or

help.

Been running since July

and have IC tracks in both
arms. What a gas. Better

than dirt bikes! Well BASIC
balance saver is calling.

Keep it up.

Mick Topping
Omaha NE

A CPA for Consultations

Edward Campbell's
article, "Starting a Business?

... pit falls to avoid," in

Kilobaud No. 9 was a fairly

good primer for potential
entrepreneurs. Although Mr.
Campbell talked about
forms of organization

proprietorship, partnership

and corporation — he failed

to mention that there are

federal and state income-tax
implications involved.
Consulting a certified public

accountant would probably
be a better course of action

then obtaining a business

consultant. The CPA not
only would do what the
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business consultant would
do, but he would be most
helpful in determining the

tax aspects of the business.

W. Stephen Rice

Dunbar WV

Photo Data Needed

As a professional photo-

grapher and amateur pro-

grammer, I need some help.

I have written a program

that should translate zone-

system parametrics from

one person's camera system

to another's. However, due

to a lack of data base, I have

not been able to give this

program a thorough test. It

seems to work, but I need

more zone-system data to

be sure.

So, if you are interested

in the possibility of getting

some more film-developer

combination data, and at

the same time helping out a

puzzled programmer, please

send me the following infor-

mation:

• A chart of your
developing times and re-

sulting ten zone densities.

• The film speed (ASA) of

the combinations you send.

• The developing
temperature.
• The film format.

• The film type and brand.

• The developer and any

special information on its

use, such as dilution,

whether it is diluted with

water or a chemical solu-

tion, or if any chemicals are

added to the developer.

If you will include a

stamped, self-addressed en-

velope, I will try to send

you at least one new set of

parametrics, and will

(sooner or later) send you
the BASIC program listing

and some notes about what

has happened with it so far.

Michael P. Avery
725 Foxboro Lane

Dallas TX 75241

Computer Stores

over $100,000 in inventory

and a depth of computer

systems, ready to run with

applications software suf-

ficient to meet the needs of

any customer for any sys-

tem.

The customer's access to

fresh coffee is unlimited

(they've gotta bring their

own donuts, though).

We invite Mr. Barbier or

any of your thousands of

readers to visit our Bur-

lington MA store and chat

with any of our helpful

customer-service people, try

any of the five different

computers we feature (Data

General microNOVAs,
Wang, Cromemco, Compu-
color and Apple II), or resist

the temptation to buy com-
puters, peripherals, supplies

or books we stock and sell.

Paul C. Conover

The Computer Store, Inc.

Burlington MA

Speed Tips

We've read with interest

Ken Barbier's article in the

November 1977 issue. The
Computer Store maintains

Two things in the

October issue prompt me to

write: the book reviews and

the article on timings.

Mr. Enderle told us

about Programming Pro-

verbs, and I feel his assess-

ment is accurate. Many be-

ginners need models on

which to form good habits.

I would suggest two similar

books: Programming Style,

Design, Efficiency, De-

bugging, and Testing, by
Denny Van Tassell, and/or

The Elements of Pro-

gramming Style, by Brian

Kernigham.
My comments about the

timing comparisons are

based on my own experi-

ments on just one machine.

First, to enable me to start

timing conveniently, for ex-

ample, when the second-

hand is on 12, I have two
lines like 100 PRINT
"READY"; and 150 INPUT
X just before the section to

be timed. When the program

is run, I can enter any value

for X and hit RETURN just

as the second hand hits 12.

This seems easier than

noticing when the final T in

START is printed.

Second, it is instructive

to try various forms of the

same statement to see how
your particular system does

in terms of speed. To illu-

strate to one of my classes

the complex and slow algo-

rithm used for exponentia-

tion, I put LET K = 2 t 3 in

a 1 to 250 loop. This took

13 seconds. Changing the

computation to its equiva-

lent 2*2*2 reduced the time

to about 2.1 seconds. For

exponents above 3, the

savings would, of course, be

less. Anyway, this might get

your readers thinking about

other timing checks, and

"prove" some of the advice

in the aforementioned
books on good program-

ming.

Jim Gross
Sheboygan WI

100-Pin Board,

S-100 Compatible?

I have just finished

reading issue No. 10. In my
opinion, it is your best

effort yet. I especially liked

the article titles "Put Your
Imsai on the Rack" and

"Beware the Altair Bus."

I have an Imsai 8080 and

have plans for several non-

IMS A I, S-100-bus-com-
patible PC boards. Ob-
viously, the article on
S-100-bus compatibility was
timely for me. It has raised

a few questions, however,

and I hope you will be able

to offer some solutions that

may benefit all S-100-bus

users.

How is it possible that a

manufacturer can advertise

a PC board to be S-100-bus

compatible when, in reality,

it may not be? Should your

publication require a little

more detail for an advertise-

ment then simply S-100-bus

compatible? Why not re-

quire the manufacturer to

include the CPU board and

memory board, or boards,

their product has been

tested with, for determining

its compatibility?

I feel we should leave the

responsibility for a PC
board's compatibility with

the design engineer, not the

hobbyist or businessman

using the product. Should

we be expected to modify a

standard design system,

costing perhaps $1000 or

more, so we can use a so-

called standard PC board? If

so, something is not quite

right. I would rather think I

could buy any S-100-bus-

compatible product, per-

form any special hookup
per the manufacturer's ad,

power up and run. Bus mod-
ifications should be accept-

able as long as we know
about them before we pur-

chase the product. I'm an

optimist, right? There

would be no unexpected

bus modifications, and I

would be a happy consumer
once again. That sounds

better to me then becoming
the victim of a product.

Come on, Kilobaud] Give

us little guys a hand with

this problem. You have all

the right connections and
the clout to go with them.

All I have is typewriter and

paper.

You are doing a super

job with Kilobaud. I trust

you will keep it up.

Allen L. Cox
Prattviile AL

Program Submission Points

I have a request to make.

Please tell us in your pro-

grams how much memory
and what language was used.

A column on changing

from one BASIC to another

(such as "change" used in

some BASICs) would help

not only me, but others

who can't afford or don't

have access to all the

BASICs.

John W. Neel

Apopka, FL

For Fun and Profit

Glad to see you helping

out the businessman who is

interested in the non-

technical side of computers.

I am interested in econom-
ically advantageous uses of

computers as well as the

technical details and
leisure-time purposes such

as "programming for the

fun of it." The economic
facet of computers is cer-

tainly an important one.

Kilobaud will continue to

be read.

Bob Cave
Irving TX
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(from page 6)

yet. If you have worked out
some of your own pro-

grams, would you be willing

to share them with other
Kilobaud readers? If you've
bought programs, perhaps
there is a way these can be
made available. If you've
located some "public
domain" programs which
are of use, give us a hint on
those too.

Video Disk Demise

There was some dis-

cussion in other magazines
about the possibilities of
using the video disk systems
for software distribution. It

now appears that the
challenge of the videotape
recorder (VTR) has been
too much for the disk de-

velopers. RCA seems to
have indefinitely put off

their work in this area ... as

has Zenith, Telefunken and
Decca. Now we hear that
Phillips has put off for at

least a year their plans to
introduce a disk. With VTR
prices dropping, it seems
unlikely that disks will

make it.

A two-hour videotape
cartridge can store a lot of
computer data. As VTR
systems get more popular
we may see them being
pressed into this service.

Most programs can be
stored quite easily on audio
cassettes, so the need for

the massive storage capacity
of VTR will probably be
more as a replacement for

the several-thousand-dollar

tape drives than for program
transfer. The VTR might be
a good device for storage of
large amounts of data. How
about it?

The VTR systems are
quite good, by the way. The
$1000, plus or minus, price
may slow you down a bit,

but once you have one you
are free of the restrictions

put on you by the TV net-

work planners. You can
watch one TV show and
record another ... or set

your recorder to tape the

programs you would other-

wise miss while away. The
flexibility of the systems
will be developed . . . prob-
ably with computer pro-

gramming of the channels
and times you want to

record. But the picture

quality is already quite good
and the color acceptable.

Are We Looking
for You?

We are looking for peo-
ple who demand a lot out of
life . . . who are not satisfied

with an ordinary job, watch-
ing television, or perhaps
playing around with a small

computer system for fun.

We are looking for people
who enjoy learning, and
have a commitment to

themselves to succeed. They
can surmount frustration

and an occasional wrong
decision. They believe in

themselves and will fight for

what they want, getting

things done regardless of
obstacles. They will do this

without compromising their

honor and ideals.

A high-pressure business
will bring out the best in

these people, and present

challenge, competition and
excitement. Such a business
offers opportunities for

substantial income, yet
since it is starting small

there is almost unlimited
growth potential for both
people and business.

Kilobaud, with its ex-

panding magazine, com-
puter books, program sales

and other plans, is an ideal

place for success-oriented

people to grow. In fact,

considering the potential of
the small-computer indus-

try, seldom has there been
an opportunity such as this

to be in at the very begin-
ning.

We have openings for

writers, editors, technicians
and BASIC programmers.
There are openings for sales

and marketing people, elec-

tronics draftsmen, and for
all of the other elements
that go into producing
magazines, books, programs,
etc.

We're located in the

mountains of southern New

Hampshire, a state without

income tax or sales tax (so

far). Living is more country-

style, even though the bene-

fits of a big city (Boston)

are only a little over an hour
away. Boston has a major

airport, shows, restaurants

and shopping. New Hamp-
shire has outdoors — for

hiking, skiing, beauty and
clean air.

The work here is unstruc-

tured, leaning more toward
personal responsibility than
heavy management. It's re-

laxed and interactive.

If all this sounds good to
you, write, giving your
background and some rea-

sons why you think you'd
like to be with this group
. . . and what you would
like to accomplish. If you
are thinking about a micro-
computer-technician posi-

tion, make sure you are

quite familiar with a half-

dozen or so microcomputer
systems — using them, ser-

vicing them, using various

I/Os with them, etc. If you
are a BASIC programmer be
sure you have experience
with several versions of
BASIC and know what you
are doing. Once you get

involved here it will be a

little late to shore up your
fundamentals.

The only serious restric-

tion is on the use of tobacco
and other drugs. We enjoy
clean, pure air, and there is

no smoking permitted here.

If you have a tobacco
addiction we sympathize
with you and wish you well

. . . somewhere else.

Peterborough is a town
of about 4000 people. It is

the business center for the
region, with two shopping
plazas and a downtown
area, too. It's a rapidly

growing center with two
large mail-order houses —
Brookstone for tools and
Eastern Mountain Sports for

sporting goods — plus sev-

eral other major businesses

taking advantage of the low
taxes and wonderful cli-

mate.

Will we be able to keep
up with the growth of the

microcomputer industry?
Will we be able to take
program sales from zero to
hundreds of millions of
dollars a year? It's possible

. . . and we need people to

help make this happen
and to enjoy it all. Write.

AROUND
THE INDUSTRY

(from page 8)

the System 8813. Bob is

shown in Photo 4 with his

new pride and joy. He has a

lot to be proud of, too. He
has come up with a sophisti-

cated, yet easy-to-use,

operating system. His pri-

mary goal was a system that

would be as easy to use for

the novice as the profes-

sional. This is evident in a

lot of the little things he
thought of while designing

the system. For example,
how many systems have you
seen that dictate a minimum
of five or six characters for

a file name? Sometimes it

can be downright hard to

come up with a name
working under those con-

straints . . . and, of course,

when you do it's an ab-

breviation, mnemonic or
acronym. Why not let the

file name be 31 characters

long? That's the way Bob
felt about it.

If the user wants to run a

program (any program), he
simply enters the file name
of the program . . . and it

runs. That may sound
terribly simplistic, but it's

not that simple with all

operating systems. If it's a

BASIC program, then
BASIC is automatically
loaded before the program.
The user can specify any
program as an "initial file"

so that it will be auto-

matically loaded, and run

upon power-up. Needless to

say, any operating system
written to support a 3-disk

system is extensive and will

require more space than I

have here to describe it

adequately. I've pointed out
just some of the features

that reflect Bob's user-

oriented approach . . . that

concept is perhaps the most
important.

The BASIC used in the

system is a modified version

of Poly's AOO that includes
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their PLOT statement for

generation of graphics. A
rather significant applica-

tions program, an inventory

control package, should be

ready for release by the

time you read this. Prices

start at $3250 for a single-

drive system with 16K of

memory, keyboard and

monitor, and go up to

$4430 for a three-drive con-

figuration (which requires

an additional 16K, for

$495, for a total of 32K).

The cost isn't low by any

means, but if I were putting

together small business

systems and wanted some-

thing I could take out of a

box, plug in and run (with-

out having to hassle with

hardware and software

interfacing), I'd certainly

give it serious consideration.

(PolyMorphic Systems, 460

Ward Dr., Santa Barbara CA
93111.)

? *

Hal Singer's

Young Men

Last month, I mentioned

Hal Singer (math teacher)

and David Bryant (student)

at Cabrillo High School in

Lompoc CA (where we hold

our monthly meetings of

the Micro-8 Computer
Club). Another of Hal's ex-

ceptional students is Jerry

Nix (Photo 5, seated on the

left, with his eyes closed).

At a recent Micro-8
meeting, Jerry demon-
strated a rather remarkable

word-processing system

(which you will be able to

Photo 6.

buy through the Digital

Group in the near future).

The system works in con-

junction with Digital

Group's dual-Phi-deck
system and its operating

system, PHIMON, written

by David (facing the camera

in the right rear of Photo 5).

Photo 6 is a sample of

what Jerry's software can

do. With the Edit Ruler

shown across the bottom of

the screen you can specify

the left margin (L), the

paragraph identation (P), up
to twelve tabs (T), the

center of the page (C) and

the right margin (R). I hope
we'll get a review on this

package in an upcoming
issue.

Dealer's Association

Portia Isaacson, vice-

president of Binary Systems
Corporation, has been
nominated to be chair-

person of a committee to

form the first national asso-

ciation of independent com-

puter store owners. The
initial exploratory meeting

of some 40 store owners

was held in Dallas last June

at the National Computer
Conference convention.

An organizational plan

for the association, which
will be known as the "Com-
puter Retailer's Associa-

tion," was presented by Los

Angeles attorney Kenneth
Widelitz. For further infor-

mation, contact Widelitz at:

10960 Wilshire Boulevard

#1504, Los Angeles CA
90024.

THE
1IKATIIKIT™ FORUM

Photo 5.

(from page 15)

given that Heath has built a

microprocessor trainer

around it.

Ren Colantoni joined

John and Raymond in

criticizing the use of octal

rather than hexadecimal

notation. I like octal for

machine-language program-

ming of the 8080 since most
of the instructions fall

naturally into three-bit

fields indicating which of

eight possible variations are

involved. These include:

restarts; conditional jumps,
calls and returns; and in-

structions involving the

registers.

It is true that hexa-

decimal notation saves a

third of the keystrokes

required for program entry.

So you may want to write a

program to convert the H8
front panel from octal to

hex. Heath has made this

easy by including in the

monitor ROM a subroutine

to set the A register to a

hexadecimal value when a

key is pressed. The value

corresponds to each of the

numbered keys, with A-F
produced by the six un-

numbered keys that follow

9 in clockwise order.

My H8 was delivered the

day after Labor Day, but I

haven't been able to do any-

thing with it as I bought it

without memory. I don't

like the idea of paying

Heath for 4K of memory
what other companies are

charging for 8K. Fortu-

nately, I've heard reports

that other firms are plan-

ning memory cards for the

H8. Meanwhile, I've ordered

enough memory chips to

make my own 256-byte

memory. I'll let you know
how it turns out. And you
let me know what you've

been up to. Write:

The Heathkit Forum
c/o Charles Floto

267 Willow Street

New Haven CT 065 1

1

Heathkit is a registered

trademark of the Heath
Company, Benton Harbor
MI.

(from page 16)

playing the package of any

product on which the text

of the written warranty

appears.

The effect of the Presale

Availability Rule will be

dramatic. The rule will

allow you to compare war-

ranties more readily than

has been possible in the

past. For that reason, the

warranty should become a

much more important
factor in your purchasing

decision. That should pro-

vide incentive for the man-
ufacturer to give greater

consideration to his war-

ranty.

It is the duty of the

warrantor to provide re-

tailers with the warranty
materials. It is the obliga-

tion of the retailer to make
sure the materials are

properly displayed and kept

up to date.

Perhaps in the long run

such costs will be passed on
to the consumer. I submit

that the benefit to the con-

sumer in being able to shop

for warranties more than

makes up for the added
printing costs.

As yet, the FTC has not

(continued on page 112)
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Robert C. Brehm
Promedics Data Corporation
1032 Elwell Ct. f Suite 240
Palo Alto CA 94303

Business Applications

a system for the professional

Last month, I mentioned small-business applications in my editorial. This month, we re starting a new section
in KB aimed toward the small businessman. Our objective is to keep him informed of the latest developments
in small-business systems (hardware and software) and let him know what is available. Bob's article is the first

in this series, and it does a fine job of meeting that objective for the medical profession.
Quite frankly, Bob's article could be construed as a multi-page advertisement for Promedics Data

Corporation. If that's the case then Bob and his company are doing OK, especially since I also paid him for
the article.

Two facts remain: 1. I asked Bob to write the article and he came through with a fine job; 2. The article
informs the medical profession (and other professionals) about the Promedics system. And, as I said earlier,

that is our objective . . . because they don't have any other publication from which to get such information.
Remember, I'm also looking for user- written articles. — John.

Today's physician, dentist,

lawyer or small business-

man has the opportunity to

improve customer service, in-

crease cash flow and decrease

operating costs by obtaining

accurate and timely financial

information from a turnkey

microcomputer system. What
are these systems, what can

they do and how much do
they cost?

22

This article will answer
these questions by describing

a turnkey system now being

sold to dentists and physi-

cians by Promedics Data

Corporation. The article

describes system require-

ments, available hardware and
how it is used, software

necessary to perform the

business functions of a small

to medium-size office, and

the training and maintenance
required for computer
systems support. All of these

areas are important considera-

tions when deciding what
system you need, where to

purchase it and how to use it.

Background

Today, a physician or

dentist must not only be skill-

ful at his profession, but he

must also be skillful as a

businessman. Several trends

within the business portion of

a practice have made it diffi-

cult to effectively perform

this duality of roles. These

trends include: increased

insurance processing, larger

practices, multistaffed
offices, and increased paper-

work and external reporting.

The Promedics Patient

Accounting System can help

the professional keep pace

with these accounting re-

quirements by greatly in-

creasing the speed, accuracy

and ease with which patient

service information can be

processed.

The small turnkey micro-

computer system described

here offers several benefits

over a larger minicomputer or

full-scale computers. One
prime factor is cost. A micro-

computer system with soft-

ware generally sells for ten to

fifteen thousand as compared
to a mini at $20,000 to

$40,000 or a large computer
at $100,000 and up. Micro-

computers are easier to use

than larger computers since

cumbersome job-control
language and procedures are

avoided. Microcomputers
tend to be more compact and

take up less space than their

larger counterparts. They are

also less expensive to run,

easier to maintain and quieter

to operate.

The Patient Accounting

System (PAS) implemented

on the PAC 1 microcomputer
system has several key



features that are useful in a

professional office. The soft-

ware will generate patient

statements and insurance

forms, record and report ser-

vices rendered, accounts

receivable with aging, service

analysis and patient statistics.

It also can report any patient

information, such as current

balance, at the stroke of a

key. The software is easily

learned and provides a stan-

dard for all personnel to use.

It is also highly flexible, since

it is written in a high-level

language, and can be easily

changed to meet individual-

practice requirements.

With this background in

mind, let's take a closer look

at a typical practice and

examine the system require-

ments in more detail; then we
can review a general solution

using a microcomputer
system.

General Need and System

Requirements

A typical medical or

dental practice often consists

of two or more doctors, a

hygienist or registered nurse,

an office manager and several

dental or medical assistants.

An average patient base for

an office can easily reach

2000 people. Keeping track

of all services provided and

by whom is usually a diffi-

cult, time-consuming task.

With today's ever-increasing

insurance benefits, it is not

unusual for a practice to have

60-75 percent insurance

billing, all of which requires

an insurance form or two.

Moreover, since our society is

accustomed to paying for ser-

vices on an installment basis,

it becomes necessary for the

medical or dental office to

have an accurate and timely

report of all accounts re-

ceivable, with an aging of

each account.

The accounting procedures

and practice management

techniques utilized in pro-

fessional offices have not

followed the advances in

medical and dental tech-

nology over the last 30 years.

Many practitioners are using
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Fig. 1. System hardware configuration.

Fig. 2. Data-base file initialization

procedure.

the newest techniques and

materials for filling a tooth,

yet their office managers are

still using the "pegboard"

accounting system developed

before many of them were

born! The information re-

quirements by outside

agencies like insurance com-

panies has increased to the

extent that many practices

often add an extra person just

to process insurance forms

and patient statements.

Many of these problems

and information requirements

can easily be handled by an

inexpensive turnkey micro-

computer system. Based on

the above facts, the require-

ments of such a system can

be summarized as follows.

The system must:

• Be easy to use, require little

if any maintenance, take up a

small amount of space and be

quiet running.

• Communicate and direct

the user in a language familiar

to the operator (e.g., in

English phrases using medical

or dental terminology).

• Be cost effective, and in

general cost less than hiring

an extra person.

• Use accounting techniques

parallel to those currently

used in order to reduce errors

and confusion when con-

verting patient data to com-

puter files.

• Store all insurance and

ledger card information in a

concise manner and allow any

patient's data to be accessed

quickly.

• Provide daily reports of

new accounts, charges and

receipts and doctor services

performed.

• Be able to accommodate
multiple providers of service

to a patient base that is con-

stantly changing and growing.

• Automatically generate

patient statements and insur-

ance forms at any time of the

month or billing cycle.

CRT or Video Terminal: Cathode Ray Tube, a video screen

much like a TV set. This device is used in your computer system

to enter, change and delete data stored in the computer's

memory banks.

Floppy Disk: An 8-inch-square piece of plastic-like material that

has a magnetic coating similar to that used on a cassette tape. Its

purpose is to store large amounts of data in a small removable

package. It is organized into 77 tracks similar to a phonograph

record but without the grooves. Each floppy disk can store

approximately 250,000 characters of information or the equiva-

lent of 500 pages of information. Floppy disks are used in a

floppy disk drive. The PAC 1 system utilizes two drives.

RAM or Memory: Random Access Memory, used to store

programs and data. RAM is measured in terms of number of

characters (or bytes) of storage capacity. The PAC 1 system uses

32,000 memory-storage bytes.

Programs: Specific instructions in computer language that tell

the machine what to do. For example, a set of instructions can

be written to make the computer print address labels using data

stored on a floppy disk.

CPU: The central processing unit is the heart of the computer

and is the electronic part that performs all the computer logic

that makes your computer work.

Printer: Used for hard copy of reports or for printing statements

or mailing labels, etc. It can be a high-speed or low-speed type,

depending upon your requirements.

Software: The set of programs which control the computer and

make the different pieces of hardware interact with each other.

Hardware: All the mechanical parts of the computer system,

including the mainframe or CPU, the printer, the floppy-disk

drive and the video terminal.

Table 1. Definition of terms.
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• Provide accounts-receivable

reports, including an aging

analysis, along with other

important management
reports.

With these requirements in

mind, let's look at several

aspects of a microcomputer

system currently being in-

stalled in medical and dental

offices on the West Coast.

However, before we delve

into a semitechnical dis-

cussion, it is helpful to define

a few of the terms used in the

rest of the article. These are

given in Table 1.

Hardware

A schematic of the basic

building blocks of the PAC 1

hardware configuration is

shown in Fig. 1.

The computer mainframe
utilizes the economical,

reliable and powerful 8080
microprocessor, together with

32K of random access mem-
ory (RAM); two serial ports

for transferring information

to and from the CPU, video

display and hard-copy
printer; and a floppy disk

interface card. This hardware

features solid-state reliability

and high-speed operation,

which allows it to perform

thousands of calculations per

second. Due to the modular
design of the plug-in com-
puter cards, the system is

easily expandable in terms of

more memory, faster ter-

SERVICE DETAIL SERVICE SUMMARY DEFAULT * DESCRIPTION

1 1 00 BALANCE FORWARD
2 17 00 ERROR — OVERCHARGE
3 17 .00 ERROR — UNDERCHARGE
4 17 .00 ERROR — OVER PAYMENT
5 17 00 ADJUST CHARGES
6 17 .00 ADJUST CREDITS
7 17 00 DEBIT — WRITE OFF
8 17 00 CREDIT — WRITE OFF
9 17 00 INSURANCE CREDIT
10 17 00 OTHER ADJUSTMENT
11 19 00 CASH PAYMENT
12 19 00 CHECK PAYMENT
13 19 .00 C.D.S. PAYMENT
14 19 .00 MEDI-CAL PAYMENT
15 19 .00 WELFARE PAYMENT
16 19 .00 MEDICAID PAYMENT
17 19 00 MISC INSURANCE PAYMENT
18 19 00 OTHER PAYMENT
20 2 8.00 OFFICE VISIT
30 2 15.00 PROFESSIONAL VISITS
40 2 15.00 SPECIAL CONSULTATION
49 2 12.00 PROPHYLAXIS-CHILD
50 2 15.00 PROPHYLAXIS-ADULT
62 2 15.00 FLUORIDE TREATMENT
80 2 7.00 EMERGENCY TREATMENT
110 2 4.00 SINGLE FILM
111 2 1.00 ADDITIONAL FILM

I

minals or larger mass storage

capacity.

The dual floppy disk used

in the basic system incor-

porates the well-known

Shugart drives used through-

out the world. Each floppy

disk can store a quarter-

million characters using the

industry-standard IBM 3740
format. From a practical

standpoint, this means that

all ledger and insurance infor-

mation for 2000 patients can

be stored on-line at one time.

Within several months, dual-

density technology should

allow the disks to store

approximately 3500 patients

on-line. Up to four drives

may be used on this system

for a storage capacity of 7500
patients on-line. These floppy

disks were chosen for their

fast access to patient infor-

mation, their mass storage

capability and their hardware

reliability.

The video display terminal

used in the PAC 1 system

incorporates a microprocessor

inside, thus making the

system more reliable due to

fewer parts. The terminal's

12-inch screen displays 24
lines of 80 characters, which
may be transferred from the

CPU mainframe up to speeds

of 9600 baud. The video

display terminal is used for

data input and patient-infor-

mation recall. It normally

runs at 2400 baud, but may
be adjusted to any convenient

operator speed.

The LA-36 printer pro-

duces hard -copy reports

(charges and receipts, new
accounts, accounts re-

ceivable) and prints patient

statements and insurance

forms. The printer operates at

30 characters per second and
can imprint up to six copies.

This printer is cost effective,

reliable and easily fulfills the

output requirements of a

small to medium-size dental

or medical office.

All of the equipment in

the system is color-coor-

dinated in eggshell white to

match the decor of most
professional offices. In addi-

tion, the equipment is burned
in and tested in all aspects
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before it is delivered to help

insure trouble-free operation

from the date of installation.

Furthermore, the hardware

configuration and all its in-

dividual components are

designed to work in conjunc-

tion with the software.

Consequently, when a prob-

lem does occur, it can easily

be pinpointed to either the

software or hardware since a

standard hardware configura-

tion is used.

The same hardware system

is also available for business

systems or for the entre-

preneur who desires to do his

own programming using an

ALGOL-like high-level lan-

guage compiler/interpreter

available from Promedics.

The hardware system easily

satisfies the requirements of a

one- to ten-person medical or

dental practice and most

small businesses with 10-100

employees.

Software

The software supplied

with the PAC 1 for medical

and dental applications imple-

ments an entire Patient

Accounting System (PAS) on

the microcomputer. A soft-

ware flow diagram of the

entire system is shown in

Figs. 3 and 4. The system is

written using a high-level

language for ease of program-

ming and support purposes.

When the PAS is being

implemented, several training

and implementation phases

are followed until a routine

procedure is established.

These initial phases of

training, given to key office

personnel, cover definitions

and computer terminology,

which may be unfamiliar to

first-time computer users.

Once terms are learned and

the general characteristics of

the system explained, a

careful study is made of the

current patient-accounting

system to determine number
of active accounts, average

patients per account, service

codes, doctor codes, diagnosis

codes, average transactions

per account and additional

information required for

setting up data file sizes and

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
125
126
150
160
200
201
202
220
230
231
919
250
252
256
257
258
259
278
280
281

SERVICE SUMMARY

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
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9
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12
15
17
19
20

DIAGNOSTIC CODE

1
n
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4

5

PAYMENT TYPE

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

15
20

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

22.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
7.00
9.00
1 . 00

25.00
25 . 00
25.00
.1 5 . 00
12.00
10.00
20 . 00
5.00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

^5

.

4 C
xJ «

3 r-'
vj »

25.
42.
35.
35.
40.
20.00
35.00
50.00

DESCRIPTION

MI SO SERVICES
DIAGNOSTIC
ORAL SURGERY
PERI DONTICS
ENDODONTICS
RESTORATIVE
CROWN & BRIDGE
PROSTHETICS
ORTHODONTICS
BROKEN APPOINTMENTS
DENTAL SUPPLIES
BALANCE FORWARD
ADJUSTMENTS
PAYMENTS
COMPUTER SERVICES

DESCRIPTION

FIRST TIME VISIT
DENTAL PROCEDURE
R T H D N T I C P R C E DU R E

OUT PATIENT SERVICES
NISC SERVICES
COMPUTER SERVICES

DENTURE SERIES FILMS
INTRA-ORAL FILMS
LATERAL JAW- ONE FILM
LATERAL JAW-TWO FILMS
DITE WINGS & EXAM
DITE WINGS-4 FILMS
BITE WINGS f ADDITIONAL
PANOREX FILM
CEPHALOMETRIC FILM
BIOPSY OF ORAL TISSUE
MICROSCOPIC EXAM
SINGLE EXTRACTION
ADDITIONAL EXTRACTION
SURGICAL REMOVAL OF TOOTH
POST-OPERATIVE VISIT
REMOVAL OF TOOTH
REMOVAL OF TOOTH (2)
REMOVAL OF TOOTH (3)
ALVEOLECTOMY
ALVEOLECTOMY (2)
ALVEOPLASTY
PALATAL TORUS REMOVAL
MANDIBULAR TORI REMOVAL
EXCISION
MAXILLIARY SINUSOTOMY

FILM

EXCISION
EXCISION

OF CYST
OF LARGE CYST

FORM # DESCRIPTION

CASH PAYMENTS
1 MISC INSURANCE
1 BLUE CROSS/SHIELD
2 MEDICAID
3 MEDI-CAL
3 C . D . S

WELFARE
1 UN I CLAIM
1 OTHER

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS
MISC BILLING

DOCTOR NAME- INITIALS DEGREE LICENSE NUMBER- PHONE NUM

JOHN B. ANDERSON JA DDS D123723 555-1716
RONALD R. EDWARDS RE DDS A18772 555-1213
KATHY JACOBS KJ DH 34223 555-1213
BARBARA SNYDER BS RDM k:; K n n ')

\,t W A'.. *•. A« 555-1213
SANDY WALSH SW RDH 99276 555-1213

DOCTOR NUM

1

2
3
4
5

Fig. 5. Sample codes set up for a dental-office application. Each code number and definition is defined by the

user for his own requirements. This means that different service codes, payment codes, etc., may be set up

for physicians, dentists, optometrists, etc. These codes are used in the various reports and also for input

responses.
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Keyboard used for data input and recall of patient data on video screen.

parameters. After these

factors are defined, the data

base is set up on the com-
puter by use of actual data,

which is then verified for

accuracy before further pro-

ceedings are started.

Fig. 2 illustrates the initial-

ization procedure, in which
doctor/hygienist information,

payment codes, service codes,

diagnosis codes, special

message codes, expense codes

and recall codes are defined

and put into the data base

resident on the floppy disks.

This procedure is usually

done once at the beginning of

operation of the system, but

any code can be changed at

any time. Quite often, service

codes are set up according to

AMA or ADA standards or

those employed by insurance

companies. Fig. 5 shows a

typical listing of various

codes used in a dental office.

After all codes are defined

and entered, an Account
Information Form (AIF) is

filled out for each account

(usually the head of the

household), with factors such

as name, address, phone num-
ber, sex, birth date, insur-

ance-policy data, patients in

family and any current

balance in effect when the

account is set up. The AlFs
bring together information

concerning the account,

which is often stored in many
places. The process of data

accumulation often elim-

inates several filing cabinets

of excess paper and also sets

up a standardization for data

collection probably non-

existent before. The account

information is then entered

into the computer, the initial-

ization process is completed,

and the computer is now
ready to begin routine daily

processing.

A flow diagram of daily

processing routines is shown
in Fig. 3. During a normal

day, the receptionist or assis-

tant would be adding, chang-

Hard-copy printer used to print patient statements, insurance forms,

management reports and mailing labels. Auxiliary keyboard provides
backup to video terminal keyboard.

ing or deleting account infor-

mation, including setting up
new accounts, charging

services, recording collections

and making account adjust-

ments. At the end of the day,

an error report is generated

showing invalid codes or ser-

vices entered — these may be

changed and reentered. At
any time during the day, all

patient information is avail-

able for instant recall through

the video terminal. This

includes such information as

account balances, insurance

type, totals for user-selected

attributes and recall dates, to

name a few. In addition, the

traditional daily charges-and-

receipts report is also gen-

erated along with reports

showing all new accounts,

payment-type analysis and

charges and receipts broken

down according to doctor.

All of these reports are useful

for standardizing patient

financial history, for docu-

menting audit trails to keep

your accountant happy and

for developing a sense of how
well the practice is being run

and what improvements or

changes may be necessary.

Many of these reports are

optional and may be run on

an "as needed" basis. Sample
daily reports are shown in

Figs. 6 through 1 1.

At the end of the day, the

data disks are copied over to

the next day's data disks for

security purposes. In this

manner, should something

fail during a given day, the

maximum exposure to data

loss is one day, since the user

has a copy of the prior day's

data on another disk. Usually

two sets of disks are used

daily and copied over to the

next day's disks for use on the

following day. Thus, five disk

sets are needed for Monday-
through -Friday operation.

NEW ACCOUNTS

JUL 22 r 1977

NO

10

ACCOUNT

10009

10031

10032

name: ADDRESS

FERNWOODr FREDDIE

HOLMS* Q.U.

AHLr NEWETT

1095 FAIR OAKS DRIVE
MENLO PARK* CA 94025

66 DOWNING STREET
MI LP ITAS, CA 94232

2323 ROCHESTOR AVE
MENLO PARK* CA 94025

TELEPHONE

415 854-2319

415 545-1919

415 553-1998

ACCT CTRL TYPE

1

6

Fig. 6. This report, run on a daily basis, lists all new accounts set up during the day. It provides a written verification of new accounts and their
pertinent data.
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CHARGES & RECEIPTS REPORT

JUL 22 f 1977

NO DATE

3 07/23/77

4 07/23/77

5 07/23/77

6 07/23/77

9 07/23/77

12 07/23/77

TOTALS

ACCT# FRP NAME

10009 FERNWOOD» FREDDIE

10009 FERNWOODr FREDDIE

10009 FERNWOOD » FREDDIE

10009 FERNWOODf FREDDIE

10031 HOLMS* O.W.

10032 AHL, NEWETT

SE# PAT TYPE DR DIAG TRAN CHARGE RECEIPT PRIOR BAl

FF 1 2 20 8.00 0.00 0.00

FF 1 2 62 15.00 0.00 0.00

FF 1 2 125 25.00 0.00 0.00

FF 1 2 12 0.00 25.00 0.00

OW 3 2 1 69.00 0.00 0.00

NA 4 1 1 12.50

129.50

. 00

25 . 00

0.00

Fig. 7. The Charges and Receipts report is a daily report listing all services performed and all receipts or adjustments received from either the

patient or an insurance company.

METHOD OF PAYMENT REPORT

JUL. 22 f 1977

TYPE

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TOTALS

DAY MONTH YEAR

CHARGES

210.50
85.00
0.00

59.00
0.00
0.00

132.00
0.00
0.00

486.50

RECEIPTS/NET ADJ

1113.67
107.00

0.00
339.00
550.00
455.00

0.00
210.00

0.00

2774.67

CHARGES

4046. 50
568, 00
629 00

1239, 00
1057, 00
1785 00
1160 00
912, 00
28 00

11424, 50

RECEIPTS/NET ALU

538.67
7.00
0.00

339.00
250.00
155.00
0.00

210.00
. 00

1499.67

CHARGES RECEIF'TS/NE 1 ADJ

4046.50 18*67
560 . 00 / . 00
629.00 . 00
1239.00 339*00
1057.00 50.00
1785.00 L55.00
1160.00 0.00
912.00 210.00
28.00 0.00

11424.50 1499.67

PE DESCRIPTION

1 CASH PAYMENTS
2 MISC INSURANCE
3 BLUE CROSS/SHIELD
4 MEDICAID
5 MEDI-CAL
6 C . D . S .

7 WELFARE
8 UNICLAIM
9 OTHER
15 CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS
20 MISC BILLING

Fig. 8. This report, which can be run on a daily basis if necessary, breaks down charges and receipts to specific payment types in order to show you
which type is paying the least, the most, etc.

DOCTORS' CHARGES f RECEIPTS/AD J REPORT

JUL 22, 1977

DOCTOR DAY MONTH YEAR-

CHARGES RECEIPTS/NET ADJ CHARGES RECEIPTS/NET ADJ CHARGES RECEIPTS/NET ADJ

1

2
3
4
5

66.00 916.67 2684.00 916.67 2684.00 916.67
132.00 1021.00 3778.00 421.00 3778.00 421.00
132.00 482.00 1439.00 207.00 1439.00 207.00
71.50 355.00 2953.50 155.00 2953.50 155.00
85.00 0.00 570.00 -200.00 570.00 -200.00

TOTALS 486.50 2774.67 11424.50 1499.67 11424.50 1499.67

CODE

1

2
3
4
5

DOCTOR/HYGIENIST

JOHN B. ANDERSON
RONALD R. EDWARDS
KATHY JACOBS
BARBARA SNYDER
SANDY WALSH

Fig. 9. This report,

producers.

available on a daily basis, breaks down charges and receipts according to producer to illustrate the relative differences between
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This procedure may cost a

little more, but it is inexpen-

sive when compared to recon-

structing an entire data base,

should the power fail and

wipe out a data disk.

All of the above pro-

cedures are followed on a

daily basis until the end of

the month, when additional

program functions are run as

discussed next.

During end-of-month pro-

cessing, diagrammed in Fig. 4,

several additional tasks are

performed and reports are

generated. First, the accounts

are usually sorted by zip code

for ease of mailing, and then

the patient statements are

printed in the form of speedy

mailers, wherein all informa-

tion is printed on a six-part

form that includes a mailing

envelope, patient statement

and return envelope. This

simple design allows all billing

data to be passed through the

computer only once and elim-

inates end-of-the-month
envelope-stuffing of patient

account: 10023 MAXWELL

r

ANTHONY 7/23/77

SPCL msg :o 25 W. R0BINW00D
ACCT cntl:o PALO ALTO f CA. 94303 415 765--8764

TYPE CUR BAL 30 DAY 60 DAY 90 DAY 12 0/0VER YTD PAY LP* LPD

1 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 i . 00 0.00 00/00/00
4 395.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 339 .00 339.00 07/1.6/77

TYPE POLICY * DATA CODE VALUE

4 94 34343 A
C
E

HARRY'S HOI
394-43-4353
43

SERY

PT PATIENT SEX BIRTHDATE DATA CODE VALUE

AM ANTHONY MAXWELL M 04/07/39 B 1

SM SAMANTHA MAXWELL F 11/25/42 B 1

CASE!> PT TYPE 1[|R HOLD DIAG DATE CODE * BRF AMOUNT BALANCE

2 AM 4 4 N 2 06/30/77
06/30/77
06/30/77
06/30/77

117
118
50

1

9.00
1.00

15.00
200 . 00

9.00
10.00
25 . 00

225.00
07/16/77 613 9 DL 24 . 00 249.00
07/16/77 613 12 MOD 10.00 259.00
07/16/77 230 23 25.00 284.00

1 AM 4 2 N 2 06/30/77
06/30/77
06/30/77
06/30/77
07/16/77

20
250

671
16

250.00
35.00
125.00
40.00

-339.00

250.00
285.00
410.00
450.00
111.00

Fig. 1 1. Sample ledger showing all information stored on each account's computer file.

ACCOUNT NUMBERS/NAMES

1977JUL 23

,

ACCT* ACCOUNT NAME

.10032 AHL, NEWETT
10020 ANDERSON , PAUL
10010 BLACKBURN , ARNOLD
10030 BUNKER, ARCHIE D
10011 CAVENDISH* FRANK
10008 DEBUNKER, ARCHIE
10009 FERNWOOD, FREDDIE
10005 GOLDFINGER, PHILLIP
10031 HOLMS, 0*W.
10026 JACKSON, STEPHANIE
10012 JAMESON, ELLIE
10002 JOHNSON, TOM
10007 L0CKW00D, ROBERT M
10006 MANCHESTER, CHARLES
10021 MARTIN, LOUISE
10023 MAXWELL, ANTHONY
10027 MCGRAW, ALLEN
10025 MEADOWS, JACK
10018 MELROSE, JONATHON
10022 NEWMAN, STEVEN
10001 REYNOLDS, JOHN L
10004 SHERMAN, MARY
10019 SHERMAN, WALTER
10016 SIMPLE, I, M*
10024 SUMMER, SCOTT
10029 WALTERS, MICHELL
10015 WATSON, JOHN M
10003 WHITTLER, ROBERT C
10028 ZENTNER, JOHN B

Fig. 10. Reports giving account number and name can be sorted

alphabetically or by account number.

bills. In this case the mailers

are simply run through a

postage machine and then

dropped into the mail. The
first copy of the six-part form

is kept in the office as a

reminder of all patient state-

ments sent.

After statements are pro-

cessed at month's end (they

may also be generated any-

time during the month), the

insurance forms are printed

using standard insurance form

formats for Blue Cross,

Medicare, Medicaid, Cali-

fornia Dental Service, etc.

This generation of forms

takes the paperwork burden

from medical or dental assis-

tants and places it on the

computer, thus allowing the

assistants to work on medical

problems for which they were

trained.

When bills and insurance

forms are done, several

management-type reports can

be run. These include an

accounts-receivable aging

report sorted by payment
type (e.g., cash, credit card,

insurance type 1, insurance

type 2, etc.) and either alpha-

betical order or account-

number order. A typical

accounts-receivable report for

a payment type 1 is shown in

Fig. 12. This report gives each

account, when last paid, how
much and the age of balances.

Another report, generated

as part of the accounts-re-

ceivable data is the delinquen-

cy report, which shows all

accounts whose balances are

over either 90 days or 120

days (selectable). The report

is shown in Fig. 13. This is an

"action" report used to

contact the overdue account

and request payment.

Perhaps the most impor-

tant report generated at

month's end is the service-

analysis report shown in Fig.

14. This report categorizes

services by service summary
code and presents both num-
ber and percent and dollar

and percent generated by

each service, each category

and also total. This report is

normally broken down
according to doctor, with a

grand total given for all

doctors. By careful study of

this report, a doctor can

determine which services he

might delegate to auxiliary
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FASTER THAN A SPEEDING

We're a COMPILER!

More Powerful Than Any s Bit basic

We're a 12 Bit WORD!

Abk TO Leap throuSh a 600 line Program

ITS A
cow.'

IV

Proof is in the
PUDDING IT IN
YOUR MINI 12 AND
TRYING IT!

in a single bound*!

def: single bound - 8 K Words of Memory TOTAL!

compare to your 8 bit machine

NO
IT'S

* SUPER BASIC *
byTLF

/7"jAP/Gr?

<"*'re "of h°9gish
"»th

^err,orV)

SUPERBASIC COMMAND SUMMARY FUNCTIONS SUPERBASIC STATEMENT SUMMARY

BYE OVERLAY ABS SIN CHAIN INPUT LINE OPEN FILE
CATALOG PUNCH ATN SQR CLOSE KILL PRINT
COMPILE RENAME COS TAN DATA (LET) PRINT USING
DELETE REPLACE EXP POS DIM NEXT RANDOMIZE
EDIT RESEQUENCE INT TAB END ON..GOTO READ
EXECUTE RUN LOG ASCII FOR ON..GOSUB REM
LENGTH SAVE PI CHR $ GOSUB ON EOF GOTO RESTORE
LIST SCRATCH RND LEN GOTO OPEN file for input RETURN
MARGIN SEARCH SGN MID INPUT OPEN file for output STOP
NEW TAPE IF THEN line # IF THEN statement

OLD UNSAVE

T20

Write today for your FREE Software Summary from TLF.

|

P.S. You can get SUPERBASIC FREE with purchase of MINI 12 computer from

TLF Corp orat ion P.O. Box 2298 Littleton Colorado 80161
Telleprnone 303 922 6241 Telex 454541
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TYPE ACCT*

10020
10010
10011
10005
10002
10007
10006
10021
10023
10025
10018
10022
10001
10004
10019
10016
10024
10015
10003

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AGING

JUL 19r 1977

NAME LAST PAYMT LAST PAY PAY YTD BALANCE CURRENT 30 DAY 60 BAY 90 BAY 120/OVER

ANDERSON , PAUL
BLACKBURN, ARNOLD
CAVENDISH t FRANK
GOLDFINGERf PHILLIP
JOHNSON , TOM
LOCKWOOD, ROBERT M
MANCHESTER r CHARLES
MARTIN, LOUISE
MAXWELL, ANTHONY
MEADOWS, JACK
MELROSE, JONATHON
NEWMAN, STEVEN
REYNOLDS, JOHN L
SHERMAN, MARY
SHERMAN, WALTER
SIMPLE, I.M.
SUMMER, SCOTT
WATSON, JOHN M
WHITTLER, ROBERT C

SUBTOTAL

08/03/77 25.00 25.00 23.00 0.00 23.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

08/25/77 45.00 45.00 94.00 0.00 0.00 94.00 0.00 0.00
07/05/77 500.00 500.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
07/05/77 300.00 300.00 75.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 75.00
08/25/77 45.00 120.00 203.00 0.00 0.00 173.00 0.00 30.00

/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

08/03/77 10.00 40.00 6.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
08/03/77 25.00 25.00 22.00 0.00 22 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00
07/05/77 150.00 150.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
08/13/77 5.00 185.00 140.00 8.00 0.00 132.00 0.00 0.00

/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
08/03/77 35.00 35.00 35.00 0.00 35.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 00 0.00
/ / 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

07/05/77 37.50 37.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1462.50 701.00 8.00 86.00 402,00 0.00 205.00
100.0% 1.1% 12.2% 57.3% 0.0% 29.2%

Fig. 12. This report, which has a separate page for each payment type, shows all accounts, in alphabetical order, with the corresponding payment
type. Each account's payments are shown, as are account age and amount. This report allows you to establish who is not paying promptly.

DELINQUENCY REPORT

JUL 24, 1977

TYPE ACCT#

iooo:

10007

10007

10006

10001

NAME & ADDRESS

JOHNSON, TOM
876 LEMON
MENLO PARKrCA 94025

LOCKWOOD, ROBERT M

456 ALMA
PALO ALTOrCA 94306

LOCKWOOD, ROBERT M
456 ALMA
PALO ALTCCA 94306

MANCHESTER, CHARLES
12896 EL CAMINO REAL
CUPERTINO, CA 94523

REYNOLBS, JOHN L
1224 PINECREST WAY
ATHERTON,CA 94025

TELEPHONE

415 854-5786

415 349-1729

415 349-1729

408 349-9872

415 345-7878

BALANCE

75.00

659.00

203 . 00

1250.00

100.00

DELINQUENT

75.00

562.00

30.00

825.00

100.00

LAST PAYMT

07/05/77

08/25/77

08/25/77

07/25/77

07/05/77

LAST PAY *

300.00

COMMENT

70.00

45.00

50.00

150.00

Fig. 13. All accounts receivable with due dates over 120 days. This is an "action "report used to contact the overdue account and request payment
Pertinent account information is given and space is available for comments, should they be necessary.

support personnel, which ser-

vices are generating the

greatest revenue and hence

should be emphasized more,

and which services are taking

a lot of time but generating

little revenue (perhaps these

should be referred to other

doctors or delegated to assis-

tants if possible).

Since two of the categories

are payments and adjust-

ments, the doctor can deter-

mine if any unauthorized

write-offs were made during

the month. He may also

analyze the ways his receipts

were collected to determine if

insurance, cash or credit ser-

vices are important factors in

his practice. This last report is

certainly useful and impor-

tant since the doctor can

keep track of how his

practice is operating and who
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is doing the work. Since it is

broken down according to

doctor or hygienist, it is also

a useful report for year-end

performance review purposes.

In addition to the month-

end reports, several month-

end programs may optionally

be run. These include con-

version of past services and

balances into a single balance-

forward amount for each

account starting at a given

date. In addition, all accounts

with zero balances can

optionally be removed from
the data base. Moreover, the

usual month-end utilities such

as clearing of monthly totals

of receipts, charges, etc., is

normally done after all

reports are generated.

As a final backup pro-

cedure, the month-end disks

are copied to a new set of

disks, and these are stored

together with a hard copy of

the entire patient ledger.

These two items are usually

stored off-site in a safe-

deposit box or something

similar. Thus, the entire prac-

tice's monthly information is

available, should any catas-

trophe happen in the office.

As a benefit of this monthly

backup system, the doctor

can easily go back and review

the history of services per-

formed and charges billed

simply by running the appro-

priate month-end disk in the

computer.

After the month-end pro-

grams are run, the system is

ready to resume the daily

procedures described earlier.

Both of these cycles continue

until the end of the year. At

this time, monthly reports are

again run, except they show
both month-to-date and year-

to-date figures. Final bills and

insurance forms are gen-

erated, and the year-end disks

are saved off-site with the

year-ending reports. A year-

to-date clearing program is

then run to adjust the files

and set them up for the first

month of the new year. The

daily procedures then resume,

and the cycle starts over with

all old account and code

information preserved from

the previous year.

The complete software

system just described allows a

doctor to keep track of all

patient accounts in a uniform

manner; it keeps track of

services performed, charges

billed and receipts received; it

also allows a doctor to

measure the pulse of his prac-



tice much as he determines

the health of a patient. And
finally, it enables him to prac-

tice what he was taught

rather than become drowned
in a sea of paperwork, in-

surance red tape and account-

ing terminology and pro-

cedures that are better left to

a noncomplaining computer!

Training and Education

Both the hardware and
software described previously

are often complex and diffi-

cult for the computer layman
to understand. Consequently,

Promedics has instituted a

two-day training and educa-

tion course for all users of the

PAC 1 system. This session is

meant to acquaint the new
computer user with termi-

nology, procedures and data-

base management. The usual

session includes the following

topics:

1. General system configura-

tion and machine operation.

2. Data input procedures.

3. Report generation.

4. Computer operations and

procedures.

The training session is as

important as reliable hard-

ware and debugged software,

since you can't do anything

with the latter two unless you
know how. Additional train-

ing is also provided when new
users face exceptional prob-

lems or if a computer lan-

guage is being taught to a

programmer.

Maintenance

Not only is training impor-

tant in order for someone to

be able to run the software,

but reliable equipment is also

a prerequisite to providing

turnkey systems to profes-

sionals. The PAC 1 system

uses industry-proven com-
ponents chosen not for least

cost but for cost effectiveness

— that is, a minimal cost from

a purchase and a maintenance

standpoint.

As an example, it makes
little sense to put a $160, 8K
RAM board in a computer if

it has inferior-quality ICs or

bad temperature stability,

since erratic behavior in

either the hardware or soft-

ware is likely to occur. It

makes much more sense to

purchase an 8K memory for

$265 that comes with a one-

year guarantee and is burned
in and tested as a working
unit using software to be used

with the unit'. It may cost a

bit more to take these pre-

cautions, but when a doctor's

financial lifeline is on the

computer, you don't want to

use cheap components that

aren't reliable.

In addition to reliable

components, a user must have

a system that is working at

ANALYSIS OF SERVICES:

AUG 30r 1977

TOTALS

SVCOD DESCRIPTION CURRENT MONTH TRANSACTIONS

NUMBER X TTL# AVE AMT TOTAL AMT X TTL*

YEAR-TO-DATE TRANSACTIONS

NUMBER X TTL* AVE AMT TOTAL AMT X TTLS

MISC SERVICES

TOTAL 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00

DIAGNOSTIC

20 OFFICE VISIT
30 PROFESSIONAL VISITS
40 SPECIAL CONSULTATION
50 PROPHYLAXIS-ADULT
62 FLUORIDE TREATMENT
112 DENTURE SERIES FILMS
116 BITE WINGS 1 EXAM
117 BITE WINGS-4 FILMS
118 BITE UINGSf ADDITIONAL FILM
125 PANOREX FILM
160 MICROSCOPIC EXAM
666 ORTHO EXAM

TOTAL

12 35.29 8.00 96.00 19.23 16 28.57 8.00 128.00 12.96
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1.78 15.00 15.00 1.51

2 5.88 15.00 30.00 6.01 2 3.57 15.00 30.00 3.03
7 20.58 15.00 105.00 21.04 9 16.07 15.00 135.00 13*67
2 5.88 15.00 30.00 6.01 5 8.92 15.00 75.00 7.59
1 2.94 22.00 22.00 4.40 3 5.35 22.00 66.00 6.68

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1.78 7.00 7.00 .70
5 14.70 9.00 45.00 9.01 6 10.71 9.00 54.00 5.47
1 2.94 1.00 1.00 .20 2 3.57 1 .00 2.00 .20
2 5.88 25.00 50.00 10.02 4 7.14 25.00 100.00 10.13

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 1.78 15.00 15.00 1.51
2 5.88 60.00 120.00 24 . 04 6 10.71 60.00 360.00 36.47

34 100.00 14.67 499.00 100.00 56 100.00 17.62 987.00 100.00

ORAL SURGERY

200 SINGLE EXTRACTION
201 ADDITIONAL EXTRACTION
231 REMOVAL OF TOOTH (2)
232 REMOVAL OF TOOTH (3)
250 ALVEOLECTOMY
280 EXCISION OF CYST
281 EXCISION OF LARGE CYST
400 ANETHESIA

TOTAL

3 42.85 12.00 36.00 20.45 4 33.33 12.00 48.00 10.59
1 14.28 10.00 10.00 5.68 2 16.66 17.50 35.00 7.72
1 14.28 45.00 45.00 25.56 8.33 45.00 45.00 9.93

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.33 55.00 55.00 12.14
1 14.28 35.00 35.00 19.88 8.33 35.00 35.00 7.72

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.33 35.00 35.00 7.72
1 14.28 50.00 50.00 28.40 8.33 50.00 50.00 11.03

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.33 150.00 150.00 33.11

7 100.00 25.14 176.00 100.00 12 100.00 37.75 453.00 100.00

PER I DONTICS

451
452
453
472

TOTAL

EMERGENCY TREATMENT
SUBGINGIVAL CURETTAGE
CORRECTION OF OCCLUSION
GINGIVECTOMY

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 33.33 20.00 20.00 9.09

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 66.66 100.00 200.00 90.90

3 100.00 73.33 220.00 100.00

1

1

1

3

16.66
16.66
16.66
50.00

15.00
20.00
15.00

100.00

15.00
20.00
15.00

300.00

4.28
5.71
4.28

85.71

6 100.00 58.33 350.00 100.00

ENDODONTICS

502
503
512

VITAL PULPOTOMY
RECALCIFICATION
BI-ROOTED CANAL

1

1

0.00
50.00
50.00

0.00
10.00

125.00

0.00
10.00

125.00

0.00
7.40

92.59

1

1

1

33.33
33.33
33.33

12.00
10,00

125.00

12.00
10.00

125.00

8.16
6.80

85.03

TOTAL ••> 100.00 67.50 135.00 100.00 3 100.00 49.00 147.00 100.00

s
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RESTORATIVE

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5 17.85 10.00 50.00600 ONE SURPACE AMALGAM 7.23

601 TWO SURPACE AMALGAM 1 7.69 15.00 15.00 3.44 2 7.14 15.00 30.00 4.34

602 THREE SURPACE AMALGAM 1 7.69 20.00 20.00 4.59 6 21.42 20.00 120.00 17. 36

603 POUR SURPACE AMALGAM 1 7.69 23 . 00 25.00 5.74 2 7.14 25.00 50.00 7.23

611 ONE SURPACE RESTORATION 3 23.07 12.00 36.00 8.27 3 10.71 12.00 36.00 5.20
612 TWO SURPACE RESTORATION 2 15.38 18.00 36.00 8.27 3 10.71 18.00 54 .00 7 .81

613 THREE SURPACE RESTORATION 2 15.38 24.00 48.00 11.03 4 14.28 24.00 96.00 13.89

636 TWO SURFACE GOLD 1 7.69 100.00 100.00 22.98 1 3.57 100.00 100.00 14.47
637 THREE SURPACE GOLD 1 7.69 130.00 130.00 29.88 1 3.57 130.00 130.00 18.81

638 GOLD ONLAY 1 7.69 25.00 25.00 5.74 1 3.57 25 . 00 25.00 3.61

TOTAL 13 100.00 33.46 435.00 100.00 28 100.00 24.67 691.00 100.00

CROWN & BRIDGE

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 12.50 1 50 . 00 150.00652 PORCELAIN CROWN 21.42

660 GOLD CROWN 1 33.33 160.00 160.00 75.47 3 37.50 160.00 480.00 68.57

671 SS CROWN (PERM) 1 33.33 40.00 40.00 18.86 1 12.50 40.00 40.00 5.71
685 INLAY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 12.50 6.00 6.00 .85

687 BRIDGE REPAIRS 1 33.33 12.00 12.00 5.66 2 25.00 12.00 24.00 3.42

TOTAL 3 100.00 70.66 212.00 100.00 8 100.00 87.50 700.00 100.00

PROSTHETICS

701 COMPLETE MANDIBULAR DENTURE 1 50.00 250.00 250.00 80.64 1 25.00 250.00 250.00 64.10

705 SIMPLE STRESS BREAKERS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2 50.00 40.00 80.00 20.51

706 STAYPLATE 1 50.00 60.00 60.00 19.35 1 25.00 60.00 60.00 15.38

TOTAL 2 100.00 155.00 310.00 100.00 4 100.00 97.50 390.00 100.00

ORTHODONTICS

1 33.33 75.00 75.00 78.94 2 28.57 75.00 150.00800 PIXED SPACE MAINTAINER 57.69

801 SS SPACE MAINTAINER 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 14.28 75.00 75.00 28.84

802 STAINLESS STEEL CLASPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 14.28 5.00 5.00 1.92

803 STUDY MODELS 2 66.66 10.00 20.00 21.05 3 42.85 10.00 30.00 11.53

TOTAL 3 100.00 31.66 95.00 100.00 7 100.00 37.14 260.00 100.00

BROKEN APPOINTMENTS

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 100.00 25.00 25.00999 BROKEN APPOINTMENT 100.00

TOTAL 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 1 100.00 25.00 25.00 100.00

BALANCE PORWARD

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11 100.00 410.22 4512.501 BALANCE PORWARD 100.00

TOTAL 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 11 100.00 410.22 4512.50 100.00

ADJUSTMENTS

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 -12.50 -12.502 ERROR — OVERCHARGE 34.72

3 ERROR — UNDERCHARGE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 25.00 25.00 -69.44
4 ERROR -- OVER PAYMENT 1 33.33 -10.00 -10.00 20.61 20.00 -10.00 -10.00 27.77

9 INSURANCE CREDIT 1 33.33 -25.00 -25.00 51.54 20.00 -25.00 -25.00 69.44

10 OTHER ADJUSTMENT 1 33.33 -13.50 -13.50 27.83 20.00 -13.50 -13.50 37.50

TOTAL 3 100.00 -16.16 -48.50 100.00 5 100.00 -7.20 -36.00 100.00

PAYMENTS

11 CASH PAYMENT 1 4.54 10.00 10.00 1.04 4 9.75 124.37 497.50 11.78
12 CHECK PAYMENT 9 40.90 28.33 255.00 26.69 14 34.14 72.14 1010.00 23.92

13 C.D.S. PAYMENT 2 9.09 50.00 100.00 10.46 4 9.75 176.25 705.00 16.70

14 MEDI-CAL PAYMENT 2 9.09 72.65 145.30 15.20 4 9.75 205.07 820.30 19.43
15 WELPARE PAYMENT 2 9.09 60.00 120.00 12.56 5 12.19 134.60 673.00 15.94

16 MEDICAID PAYMENT 3 13.63 63.33 190.00 19.88 4 9.75 61.25 245.00 5.80

17 MISC INSURANCE PAYMENT 3 13.63 45.00 135.00 14.13 5 12.19 53.00 265.00 6.27
18 OTHER PAYMENT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 2.43 5.00 5.00 .11

TOTAL 22 100.00 43.42 955.30 100.00 41 100.00 102.94 4220.80 100.00

This report gives an analysis of services by doctor, and total

for the practice broken down by service Ceitegory and service
type. Both number of services and amount of services are given in conjunction
with percentages. This report is useful for determining the amount
of services provided and the average amounts received A ca reful

analysis of this report may enable you to determine which services
can be expanded, given to your hygienist, or reviewed for possible M
rate change.

Fig. 14. An analysis of services by doctor, and total for the practice broken down according ito service category and service type. Both n umber of

services and amount of services are given in conjunction with percentages. This report is useful for determining which services can be expanded.

given to your hygienist or reviewed for possible rate change.
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least 95 percent of the time.

This means service has to be

provided in a given amount of

time, usually several hours to

a day depending upon the

importance of downtime. The
PAC 1 is serviced both by

Promedics and a national ser-

vice organization, thus

ensuring minimum downtime
and maximum computer

usage. A maintenance plan is

important and often neces-

sary if you lease a computer.

Make sure you have one — it

pays for itself in minimizing

expensive downtime (like

during a month-end state-

ment run).

System Expansion

In considering the virtues

of different computers, it is

important to think about

system expansion both from

a hardware and software

point of view. The PAC 1

system is upgradable in both

areas.

From a hardware stand-

point, the system can accom-

modate additional memory

for more sophisticated pro-

grams, increased disk drive

capacity for greater on-line

data storage of patient infor-

mation, and additional ter-

minals at faster speeds for

faster processing of state-

ments, insurance forms and
reports. The hardware can

also be configured to com-
municate with larger com-
puters such as the IBM 370,

Burroughs 6700, etc., and

then act as a remote terminal

that transmits, receives and

stores information.

Additional software can

also be accommodated. A
soon-to-be released multiuser

system will expand the capa-

bilities of the PAC 1 so that

several jobs may be running

at the same time. A good

example would be the simul-

taneous running of the

patient statements and the

daily edit program, where
data for new accounts is

being input. Also, additional

software such as accounts

payable, general ledger,

payroll and inventory control

can easily be accommodated
to perform more of the

accounting control tasks in an

office or small business.

These programs will be avail-

able to PAC 1 users (and

others) simply by insertion of

a different disk with new
programs and data files.

Furthermore, each will run as

an independent module, or all

can be combined as an inte-

grated system to generate

income statements and

balance sheets.

The capability to add

further software and hard-

ware enables the user to

maintain a flexible position

by allowing the computer to

increase its taskload as the

business grows.

System Costs

A complete turnkey com-
puter system as described,

including delivery and in-

stallation, training, a supply

of insurance forms and
patient statements, operating

supplies and a full year of

software support, retails for

$12,000 to $15,000, depend-

ing on the hardware and soft-

ware options selected. Several

lease plans are available that

bring the cost down to less

than the price of hiring an

additional assistant.

Both the hardware and the

software are available separ-

ately as is the high-level

language compiler/inter-

preter. Further information

on this language may be

obtained from Promedics.

Conclusion

The day of the turnkey

microcomputer system is

here, and machines and soft-

ware are already in the field

performing tasks similar to

computers costing thousands

of dollars more. When con-

sidering a system for your

practice or business, choose

one that is easy to use, comes
complete with everything you
need, features a thorough
training and education session

and can be expanded with

both additional software and
hardware.

Record and playback at 120,

60 or 30 self-clocking bytes per

second (extended Kansas City

Standard)

1200, 600 or 300 baud data

terminal interface

Dual cassette operation

Compatible with SWTPC cas-

sette software

Optional kit permits program

control of cassettes

Optional adaptor permits inter-

facing with any computer

Upgrade your SWTPC 6800 system to 1200 baud with
PerCom's CIS-30 + dual-cassette/terminal interface
The CIS-30+ . . . four times as fast as SWTPC's AC-30 with the same dual-

cassette capability . . . plus a 1200-baud data terminal interface ... in a SWTPC
color-compatible package that's only 1/10 the size of the AC-30.
Dependable? The simplicity of Harold Mauch PerCom Data designs says more

than any well-chosen words. Simply put, for only $79.95* you get the fastest, most
dependable dual function interface you can buy for your SWTPC 6800.
See your nearest dealer or order direct from PerCom.

P7 PerCom 'peripherals for personal computing'

PEFQCM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
0EPT.K 318 BARNES GARLAND. TX 75042

(214) 276-1968

*Kit price. Assembled and tested:
$99.95 + shipping. Tex. res. add
5% tax. BAC & MC available.
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Complete retail & service computer
outlet in

LONG ISLAND
FREE CONSULTATION ON ALL

YOUR NEEDS

In stock — IMSAI, Polymorphic, TDL,
Digital Systems, Tarbell, Soroc,

Large variety of memories,
interfaces, software, books & magazines

PRINTERS • FLOPPIES • CRTs
Custom designed systems for

personal, educational & business use

Free Newsletter — Systems
Demonstration — Best Service

(computer 1 1 licrosystems
1311 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset NY 11030 C44

(516)627-3640
Open Tues-Sat: Wed-Sat 10-6; Tues 10-9

Digital Group
System owners now have available the
finest Z-80 software ever produced. By
an exclusive agreement with TDL we are
able to release all their fabulous software
ready to run in your DG System.

Here's what you've been waiting for-

complete, user-oriented software! The
following programs are available now!

Zapple Basic $40
Super Basic $79
Macro Assembler $40
Text Editor $30
Word Processor $40
System Monitor $20

And soon, a Fortran IV Compiler.

You owe it to yourself to find out. Don't
let your hardware be under-utilized.

Order now or send for our complete cata-

lo9 Bye Maxi- Hello Super

P.O. Box 4069 Pompano Beach, Fla. 33063

SWTPC Business Programs

Math Package. 5 byte mantissa, 1 byte exponent
1 V/i digit accuracy. Fortran-type formatting (Integer,

Floating Point and Free Formatting on both
read and write) $25.00

Letter Writing Editor. No line numbers needed. Subset
of Honeywell's 1648 Time Sharing Editor. $25.00

Payroll. Phone for details.

Accounts Receivable. Phone for details.

Stock Club — Marketing Evaluation. This is the same
program used by Custom Computer Services to provide
accounting for clubs belonging to the National
Association of Investment Clubs.

Disk Based SWTPC Business Systems. Phone for details.

Dealer for SWTPC, Smoke Signal Broadcasting, Percom,
Teletype®, GE, Tl, Centronics, Motorola, etc.

To Order: Include 3% postage. Illinois residents add
5% sales tax.

AAA Chicago Computer Center
3007% W. Waveland Avenue

ChicagoJ L 60618
(312) 539-5833 (3 PM - 6 PM)

There's an iCOM
for Everyone

atthese
ComputerStores. .

.

A37

ALABAMA
Computerland
Huntsville

(205) 539-1200

ARIZONA
Byte Shop of Arizona
Tempe
(602) 894-1129

CALIFORNIA
Byte Shop
Computer Store
San Rafael
(415) 457-9311

Byte Shop
Fresno
(209) 485-2417

Byte Shop Computer
Store of Diablo Valley

Walnut
(415) 993-6252

Computerland
of Hayward
Hayward
(415) 538-8080

Computerland of

Saddleback Valley

Mission Viejo

(714) 770-0131

Computerland
of San Diego
San Diego
(714) 560-9912

Computerland of

San tustin

Tustin

(714) 544-0542

Computerland
of West L.A.

Inglewood
(213) 776-8080

The Computer Room
San Jose
(408) 226-8384

Byte Shop
Computer Store
Santa Clara

(408) 249-4221

Byte Shop
Computer Store
Santa Barbara
(805) 966-2538

Byte Shop ill

of San Jose
San Jose
(408) 377-4685

Byte Shop
of Thousand Oaks
Thousand Oaks
(805) 497-9595

Tech-Mart
Tarzana
(213) 344-0153

Byte Shop of Tarzana
Tarzana
(213) 343-3919

Byte Shop of Pasadena
Pasadena
(213) 684-3311

Byte Shop of Lawndale
Lawndale
(213) 371-2421

Byte Shop
of Westminster
Westminster
(714) 894-9131

Orange County
Computer Center
Costa Mesa
(714) 646-0221

The Computer Mart
Orange
(714) 633-1222

Byte Shop of San Diego
San Diego
(714) 565-8008

Byte Shop of Hayward
Hayward
(415) 537-2983

Micro Computer Center
Anaheim
(714) 527-8080

COLORADO
Prime Radix
Denver
(303) 573-5942

Byte Shop
Boulder
(303) 449-6233

FLORIDA
Byte Shop of Miami
Miami
(305) 264-2983

Byte Shop
of Ft. Lauderdale
Ft. Lauderdale
(305) 561-2983

HAWAII
Capacity, Inc.

Maui
(808) 575-2930

ILLINOIS
The Itty Bitty Machine
Company
Evanston
(312) 328-6800

Bits and Bytes
Computer Store
Posen
(312) 389-7112

Computerland
of Arlington Heights
Arlington Heights
(312) 255-6488

Littipute Computer Mart
Skokie

(312) 674-1383

The Numbers Racket
Champaign
(217) 352-5435

Champaign Computer
Company
Champaign
(217) 359-5883

INDIANA
Byte Shop
The Data Group Inc.

Indianapolis

(317) 842-2983

KENTUCKY
Cybertronics
Louisville

(502) 499-1551

Computerland
of Louisville

Louisville

(502) 425-8308

LOUISIANA
Southern
Electronics, Inc.

Shreveport
(318) 222-8795

Computer Shoppe, Inc.

Metairie

(504) 454-6600

MARYLAND
The Computer
Workshop, Inc.

Rockville

(301) 468-0455

Computerland
of Rockville

Rockville

(301) 948-7676

MASSACHUSETTS
Computer Mart, Inc.

Waltham
(617) 899-4540

American Used
Computer Corporation
Boston
(617) 261-1100

MICHIGAN
General Computer
Troy

(313) 362-0022

Computer Mart
Royal Oak
(313) 576-0900

MINNESOTA
Microprogramming, Inc

Burnsville

(612) 894-3510

Computer Depot
Minneapolis
(612) 927-5601

NORTH CAROLINA
Digital Dynamics
Corporation
Charlotte

(704) 374-1527

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Computer Mart of

New Hampshire
Nashua
(603) 883-2386

NEW JERSEY
Computer Mart of

New Jersey
Iselin

(201) 283-0600

Computerland
of Morristown
Morristown
(201) 539-4077

NEW YORK
Synchro Sound
Enterprises
Hollis

(212) 468-7067

Computerland
of Tonawanda
Tonawanda
(716) 836-6511

Computerland of Ithaca
Ithaca

(607) 277-4888

Computer Shoppe
Middle Island

(516) 732-4446

PENNSYLVANIA
Byte Shop of

Philadelphia
Brynmawr
(215) 525-7712

Personal Computer
Corporation
Frazer

(215) 647-8463

SOUTH CAROLINA
Carolina Computers
Columbia
(803) 798-7524

TEXAS
Micro Store (0010)
Arlington

(817) 461-6081

Microstore
Richardson
(214) 231-1096

Microtex, Inc.

Houston
(713) 780-7477

Electrotex

Houston
(713) 526-3456

Computer World
Arlington

(817) 469-1502

Computer
Terminal Store
El Paso
(915) 532-1777

Computer Shop
San Antonio

(512) 828-0553

The KA Computer Store

Dallas

(214) 634-7870

WISCONSIN
Madison
Computer Store
Madison
(608) 255-5552

CANADA
Computer Mart Ltd
Toronto, Ontario
(416) 4S4-9708

Computer Place
Toronto, Ontario

(416) 598-0262

miCROPERIPHEROLS
TM

6741 Variel Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91303 U.S.A. • (213) 348-1391 TWX 910-494-2788
118 a division of Pertec Computer Corporation
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Rich Man, PoorMan, Merchant, Physician,
Teacher, Lawyer, Student, Musician....

There's M Floppy Disk
System for Everyone!

More Uses
People from every walk of life are

adding iCOM® Floppy Disks to their

microcomputers for such diverse

tasks as payroll, inventory control,

mailing lists, game playing, record
keeping, parts ordering . . .

We've uncovered some innovative

applications, too: The sailboat architect

who puts equations and algorithms on
an iCOM disk to test his nautical
theories ; the student who has auto-
mated a bowling alley; the iCOM
dealer who designed an environmental
control system for a university.

More Speed
These users have found iCOM

floppies to be much faster and more
versatile than cassette or paper tape.
WithiCOM,
programs can
be loaded in

seconds; files

updated in

minutes;
hundreds of

programs can
be stored on
a single disk.

More Models
iCOM has Frugal Floppies™, Dual

Floppies, Microfloppies™ (using the
new 5 Va " diskette), and other new
approaches to floppy disk systems.
Each is hardware and software
compatible with Altair™, IMSAI, Poly

88, Sol-20 and other microcomputers
using the Altair S-1 00 bus format.

More Software
Then there's iCOM's famous

software: Powerful field-proven
FDOS-II with macro-assembler, string-

oriented text editor, and file manager.
Plus easy-to-use compatible 8K Disk
BASIC. Each with super features such
as : named variable length files, auto-
file create, open and close, multiple
merge and delete . . . and more.

More Backup
We've been building floppies for

microcomputers for more than 3 years.
Long before the rest. Thousands of

systems are operating perfectly in the
field. And we're part of Pertec
Computer Corporation, one of the
largest manufacturers of peripherals,
microsystems, data entry products
and data processing systems. We'll be
around whenever you need us.

More Dealers
Maybe not in quantity, but in quality.

We've chosen our dealer network
carefully to assure you of assistance
every step of the way. Our prices are
right. Our delivery is

fast. Our dealers are
experienced and
knowledgeable

Must Reading
Our free booklet,

"What a Floppy Disk
Can Do for You"
is must reading.
Send for yours today
or visit your dealer.

©1977, Pertec Computer Corporation

miCROPERIPHERRlS
®

a division of Pertec Computer Corporation
6741 Variel Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91303 U.S.A.

Tel . (213) 348-1391 TWX 910-494-2788



John Eaton
435 W. Padre #W 10
Santa Barbara CA 93105

Growing with KIM

expansion PC board

The KIM-1 Micro-

computer by MOS
Technology is a versatile com-
puter-on-a-card that is used

by many hobbyists. However,

a disadvantage of the KIM-1

is its incompatibility with the

Altair bus. This article de-

scribes the construction and

operation of an interface

board that allows the KIM-1

owner to use a variety of

peripherals available for the

Altair bus.

How Does It Work?

The schematic for the KIM
Expander board is shown in

Fig. 1. Connector pins to the

rest of the system are labeled

as follows: KE, KIM-1 Ex-

pansion connector; KA,
KIM-1 Applications con-

nector; and S, for the Altair

bus pin number. The 16 ad-

dress lines from the KIM-1

are buffered by ICs 3, 4, and

r

Close-up of KIM and Expander board.

5 to drive the Altair bus

address lines. The three

highest address lines (A13,

A14, and A15) also drive a

3/8 decoder (IC6). The and

7 outputs of IC6 are con-

nected together and control

the KIM-1 decode enable line

(KA-K). If the KIM-1 ad-

dresses the normal KIM range

of 0000h-1FFFn , then the

KIM-1 on-board decoder will

be enabled by the output of

IC6. If the KIM addresses in

the range of E000n-FFFFh,
then the 7 output of IC6 will

enable the KIM-1. This means

that the RESET, NMI, and

IRQ vectors that are stored in

ROM on the KIM-1 will be

properly fetched by the CPU.

The KIM-1 has an 8-bit

bidirectional data bus for

data transfers, while the

Altair bus uses an 8-bit Data

Out bus and a separate 8-bit

Data In bus. ICs 1 and 2

perform the function of buf-

fering and splitting the KIM-1

data bus.

Care must be taken to

ensure that the Data In buf-

fers are enabled only when
the CPU is reading data from
the Altair bus. If the Data In

buffers are enabled while the

CPU is addressing the KIM-1

on-board memory, the data

would be lost or altered. In
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Fig. la. Schematic diagram of KIM Expander board.

order to ensure that only one

data source is enabled at any

one time a special control

signal is generated. IC6,

which supplied the KIM-1

decode enable signal, is used

to determine when the Altair

bus is being addressed. Out-

puts 1 through 6 are wired

together and are normally

high but will drop to when
the CPU addresses in the

range of 2000h-DFFFh. Most
of the memory and per-

ipherals plugged into the

Altair bus should reside in

this range.

The only exception to this

is a 4K memory block that is

left vacant by the KIM-1. The

KIM-1 resides in an 8K block

of memory but only uses 4K
for memory and I/O. The
unused 4K is divided into

four 1 K blocks by the de-

coder on the KIM-1 board

and is available on the KIM-1

applications connector.

In order to allow the user

to fill this void with a

memory board, the KIM Ex-

pander ANDs these four 1K
outputs (K1, K2, K3and K4)

together with IC7. The result

is a normally high signal that

drops to when the CPU
addresses from 0400n to

13FFh .

This signal is NANDed by

IC8 with the Altair bus

selected signal from IC6. The
result is a signal that is

normally low but rises to

logic 1 whenever the CPU is

addressing memory that is on

the Altair bus. This signal is

then gated with the RAM
R/W signal from the KIM-1 to

disable the Data In buffers

when the CPU is either out-

putting data or reading from

on-board memory.
The RAM R/W signal is

also inverted and sent to the

Altair bus via IC3. This signal

acts as a MWRITE signal for

the bus and goes from to 1

during 02 of a write cycle.

This is the only time that a

MOS 6502 is outputting valid

data. The 02 clock is buffered

and available if any of the

user's peripherals require a

systems clock signal.

In order to properly use

the KIM Expander some
jumpers must be placed on

the Altair bus. ADDRS DIS

(S-22) and Data Out DIS

(S-23) must be jumpered to

ground. These should only be

disconnected to implement a

second processor or a DMA
board. Raising these lines

above ground will effectively

disable the buffers and re-

move the address, Data out,

MWRITE and 02 clock signals

from the Altair bus. Control

of the bus can then be as-

sumed by another board. The
user may want the KIM-1 to

operate using its on-board

memory while the bus is

being controlled by another

device. If so, the KIM-1

Decode Enable should be

grounded during the time

that the Address buffers are

disabled.

The Altair bus was

designed for an 8080 micro-

processor, which uses a dif-

ferent type of input/output

than a MOS 6502. Three lines

on the bus, (Smemr , Sjn , and

AUDIO IN >
FRONT PANEL

AUDIO OUT>

I2VDC

USERS POWER SUPPLIES
5VDC

SQut) are used t0 te " tne

system whether the processor

wants memory, an input

channel or an output channel.

Since the MOS 6502 does not

have input/output instruc-

tions, it handles everything as

a transfer to or from a

memory location. Therefore,

Sjn (S-46) and Sou t (S-45)

must be jumpered to ground

and Smemr (S-47) must be

jumpered to +5 V dc in order

to operate most memory
boards. PDBIN (S-78) should

also be jumpered to +5 V dc.

Compatibility

Although the KIM Ex-

pander will allow the KIM-1

to control many Altair com-
patible boards, it will not

control all of them. There are

some basic differences

between a MOS 6502 and an

Intel 8080 that cannot be

compensated for by the KIM
Expander.

An example of this is the

Cromemco Bytesaver board.

This ROM reader/
programmer is designed to

program ROMs by having the

CPU write data into the

desired ROM location. This

kicks off an internal timing

chain on the board that will

stop the processor via the

READY line. It also pulses

the write enable pins on the

(KA-L)

(KA-P) OR (KA-M)

(KA-N)

1 >

_ CI-C5
N 0lM F

—

<

• 1 »

— ICI PIN 16

— IC2 PIN 16

— IC3 PIN 16

t7 i7
— IC4 PIN 16

— IC5 PIN 16

— IC6 PIN 16

— IC7 PIN 14

1— IC8 PIN 14

(KE-21)

GROUND (KE-22)

— ICI PIN 8
— IC2 PIN 8
— IC3 PIN 8
— IC4 PIN 8

- IC5 PIN 8
— IC6 PIN 8
— IC7 PIN 7

— IC8 PIN 7

KBy (KA-21)

(KA-V)
TTY

KEYBOARD/TTY CONTROL SWITCH

TTY PRINTER RETURN >
TTY PRINTER >-

TTY KEYBOARD RETURN

>

TTY KEYBOARD >

(KA-S)
(KA-U)
(KA-R)
(KA-T)

Fig. 1b. Schematic diagram of power distribution and I/O connections.
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PAGE

EXT BLOCK SEL FROM
KIM EXPANDER BOARD

SELECT TO MEMORY OUTPUT
BUFFERS AND
PROTECT CIRCUITS

All

AIO
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B

A

EN

LS
139

QO

01

02

03

XKXXXXXXXXXX
KXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXMXXX
X X X X X X X

BANK CHIP ENABLE LINES

BANK I CHIP ENABLE LINES

BANK 2 CHIP ENABLE LINES

BANK 3 CHIP ENABLE LINES

EXT. IK SEL

EXT. 2K SEL

EXT 3K SEL

EXT 4K SEL

Fig. 2. Modifications on Econoram 4K memory board to atlow it to

reside in KIM-1 memory space.

ROM to allow it to accept the

data that the CPU is holding

on the Data Out bus. This

works fine on an 8080-based

system but will not work on a

6502-based system like the

KIM-1. The reason is that a

6502 will not stop on a write

cycle, and so the ROM
address and data will not

remain on the bus long

enough to be accepted by the

ROM. The KIM-1 will be able

to read preprogrammed
ROMs from the Bytesaver but

will not be able to program

them as an 8080 system can.

When considering buying

any peripheral for use with

this system, make sure that it

will work with a MOS 6502.

Some boards may require

special signals that are not

available from the KIM-1. Be

especially careful about re-

quirements for the ready line

and clock signals. Memory
boards that require the com-
puter to wait are generally

not compatible with the

KIM-1; it will not hold data

on the Data Out bus long

enough for the memory to

pick it up.

Memory Assignments

Filling the 4K memory
void between 0400n and
13FF n requires special

handling. Most memory
boards can occupy only one

of 16 preset slots in memory.
This means that a 4K
memory board can occupy

from address 0000n to

0FFFn or from 1000n to

1FFFn , but it could not fit in

the area left empty by the

KIM-1. One method of filling

this void using a 4K memory
board is shown in Fig. 2. This

shows how a Godbout 4K
Econoram can be placed in

the KIM-1 system starting at

address 0400. The four-chip

enable lines to all the 2102s
are disconnected from their

on-board decoders and are re-

connected to the K1 through

K4 signals from the KIM-1.

The EXT Block SEL signal

from IC7 enables the Data

Out buffers on the memory
board whenever the KIM-1

addresses any memory in this

4K block.

If you use any memory
board that has memory
protect features then you
may want to wire up a front

panel switch to set or reset

the protect status flip-flop on
the board. A panel-mounted

LED used as a status in-

dicator also would be helpful.

If this is not desired, then

simply jumper the protect in-

put (S-70) to ground. This

Fig. 3. Printed circuit diagram for the KIM Expander (full size).

5N

assures that all memory will

be unprotected.

Construction

The printed circuit dia-

gram shown in Fig. 3 will

easily fit on a 6 x 4 in.

printed circuit board with

enough space left at the

corners to allow for mounting

holes. A Vector CU 65/45-1 R

single-sided PC board was
used in the prototype.

Although connection to the

Altair bus can be directly

wired, it is recommended that

a multipin connector be used

to allow the KIM-1 and KIM
Expander to be disconnected

from the bus.

In my prototype system

the power supply and a

22-slot motherboard are

mounted in a 17x18x7 in.

cabinet. The KIM-1 and the

KIM Expander card are

mounted in a 17x12x2 in.

enclosure that mounts on top

of the motherboard chassis.

All connections between the

two sections are made
through two 37-pin D-type

connectors. This provides for

74 pins — enough for all

connections to the Altair bus

plus all of the KIM-1 I/O

pins. The KIM-1 is mounted
to the top of the chassis using

standoffs, and an access hole

allows the keyboard and dis-

play to be used.

The Altair bus requires

power supplies of +16, -16

and +8 V dc in order to

operate the peripheral boards.

The KIM-1 and KIM Ex-

pander require +5 and +12 V
dc. When the system is as-

sembled the KIM-1 should be

operational. If pushing the
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AI5
A 14

AI3
AI2

All

(KE-T)
(KE-S)
IKE-R)
(KE-P)
(KE-N)

AIO (KE-M)

A09
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A07
A06
A05
A04

(KE-L)
(KE-K)
(KE-J)
(KE-H)
(KE-F)
(KE-E)

A03 (KED)
A02 (KE-C)
AOI (KEB)
AOO (KE-A)
02 (KE-U)

D7 (KE-08)
06 (KE-09)
D5 (KE-IO)
D4 (KE- I I )

D3 (KE-12)
D? (KE-13)
Dl (KE-14)

DO (KE-15)

GROUND USERS POWER SUPPLY
GROUND (KE-22)

5 VDC (KE-2D
IC5

ADDRS DIS

A 14

AI2

AIO

S-22
S-86
S-33
S-37

DECODE ENABLE
(KA-K)

EXT 4K

K4 (KA-F)

EXT 3K
K3 (KA-E)

EXT 2K

K2 (KA-D)
EXT IK

Kl (KA-C)

EXT BLOCK SEL

RAM R/W (KE-Z)

FOR DETAIL SEE FIGURE 5

Fig. 4. Parts-placement and wiring diagram for connections on the KIM
Expander Board.

reset button does not cause

the display to light try

shorting the KIM-1 Decode

Enable (KA-K) to ground. If

it then works properly check

IC6 for proper operation. If

the display still remains dark,

then remove ICs 1 and 2. If

they are defective or not

being enabled properly, the

KIM-1 monitor program will

not run.

Checkout and Trouble-

shooting

When you get the KIM-1

display lit you can use the

keyboard to address any byte

of memory on the Altair bus

as well as the KIM-1 on-board

memory. K there is no

peripheral located at the

selected address on the bus,

the KIM-1 will display data as

FF n . This is different from

the basic KIM-1, where an

unimplemented address will

cause its high order address

byte to be displayed as data.

c 1-5

IC 1&2
IC 3,4&5
IC6

IC7

IC8

R 1-8

R9-14

You can verify this by ad-

dressing 0400n with a basic

KIM-1, and the data will read

04h- With the KIM Expander

and no external memory on

the Altair bus it will read

FF n . When memory is placed

on the bus the KIM-1 will be

able to read and write into it

in the same manner as its

on-board memory.
You can troubleshoot the

offboard peripherals using the

KIM-1 keyboard and display

if you understand how the

KIM-1 monitor program

operates. If you don't, even

the simplest problem will

seem monumental. For

example, let's assume that

you have a memory board

with a bad chip in the Data

slot that causes the lowest bit

in memory to always read 1.

Testing this type of fault

using an Altair-style front

panel would be easy since

you could write all Os into

memory and see the bad bit.

.01 uF bypass capacitor

833 quad bus transceiver

8097 hex bus driver

7415 BDC decimal decoder

7421 dual quad input AND
7400 Quad NAN D gate

10k % Watt resistor

1 k Va Watt resistor

IC4

IC3

IC2

ICI

A8 S-84
A6 S-82
A4 S-30

A2 S-8I
AO S-79
MWRITE S-68

D07 S-90
D06 S-40
DO 5 S-39
D04 S-38
DO BUS DIS S-23
DO 3 S-89
D02 S-88
DO I S-35
D00 S-36

5VDC USERS POWER SUPPLY
S-32 AI5

S-85 AI3

S-87 All

S-34 A9

S-83 A7

S-29 A5

S-3I A3
S-80 Al

S-OPTIONAL 02 CLOCK

S-43 DI7

S-93 DI6

S-92 DI5

S-91 DI4

S-42 DI3

S-41 DI2

S-94 DII

S-95 DIO

Fig. 5. Enlarged diagram of Altair bus connectors to the KIM Expander
Board.

The KIM-1 uses software

to perform all front panel

operations. When data is to

be deposited into memory,
the old data is read out and

the new data is serially

shifted into a register one bit

at a time, which is then writ-

ten into memory. If any bits

of memory are stuck at 1 or

the KIM-1 will just shift that

value into the higher bits. In

our example of data line

being stuck at 1, the result of

trying to enter any data

would be to set bits 1

through 7 to 1, and you
would see FFn on the dis-

play.

If the keyboard and dis-

play do not help in isolating

the trouble, then try writing a

short program to write a test

value (00h or FFh) into mem-
ory and read it back.

By building the KIM Ex-

pander you can increase the

power and versatility of the

KIM-1. And you can use

Altair compatible kits, which

are normally less expensive

than assembled units.

Table 1. Parts list.

The system. KIM-1 is mounted in top of cabinet along with Expander
board. Motherboard with Altair bus boards is located in bottom.
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REX IS COMING TO A

COMPUTER STORE
NEAR

RCC'S

T/ie Tota/

Computer Si/stem

IN TIME
FOR CHRISTMAS

We took the most desirable small computer features and put them into one machine — for $2495 (or less)!

REXT , RCC's new personal computer, is space-age modern in

appearance, regal in features, but down-to-earth in price.

REGAL FEATURES
Just add a hard copy terminal or our video display, select

FORTRAN IV or Extended BASIC ... or both, and begin developing
your programs.

REX includes an S-100 motherboard with five card slots, 24K of

RAM, Z-80 CPU, video display interface, bootstrap PROM and
powerfail and vectored interrupt circuitry.

REX includes a modern walnut-panel cabinet, ASCII keyboard, 15
amp power supply, microfloppy drive (double-sided recording) and
interface (including 8 bit parallel I/O port). All standard.

SOFTWARE TO PLEASE A KING
REX includes a powerful system Monitor, loaded from PROM. Low
cost software options include ANSI FORTRAN IV, Extended Disk
BASIC, Floppy Disk Operating System, File Management System,
Text Editor and Linking Loader.

A KING'S CHOICE OF OPTIONS
Black and White or Color Video Monitors Programmable CRT
Character Generator Expansion Microfloppy Drives RAM
Memory to 64K (does not require bus slots) 120 CPS 80/96
Column Printer RF Modulator and Color TV Driver for Home Sets

Programmable Serial Channel Data Communications Modem.

ROYAL QUALITY AT A SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE
The REX System is shipped assembled and tested for $2495, list

price. See your computer dealer for his special low introductory
price (for short time only).

DEALERS
CALIFORNIA
San Francisco Computer Store of San Francisco
San Jose Byte Shope III
Santa Clara Byte Shop-Computer Store

COLORADO
Englewood Byte Shop, Inc.
Boulder The Byte Shop

IOWA
Davenport Computer Store of Davenport

MICHIGAN
Royal Oak Computer Mart of Royal Oak

TM
realistic controls corporation

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Computer Depot

NEBRASKA
Lincoln Microtech
Omaha Omaha Computer Store

NEW YORK
New York City Computer Mart of New York, Inc.

WISCONSIN
Beloit Austin Computers

404 West 35th Street Davenport, IA 52806
Call Toll Free (800) 553-1863 In Iowa (319) 386-4400



MOST COMPLETE LINE OF MICROCOMPUTERS AND ACCESSORIES
PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY — CALL TOLL-FREE— 800-433-1679

CPU's — Alpha Micro, ICOM,
IMSAI. Polymorphics,
Processor Technology,
T.D.L., Vector Graphics,
Equinox

M CCiriPlJTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

ANNOUNCING

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS

POPULAR BRANDS
CARRIED

55

DISCS — ICOM, Digital

Systems, IMSAI, Microplis,

North Star, Polymorphics,
Processor Technology,

Shugart, Smoke Signal, SWTP,
Persci, Extensys

TERMINALS —
Beehive,

Lear Siegler,

SOROC, SWTP,
Informer

Complete Line of Parts and Accessories!
Call for Special Prices! 800-433-1679

Mail To: TANDY COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 2936, Fort Worth, Texas 76102

Please Send Me TANDY COMPUTERS
Full-Line 1978 Catalog

PLEASE PRINT

Name- Apt.

Street

City_ State Zip



Mark Garetz

HUH Electronic Music Productions
PO Box 259
Fairfax CA 94930

Has Godbout

Done It Again?

Econoram II: $150 assembled

I'm sure most of you are

aware that memory prices

are starting to fall drastically.

New and less expensive mem-
ory boards are introduced

almost every day. A good
percentage of these are quite

dense (16K or higher) and

are, in general, dynamic

boards. This means they use

dynamic memory chips that

need their memory "re-

freshed" every couple of

milliseconds. Making sure this

happens correctly is no easy

trick, especially in Altair bus

systems. Since this technol-

ogy is relatively new, no one
seems to have made a

dynamic board that works
with everything, although the

new Cromemco 16K dynamic
board is rumored to be the

best so far.

Consequently, the other

major percentage of new
memory boards use the

proven static memory tech-

nology — chips that require

no refresh. The most popular

chip by far is the 2102 type

(91L02, 21L02, 2102L1,
etc., are all pin-compatible

but they all have small differ-

ences such as speed, power
dissipation, etc.), and the

most popular board configu-

ration for these chips is 8K.

This is because it's physically

impossible to get more than
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64 2102s on a standard

S100-size board.

But since the emphasis on
these new boards is their

lower cost, certain features

are deleted on most of the

boards as a consequence. For

example, one board will not

be fully buffered but will

have plenty of bypass capaci-

tors. Another will be fully

buffered but have not a single

bypass capacitor. Most have

no wait states selectable.

Some have addressing limita-

tions. Some have no protect

options. The list goes on, but

I think you get the picture.

To bring down the cost, one
or more features are absent.

This article is, therefore, a

review of what I consider to

be the most outstanding value

in the low-cost memory field.

A board that has full features

and some extra goodies on
top of that. It's the new 8K
Econoram II by Bill Godbout
Electronics. Weighing in at

$150 assembled, this board is

unquestionably the winner.

Let me explain why.

Proven Static Technology

This article will not even

attempt to argue the pros and
cons of static vs. dynamic
memory. Suffice it to say

that at this point I just don't

trust dynamics — at least in

Altair-bus-type systems.

The Econoram II uses the

proven 2102L1 memory chip.

It is a low-power, extra-fast

version of the standard 2101.

The chip that Bill uses has a

guaranteed access time of 350
ns. They are all new, prime

parts, despite Godbout Elec-

tronics' being a famous

surplus house.

Econoram Board Features

Fully buffered: When a

manufacturer tells you that

his board is "fully buffered,"

make sure you read the fine

print. That sometimes means

that only the address lines are

fully buffered, or only the

data out lines are buffered.

The Econoram II is truly

fully buffered. This means

everything. "What is the

advantage of that?" I hear

you ask. Well, without going

into great detail (it would
take a whole article, and,

anyway, I'm not sure I'm

qualified to write it), the

processor board has "bus

drivers" on it that are usually

capable of driving quite a few
"loads." A static memory
chip doesn't present much of

a load to the bus all by itself,

but there are 64 of them on
each 8K board. Everything is

fine for the first couple of

boards, but along about the

third one, the bus starts look-

ing pretty terrible, and al-

though it might work, there's

not much margin for error

left. In other words, things

start to run pretty close to

the edge. Then you plug in

the fourth board and things

just don't work the same any-

more.

I'm not trying to scare you

(well, scare maybe, but not

terrify). The point of all this

is that if you have a buffer

for each card, that buffer can

handle its 64 loads OK, and

all the processor card's

buffers have to worry about

are the loads presented by the

memory board buffers — not

all 64 of the chips!

Unique addressing
options: Most of the low-cost

8K boards can be addressed

only as a contiguous 8K
block, and then only at the

natural 8K boundaries. The

Econoram II is unique in

that, instead of being

organized as a single 8K
block, it's set up as two
separate 4K blocks. Each 4K
block can be addressed to any
4K boundary in memory.
Selection of the address is

done with two dip switches

(one for each block) located

at the top left of the board.

This means you can change

the address without pulling

the board out in most in-

stances. The dip switches are

the new long-handle type,

which are very easy to

operate.
PWR or MWRITE selec-

tion: Another unique feature

of this board is that a slide

switch at the top is used to

select between either PWR or

MWRITE for use as the write

strobe for the board. Most

often you will use MWRITE,
but MWRITE is generated by
the front panel in most
systems, and not all of the

"front-panelless" systems

generate MWRITE. Then you
would want to switch it over

to PWR. I have yet to see a

memory board with this

feature.

Vectored interrupt option:

Most memory boards are pro-

tectable, which means you
can't write data into them



until they're unprotected.

The Econoram II is no excep-

tion, however, it has one

added extra. As an option,

the board will generate a

vectored interrupt if a write

attempt is made to a pro-

tected block. Each 4K block

on the board may be pro-

tected individually.

Wait states: It's rare to

find a memory board these

days with wait states on it.

Most manufacturers boast,

"No wait states required."

Well that's true enough at 2

MHz. But I run my system at

4 MHz with a Z-80. A com-

mon misconception is that

there's no advantage to run-

ning at 4 MHz if you don't

have fast memory. Nothing

could be further from the

truth. Let me digress a bit:

The processor is actually only

accessing memory approxi-

mately 30 percent of the

time. The rest of the time it's

doing internal stuff. Conse-

quently, if we're only waiting

an average of 30 percent of

the time, then 70 percent of

the time we'll be zipping right

along. The result is an effec-

tive 70 percent increase in

speed, which is nothing to

sneeze at!

The point of all this is that

most of the memory boards

don't allow you to insert wait

states because they don't

need them at 2 MHz. But the

Econoram II allows insertion

of a wait state. A slide switch

located at the top left of the

board selects or 1 wait

states.

Fast access time: While

we're on the subject of speed,

let's talk for a bit about chip

access time vs. board access

time. Access time is defined

as the time it takes from the

point the address data to the

chip or board is stable, to the

point at which the data you
want to read or write is valid.

Take notice that the access

time of the chip itself may
not be the same as the board

it's on. In other words, the

board may introduce further

delays increasing the total

access time. Therefore, the

board delay time plus the

chip access time equals the

board access time.

Bill Godbout guarantees

the Econoram II to have a

board access time of 450 ns.

The chips themselves are 350

ns parts. But here's the

amazing thing: In reality the

chips are much faster. My
board runs fine at 4 MHz
with no wait states! Now Bill

said that I could print that,

but he won't guarantee it.

want to get into the argument

of whether or not to use

sockets. I will admit that

lousy sockets are worse than

none at all, but good sockets

are another story.

The Econoram II comes
with a complete set of T.I.

low profile, high quality

sockets. This means you get a

socket for every chip, not just

the memory chips.

The Godbout Electronics Econoram II. Note the wait state, write

strobe and address select switches in the upper left-hand corner. Photo

courtesy Godbout Electronics, Oakland CA.

But I know that my board is

not just a fluke because I've

heard reports of this fact

from other people. By the

way, it was in a fully loaded

Imsai with a fan, a Cromemco
4 MHz CPU, running an ex-

haustive memory test for 12

hours with not one failure.

Although this is not a

guaranteed spec, it's a little

added extra bonus that makes

the Econoram II a cut above

the others. It's also a testa-

ment to the excellent design

that's gone into this board.

Bypass Capacitors: An un-

written rule (well, maybe it's

been written) of logic design

is to take X amount of chips,

mix in a handful of bypass

capacitors, and shake well.

Bypass capacitors keep noise

and glitches from the power
supply lines out of the chips.

If you want maximum system

reliability, you need adequate

bypassing.

One new inexpensive 8K
board I saw recently had not

one bypass capacitor on it.

I'm happy to say that the

Econoram II has more than

adequate bypassing.

Fully socketed: I don't

Of course, if you're anti-

sockets you can leave them
out. In any case, they are

provided.

Assembly: Like most

memory boards, the Econo-

ram II goes together quickly.

Mine took about two hours,

but I'm rather experienced at

putting these things together.

Unfortunately, the assembly

instructions are not of the

Heathkit step-by-step nature.

They read more like: "Mount
resistors R1 and R2; then

solder, and remove excess

lead lengths." But since the

board has a fully silk-screened

legend on the component
side, the minimal instructions

are more than adequate.

The board has an excellent

solder mask (that green goop)

that makes it next to im-

possible to create solder

bridges between adjacent

traces. The board itself is a

high-quality FR-4 epoxy type

with gold-plated edge con-

tacts. FR-4 is a flame re-

tardant equivalent to G-10
epoxy.

Summary of Features

To sum up, the main fea-

tures of the Econoram II are

as follows:

1. Fully static.

2. Fully buffered.

3. Addressable in two sepa-

rate 4K blocks by two long-

handle dip switches.

4. Selection between PWR
and MWRITE for board write

strobe.

5. Write to protected mem-
ory can generate a vectored

interrupt.

6. One wait state selectable

for use at 4 MHz.

7. Board access time guaran-

teed at 450 ns.

8. Lots of bypass capacitors.

9. Low power dissipation —
under 1.5 Amps.

10. Fully socketed.

1 1 . Both sides solder

masked.

12. Silk-screened component
placement legend.

1 3. One year warranty.

I should mention that I am
in no way affiliated with

Godbout Electronics. I've

never even bought so much as

a chip from them before.

Godbout Electronics in no

way solicited this review. I

bought the board (two,

actually) for use in my own
systems. To give you an idea

of my taste in boards — most

that I now have are either

Processor Technology or

Cromemco.
Econoram II is available

from: Bill Godbout Elec-

tronics, Box 2355, Oakland

Airport CA 94614 for

$150 assembled; in kit form,

you can purchase four for

$475 (four is the limit), plus

shipping (California residents,

please add sales tax). God-

bout's 24-hour phone order

line is (415) 562-0636. They
also accept Mastercharge and

BankAmericard.

If you're not convinced by

now that the Godbout Elec-

tronics Econoram II is one of

the best memory buys on the

market today, you really have

to be one tough cookie —
either that or you work for

someone else who makes

memory boards.
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The TRS-80:

how does it stack up?

The Radio Shack TRS-80 displaying part of a program listing. The computer's ac power supply can be seen behind the video monitor.

Ed Juge

2000 Thousand Oaks Dr.

Burleson TX 76028

Several years ago, my
business purchased a

Hewlett-Packard 9830. H-P

called it a programmable cal-

culator, but it was a micro-

computer with H-P BASIC in

ROM, and it was slightly

larger than an electric type-

writer. We plugged it in,

turned it on, and it was an

up-and-running computer.

The price? Just about

$14,000.

I knew when I bought an

Altair 8800 a couple of years

ago that it wouldn't be quite

that easy. After I built and

debugged it, there would still

be a lot of accessories to buy
— keyboard, output device,

etc. — and after they were all

operating I'd still have to

make them work together,

teach the 8800 BASIC, and
spend some time working

with it before I could actually

run in BASIC. Not having a

background in computer
hardware or digital elec-

tronics, and finding people
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who did few and far between,

it took more time than

expected. Through the efforts

of several friends, and one in

particular, the 8800 finally

ran in BASIC about a month
ago — some $1500 after my
initial decision to buy.

All of this has nothing to

do with the Radio Shack

TRS-80, except to explain

why I was so excited when I

heard of its introduction, and

why I ordered immediately

and received one of the first

60 or so off the production

line. You see, kits and

assemble-your-own-system
computers are beautiful for

hardware buffs, but my one

and only interest is pro-

gramming.

The first surprise from

Radio Shack was delivery

within six days of the original

expected delivery date.

Astounding for a new item,

whose target date was set

before a production line even

existed. The TRS-80 came
well packed and consisted of

the keyboard, video monitor,

cassette recorder, ac power

pack for the computer and

two tapes — one blank and

the other containing the pre-

recorded games Blackjack and

Backgammon. Also included

was a 30-page preliminary

instruction book and a card

saying that the 300-page

owner's manual would be

mailed to me in a few weeks.

Second surprise: every-

thing plugged together easily;

I connected power, threw the

switches, typed in NEW, and

it was a complete system, up

and running in BASIC . . . the

first time\ Just like my
$14,000 H-P had been, but

for $599.95!

The TRS-80's CPU, 4K
ROM, 4K RAM, video and

cassette interfaces — every-

thing — are housed in the

keyboard enclosure. No
plug-in boards. No mother-

board. No heat problem. No
twenty-pound power supply.

The TRS-80's external power
supply is hardly larger than a

large capacitor we had to add

to the Altair to make it han-

dle an extra memory board.

The housing is beautifully

styled in gray and black. The
video monitor is in a match-

ing cabinet, making it unusu-

ally attractive in any setting.

Should you wish to

expand your TRS-80 system,

there is a small door in the

rear of the keyboard enclo-

sure which covers a 40-pin

connector for later addition

of peripheral equipment. A
RESET button is also under

this door. It permits you to

"unlock" any condition (such

as an unending loop) that

can't be unlocked from the

keyboard BREAK key.

RESET unlocks without dis-

turbing your memory.
The keys look as if they

were taken from an IBM
Selectric typewriter, and the

touch is excellent. Either a

couple of them aren't as posi-

tive as they should be, or I

get a bit light-fingered on

them, as I occasionally miss

them when typing fast.

Radio Shack was thought-

ful enough to provide a nice

cassette recorder with its own
built-in ac power supply. . .

no batteries to buy unless

you want to. The TRS-80
starts and stops the recorder

on either the CLOAD or

CSAVE commands. Should

you want to rewind or run

fast forward, you must

unplug the "remote" cable to

the TRS-80. An override

momentary-contact button

on the recorder would have

been more convenient and

saved wear and tear on the

tiny jacks and plugs.

The video monitor is a

12-inch unit with very good

display, and is easy to read

under any room-lighting con-

ditions. If you're thinking

that a $199.95 video monitor

is quite expensive just for a

matching cabinet . . . well,

maybe so — until you rush

home from work anxious to

do some computing, only to

find the portable TV you've

modified is being used by a

roomful of kids to watch the

Gong Show. You won't have

to worry with the TRS-80's

monitor; it has no tuner, so

won't tune in TV. Your out-

put device will stay an output

device.

Bottom view of TRS-80 shows board containing CPU, 4K ROM, 4K
RAM, video logic and cassette and video interface hardware. Plugs for

cassette recorder, video monitor and ac power pack are at upper left

with power on/off switch. Reset switch is at upper right next to 40-pin
connector for peripheral equipment.

Operation

Until now, I have never

seen a hobby computer you
could carry home from the

store, plug in and use in

anything other than machine

language (numeric codes).

The manufacturers apparent-

ly have been so deeply into

computers themselves that

they failed to realize how
many people out there in the

real world have no experience

or training with computers,

aren't interested in con-

structing a unit or having to

program with lights, switches

or even numeric codes . . .

but who would jump at the

chance to own a computer
they could talk to in near

"plain English" languages

such as BASIC.
There certainly is a market

composed of hardware buffs

with training and experience

in the field, but how many
more of us must there be in

the nontechnical part of the

market? Well, obviously

Radio Shack is going to find

out, because we're the ones
they've built the TRS-80 for

. . . along with small busi-

nesses and the educational

market. In shooting for our

market, however, there is one

essential ingredient other

than an up-and-running

machine: training the com-
plete novice to program a

computer.

Radio Shack's preliminary

manual is one giant step in

the right direction. If their

300-page book is an expan-

sion of the small one, they

should have the problem

solved. The preliminary

manual not only gives you
complete initial hookup
instructions, but it gives you

a thorough course in the

basics of programming. The
manual starts with simple

arithmetic calculations and

progresses through each of

the TRS-80's functions, com-
mands and statements. Every

step of the way, the manual

spells everything out in sim-

ple, nontechnical language,

and it gives you sample pro-

grams to try as you read, so

you will see for yourself how
the TRS-80 operates, given a

particular command. My
fifteen-year-old went through

the entire procedure with no
trouble or questions arising

that he couldn't answer him-

self. The preliminary manual

indicates that the 300-page

book will contain a detailed,

complete programming
course in Radio Shack Level I

BASIC.
If you're interested in see-

ing the TRS-80 run immedi-

ately, without having to go
through this short course in

programming, their game tape

will have you playing Black-

jack or Backgammon in a

couple of minutes.

In operation, the TRS-80
appears to be reliable and

trouble-free. Mine has been

on for a period of 1 7 hours

straight at least once, and I've

probably logged a minimum
of 40 hours so far. During

that time, operation has been

flawless. To offer a compari-

son — I've seen the time

when BASIC had to be
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loaded into the Altair (via

paper tape) ten times before

it was done without some
type of error showing up in

the operation. The H-P 9830
could be expected to show
some kind of problem in that

many hours (an H-P salesman

once said that they antici-

pated one error in something

like every 15 million calcula-

tions. These weren't errors in

calculations, but in tape load-

ing or storing, memory
dumps, etc.).

So far, the TRS-80's

operation has been outstand-

ing by these standards. I've

found no problems from

power-line surges (as when
the air conditioner comes

on), dust, carpet fuzz or any-

thing of this nature, to which

some units are hypersensitive.

Radio Shack might look

into some additional rf filter-

ing, however, as my TRS-80
does slightly affect the color

on a TV operating on rabbit

ears in the next room. I sus-

pect (because the level of

interference is so low) that a

good outdoor TV antenna

would cure the problem.

The advertised 4K of

RAM, my computer tells me,

is exactly 3583 bytes. Should

you anticipate needing more
memory, additional plug-in

memory is available for your

TRS-80 at your local store.

Most hobby computers do

nothing when first turned on

except operate in binary

codes. Radio Shack's 4K
BASIC in ROM makes the

TRS-80 an intelligent and

conversational machine as

soon as power is applied. If

you've experienced the other

type of operation, you're in

for a pleasant surprise!

Radio Shack Level I BASIC

Radio Shack's 4K Level I

BASIC appears to pack an

awful lot into 4K. It includes

most standard BASIC com-

mands, video handling
and graphics. It does not,

however, include trig func-

tions. Commands available

are NEW, LIST, RUN, CON-
Tinue, REMark, LET(op-

tional), GOSUB-RETURN,
F O R - N E XT-STEP, GOTO,
IF-THEN, INPUT, ON . . .

GOTO, ON ... GOSUB,
PRINT, CSAVE, CLOAD,
DATA, READ, RESTORE,
STOP and END. Functions

are: ABS, RND, INT, TAB, +,

-, X, 4-, >, <, <=, >=, and =.

The command MEM, which

tells you the amount of RAM
that remains unused at any

time, is also provided.

Graphics are also available,

and their special commands
are: CLS (clear screen), SET
(X,Y) (turns on point X, Y),

RESET (X,Y) (turns off

fr

point X, Y) and POINT (X,Y)

(used with IF . . . THEN, and

determines if X, Y is set).

The non-graphics display is

made up of 16 64-character

lines, and this display is

mapped with 1024 positions.

You can instruct the TRS-80
to PRINT AT (position #) to

place your display anywhere

on the screen you wish with-

out the need for printing a

bunch of blank spaces or lines

to get there. The graphics

display consists of 128 hori-

zontal and 48 vertical posi-

and commands can be abbre-

viated, and statements can be

stacked on a single line. Thus

a program that reads:

10 for x = 1 TO 100
20 PRINT X, 2X, X/2
30 NEXT X
40 END

could be written as shown in

Example 1 (END has no

abbreviation). The "long"

version requires 51 bytes of

memory, whereas the abbre-

viated version takes only 33

bytes — a saving of 18 bytes

or 35 percent. This can be

significant in long programs.

10 F.X=lTO100:P.X,2X,X/2:N.X:END

Example 1.

TRS-80 during CLOAD. Note two asterisks in upper left corner of
screen. The right one blinks on and off during cassette loading if

program is loading properly.

tions, and, of course, graphics

and text can be employed

together.

The TRS-80 has only three

error codes:

WHAT — the computer

does not understand your

instruction.

HOW — the instruction is

understood but cannot be

executed (such as GOTO a

nonexistent line number).

SORRY - you've used all

of the available memory.

When you've programmed
in an error and RUN the

program, the computer will

reach the error, stop, and

display the error code fol-

lowed by the line in which

the error occurs. A question

mark appears in the faulty

line at the exact position of

the error, making debugging a

program simple and straight-

forward.
Only two string variables,

A$ and B$, are available in

Level I, and each is limited to

16 characters. The single

array A(n) can be used, and is

limited only by the memory
capability of your TRS-80.

Variables A through Z are

permitted. Integer limit is

32,767, which is also the

limit of line numbers. Large

or very small numbers are

handled in scientific notation.

Most program statements

One of the more
interesting features of the

TRS-80 is its excellent ran-

dom number generator. A
random number is generated

by the command RND(X),
with a number being returned

between and X. A random
number between and 1 will

be produced by the command
RND(O). The numbers re-

turned are truly random, and

no repeating sequences have

been observed, even from

initial RUN of an RND
command. Combining RND
commands with the graphics

capability of the TRS-80 can

provide hours of fun. A few

samples of such programs are

included in the preliminary

manual.

A cursor (_) is always

present on the monitor, in-

dicating where the next dis-

play will appear. During pro-

gramming, it can be back-

spaced with a «- key to cor-

rect errors within that line.

Correcting a line after entry

requires retyping the entire

line. Eliminating a line is

done by typing the line

number only and ENTER.
The TRS-80 puts all lines in

proper sequence, regardless of

the order in which they are

entered. The LIST command
puts the program (first 16
lines) on the screen, and a t
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UP AND RUNNING
TDL EQUIPMENT USED BY NEW JERSEY PUBLIC TELEVISION

TO PROCESS NEW JERSEY GUBERNATORIAL PRIMARY ELECTION RETURNS

John Montagna, computer engineer (above left),

lead this successful network team in generating

election results speedily, efficiently and reliably

using predominantly TDL hardware and soft-

ware. Montagna created three programs to get

the job done. The text for a SWAPPER pro-

gram was written and assembled using the TDL
TEXT EDITOR and Z80 RELOCATING MACRO
ASSEMBLER. The SWAPPER text and all

debugging was run through TDL's ZAPPLE
MONITOR. The relocatable object code was
punched onto paper tape. A MAIN USERS
program updated votes and controlled air disp-

play. An ALTERNATE USERS program got

hard copy out and votes in. The latter two
programs were written in BASIC. Montagna
modified the ZAPPLE BASIC to permit time-

sharing between the two USERS programs.

Four screens were incorporated, two terminals

entered votes as they came in and were used
to call back votes to check accuracy. Mon-
tagna called on the power and flexibility

offered by TDL's ZPU board and three Z-16
Memory boards.

Montagna's setup worked constantly for over

four hours updating and displaying state-wide

and county-wide results without flaw.

"I chose TDL because they have all the soft-

ware to support their hardware, and it's good;

it has the flexibility to do the job."

John Montagna

We salute John Montagna and NEW JERSEY
PUBLIC BROADCASTING for spearheading

the micro-computer revolution.

TDL's XITAN SYSTEMS have the capacity to do
similar tasks for you. Write to us for XITAN
information and the name of your nearest TDL
dealer.

TECHNICAL
DESIGN
LABS

RESEARCH PARK BLDG. H 1101 STATE ROAD
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (609) 921-0321



key scrolls it up for viewing

additional lines.

There are two additional

keys related to the two men-

tioned above. These are ->

and I, both of which are

inoperative. The preliminary

manual does not mention

them, although it would have

saved Radio Shack a lot of

phone calls from customers

who are afraid they have a

defective unit. My call to

them confirmed my sus-

picions that these keys are for

use in their 12K BASIC,
which should be available

before the end of 1977. This

was the only note that I felt

should have been included in

the preliminary manual but

wasn't. The 12K BASIC will

be available in plug-in internal

ROM and is expected to cost

around $130, installed by

your local Radio Shack. A
complete listing of Level I

BASIC is contained in the

back of the manual. Also

included is an explanation of

each command and its

abbreviation.

For those of you who
worry about your computer

'going to sleep/' Radio

Shack has included in the

upper corner of the display a

couple of asterisks that

appear during CLOAD. If the

cassette is loading properly,

one of them will blink on and

off. When you're storing a

program on tape (CSAVE),
recording volume level is

automatic. When you're

loading a program from tape

into the TRS-80 (CLOAD),
the recorder's volume control

operates. Its setting should be

(according to the manual)

between 7 and 8. I found this

critical on the prerecorded

game tapes, as their level is

somewhat low. For programs

I've recorded on tape, play-

back is perfect at any volume

setting above 3.

Operating Impressions

Using any micro for a

while is bound to leave you
with predetermined ideas

about what a good machine

should and shouldn't do . . .

features and commands it

should or shouldn't have.

These ideas are based largely

on an individual's use of a

computer. Trying to allow for

my preconceived ideas (and

hoping 12K BASIC will in-

clude some of them), I must

say that the TRS-80 has to

run at the top of the list for

anyone wanting an up-and-

running, no-hassle, nothing-

to-build, nothing-else-to-buy

personal computer — without

even considering the low

price.

It runs in BASIC as it

comes from the carton. Re-

liability couldn't be better

and its size makes it useful

anywhere. Styling would be

difficult to improve on. As-

suming Radio Shack plans to

arrange for at least limited

local (plug-in) service, finding

a local Radio Shack store

should be easy in most places.

Where else can you get an

up-and-running machine with

a manual that can teach even

the complete newcomer how
to program?

There's always the ques-

tion of speed in a computer.

To most of us, the only

reason to speed up a machine

capable of about 5400 simple

calculations per minute

(that's around 90 per second)

would be to boost our egos. I

can think of few practical

applications of a hobby com-

puter that would be dis-

advantaged by that speed.

That is approximately the

speed of the TRS-80.

Kilobaud published the re-

sults of some benchmark

timing tests in issue No. 10,

comparing the speeds of 33
microcomputers. In case

you're interested, the TRS-80
stacks up as follows:

Test No. Seconds
1 2.5

2 18.6

3 24.4

4 37.0

5 46.0
6*

7 110.1

Keyboard with its circuit board, and partial rear view of TRS-80 's main

board.

* Test No. 6 included a DIM
statement not available in

Level I BASIC.

This places the TRS-80 in

the slower third of the

machines tested, while other

computers using the same

Z-80 CPU chip scored in the

top third. The difference

could be a combination of

the clock speed Radio Shack

uses in the TRS-80 and/or

their Level I BASIC. It's pos-

sible that their 12K BASIC
will show faster times. It's

reassuring to know, however,

that you are smart enough to

give your computer a prob-

lem that it has to think about

for a few seconds sometimes!

Maybe man still has the upper

hand over machine.

Many people ask, "So

you've got a computer . . .

whaddya do with it?" This

could be an embarrassing

question. Everyone's answer

will be different. Unless

you're an engineer or busi-

nessman who can use one to

solve equations or keep inven-

tory records, the question of

practicality of use is ques-

tionable. Don't let this dis-

courage you . . . how really,

truly practical is your tele-

vision set most of the time?

My enjoyment in using a

computer comes from pro-

gramming: solving problems

. . . whether or not I have any

use for solutions. It's fan-

tastic exercise for your mind,

which I enjoy. Just writing a

program that runs is only half

the fun for me. After my
program runs, I like to see if I

can make it run faster by

altering or improving the pro-

gramming — or make it do

the same thing with fewer

steps. I doubt that many
people will ever find them-

selves writing the best, fastest

possible routine on the first

try.

In The BASIC Forum
(Kilobaud No. 9), a problem

is presented: Write a program

asking you for a number (n).

The program then locates and

prints all prime numbers

between 1 and n. My first try

required over 30 seconds to

search from 1 to 100. My
first revision cut the time in

half.

The best I could do was

about 11.4 seconds without

the printout containing an

error because of my pro-

gramming. I don't want to

admit the time spent on it,

but it occupied several fun

evenings. I sincerely hope

that will become a monthly

undertaking in the forum.

The authors solicit readers'

programs, and will publish

the best ones so you can see

how your programming skills

are shaping up.

Some Applications

Being a ham radio oper-

ator, I have used my com-
puter to calculate all possible

combinations of frequencies

(channels, if you prefer) in

the 2-meter FM band that

will combine to produce an

unwanted signal on any given

(other) channel. The program

is simple and short, but since
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you can have a multiple of

one channel combining with a

different multiple of another,

if you check all possible com-
binations up to the fifth

multiple of each, that simple

program may take half an

hour to run, and involve

9,000,000+ calculations. Try
that with your pocket calcu-

lator! The results could be

useful under certain circum-

stances, and writing the pro-

gram was interesting.

Practical applications?

Well, if you must feel your

machine is practical, and if

you don't think making it do
useful work will ruin its

standing as a hobby com-
puter, you can have it keep

your family financial records;

store phone numbers, ad-

dresses, or both; file recipes;

remind you of birthdays and
anniversaries; almost any-

thing. Just use your imagina-

tion. Radio Shack may be a

step ahead of you on some of

these uses — they have cas-

sette program packages avail-

able for small-business pay-

roll, teaching the kids math,

kitchen uses (menus, con-

version tables, directory and

message center) and personal

finance. These vary from a

single cassette to a seven-

cassette portfolio, and prices

range from $4.95 to $19.95.

More are planned.

Just because the TRS-80 is

a one-circuit-board unit with-

out plug-in accessory boards,

don't think you're stuck with

what you've bought. This

year Radio Shack plans to

have a couple of accessory

printers, a disk memory, pro-

visions for a second cassette

recorder and the 12K BASIC
already discussed. Right now
you can get additional

internal plug-in RAM options

of an additional 4K or 12K.

Planned expansion also in-

cludes serial I/O, parallel I/O,

an expansion unit for addi-

tional PC boards and a

modem. They're considering

digital cassettes, enhanced

graphics, a music synthesizer,

external device controller,

color graphics, a 14-key nu-

meric pad, and who knows
what else.

Unquestionably, Radio
Shack's TRS-80 has given a

giant boost to their image,

and provided — at last — a

personal computer for the

masses: trained or untrained.

To those among you who say

such a package unit, ready to

run, requiring no hardware
knowledge, limiting the hay-

wiring you can do, isn't in the

true computer-hobby spirit, I

have one thing to say: Wanna
buy an up-and-running 12K
Altair at a bargain price?

To the rest of you: Any-
body for a TRS-80 users'

group?
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Datapoint CRT Terminals

Fully-Assembled — Guaranteed

*336o $649.50
• Add $15.00 Packing refurbished

• Shipped FOB Washington, DC; Terms Check or

MO
• Delivery in ten days • Guaranteed 90 days
Model 3360 speeds from 300-4800 Baud, numeric
keypad, Full or half-duplex;

Standard ASCII reed-switch keyboard, with code-
able options, green phosphor, 25 80 Ch. lines, ad-
dressable cursor; RS-232C serial interface; other
speeds available. Manual $10, cable kit $9 95 Data-
share/IBM-2260 compatible version $1,100 00.
• Model 3000 $825 00 M-33 ASR Teletype $895,
KSR $725; All M-28. 35 components available, also
Modems, readers. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAIL-
ABLE. Leasing, service at low prices.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES CO.
Box 4117, Alexandria, Va. 22303

703-683-4019 / TLX 89-623
T26

THE BIT STOP
... Announces ...

THE CASSETTE INTERFACE KIT

FEATURES:
1. 8080 or 6502 system compatability...
requires only a one-bit input port and a
four-bit output port (including two bits for
optional status indicators).

2. Software-oriented system - your com-
puter does the timing.

3. Standard speed 350 bits per second
(44 bytes per second), easily converted
to higher speeds (software changes only!).

4. Thoroughly tested on a variety of
inexpensive recorders.

5. Complete 11-page manual plus thor-
oughly documented software. Included
are a complete description of hardware,
startup hints, timing charts, etc.

6. Special introductory kit price of
$29.95. Price $39.95 after December 31,
1977. (Add $5.00 for wired and tested
unit.) Please specify 8080 or 6502 when
ordering.

THE BIT STOP
P.O. Box 973
Mobile, Alabama
36601 B21

INTERNATIONAL DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
400 North Washington Street, Suite 200
Falls Church. Virginia 22046 USA
Telephone (703) 536-7373

S100 Bus Cards (ALTAIR IMSAI Compatible)

88-SPM Clock Module

USES

88-UFC Frequency Counter Module

88-MODEM Originate /Answer MODEM

GENERAL PURPOSE PERIPHERALS

MCTK

TSM

DAC8

Morse Code Trainer/ Keyer

Temperature Sensing Module

Eight Bit Digital to

Analog Converter

Your computer keeps time of day regardless of what program it is executing

Applications include event logging, data entry, ham radio, etc Provision for

battery backup is included

Measure frequencies up to 600 MHz or period with 1/10 microsecond resolu-

tion Computer can monitor four separate inputs under software control

Use your computer to call other computer systems such as large timesharing

systems Also allows other computer terminals to dial-up" your computer
Auto-dialer is included so your computer can call other computers under soft-

ware control Operates at 1 10. 134 5. 150. 300. and 600 band

Hard /Software package which allows your computer to teach Morse Code, key your

transmitter, and send prestored messages Uses "NEW CODE METHOD" for training

Use it to measure inside and/or outside temperature for computerized climate

control systems, etc

Requires one eight bit TTL level latched parallel output port Use it to produce
computer music or to drive voltage controlled devices

KIT PRICE

$96 00

$179 00

$245.00

$29 00

$24 00

$1900

Terms: Payment with order. Shipment prepaid. Delivery is stock to 30 days. Write or call tor detailed product brochures. 110
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A Tale of Four BASICS

which one for your 6800?

Rich Didday
1218 Broadway
Santa Cruz CA 95062

Rich has provided us with a

rather gory look at what
you'll have to go through if

you're foolish enough (as he
was) to try implementing
foreign BASIC interpreters on
your machine. But, the pri-

mary intent of his article is to

provide a review and com-
parison of four popular

BASICS for 6800-based ma-
chines . . . and he does an
excellent job. I'd like very

much to see other articles

along this line comparing
8080-based BASICs, assem-

blers, text editors and others.

— John.

I
have four different ver-

sions of BASIC up and

running on my 6800-based

system, and I have the feeling

that I might have a few more
before I'm through. I'm not

collecting BASIC interpreters

as if they were old coins or

something — it's just that I

want to find a version that

really suits me. What am I

looking for? I want a version

that: 1. will run any program

written in ANSI Minimal

BASIC (see Box 1); 2. is

convenient to use; 3. is

reasonably fast; 4. is reason-

ably inexpensive.

Besides that, I've just been

curious about what sort of

software products is be-

coming available.

I thought I'd share my
experiences with you, so that

if you're thinking of buying a

version of BASIC, you might

find some of your questions

answered here — before you

send in your hard-earned

cash.

There's a wide range of

differences among the four

versions, and, depending on

your priorities, almost any

one might be best for you. I'll

cover every aspect I can think

of, from cost to speed to

documentation to numerical

accuracy to range of state-

ments provided, etc.

The Four BASICs

Table 1 shows the four

BASICs, with the latest prices

I could find. I've listed them,

and I'll discuss them, in

historical order of their

appearance on my system.

As you may have guessed

by looking at the price, I

didn't purchase Sphere's pro-

visional nonextended BASIC
— it came with my system. It

was the first version I had up

and running, the one I've

used the least, and the main

force behind my search for

other versions.

Next I ordered a copy of

Pittman Tiny BASIC; it

showed up immediately (less

than two weeks). Since it's

available only on paper tape,

I had to get my friend Nick

Version. Manufacturer.

Cost for

paper tapei.

Cost for

cassette (KCStd.).

Sphere provisional

nonextended BASIC
Sphere Corp.

791 South 500 West
Bountiful UT 84010

$325a $300a

Pittman Tiny BASIC Itty Bitty Computers
P.O. Box 23189
San Jose CA 951 53

$5

SWTPC 8K BASIC
Version 1.0

Southwest Technical Products

Corporation

219 W. Rhapsody
San Antonio TX 78216

$20 $9.95

TSC Micro BASIC Plus

Version 2.1

Technical Systems Consultants

Box 2574
W. Lafayette IN 47906

$6
+

$15.95°

$6.95
+

$15.95°

aThis is the price listed for "BASIC Version 1" in the June 1976 Global News
that this is the "provisional nonextended BASIC" that comes with the Sphere !

(Sphere's

330.

newsletter). I believe

°The documentation for TSC Micro BASIC Plus is priced aiid sold separately.

Table 1. The four BASICs.
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BASIC is a higher-level, interactive computer language that was
originally developed at Dartmouth College in the middle 1960s.

The design goal was to create a reasonably powerful language

that would be particularly easy for beginners to learn and use.

It is easy to learn, and it is also easy to implement. That is,

compared to other higher-level languages, it is relatively simple

to write a program that accepts statements in BASIC and carries

them out. This program (which is a machine-language program

tailored to the system it is to run on) is called an interpreter. An
interpreter differs from a compiler, which is a program that

accepts statements in some higher-level language and translates

them into a machine-language program that can be run later to

carry out the instructions of the original higher-level program.

An interpreter, on the other hand, translates each statement of

the higher-level program each time it comes to it, and carries it

out immediately.

If you buy one of the four versions of BASIC discussed in

this article, you get a copy of a machine-language program (i.e.,

the interpreter) plus documentation that describes what you got,

how to tailor it to your system and how to use it. More
abstractly, you also get the capability to enter, alter and run a

broad variety of programs in some variant of the higher-level

language BASIC.
There are, then, two different sorts of questions you need to

answer in order to decide which version is best for you.

1. Questions about the interpreter, considered as a machine

language program in and of itself. For example: Will the

interpreter run properly on your system. Will it be hard to adapt

to idiosyncrasies of your system (will it be hard to install)? How
much memory space will it need? What's the cost?

2. Questions about the language the interpreter accepts. For

example: What statements are allowed? What data types are

allowed? How fast will a given program be carried out? How
convenient is it to enter, alter and run programs using this

interpreter? How useful are the error messages?

The answers to these questions are not all simple. Here's just

one example. You might think that the more statement types a

version of BASIC lets you use, the better; or that the more
statements stolen from FORTRAN or ALGOL or whatever your
real favorite language is, the better. In fact, every vendor sticks

fancy little things in his version to try to attract and hold you.

But what if one of your goals is to be able to trade programs
with other people? What if you don't want to do much
programming yourself, but want to buy programs to run on your
system? Then anything but the fairly wel I -ag reed-on, "standard"

statements in your BASIC will be useless.

This factor itself would be easier to judge if there were an

agreed-on standard version. The American National Standards

Institute (ANSI) has been working on a set of standards for what
they call "Minimal BASIC" for some time now. (A draft of the

proposed American National Standard Programming Language
Minimal BASIC, report BSR X3.60, X3J2, January 1976, is

available from: CBEMA/Secretary X3, 1828 L St. NW, Washing-

ton DC 20036.) Their plan is to define a minimal subset, and
then define a series of "enhancements" covering such things as

string manipulation, matrix operations, file manipulation, etc.

When they finally agree on the standards, we'll be in better shape
— you'll be able to tell exactly what's included in a version if it

says "ANSI Minimal BASIC with string enhancement." Right

now, you're on your own! Good luck.

Box 1.

to make a copy on cassette

tape. I got it flying with

relatively little effort, and

have used it to write a fairly

lengthy game program. It's a

carefully done piece of soft-

ware, and I'd use it more if I

didn't care about being able

to write programs that con-

form to the proposed ANSI
standards.

The third version was

Southwest Tech's 8K BASIC.

I knew when I got it that it

was made specifically for the

SWTPC 6800 machine, that it

didn't come with a source

version of the interpreter, and

that it would certainly be a

lot of work (or maybe even

impossible) to convert it to

my system; but I felt like a

challenge, or else I was

desperate (I don't remember
which). As it turns out, it's

the version that I use most.

The fourth is TSC's 6800
Micro BASIC Plus, which, as

the name implies, lies

between Tiny BASIC and a

full version like SWTPC's 8K
in size and capabilities. It

arrived instantaneously (less

than one week).

Documentation

There's quite a range here,

all the way from virtually

nothing up to a 68-page

booklet describing the

product inside and out (see

Table 2).

The documentation pro-

vided with Tiny BASIC,

SWTPC 8K, and Micro BASIC
Plus is generally very good.

Each gives thorough descrip-

tions of each statement type.

They're all good about giving

little examples of the use of

each construct, they all list

error message meanings, and

they all give lists of the mem-

Version

Sphere provisional

nonextended BASIC

Pittman Tiny BASIC

SWTPC 8K BASIC
Version 1 .0

TSC6800 Micro BASIC
Plus, Version 2.1

ory addresses of important

stored variables (start of user

program, entry points to the

interpreter, end of memory
pointer, etc.).

I've programmed in BASIC
for quite a while, so it's hard

for me to be certain, but I

think someone who had never

programmed before might be

able to pick up enough from

the Tiny BASIC documenta-

tion to be able to write pro-

grams. The others assume

that you know something

about programming, and I

guess Sphere assumes you're

clairvoyant.

Number of pages

of documentation

26

26

68

Range of Statements Pro-

vided

Table 3 shows the state-

ments that are provided by

each of the four versions.

You can probably figure out

what most of them do. If not,

see Table 1 in Stephen

Pereira's "Now It's Imsai

BASIC!" Kilobaud No. 5,

May, 1977.

Though all four BASICs
have quite a few statement

types in common, there are

some slight differences. All

provide a limited text-editing

capability, which lets you

enter (numbered) lines, list

Contents

A list of legal keywords and operators

plus two pages telling how to load the tape.

Clear descriptions of statement types and

meanings, three pages of sample programs,

instructions for installation on seven

different systems.

Clear descriptions with small examples of

all statements.

Clear descriptions of all statement types

with examples, lots of useful little side

notes, plus complete listing of assembly

language source text (well commented).

Table 2. Documentation.
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them to see \what you've got, start a new one. In Sphere stops the dynamic memory (soon to be adopted) ANSI
and wipe oul: or alter existing and TSC, you ty pe refresh. After a while, you get standards for Minimal BASIC.

lines. Since many, if not SCRATCH. In Tiny BASIC, pretty good at getting your SWTPC's documentation
most, home users will be you type CLEAR; and in finger off the reset button points this out and notes one

employing TVs or other video SWTPC 8K you type NEW. quickly, but still .... disagreement with the stan-

displays, it's important to be Two versions have a com- Both TSC and Pittman tell dards — all arrays start at

able to list only a specified mand that returns control to you carefully and completely location 1 in SWTPC 8K. (In

number of li nes. The typical the host computer's monitor. what to dc> if you don't like the proposed standards, it is

form for doi ng this is: LIST PATCH does this in SWTPC their choices of breakpoint, the programmer's option

30,120 - which lists all lines 8K; MONITOR does it in back space and prompt char- whether arrays start at or

from number 30 up to and Micro BASIC Plus. Tiny acters. Specifically, they tell 1.) I haven't made a detailed

including number 120. All BASIC doesn't have a sep- you where those characters check of SWTPC 8K against

except Sphere allow this arate command for it, but it's are stored, so you can insert the standards, but since it is

form. As nearly as I can tell, not hard to put together two your own choices if you wish. claimed that the array start-

there is no way in Sphere's calls to the USR function SWTPC doesn't give you that ing point is the only conflict

version to have a look at the (which carries out machine information, and you're stuck with the standards, I'll men-

first part of a long program. language routines for you) to with what they give you. tion a few other conflicts I

Forms like LIST 30 are accomplish it (and Pittman's Sphere, believe it or not, chanced across.

allowed, but list all state- documentation makes it per- doesn't even have back-space The first might simply be a

ments from line 30 through fectly clear). capability. If you make a bug I introduced when I

the end of the program. Even In Sphere, the only way to mistake in typing, there's no installed the interpreter on

though Sph<sre does every- get back to the monitor (or way to go back; you just have my system. At any rate,

thing slowly , it doesn't list even to just interrupt an to hit return and wait for the according to the proposed

slowly enough for you to executing program) is to thing to give you an error standards,

read the program on the fly. (shudder) reset the machine. message!

Every version provides a On my system, that means SWTPC 8K comes closest

way to wipe

you've been

out the program

working on and

you're flirting with disaster,

since hitting the reset switch

to being able to run any

program that conforms to the

20 PRINT "LINE 1",

30 PRINT "AGAIN"
40 END

Sphere provisional nonextended BASIC SWTPC 8K BASIC

Commands Statements Functions Commands Statements Functions

RUN* DATA ABS RUN* DATA ABS
LIST* DIM ATAN LIST* DEF COS
SCRATCH* DEF COS NEW* DIM EXP

END EXP PATCH* END INT
FOR NEXTSTEP INT SAVE* FOR NEXT STEP LOG
GOSUB LOG LOAD* GOSUB* PEEK
GOTO RND APPEND* GOTO* POS
IFTHEN SGN LINE* IFTHEN* RND
INPUT SIN DIGIT* INPUT SGN
LET SQR LET* SIN
MAT TAN ON GOSUB* SQR
PRINT ON GOTO* TAB
READ CON POKE* TAN
REM IDN PORT* USER
RESTORE INV matrix READ*
RETURN TRN " operations REM ASC
STOP ZER RESTORE* CHR$

RETURN LEFT$

TSC Micro BASIC Plus
STOP* LEN

MID$
string

"operations

Commands

RUN*

Statements

DATA

Functions

ABS

RIGHTS
STR$
VAL

LIST* DIM RND
SCRATCH* END SGN
MONITOR* EXTERNAL* SPC Pittman Tiny BASIC

FOR NEXTSTEP TAB
GOSUB* Commands Statements Functions
GOTO*
IF THEN
INPUT
1 FT*

RUN*
LIST*

END*
GOSUB*

RND
USR

CLEAR* GOTO*

ON GOSUB
ON GOTO
PRINT*
READ
REM
RESTORE*

IFTHEN*
INPUT*
LET*
PRINT*
REM*
RETURN*

RETURN

Table 3. The commands, statement types and functions provided by the> four BASICs. Those which can be used in the direct mode, i.e., without
being part of a
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1000 PRINT "I ";

1010 FOR S=l TO -1

1020 PRINT "DON'T ";

1030 NEXT S
1040 PRINT "CONFORM TO THE ANSI STANDARDS"
1050 PRINT "CONCERNING FOR LOOPS."
1060 END

Example 1.

I DON'T CONFORM TO THE ANSI STANDARDS
CONCERNING FOR LOOPS.

Example 2.

should yield a single output

line when run, like this:

LINE 1 AGAIN

but (on my system at least)

the program prints on two
lines:

LINE 1

AGAIN

Another conflict with the

standards concerns FOR
loops. Running the program

in Example 1 in SWTPC 8K
produces the output in Ex-

ample 2.

If the standard had been

followed, the "DON'T"
would not have been printed.

This is because the initial

value of S is already greater

than the upper limit (-1 ).

Finally, the proposed stan-

dards decree that the random
number generator function

(RND) not take an argument,

and that a command
RANDOMIZE, which initial-

izes RND, be included. In

SWTPC 8K, RND must be

given an argument, as in

LET X=RND(0.0)

and RANDOMIZE is not

implemented.

Overall, though, SWTPC
8K is the only one of the four

that comes close to the pro-

posed standards.

Sphere comes next closest

to being able to run any legal

ANSI Minimal BASIC pro-

gram; neither Tiny BASIC
nor Micro BASIC Plus makes

any real pretense of trying to

conform to the proposed

standards. Their design

strategy calls for providing as

much power for the user as

possible within a severely

limited memory space, and

that leads both of them away

from standard forms of

BASIC. If your system has

enough memory to run some-

thing like SWTPC 8K, you

can decide how important it

is for you to be able to run

standard BASIC progams. If

you have only 4 or 5K of

memory, having a full

Minimal BASIC is a frill you

can't afford.

Sphere's version does have

some matrix operations (see

Table 3). For example, these

statements

10 DIM A(20,20)
20 MAT A= IDN

store the identity matrix (1s

on the diagonal, Os every-

where else) in the array A.

Interestingly enough, these

statements

10 DIM A(20,20), B(20,20)
20 MAT A= INV(B)

do the same thing, no matter

what B is. The documenta-

tion says that INV stands for

inverse, but it has the same
effect as IDN. Oh, well.

SWTPC 8K includes a

number of string operations,

and allows arrays of strings. I

personally find these features

extremely useful. SWTPC also

incorporates the commands
SAVE, LOAD, APPEND,
which (respectively) store an

active program on tape, load

a program from tape and

append more lines to an

existing program in the

machine. None of the ver-

sions includes an explicit way
to store and retrieve data on

tape - SWTPC makes it

reasonably easy, though.

Memory Requirements

There's a big variety in the

memory requirements of the

four BASICs. Obviously, ver-

sions (like SWTPC) that

include many different legal

commands are going to

require more memory than

those with a more limited

repertoire (like Tiny BASIC).
If your main constraint is

limited RAM, Table 4 may be

enough for you to choose

which of the four is right for

you.

In terms of memory (as

well as other requirements),

Sphere is in a category all its

own. Apparently, it's actually

Version.

Sphere provisional

nonextended BASIC.

Pittman Tiny BASIC.

SWTPC 8K BASIC
Version 1.0.

TSC 6800 Micro BASIC
Plus, Version 2.1

.

Approx. memory space

required for interpreter

alone.

Suggested

memory.
minimum

Memory required

for medium-
sized programs.

15.2K 20K 20K

2.5K 3K 4K

7.1K 8K 10K

3.3K 4K 5K

Table 4. Memory requirements of the four BASICs.

Version.

Internal

representation.

Number of

digits

displayed.

Decimal

Digits of

accuracy.

Largest

number.

Smallest

number
greater

than 0.

Sphere floating point,

binary,

4 bytes per value

6 4 or less 5.793E76 4.0E-78
1

Pittman fixed point,

binary,

2 bytes per value

5 4+ +32767 1

SWTPC floating point,

BCD,
6 bytes per value

9 9
2
or 6

2
9.99999999E+99 1.E-99

TSC fixed point,

BCD,
3 bytes per value

5 5 +99999 1

Sphere BASIC has a number system all its own — each different scheme I hit on to determine the smallest

number greater than zero produces a different result, some with exponents of -78, others with exponents of

-77.

Normal arithmetic (+, -, *, /) yields results accurate to 9 decimal digits. The built-in functions (like SIN,
COS, EXP, etc.) give results accurate to 6 decimal digits.

Table 5. Number representations in the four BASICs.
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a batch (as opposed to inter-

active) version lifted (with a

few alterations made and

bugs added) from another

machine. Instead of trans-

lating that version into 6800
machine language, Sphere

wrote an emulator for the

original machine. So, when
you run Sphere's version,

you're actually simulating

running BASIC on another

machine. While this is a clever

way to bring up a version of

BASIC on the 6800 rather

rapidly, it requires so much
memory, runs so slowly (as

we'll soon see) and is so

inconvenient to use that it is

acceptable only as a stopgap

measure. Since other versions

are available, it seems that

Sphere BASIC has little to

recommend it.

Arithmetic

As you can see in Table 5,

two of the versions store

numbers in binary coded
decimal (BCD), two use the

more normal binary represen-

tation. The two larger ver-

sions offer floating-point

numbers (numbers with

exponents and fractional

parts); the two smaller ones

don't.

Both SWTPC and Sphere

provide a range of arithmetic

functions (SIN = trigono-

metric sine, COS cosine,

LOG = natural logarithm,

SQR = square root, etc.). The

SWTPC arithmetic functions

are accurate to six decimal

digits (operations like adding,

subtracting, multiplying and
dividing are accurate to nine

decimal digits). SWTPC arith-

metic functions are inordi-

nately slow (more on this

later). Most of Sphere's arith-

metic operations and func-

tions are accurate to four

decimal digits (although they

are displayed to six digits),

but some of them are unbe-

lievably inaccurate. For

example, Sphere's LOG func-

tion has no digits of accuracy

for arguments around 1.0 (see

benchmark program func-

tions in Table 6). And (see if

you believe this one), 1/(-1)

evaluates to .25!

All except Micro BASIC
Plus implement the normal

operator precedence rules. In

TSC's version, arithmetic

operations are performed left

to right, unless parentheses

are used to force another

order. Thus, PRINT 1 + 2*3

prints the value 9 in TSC
BASIC. It prints 7 (as you'd
expect) on the other three

versions.

Speed

There are quite a few
factors that affect how fast a

given program will run on

different interpreters. For

instance, you'd expect that,

in general, BASICs that

implement floating-point

arithmetic with a large num-
ber of significant digits would
run slower than versions

restricting themselves to small

integers. On the other hand,

you'd expect that versions

made to fit into a tiny

amount of memory would be

a bit slower than those that

could afford to do more elab-

orate processing on the pro-

gram before it's run. You'd
expect BASICs that provide a

large number of different

statements to run a little

slower, because it probably

will take longer to decipher

any given statement. And, of

course, you'd expect a ver-

sion that was run by simu-

lating another machine would
run many times slower than

one written specifically for

the 6800.

I tested the relative speeds

by running nine benchmark
programs. The first seven are

those used by Tom Rugg and
Phil Feldman in their recent

article (see* "BASIC Timing

Comparisons," Kilobaud No.

6, June 1977). Table 6 shows
the results of all nine bench-

mark programs.

Since my system runs with

a slow clock, I've normalized

all the resulting times. If your

6800-based system runs at

full-rated clock speed (1

MHz), you should observe the

times shown in Table 6.

There aren't really any big

surprises in the times taken

for the first seven benchmark
programs. For each of them,

Sphere is more than ten times

slower than the slowest of the

other three. Micro BASIC
Plus seems to be a little faster

than you might expect. One
interesting point is that the

standard BASIC assignment

statement using the keyword
LET, as in 40 LET A=0, runs

faster than the nonstandard

ones used by Rugg and Feld-

man, 40 A=0, at least in Tiny
BASIC. None of the other

versions would accept the

nonstandard assignment state-

ment. TSC's documentation

says that the nonstandard

form is OK, but on my
particular system, using it

yields obscure error messages.

Since Rugg and Feldman
didn't run any benchmarks
that tested numeric functions

or string manipulations, I

made up two additional

benchmark programs. They're

shown as Program 1 and Pro-

gram 2.

The function benchmark
(Program 1) measures the

maximum absolute error

encountered in the operations

it goes through. Since

Time (in seconds) to run benchmark programs.8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 functions strings

Sphere 166b 493 1325C 1207 1/2c 1290C 4250C 6003d 8059C

Pittman . . e 41 f /379 61 62 83 284h * — m m — —

SWTPC 15b 25 96 105 109 173 1/2 204 6631C 47
TSC 9b 19 1/2 48 51 61 109 223 1/2 ..

aThe first seven benchmark programs are those used by Tom Rugg and Phil Feldman in their article in Kilobaud No. 6, pages 66-70. Times shown
are normalized to show the time required if the 6800 was run at its rated clock speed (1 MHz). To get the actual times observed on my system,
multiply by 1.45 (e.g., TSC 6800 Micro BASIC Plus actually took 9x1.45 = 13.5 seconds to run benchmark program 1 on my system). Times are
believed to be accurate within 1/2 second.

bThis version of BASIC will not accept the nonstandard assignment statement (e.g., 400 K=0) used by Rugg and Feldman; so LET was inserted as
necessary (as in 400 K=0).

cProgram was actually run for 100 interations; elapsed time was multiplied by 10.

dProgram was actually run for 10 iterations; elapsed time was multiplied by 100.

ePittman Tiny BASIC does not implement FOR-NEXT loops.

f Using nonstandard assignment statements (i.e., without LET).

QUsing standard assignment statements (i.e., with "LET").

Pittman Tiny BASIC has no arrays, so the DIM statement in Rugg and Feldman's benchmark program number 7 was replaced by a REM
statement. Also, the FOR-NEXT loop in their program was replaced by the equivalent counting loop.

Table 6. Speed.
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Peripheral Vision is a young, fast-moving company
that's dedicated to selling reasonably priced

peripherals for various manufacturers' CPU's.

So now, when you build your microcomputer
system, you'll know where to look for all the

peripherals that will make your system do what it's

supposed to do.

Peripheral Vision may be young, but we have some
old-fashioned ideas about how to run our business.

We know there are serious incompatibilities among
the various manufacturers' peripherals and CPU's.
We want to get them together. And we want to bring

significant new products to market—products
consisting of everything from adaptation
instructions/kits for hardware and software to major
new designs.

Most important to our customers, Peripheral Vision

is committed to helping you get along with your
computer. We'll do all we can to make it easy.

Our first product is a real reflection of this

philosophy. It's a full-size floppy disk for the Altair-

Imsai plug-in compatible S-100 BUS. And it's

available for as low as $750.00.

Our floppy disk has many exciting features:

•1 interface card supports 4 or more drives

•Stores over 300,000 bytes per floppy

•Bootstrap EPROM included—no more toggling or

paper tape

•Completely S-100 plug-in compatible

•Drive is from Innovex (the originator of the floppy

concept)—assembled and tested

•Disk operating system with file management
system included on floppy

•Cabinet and power supply optional

Also in the works are many new products we'll be
letting you know about soon, if you'd like to take a
closer look. Like I/O cards, tape drives, an impact
printer-all for the S-100 BUS-and we're designing
peripherals for a lot of other CPU's too.

We've given you a little glimpse of who we are and
what we're doing. If you want to see more, just fill in

the coupon below.

P12

PO Box 6267/Denver, Colorado 80206 303/777-4292

Name

Address

City/State/Zip
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10 REM : FUNCTION SPEED AND
20 REM :ACCURACY BENCHMARK
30 PRINT "START"
40 LET T=0
50 LET E=0
60 FOR 1=1 TO 1000
70 LET S=EXP(LOG(I))

IF ABS(S-I)/I<=T THEN 100
LET T=ABS(S-I)/I
LET R=l/I
LET F=SQR(SIN(R) A 2 + COS(R) A 2)
IF ABS(F - 1.0) < =E THEN 140
LET E=ABS(F - 1.0)

NEXT I

150 PRINT "DONE"
160 PRINT "LARGEST ERROR IN EXP, LOG=";T
170 PRINT "LARGEST ERROR IN SIN, COS, SQR=";E
180 END

80
90

100
110
120
130
140

Program 1.

10 REM :STRING MANIPULATION BENCHMARK
20 PRINT "START"
30 LET A$="0123456789"
40 LET B$="ABCDEF"
50 FOR 1=1 TO 1000
60 LET C$=A$ + B$
70 LET C$=LEFT$(C$,1)
80 NEXT I

90 PRINT "DONE"
100 END

Program 2.

EXP( L0G(l)) = l and
SQR(SIN2(X) + COS2(X))=1,
this is an easy test to make.

It's also a fairly severe test,

since you might expect that

even if, for example, the LOG
function is accurate to six

decimal digits and EXP is

accurate to six, that
EXP(L0G( )) might be accu-

rate only to five places or so..

SWTPC comes out well in

the function accuracy test,

T=1.0E-06 and E=3.0E-07,

which means you can really

trust SWTPC's arithmetic

functions to six decimal

digits. The corresponding

error measurements for

Sphere are T=.418655 and

E=1.6307E-4. That means
you can trust Sphere's EXP
and LOG to no decimal

digits, and you can trust

SQR, SIN and COS to three

decimal digits. This may be a

bit overstated — the real

problem is that Sphere's LOG
function is worthless for argu-

ments around 1.0. Outside

that range, it seems to be

accurate to three or four

decimal digits.

In terms of speed on the

function test, there's a bit of

a surprise. Here, SWTPC is in

the same ball park as Sphere!

For the first seven bench-

marks, SWTPC is from 10 to

30 times faster than Sphere.

All of a sudden, in the func-

tion benchmark, it's less than

twice as fast. This puzzled

me, so I started playing

around.

At first I hypothesized

that SWTPC was just using

particularly bad algorithms to

compute the functions. This

began to look likely when I

discovered that I could write

a program in BASIC that

could compute the SIN func-

tion to nine-digit accuracy

almost as fast as the built-in

SIN could compute it to six

places! (Mine takes 75
seconds to compute the sine

of the 100 angles from -49 to

+49 radians, while the built-in

SIN function takes 72
seconds to do the same.)

Convinced that I was on
the right track, I coded my
routine in machine language

(but using calls to SWTPC's
add, multiply and divide rou-

tines), expecting to speed

things up by a factor of 20 or

30. But my machine-language

sine routine runs just 3.5

times faster than SWTPC's.

This suggests that most of the

time in computing the arith-

metic functions is spent in

the add, multiply and divide

routines, with the overhead

of moving the arguments

around, looping and testing

approaching insignificance. I

haven't successfully isolated

the problem — every test I've

been able to think of has

been inconclusive. I am sus-

picious of the use of the BCD
representation, however. To
get nine decimal digits of

accuracy, SWTPC allocates

five bytes for the fractional

part of each number. Using

normal two's complement
binary representation, you
need just four bytes (231=2

147 483 648). Not only does

using BCD take up more
space, but the arithmetic

operations are harder to per-

form.

Each of SWTPC's arith-

metic routines is surprisingly

long — even the one for

negating a value (which is

next to trivial using two's

complement). Their docu-

mentation claims that using

BCD gives greater accuracy.

Nonsense. TSC (which also

uses BCD representation) at

least says something true —
it's easier to convert decimal

numbers into BCD than into

two's complement binary.

But, so what? BCD makes
sense for supermarket cash

registers, where the memory
required to store the conver-

sion program exceeds the

amount of memory needed to

store the inefficient BCD
numbers, but not in a gen-

eral-purpose situation.

Ease of Installation

All four BASICs are

written for the 6800 micro-

processor. Of course that

doesn't mean that they'll

work properly on just any old

6800- based system. Some are

specifically fitted to specific

systems (Sphere's is intended

to work on the Sphere 330 or

340 and no other machines;

SWTPC's is intended to run

on the SWTPC 6800 com-

puter and no other; Micro-

BASIC Plus is intended to run

on a number of different

systems; Tiny BASIC is de-

signed to be usable on a very

broad range of 6800- based

systems). Given your specific

system, you face a variety of

potential trouble spots in

trying to install a given

BASIC. To name a few: Do
you have RAM at the loca-

tions required by the inter-

preter? Are your I/O inter-

faces of the type and at the

addresses assumed by the

person who wrote the inter-

preter? Does your output

device accept and properly

interpret the control char-

acters these versions tend to

tack onto output? Etc., etc.

The conflict that caused

me the most trouble is a

battle for the use of the

bottom page of RAM — on
my system the ROM monitor

uses part of the bottom page

for temporary storage. With

the 6800, unlike with the

8080, there's a legitimate

reason for the hardware

manufacturer to preempt part

of the bottom page of mem-
ory — instructions that refer

to the bottom page take up
one less byte than those that

directly access higher mem-
ory locations. If a manufac-

turer provides a large program

in ROM, he'll save space,

hence money, using the bot-

tom page for storage. Of
course, the software producer

has to make sure his software

package takes less space than

the competition's; so, he'll

also want to use the bottom
page. Everything's fine except

for the end user: you and me.

Table 7 shows about how
long it took me to get the

four versions working on my
system. Of course, the num-
bers for Sphere and SWTPC
can change radically, depend-

ing on which machine you
have. If I hadn't had a Sphere

system, the time required to

get Sphere provisional non-

extended BASIC working

would have been substantial.

Note! Please do not write

me asking for a copy of my
kludged-up version of SWTPC
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8K BASIC. You don't want

it. It's not the right solution

to the problem. Maybe if

enough people with 6800-

based non-SWTPC machines

wrote to SWTPC, they Would

do something about it.

Pittman does the best job

of explaining how to install

his version. He even provides

hints and sample programs

for the necessary I/O drivers

on seven different systems.

TSC says in their advertise-

ments that their version re-

quires continuous memory
space from location up

through the end of everything

(i.e., at the end of your

BASIC program is space for

data values; your program is

stored after the interpreter

itself). Since that condition

isn't satisfied on my system

(due to the conflict with loca-

tions used by my monitor),

maybe I should have just

given up there. But, instead,

since a we 1
1 -commented

assembly-language source list-

ing of the interpreter is

included in TSC's documenta-

tion, I was able to go through

and shift references to mem-
ory locations my monitor

uses. That took about four

Version

Sphere provisional

nonextended BASIC

Pittman Tiny BASIC

SWTPC 8K BASIC

TSC 6800 Micro BASIC Plus

hours.

Then I spent about two

hours writing the I/O drivers,

and I was ready to watch it

fly. I typed in PRINT
"HELLO" and was rewarded

with HELLO. So far, so good.

Then I typed PRINT 2 and

got 2. Feeling confident, I

typed PRINT +2 and was

presented with a situation in

which the processor ran wild,

wiping out part of the inter-

preter, winding up in an

infinite loop, endlessly

cycling through part of high

memory space. (Let me skip

the gory details of how I was

able to detect all that.) I

spent some four or five hours

tracking down where the

problem was occurring (this

phase would have taken much
longer without the source

listing of the interpreter).

Finally, two things clicked

into place, and I realized

what was going on.

First, the problem didn't

occur in one specific spot,

but randomly in one of three

consecutive instructions.

Second, the carnage started at

a consistent location, which

happens to be the place my
system jumps to respond to a

hardware interrupt. Finally, I

looked over the assembly

listing and discovered what I

might equally well have been

able to see in a few minutes if

I had just thought of the

possibility earlier — certain

tests in the TSC arithmetic

routines have the side effect

of turning off the 6800 inter-

rupt mask! Milliseconds after

that, my real-time clock (or

any of my I/O interfaces)

calls for an interrupt, causing

the processor to branch to

where the interrupt-handling

routine should have been —
and Kapow! OK ... so out

with the manuals to figure

out how to tell all the PIAs

and ACIAs not to request

interrupts, grumble, grumble,

and finally, after about 12

hours, Micro BASIC Plus was

up and flying.

I've saved SWTPC 8K for

last in this discussion of "ease

of installation" because it's a

special case. SWTPC wants

you to buy an SWTPC 6800
computer to run their BASIC
on — they make no claim that

it'll work on any other

system, and they supply no

instructions for installing it

on anything but an SWTPC

Time to install

30 minutes

3 hours

75 hours

12 hours

Comments

No problems — made to run on my
specific system

No particular problem — just had to

write I/O routines and test for break

character routine.

SWTPC 8K BASIC is made to run on the

SWTPC 6800 only. Since I had neither an

SWTPC 6800 nor a source listing of the

BASIC interpreter, I had to slog through raw

machine code trying to find out why it kept

blowing up, to find where the I/O drivers

were called, locate references to memory
locations that my monitor thinks are its

alone, change control characters, alter stack

pointer initializations, etc.

As they say in their catalog, ".
. . TSC 6800

programs require RAM starting at memory
location 00 and continuing uninterrupted

through the amount required by the

program ..." and, to repeat, there are some
low memory locations that my monitor thinks

it owns. It took me about six hours to go

through the source listing to find all conflicts,

decide where to move the offending memory
assignments, make the changes, write I/O

routines. Then it took another four hours or

so to discover that TSC turns off the interrupt

mask during some arithmetic operations. That's

rude of them.

Table 7. Ease of installation.

6800. That means you'd have

to be a fool, crazy, or both to

try to bring it up on any

other system. I plead guilty,

and promise I'll never do it

again. But since I did it this

once, I thought it might be

interesting to run through

some of the trouble spots.

Actually, it was a team

project. My friend Nick did a

couple of days' work to get

things started. He deciphered

the SWTPC cassette-tape

format and figured out where

to insert calls to I/O routines,

then turned it over to me. At

this point, we had a BASIC
that gave us an error message

for every line or command we
typed in. It also put out a

tremendous number (for my
system) of extraneous control

characters, so that the ready

prompt looked something

like:

##
####READY

But that was a secondary

problem.

Armed only with a few old

SWTPC newsletters and a lot

of coffee, I plunged in. For a

few days, I alternated

between trying to track down
the location where everything

went haywire and just

browsing through the 7K+ of

raw machine code, trying to

get some vague feeling for

what was what. Let me re-

count one problem in some
detail.

Arithmetic expressions

weren't being evaluated

properly, so I started tracking

down what the interpreter

did to evaluate them. I estab-

lished that a particular return

address was getting clobbered

in the middle of processing

the expression 1 + 2*3.

Before a particular subroutine

jump, the return addresses on

the stack were OK. After it,

one of them had been

changed, changed to a value

that was obviously wrong. So,

I started looking at the sub-

routine to see if I could figure

out (vaguely) what it did. I

couldn't really tell, though,

since it consisted of a bunch

of subroutine calls. I jumped

into the middle, set a break-
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SWTPC 8K BASIC uses a simulated stack (i.e., a stack that uses
neither the 6800 stack pointer register nor the 6800 stack
operation instructions) to save the contents of the index register

from time to time. Naturally, there is a Push routine and a Pop
routine, and a pair of memory locations to store the address of
the current stack top. And, of course there's code that initializes

the address at the beginning of everything. When installed on the
SWTPC 6800 computer (or on any system using the MIKBUG
monitor), this address is initialized to A07F-J6. Since I have no
memory at that location, I picked an address essentially at

random in a region where I do have RAM. I picked 4800i6. That
turned out to be a disastrous choice. Here's why.

The Push routine works like this:

get current stack pointer

decrement it twice (using the DECX instruction, which
performs a full 16-bit decrement)
store the contents of X in the place pointed to by the
stack pointer

return.

So, after carrying out the Push routine once, the value of the
stack pointer will be 4800-2 = 47FEig. So far so good.

The Pop routine works like this:

get current stack pointer

copy the contents of the (two) bytes indicated by the
stack pointer into the X register

increment the second byte of the stack pointer twice

(using the INC instruction, which performs an 8-bit

increment)

return.

Now. Suppose we've just returned from whatever dirty work
we were up to and want to restore the index register to its

previous value. We call the Pop routine; it restores the X register

and then leaves the stack pointer with the value 4700! (Not

4800, as it should be.)

After the next Push/Pop sequence, the stack pointer will be

at 4600, and soon it'll be down among our BASIC program,

wreaking havoc!

Note that this is not a bug in SWTPC 8K BASIC. The author

of the interpreter knew what he was doing, had determined that

no combination of circumstances could require the use of more
than 7E-|5 bytes in this particular stack, and so initialized the

stack pointer to A07F. The cure for my case was simple. All I

needed to do was initialize the stack pointer to 477F instead of

4800. If only I had had some way of knowing that beforehand!

This particular problem is just one of many. It's of no great

interest in and of itself — it does show the sort of pitfalls

awaiting you when you try to do things the wrong way. No
person in his or her right mind would attempt to install a

7000-byte machine-language program on an alien system with no
relevant documentation.

Box 2.

point, got back into BASIC,
typed in my sample state-

ment (PRINT 1 + 2*3), hit

return, and then when the

interpreter hit the break-

point, I looked at the return

address that was causing

trouble. It was still OK. So, I

moved the breakpoint later in

the subroutine and repeated

until the offending call re-

vealed itself.

Then I looked at that sub-

routine. It too consisted of a

bunch of subroutine calls, so

I repeated the process. After

several hours, I finally found
the place where the return

address was being clobbered.

Box 2 describes what was
causing the problem. Once I

figured out what was wrong,

the solution took about 30
seconds! Finally, I could

evaluate arithmetic ex-

pressions. After just two
days' hard work.

If I had it to do over again,

I wouldn't. What I have now
is a kludged-together, slightly

unstable mess, which usually

runs properly. If and when
SWTPC issues a new, im-

proved version of their 8K,
I'll have to go through hours

of work to bring it up on my
systems — most of the time

I've put in on this version will

be wasted. Making absolute

machine-language patches in a

large program that is virtually

undocumented is just the

wrong way to go. Period.

Bugs — Theirs and Yours

Let's face it. Sphere pro-

visional nonextended BASIC
(the only version Sphere has

ever made available, to my
knowledge) is a disaster. The
others have few blatant bugs,

but there are some rough

edges here and there. In

Micro BASIC Plus, for ex-

ample, if an array A has been
dimensioned to be of size 25
(say), your program can refer

to and store into all locations

from A(-25) to A(25). Appar-

ently just the absolute value

of the subscript is checked.

This can lead to some hard-

to-discover bugs in programs

that involve complex sub-

script expressions. In addi-

tion, if by chance you give an
array a dimension of 99
(which the manual says is not
legal, but the interpreter

doesn't check for), no sub-

script checking seems to be

done at all, thus giving you a

method to wipe out other

data, your program, the inter-

preter. . . . Another rough

edge in TSC's BASIC is that

leading zeros aren't sup-

pressed on printed negative

values.

Here's a rough edge in

SWTPC's 8K: The test for

string inequality is a little

wacky if the string values

being compared are of differ-

ent lengths. This makes it a

little awkward to get

"SMITH" to come before

"SMITHY" when you're

putting a list of names in

alphabetical order. (See Table

8 for a fix you can use that

isn't too terribly slow.)

I've used Tiny BASIC fre-

quently and haven't come
across anything I'd be willing

to call a bug or a rough edge.

Of the four, Sphere seems

to do the best job of error

checking the program as you
enter it. Of course, there's no

way to know what the error

numbers mean since that

wasn't included in the docu-

mentation. At any rate,

Sphere is the only version

that checks each newly
entered line for syntax errors

as it's entered. Micro BASIC
Plus will complain if it can't

identify the keyword of a

newly entered line (but not

about any deeper errors).

SWTPC doesn't complain

about illegal keywords on
entry, but does print a ques-

tion mark in front of them
when you list your program.

Tiny BASIC doesn't check

the newly entered line at all,

it just stores it. That's no help

in writing programs, but it

does mean that you can use

the Tiny BASIC system as a

sort of text editor — you
could enter in some text, list

it, correct it, make a hard

copy listing, and then cut off

the line numbers, I suppose.

All four versions give error

diagnostics if an illegal state-

ment is encountered during

execution of your program. I

ran some tests to judge how
appropriate the error

messages seemed to be —
Tiny BASIC won most of my
tests, although I suspect that

Sphere would win if I knew
what its error numbers
meant.

Overall Conclusions

Sphere BASIC has the

most bugs in it, and is the

hardest to use. Pittman T\ny
BASIC is the easiest to install

on the widest range of

systems (assuming you have

some way to read paper

tape). SWTPC 8K BASIC has

the most features and comes
closest to the proposed ANSI
standards. TSC's Micro

BASIC Plus runs the first five

benchmark programs faster

than any of the other three.
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COMES BEFORE ";R$

10 PRINT "NAME 1=";

20 INPUT S$
30 PRINT "NAME 2=";

40 INPUT R$
100 REM -.COMPARE THE STRINGS
120 IF S$ <=R$ THEN 200
130 PRINT R$;" COMES BEFORE ";S$

140 PRINT
150 GOTO 10
200 PRINT S$;"

210 PRINT
220 GOTO 10
230 END

RUN
NAME 1=? ADAMS
NAME 2=? BRONSON
ADAMS COMES BEFORE BRONSON

NAME 1=? SMITHY
NAME 2=? SMITH
SMITHY COMES BEFORE SMITH

10 PRINT "NAME 1=";

20 INPUT S$
30 PRINT "NAME 2=";

40 INPUT R$
50 IF LEN(S$)<=LEN(R$) THEN 120
60 REM :R$ IS LONGER, SWAP 'EM
70 LET T$=R$
80 LETR$=S$
90 LET S$=T$

100 REM -.COMPARE EQUAL SIZED
110 REM :PARTS OF THE STRINGS
120 IF S$ < =LEFT$(R$,LEN(S$)) THEN 200

130 PRINT R$;" COMES BEFORE ";S$

140 PRINT
150 GOTO 10
200 PRINT S$;" COMES BEFORE ";R$

210 PRINT
220 GOTO 10
230 END

RUN
NAME 1=? ADAMS
NAME 2=? BRONSON
ADAMS COMES BEFORE BRONSON

NAME 1=? SMITHY
NAME 2=? SMITH
SMITH COMES BEFORE SMITHY

Table 8. The program at the top shows the effects of the quirk in

SWTPC 8K BASICS test for string inequality. "SMITHY" comes

before "SMITH." One possible fix appears in the program at the

bottom. Now names will be put into conventional alphabetical

order. (Underline = operator input.)

Tiny BASIC requires the least

amount of memory, with

Micro BASIC Plus a close

second.

Here's the overall picture,

then. Any one of the four

might be best, given your

specific circumstances

well, on second thought, I

can't imagine any credible

circumstances in which

Sphere would come out on

top. If you have just 4K of

memory, you want Tiny

BASIC. If you have 12 or

16K of RAM in your SWTPC
6800 and you want to have a

full version with strings, you

probably already have

SWTPC 8K BASIC. If you

have a 6800-based system,

which leaves the bottom page

of memory alone, you'll want

to look into Micro BASIC
Plus. If you don't have a

system that uses the Motorola

MIKBUG monitor system,

and you feel apprehensive

about grunging around in

machine language trying to

bring BASIC up, you prob-

ably want Tiny BASIC.

And if you insist on having

a super-fast, super-cheap,

easy-to-install version that

will accept any ANSI Minimal

BASIC program, well, you'll

have to wait.

SELECTRIC TERMINAL
M

SUPER SALE

JUST $675

• 14.8 cps print speed

• 13 inch line length

• 10 or 12 characters/inch

• 6 or 8 lines/inch

• IBM 2740-1, 2 line control

• IBM 2740 keyboard/printer

This deal can t be beat Not only do you get a quality

terminal for a traction of the cost of anything else on

the market but you also get typewriter quality Can

be interfaced to a mini- or microcomputer or used

with IBM computers These terminals are worth the

price of a typewriter alone Our warranty is limited

to replacing any defective parts for a period of 90

days following receipt of equipment Interchange-

able print element of course Includes attractive

desk Optional documentation package S25 00

CALL (313) 994-3200 TO RESERVE

MATROX VIDEO RAMS
mi ii

Ffffi

lijlll

litit

s&*s$-

NCE/Compumart offers you the leader in

CRT display controllers. Matrox Video

Rams are complete with memory and re-

quire no processor time for screen re-

fresh. Whether your application is al-

phanumeric, graphic or both, Matrox can

provide a system to meet your needs.

MTX 816 Module (Upper Case only) Composite video output in 8 lines of 16 chars

MTX 1632 Module (Upper and Lower Case) 16 x 32 display includes blink option

MTX 1632SL Module (Great with 256**2) Slave sync allows text superposition

MTX 2480 Circuit Board 24 x 80 requires high-persistence phosphor (P39)

MTX 256**2 Circuit Board 256 x 256 array graphic (multiples provide color)

Matrox ALT-2480 Alpha-Numeric VRAM S-100, 24 lines of 80 char (needs P39)

Matrox ALT-256**2 S-100, Video Graphics Board Displays 256 x 256 array

179

225

225

395

630

295

395

SORENSEN POWER SUPPLY

$31 -50 SINGLE PS. D $60.00 DOUBLE PS. D

• precise dc output • 12v dc (nominal), 2 amp, 25 watt • 9-18 extended range • highly

regulated-1 .2 mv • accepts from 105-125v • accepts from 50-400 Hz, single phase • very

low output ripple

This super quality power supply, from Raytheon, uses silicon transistors which give the

unit a wide ambient-temperature operating range Also, as a maintenance feature, they

reduce the number of components An excellent instruction manual is provided which

includes schematics, parts list and troubleshooting information

Name
Address

City State Zip

Charge my BAC/VISA

Card #

M/C Interbank #

Exp. Date

Signature .

Please send me info on the new Commodore PET 2001

computer

Total for goods checked above

Please add 4% for Shipping/Handling + 4% tax if Mich

resident.

Total Amount

Limited 90-day Warranty

Return non-working merchandise within 90 days for replacement or refund. Kits are war-

ranted to be complete with working components All items subject to prior sale

1250 North Main Street, Department KB18

P.O. Box 8610 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107

994.4445
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Dr. Michael Wingfield

93 Pine Hill Rd.
Bedford MA 01730

Hardware Program
Relocation

the way the biggies do it

*vm^ *^wpv((*'*

Author's home-brew 6800 system.

A common method used within the minicomputer world to achieve
better utilization of memory and provide some flexibility to pro-
grammers is a system referred to as "memory management" or
"memory map." With this system , the programmer can assemble all of
his programs in location zero, and a hardware/software combination
will determine where in memory the program will be stored. In
addition, any program, regardless of its origin, can be relocated
anywhere in memory. Michael discusses the hardware for incorporating
such a system into a microcomputer. In a subsequent article, hell take
a look at the support software. — John.

Often, one would like to

relocate programs in

memory without reassem-
bling them each time with a

new origin. Programs on
programmable read only

memories (PROM) could then
be relocated without having
to burn a new set of chips;

programs on diskette could
be loaded anywhere in mem-
ory, and, for those with more
sophisticated systems, pro-
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grams can be moved in

memory to free up space for

additional programs.

With a small hardware
addition to a microcomputer,
programs can be relocated

without the need for special

assemblers or loaders. Pro-

grams can be assembled
relative to location zero,

loaded anywhere in memory
and executed correctly by
doing nothing more than

setting a hardware parameter.

Base Register Addressing

The general hardware tech-

nique for enabling program
relocation using a base

register has been used for

many years in large main-
frames. It consists of using

hardware to modify the

address on the address bus
before it is presented to the

peripheral devices and mem-
ory. By addition of the

contents of a hardware base
register to the address bus, a

new, modified, address is

obtained. For example, a

program reference to location

E061 hex, modified by a base

register containing 162A hex
now references F68B hex.

How is this useful? Consider
the following 6800 program:

org o
BUFFER RMB 1

LDA A BUFFER

An assembler would assign

BUFFER to location 0. This
program can be loaded any-
where in memory, say 1000
hex, which places BUFFER
at location 1000 hex. With a

base-register value of 1000
hex, the load reference to
BUFFER would present a

value of zero on the address
bus, which would be added to

1000 hex to yield 1000 hex,

the actual location of

BUFFER. Similarly, with the

program counter set to 10
hex, the actual byte fetched

would be from 1010 hex.

Partial Address Modification

Use of a partial address-

modification technique
results in a more practical

system that requires less hard-

ware. By modification of

only the upper eight bits of

the address, for example, pro-

gram relocation on page

boundaries can be achieved,

implying a page size of 256
bytes. In other words, pro-

grams can be loaded starting

on any page boundary in

memory. Fig. 1 shows the

general technique. The lower

eight bits of the micro-

processor are passed through
unchanged. The upper eight

bits are added to the base

register to form a modified
address. Eight bits were
chosen because it is a con-
venient byte size and con-

siderably simplifies the hard-

ware.

Fig. 2 shows the address-

modification hardware in

more detail. A hardware
register and an eight-bit adder
combine to modify the upper
address byte. The base

register is designed to be

loaded from the data bus and
can be read by the CPU, an

important consideration for

the software required to

support a system with hard-

ware address modification.



Photo 1a. Top view of board. Photo 1b. Wiring side of board.

The figure is complete except

for one additional piece of

hardware that disables the

base register and allows the

full address to pass through

unmodified. Why is this

necessary? An absolute piece

of system software must be

resident to enable changing

the base register. If any re-

located program stored a byte

in the base register, the

effective program counter

would instantly point to

some other place in memory,

maybe out of range of the

executing program.

Fig. 3 shows the complete

hardware necessary to effect

program relocation via a base

register. The base register is

disconnected with eight AND
gates, which are enabled by

any address in the upper 4K

of address space. The upper

4K is used for system soft-

ware, chosen because it

contains the interrupt vectors

of the 6800 and is large

enough for a reasonable

operating system and system

stack. Although the control

signals reflect the Motorola

6800 system architecture, the

logic can be adapted to work

with other modern micro-

processors.

The base register was

assigned a memory location

in the upper 4K of memory,

in this instance F606 hex. A
read of this location obtains

the current contents; a write

into this location changes the

register contents. Connection

to the MPU data bus is made

with 8T26s, which minimize

bus loading.

Interfacing and Debugging

The base-register logic is

inserted directly in the ad-

dress bus of the 6800,

between the MPU and any

memory or peripheral

devices. Although the logic

was installed in a home-brew

microcomputer, installation

in an existing kit such as the

SWTP 6800 requires that the

eight most significant address

wires be cut as they emerge

from the CPU board, and the

new logic interposed.

Debugging a new micro-

computer assembled from

CPU, memory and peripheral

chips is always a difficult

undertaking because of the

complexity of the large-scale

integrated circuits and the

extremely limited means

available for determining

what the system is doing at a

particular time. In general,

the developed hardware and

software must be nearly

perfect, so that after hitting

reset, some repetitive func-

tion that can be displayed on

a scope or terminal is per-

formed. Inserting a base

register in the address path

complicates the debugging

process as the register must

be loaded correctly, and

correct addresses must be

generated by the hardware.

Debugging my system

began with a tiny program in

PROM that loaded the base

register and caused the CPU
to loop on itself following

reset. Once this was made to

work, as evidenced by correct

oscilloscope measurements of

the address bus, data bus and

control signals, more complex

software was developed by

use of a bootstrapping

process. (Bootstrapping is an

iterative technique of using

currently existing software to

BASE REGISTER

develop the next generation

of more functional software.)

Debugging problems

included the usual software

errors and hardware wiring

errors, which, in the initial

stages of debugging, con-

sumed great quantities of

time. Obeying the MPU chip

sets interconnection rules

exactly, and using careful

construction techniques at

the beginning of a project can

MPU ADDRESS

SYSTEM ADDRESS

Fig. 1. Address calculation.

MPU

~rs

DATA BUS

C=T) BASE REGISTER

8-I5

LI
ADDER

u
0-7

ADDRESS BUS

0-7

8-I5 0-7

SYSTEM ADDRESS BUS

Fig. 2. Address modification technique.
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cut a considerable amount of

time off the development
period.

Prototype System

I implemented the base-

register logic by using proto-

type boards that I developed
for general breadboarding

purposes. Each printed circuit

board contains +5 voltage and
ground strips and an array of

predrilled holes into which all

sizes of integrated circuits can

be inserted. Connections

between ICs are made by
soldering Teflon-coated wires

directly to IC pins. Photos 1a

and 1b show the top and
bottom views of the pro-

totype boards, which are

usually paired as shown to

make more efficient use of

board real estate and bus

interconnections. Although
soldering the wires to the IC

pins requires some dexterity

the technique produces a very

reliable logic system.

Summary

An additional feature

gained by use of the address-

modification hardware tech-

nique with the 6800
processor is most interesting.

On an unmodified 6800
system, the direct mode
instructions can refer to

operands in the first 256
bytes of memory only. With
the addition of the address-

modification logic described

here, a program located any-

where in memory can use

direct mode instructions on
the first 256 bytes of its

program space. For example,

a program originating at loca-

tion zero, loaded at location

1000 hex, with a base register

equal to 10 hex, can use the

space 1000 to 10FF hex to

hold operands for direct

mode instructions. This is

possible because the pro-

cessor thinks it is referencing

the first page of memory.

This configuration also

allows programming in the

usual way of originating at

any arbitrary address and
loading it there. Just set the

base register to zero.

By the addition of a small

amount of hardware to a

microprocessor system
freedom from the constraint

of absolute memory refer-

ences can be achieved. The
hardware described here has

been in use for some time in

my system and has proven

beneficial. In a subsequent

article, software for sup-

porting the base-register

architecture will be
examined. Together, they

provide a degree of program-

ming freedom far beyond
that of conventional
systems.
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PIXE-PLEXER"
Ends those SPECIAL Video Monitor PROBLEMS!

tv rata i. *r momktm moduli
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I
> TV mShS. I

MVMjr MM. 1

ur i i". 1

MODEL
PXP-4500

^ $24.50
* kit

Pixe-Plexer is an IC type modulator RF oscillator for
interfacing audio, color and regular monochrome video
signals from computers, TV cameras, VTR's, games, etc.,

for display on any regular TV set via the antenna
terminals. Power requirements: 15V @50 ma max.
Operates on ch. 2-6 tunable. Includes 3.58 Mhz color
subcarrier and 4.5 Mhz audio subcarrier with varactor
modulator. R-Y and BY inputs. Analog or digital inputs.
Complete with IC data sheet and instructions. Numerous
circuit variations from deluxe to simple.

For all other video display needs, don't forget our
popular "Pixe-Verter" Mod. RF kit. Model PXV-2A.
$8.50.

Available from your local dealer or factory-direct. Phone
or write for additional assistance. Dial 402-987-3771.
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Fig. 3. Base register logic diagram.

ATV Research
V-^N*

Dakota City, NE.

A43 68731

ROCHE Systems
MULTI-CASSETTE
CONTROLLER

BIRD DOG

Mm-CKsrrn ewrtotui

hi Mhk tua la

Police Radar

Detector

in kit form

~ T7
Read and write records from and to up to 4
cassette recorders with one Tarbell Cassette
Interface.

Included software handles Assembly Lan-
guage and BASIC.
File Maintenance System and Text Editor
available.

Write for brochure:

ROCHE Systems R16

7101 Mammoth Avenue
Van Nuys, California 91405

• All solid state electronics

• Phase lock-loop detection

• Audible & Visual alarm

• Proven performance in thousands of units

• 25% down on COD orders

• Master Charge and BankAmericard accepted

• Money back guarantee on unassembled kits

Kit with complete instruc-

tions $49.95
plus $2.00 handling

Preassembled unit .... $74.95
Complete instructions without
kit $5.95

Micro Electronics
1921 1-85 South

Charlotte, NC 28208
Tel: 704/392-1705

M28
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To Order:
m.isle'

>.

Mention part number and description. For parts kits add "A" to part number. Shipping paid for orders

accompanied by check, money order, or Master Charge, BankAmericard, or VISA number and

signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.D. orders. California residents add 6.5% for tax. Parts kits

include sockets for all ICs, components, and circuit board. Documentation is included with all

products. Dealer inquiries invited. 24 Hour Order Line: (408) 374-5984.

TELEVISION
TYPEWRITER

Part no. 106

• Stand alone TVT
• 32 charAine, 16 lines, modifi-

cations for 64 charAine included

• Parallel ASCII (TTL) input

• Video output

• IK on board memory
• Output for computer con-

trolled curser

• Auto scroll

• Non-distructive curser

• Curser inputs: up, down, left,

right, home, EOL, EOS
• Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts at 1.5 amps,

and -12 volts at 30 mA
• Board only $39.00; with parts

$145.00

4K&8K
STATIC
RAM
Part no. 300

• 8K Altair bus memory
• Uses 2102 Static memory chips

• 2-4K Blocks

• Blocks can be addressed to any

of 16 4K sections

• Vector input option

• TRI state buffered

• Board only $22.50; with parts

$160.00

TIDMA

E21

Part no. 112

• Tape Interface Direct Memory

Access

• Record and play programs with

out bootstrap loader (no prom)

has FSK encoder/decoder for

direct connections to low cost

recorder at 625 baud rate, and

direct connections for inputs and

outputs to a digital recorder at

any baud rate.

• S-100 bus compatible

• Comes assembled and tested

for $160.00

MODEM <

Part no. 109

• Type 103

• Full of half duplex

• Works up to 300 baud

• Originate of Answer

• No coils, only low cost com

ponents

• TTL input and output

• Connect 8 ohm speaker and

crystal mic. directly to board

• Uses XR FSK demodulator

• Requires +5 volts

• Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

APPLE I

MOTHER
BOARD
Part no. 102

• 10 slots — 44 pin (.156) con-

nectors spaced %" apart

• Connects to edge connector of

computer

• Pin 20 and 22 connects to X &
Z for power and ground

• Board has provisions for by-

pass capacitors

• Board cost $15.00

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
p.o. box 212
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Don Lancaster

Synergetics

TVT
Hardware

low-cost graphics

This is the second of a two-part
series by Don Lancaster, taken
from his new book The Cheap
Video Cookbook which will soon
be published by Howard W. Sams.
— John.

The next most important
block in our cheap video

interface hardware is the

data-to-video converter. The
data-to-video converter re-

ceives code from the display

memory's upstream tap and
converts the input data into

serial video. The input data

can represent ASCII char-

acters, hex op code or

graphics chunks.

Graphics data-to-video

conversion is usually simpler

than alphanumeric con-

version. For graphics use, we
can sometimes get by with
nothing but a shift register

that converts the parallel

chunk code into serial video.

To this we might add an
electronic selector to rear-

range the chunk as needed for

other formats. This selector

can be a 4PDT switch that

picks the upper or lower part

of a chunk on a given scan.

For alphanumeric TVTs,
there is no one-on-one rela-

tionship between the ASCII
and cursor code stored in the

display memory and the dots
on the screen. Somehow, we
have to irrationally fluff up
our 6-, 7-, or 8-bit code into a

35- or 63-dot serial-video

code. Since the character dots
don't have any logical rela-

tionship to the ASCII code,
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any bits-and-pieces logic

scheme is bound to be a

complex disaster.

Instead, we go to the code
conversion capabilities of a

read only memory (ROM).
You can use your own PROM
for this, but code-converting

read only memories called

dot-matrix character gen-

erators are easy to get,

usually cheaper and often a

better choice. Details on
these character generators

appear in the TV Typewriter

Cookbook (Sams 21313).
Character generators can
offer a choice of uppercase or

combined uppercase and
lowercase. They will either do
the entire conversion to serial

video by themselves, or else

they will have multiple out-

puts that have to go to an

external video shift register

for final conversion.

For TVT use, your char-

acter generator must be of

the row-scan type. There is

another type called a

column-scan character gen-

erator, but this is only good
for strip printers, advertising

signs and similar uses where
the serial or parallel output
runs up and down rather than

back and forth.

An alphanumeric data-to-

video converter using a 2513
character generator is shown
in Fig. 12. The character

generator accepts ASCII
words from the upstream tap
on the display memory.
These ASCII words change

once each microsecond for

each new character to be out-

put. The 2513 also accepts

three "what line is it" com-
mands from the instruction

decoder. In exchange for

these inputs, five dots are

output at once, cor-

responding to one row on a 5
x 7 dot-matrix character. An
eight-input, one-output shift

register then converts these

dots, along with spacing "un-

dots" from grounded inputs,

into raw serial output video.

The input ASCII character

coding repeats itself at least

seven times to generate the

entire seven dot rows in-

I

CLI

^ I50 PF ..

I
5
t 47K
1 'W-

volved in a row of characters.

Our shift register is driven by
a high-frequency timing cir-

cuit that outputs a narrow
LOAD pulse once each micro-

second, along with a CLOCK
output that runs con-

tinuously at the desired dot
rate.

An optional cursor is

shown in the lower right 6f

Fig. 12. The 4584 is a five

Hertz oscillator that sets up
the cursor winking rate. If

ASCII input bit 8 is high, the

CUR input will go high, and a

white line is output on leads

01 through 05. The right

diode causes this line to blink

off and on, while the left

diode allows winking cursors

only during valid character

times.

Since lowercase is not
available, ASCII bit 7 remains

unused. Note that if you
want to display lowercase

characters as uppercase, you
must add a simple external

gate, for the lower six bits of

a lowercase u are the same as

a 5, and not a capital U.

The 2513 is cheap and
easy to get. The newer single-

supply +5 volt versions by
General Instruments and
others are far easier to use

than the old +5, ground -5,

-12 versions. This is particu-

larly important since all the
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Fig. 12. Alphanumeric data-to-video converter using 2513. Circuit
offers uppercase only; uses external video shift register.



rest of the interface hardware

can run on a +5 volt supply.

Lowercase versions of the

2513 are also available. You
can use a pair of 2513s, one

upper, one lower, for full-

alphabet capability.

A premium 7x9 alpha-

numeric data-to-video con-

verter using the Standard

Microsystems CG5004 char-

acter generator is shown in

Fig. 13. This circuit gives you

both uppercase and lowercase

and has its own internal shift

register. It works on a single

+5 volt supply. A winking

underline cursor is produced

automatically with the cursor

circuit shown.

Your turn: Show how
switching may be added to

either 3-12 or 3-13 to give

you manual control of cursor

visibility.

Your serial-video output is

called raw video because it

contains only character dots

when and where needed and

blank logic zeros everywhere

else. To get from here to

something a TV set, monitor

or rf modulator can handle,

we have to add the sync

pulses, and optionally pre-

distort the raw video for im-

proved clarity. We call every-

thing compensated and com-

bined composite video.

Fig. 14 shows us our first

graphics interface. This cir-

cuit is used in the TVT-6 7/8

whenever eight dots per

chunk in a row are needed.

Input video data chunks from

the display memory are

routed directly to the eight

inputs of a shift register.

High-frequency timing applies

just the right LOAD and

CLOCK commands to output

continuous dots during

graphics display times. The

pot in the timing is adjusted

for minimum overlap or

underlap between sequential

chunks.
Fig. 1 5 shows us a graphics

interface used for three or

four dots per chunk output

per row. Upper and lower

chunk halves alternate for

sequential lines or line pairs.

A 74LS258 data selector is

added to the inputs to pick

upper chunk halves, lower

chunk halves or blanking.

We've pulled a trick here to

introduce blanking. The EN-

ABLE input to the 74LS258
drives all outputs high for

blanking. To make this point

in the circuit have high -

5
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Fig. 13. Alphanumeric data-to-video converter using 5004. Circuit

offers uppercase and lowercase; has internal video shift register.

black, we use an inverting

data selector, and then pick

the complimentary output of

the shift register. We then end

up with an input 1 giving us a

white dot, an input

giving us a black dot and a

blanking command also giving

us a black output.

Your turn: Show a low-cost

way (jumpers, switches, small

module, etc.) to have both

Figs. 14 and 15 use the same

circuit board. Also provide

blanking for Fig. 14.

Color can be added to the

circuit in Fig. 15 with an

external color modulator.

The color format can be three

dots on top of three dots,

with the remaining two
chunk bits letting us call any

of four colors plus black.

High Frequency Timing

It's up to the high-

frequency timing to give us

the LOAD and CLOCK
signals needed for serial out-

put of video from the data-

to-video converter. Tradi-

tionally, these circuits use

crystal oscillators and
counter-dividers for this job.

For many microprocessor-

based video display circuits,

all we really have to do is use
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Fig. 14. Graphics data-to-video converter to display eight horizontal

dots per chunk.
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a plain old one-megahertz

microprocessor clock and add
a simple gated oscillator using

a hex inverter to get our
LOAD and CLOCK wave-
forms.

Four examples of these

hex-inverter high-frequency

timing circuits appeared on
the tops of Figs. 12 through
1 5. Fig. 1 6 tells us what these

timing circuits have to do,

while Fig. 17 shows us typical

waveforms.

The LOAD output of the

timing circuit has to transfer

parallel dots into the video

shift register. This LOAD
pulse must be carefully timed
to arrive only when data is

ready and settled from earlier

portions of the data-to-video

converter. Often, you will

have two choices of one-

megahertz clock available; if

one phase doesn't do it, the

other one probably will. Most
often, it's best to arrange the

load command so it always

arrives one microsecond after

the address change. This gives

you a nearly maximum pro-

cessing time and minimizes
any settling or bad-data prob-

lems. Note that the cursor

and blanking should be intro-

duced before this one micro-

second delay takes place;

otherwise they will also have

to be delayed somehow.
The polarity of the LOAD

output has to match whatever

the

HIGH
FREQUENCY

TIMING

must

* Deliver a "load" pulse to the

video shift register.

* Time the "load" pulse to arrive

only when data is valid.

* Deliver "clock" pulses to set

the video dot rate.

* Lock "load" and "clock" pulses

together to prevent jitter.

Fig. 16. High frequency timing traditionally has used crystals and
divider chains, but a hex-inverter gated oscillator is often all that is

really needed.

i-
I M SEC H

V

~L

is doing the final serial con-

version. A 74165 shift

register needs a normally high

LOAD command that briefly

goes low for loading. The
CG5004 needs the opposite.

In general, LOAD command
pulses should be as narrow as

possible. This is particularly

true in graphics interfaces

where a too long or misplaced

load pulse can cause dot over-

lap or underlap.

Your CLOCK line decides

how fast the dots are going to

come out as serial video. In

an alphanumeric display, too

low a dot rate will cause the

characters to overlap, while

too high a dot rate will make
the characters narrow and
will also need too much video

bandwidth. Between these

limits, the frequency of the

clock gives us control of the

spacing between characters.

The CG5004 is very fussy

over its clock duty cycle. It

demands the narrow positive

pulses shown in Fig. 17b.

In a graphics display, the

dot rate sets how many dots

you get per chunk of input

data. Fine tuning the dot rate

is usually necessary so that

the end dot of one chunk
appears the same size as the

start dot of the next chunk.

A frequency error here will

cause dot overlap or under-

lap.

CLOCK and LOAD must
be locked together to prevent

I M SEC

60nStC

_n n_rLTLrLn_n
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y
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(d) 4/2 OR 3/2 GRAPHIC, FIGURE 15

Fig. 17. Typical high-frequency timing waveforms.

the dot locations from
jittering or otherwise
smearing. It's also particularly

important to make sure the

LOAD command does not

distort the clock on graphics

displays; otherwise clockings

end up wider or narrower

with respect to each other.

The top half of Fig. 12

shows a typical hex-inverter

high-frequency timing circuit.

The first inverter acts as a

buffer to make us inde-

pendent of system clock rise

and fall times. The second

inverter is a half monostable,

whose output briefly drops to

ground for 60 nanoseconds
on the falling edge of the

clock input. The three upper-

right inverters are a gated ring

oscillator running at a seven-

megahertz rate. Frequency is

set by the 100 Ohm resistor

and 2200 pF capacitor.

Gating is done by the diode.

This synchronizes the oscil-

lator to the LOAD command
every time the LOAD com-
mand goes low. A final buffer

and inverter are used to

square up and invert the

clock line. The 4.7k and 33
pF network is a glitch filter

for added stability.

The high-frequency timing

circuits are about the same,

differing only in speed and

polarity details.

Most often, some cut-and-

try is needed in getting a

hex-inverter high-frequency

timing circuit to work the

first time. But, once you have

a working circuit, it is usually

tolerant of normal produc-

tion component spreads. Fine

tuning is usually needed in

graphics applications to con-

trol overlap and underlap,

besides giving a handy way to

change from three to four

dots per chunk. Usually fine

tuning can be omitted on
alphanumeric uses as the

main effect of slight fre-

quency changes is a small

change in character spacing.

Your turn: Show a way of
raising and lowering the

microprocessor clock fre-

quency to allow locking of
the video display's vertical

rate to the power line. Can a
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CMOS 4046 be of help here?

As a rough rule of thumb,

the output video frequency

will be around one-half the

dot rate set by the high-

frequency timing clock. Thus,

eight dots per microsecond

gives around four megahertz

bandwidth, while three dots

per microsecond needs only a

megahertz-and-a-half band-

width. A black-and-white

television set has a four mega-

hertz video bandwidth, ex-

tendable somewhat by de-

feating the sound trap. The

video bandwidth of a color

set is limited to three mega-

hertz. As you can see, the

output frequencies associated

with microprocessor- based

video displays are compatible

with TV sets with largely

unmodified video band-

widths. This is a dramatic

improvement over the 10- to

20-megahertz bandwidth

often needed by traditional

video terminal systems.

Sync and Position

When we run a properly

debugged scan program, our

instruction decoder will give

us signals at the needed

vertical (V SYNC) and hori-

zontal (DEN) rates. We can

then selectively delay these

signals to gain control over

position. This is followed by

pulse shaping to get the

proper widths of the sync

signals for TV use. Since the

TV set locks itself to the sync

pulses, backing up or moving

thv»$/£ pxiUes. forward has the

effect of moving the entire

display. Horizontal delay

changes cause back-and-forth

position changes in the dis-

play, while vertical sync

changes control up-and-down

positioning.

A typical circuit is shown

in Fig. 18. Once again, it is

six inverters to the rescue.

However, this time two of the

inverters have to have very

low open collector output

impedances and are TTL,
while four of them need

extremely high input impe-

dances and a snap action, so

they are CMOS Schmitt in-

verters.

Our V sync pulse starts

out as a one microsecond

positive pulse that is glitch-

filtered to get rid of anything

that crops up during the

PROM settling times. The

7405 discharges the 4700 pF

capacitor completely once

each 1/60th second. This

capacitor is recharged by a

rate you set with the V POS
control. When the recharging

reaches around one-half the

supply voltage, the Schmitt

snaps on, and our second

stage output becomes a

square wave delayed by the

amount set on the position

pot. Because of the extreme

differences in charge-to-

discharge times of the capa-

citor doing the positioning,

the TTL/CMOS combination

is called for. The delayed

output is shaped into a

positive-going 200 micro-

second pulse by the final

Schmitt and RC network.

The output resistor aids in

interfacing the TTL stage that

follows in the video output

circuitry.

The horizontal circuit is

similar, with only the timing

details changing. The DEN
output of the instruction de-

coder can often be used, in-

stead of needing a special H
SYNC line. Delay of a por-

tion of the horizontal line is

done with the first variable

RC network, while the

second RC combination gives

us a five microsecond sync

pulse once every horizontal

line.

This particular sync and

position circuit needs con-

tinuous arrival of H and V
signals from the instruction

decoder. This continuous

need limits the transparency

and throughput of the com-

puter on other programs that

are also active while the TVT
is displaying.

Fig. 19 shows us a dif-

ferent way to get horizontal

sync pulses. This counter

method can free the com-
puter for other uses during

vertical retrace times. This in

turn can greatly increase the

transparency and throughput.

What we have is a divide-

by-H counter. H is set to the

number of microseconds per

horizontal line. For every

overflow, an H sync pulse is

delivered, regardless of what

the computer happens to be

doing. This counter is

synchronized to the scan pro-

gram by resetting it with the

instruction decoder. The

synchronization and reset can

take place on every active

line, once during vertical re-

trace, or even only once

during power up. Horizontal

sync is maintained through

vertical retrace times, even if

the computer is busy working

on something else.

Bandwidth Compensation

and Video Output

We now have three signals

available — raw video, vertical

sync and horizontal sync. We
somehow have to combine

these and pick up some line
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Fig. 18. Sync and position circuitry.
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Fig. 21. Alternate bandwidth compensator and video output circuit for
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drive capability if we are

going to interface a TV set,

monitor or rf modulator. This

final interface is the purpose
of the video output circuitry.

Our raw video first goes to

a bandwidth compensator.
This super- important circuit

tries to anticipate how the

TV set is going to degrade the

response, and then predistorts

the video in the opposite di-

rection beforehand. You do
bandwidth compensation by
making the dots longer than

the undots. One way is to OR
the raw video with a delayed

replica of itself. A simpler but

very sneaky way is shown in

Fig. 20. An open collector

TTL inverter has a much
lower output low ON impe-

dance than its output high

OFF impedance. If we add
capacitance from this output

to ground, the capacitor will

discharge fast, but its charge

rate will be much slower and
set by the value of the pullup

resistor, which in this case is a

CLARITY pot. Since this is

an inverter, a white dot is low
and a black undot is high at

the capacitor. It takes longer

to get out of the low state, so

our dots automatically get

lengthened.

The amount of length-

ening is set by the CLARITY
pot. This pot is adjusted for

the densest, clearest char-

acters on the final TV screen.

The optimum setting is often

the one that just barely closes

the inside of an M or a W on
the display. The use of this

bandwidth compensator and
our one microsecond con-

stant character or chunk time

are the two keys to display of

quality characters or graphics

on a TV set with unmodified

video bandwidth.

Three more open collector

inverters are used for video

combination. At the VIDEO
output, sync pulses are nearly

at ground, while black is at

0.5 volts and white is near +2
volts. The ratios of these

three values are set by the

three resistors. This output is

essentially a standard form
for video monitors, rf mod-
ulators and TV sets that have

been completely converted

internally for direct video

monitor use.

But, we've also provided a

new TV output, which has

the same waveform but is

translated up so that white is

at +4 volts, black at +2.5

volts and sync at +2 volts.

The +4 white level is the

normal bias level at the video

detector of most solid-state

TV sets. You can often use

this TV output to go directly

into the first video stage of

many TV sets, without

needing anything else in the

way of translation or bias

circuits.

Some monitors have sep-

arate VIDEO and SYNC in-

puts. These are called split

sync systems, and an alter-

nate dual output circuit

shown in Fig. 21 may be used

if split sync is needed or

wanted.
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Understanding Loaders

bootstrap, absolute, relocatable, etc.

Computers, as we know,
can do nothing for

themselves. Everything they
do requires that a program be

loaded into them. If you are

writing a program, you start

by loading an editor. If you
are translating the program,

you must load a translator

(an assembler or compiler).

Worst of all, if you merely
want to load a program, you
must load a loader. What's
going on here? If you have to

load a loader, what loads the

loader that loads the loader?

Read on.

Of course, I've exaggerated

a little. You don't really have

to load a loader. It's perfectly

possible to load a program
through the front-panel

switches. Just set up the

address of the program on the

switches, press Examine to

enter the address, then set up
the first byte and press

Deposit (or Store, or what-
ever your machine calls it) to

store that byte. Most
machines have a Deposit Next
switch, which saves you the

trouble of entering addresses

after the first one; from then
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on you just set up each new
byte and press Deposit Next
to enter it. Nothing to it.

Furthermore, some machines
(the SWTPC 6800 for ex-

ample) permit you to load

programs just by typing them
out on your terminal.

The only problem with

this process is that many pro-

grams are hundreds, even

thousands, of bytes long.

Even if you can use your
terminal, loading a thousand
bytes can be, to put it mildly,

tedious. It leads to a feeling

that there must be an easier

way to do this. Let's see . . .

it's a long, monotonous, re-

petitive job that requires a lot

of patience but not much in

the way of brains .. . just the

job for a computer! And this

is the reason loaders are

written.

In this article, I am going

to discuss loaders in general,

and then take up three

specific kinds: bootstrap,

binary, and relocatable

loaders.

Loaders in General

Every loader starts with a

copy of a program stored on
some external medium, such

as punched tape, and the

basic job of any loader is to

find out where each byte

goes, and to put it there. In

fact, that's what we did when
we loaded the program from
the front panel. We had a

copy of the program stored

on an external medium (for

example, a listing typed on a

piece of paper or printed on a

page of Kilobaud), and we
did the same two steps — we
entered the address first, then

set up the byte on the

switches and stored it. We
knew where the byte was
supposed to go because the

address was given to us in the

listing.

It's the same for loaders.

For the simplest loaders, the

punched tape contains an ad-

dress, then a byte of data,

then another address, and so

on. A special symbol is set

aside as an END indicator,

and when the loader reads

this, it stops.

The data on the tape must
be arranged to match the

requirements of the loader.

For this loader, the punched-

tape data format is shown in

Fig. 1. Notice that we have

two characters of address for

every character of data.

That's because most micros

have 8-bit data words, but

16-bit addresses. (I am as-

suming eight bits per tape

character. If you use 5-bit

tape, the details are different,

but the principle is the same.)

The address has to take up
two tape characters because

there aren't enough bits in a

single character. I am using

ADDR(1) to represent the

high-order half of the address

and ADDR(2) for the low-

order half.

The program logic for this

simple loader is shown in the

flowchart in Fig. 2. The first

character read from the tape

could be either ADDR(1) or

the END symbol, so the pro-

gram has to make a test to see

which it is. We will use hex
FF as our end symbol and
just hope we never need an

address that starts that way.
If the first character is hex
FF, the program stops. Other-

wise, it moves the byte into



the high-order half of the

address register. (For ex-

ample, in the 8080 this might

be done by a MOV H D.) The

next character, ADDR(2),

goes into the other half of the

address register. We now have

the entire address available,

and when we read the DATA
byte, the program can store it

as required.

Not a very inspired pro-

gram, is it? First of all, there

is no error-checking capa-

bility. If your tape reader

hiccups while the loader is

running, you'll never know
until you try to run the pro-

gram you have loaded.

Second, using FF as an END
symbol cuts into our address

space. We might want to load

a program into memory
starting at location FF80
sometime. But as soon as the

loader reads the beginning of

FF80, it will interpret FF as

END and stop. Finally, the

way we represent the pro-

gram is very inefficient. For

every byte of data, we need

two bytes of address. Since

most program instructions go

into consecutive memory lo-

cations, most of these ad-

dresses are unnecessary. A
smart loader would simply

add one to the old address,

just the way a person using

the front-panel switches

would use Depost Next. Still,

we have succeeded in

ADDR(1)

ADDFM2)

DATA

ADDRO)

ADDR(2)

DATA

(ETC.)

STORE IN
HIGH-ORDER BYTE
OF ADDRESS REG

C halt
)

READ ADDR(2)

STORE IN

LOW-ORDER BYTE
OF ADDRESS REG

READ DATA BYTE

STORE AT ADDR

Fig. 1. Arrangement of characters

on a punched tape for use with a

simple-minded loader.

Fig. 2. Logic of the simple-

minded loader for use with the

tape of Fig. 1.

mechanizing the loading pro-

cess, which is what we set out

to do.

Bootstrap Loaders

We are now almost ready

to answer the question,

"What loads the loader that

loads the loader?" Grungy as

our program is, it does have

one important advantage: it is

short. It can be written in a

mere handful of bytes, which

means it's easy to key in. This

simple loader can then be

used to load in a more sophis-

ticated loader that is too long

to key in. Using a little loader

to load a big loader is called

bootstrapping, and a loader

of the sort we have been

describing is called bootstrap

loader. In some machines, the

bootstrap loader is put in a

ROM inside the machine and,

thus, never has to be keyed

in. (In the old days, before

microcomputers, this feature

was called an autoloader, and

it cost a bundle.)

All bootstrap loaders

aren't the same. Some of

them increment their own ad-

dresses, some allow you to

decide where the main loader

is to go. Bootstrap loaders for

use with magnetic tape or

disks can be very short, some-

times only a couple of in-

structions. If the main loader

is the first record on tape or

disk, then the bootstrap

loader may require only a

single READ instruction. In

one refinement of this idea,

the instruction is followed by

HERE: JMP HERE

an instruction which is de-

signed to be overwritten by

the taped loader. While the

tape is being read, the com-

puter keeps jumping to

HERE; when this instruction

is overwritten, it is replaced

by a jump to the beginning of

the loader. This makes the

loader self-starting.

Absolute Loaders

The more sophisticated

loader that is loaded in by the

bootstrap is generally called

an absolute loader. "Abso-

lute" means that it is used for

loading programs that are not

relocatable — more about

that in the next section.

A program tape to be

loaded by an absolute loader

is organized into blocks. (This

is done by the translator

when it punches the paper

tape.) In front of each block

there is a starting address, to

tell the loader where to start

loading it, and a word count,

so the loader knows how long

the block will be. There is

also a check byte, used for

error checking. A typical

check byte is computed so

that if you simply add up all

the bytes in the block, in-

cluding the check byte, the

total (known as the check-

sum) comes out zero. Then

the loader can check each

block as it goes, and if it ever

finds a nonzero checksum, it

will write an error message

and halt.

Finally, we have to decide

on an END indicator that

doesn't conflict with our

other symbols. One solution

is to include a byte that says

what type of block this is.

This is useful anyway, for we
will see that more elaborate

loaders require several dif-

ferent block types. For the

time being, all we will need is

a DATA block and an END
block.

This brings us to the data

format shown in Fig. 3.

TYPE comes first, since the

loader has to know what type

of block it's looking at to

know what to do with it.

Next come the word count

and the starting address.

Some people put the check

byte before the data, some

after.

A flowchart of an absolute

loader is given in Fig. 4. For

those of you who would

rather read programs than

flowcharts, I've also sketched

out the logic in BASIC in Fig.

5 (Program listing). I don't

mean to suggest that this pro-

gram would actually be a

practical loader — for one

TYPE

WORD COUNT

ADDR(1)

ADDR(2)

DATA

CHECK BYTE

Fig. 3. Tape format for use with

an absolute loader.

thing, loaders are almost al-

ways written in assembly

language — but BASIC is a

well-known, easily under-

stood language and therefore

handy for showing program

logic. To relate the flowchart

to the program, I've marked

the boxes in the flowchart

with the corresponding

BASIC statement numbers.

The first thing the loader

reads is the block type. I've

decided to indicate an END
block by a negative number.

Hence, in statement 40 we
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C START
J

l

30

READ TYPE

/ FNn \YES
3 ^^

50

READ WORD COUNT
STORE IN WCT

60

READ ADDR(I)
READ ADDR(2)
STORE IN ADDR

80

CKSUM-^O

100

READ BYTE

130

STORE IN MEMORY
AT ADDR

no

CKSUM-*- CKSUM* BYTE
ADDR>«- ADDR-H
WCT<«-WCT- I

200

READ CHECK
CKSUM-*- CKSUM* CHECK

2 30
YES

240

PRINT ERROR MSG

250

C HALT
)

Fig. 4. Flowchart of an absolute
loader. The numbers refer to the

statements in Fig. 5.

test the sign of TYPE, and if

TYPE is negative, we're done.

Otherwise, we read and store

the word count and the

starting address, and zero the

checksum. We then enter a

loop, which runs from state-

ment 90 to 160. In the loop,

we read a data byte, store it

in memory and also add it to

the checksum. (I've shown
memory as a big array, named
MEMORY and indexed by
ADDR. This would create all

kinds of problems in BASIC,
but it's pretty close to what's

done in assembly language.

Remember, the BASIC pro-

gram is intended just to

sketch out the logic.) Then
we advance ADDR, so the

next byte will be stored in

the next address, and decre-

Location
0000

0030

007F

Contents Program
START

*

C37F00

•

JMP PT2
•

53 PT2:

•

MOV D,E

Example 1.

ment the word count. This

loop continues until the word
count reaches zero. Then we
read the check byte and add
it to the checksum. If the

result is zero, everything is all

right, and we go back to the

beginning of the program to

do the next record.

There you have the basic

design of any loader. Of
course, there are variations.

Frequently the word count is

a negative number that gets

bumped up to zero; there

may be different data for-

mats; some loaders provide

for a jump to a starting point

(usually specified in the END
block) to make the loaded

program self-starting. Some
loaders have address checks

that make it impossible for

the loader to wipe itself out.

This is useful in machines
with core memory, in which
the loader often has a perma-
nent home somewhere in

memory, but it is less impor-

tant these days when a loader

can be made bombproof, if

desired, simply by burning it

into a ROM.
Some loaders work only

with magnetic tape or

floppies. The logic can be the

same, except that the loader

will read an entire record

from the tape or disk and put

it into a buffer area in

memory reserved for the pur-

pose.

It then scans through the

buffer, using the same pro-

gram as before, except that

where we read characters

before, we now just move
bytes in from the buffer. For
example, statement 30 in Fig.

5 would be changed to read

30 LET TYPE = BUFF (1)

and the other READ state-

ments would be similarly

modified.

Relocatable Loaders

So far, all the loaders we
have considered put a pro-

gram into only one specified

region of memory, deter-

mined by the addresses con-

tained in the DATA blocks. It

is often more convenient to

be able to load a program
into any handy region of

memory. This is particularly

true for frequently used sub-

routines, like I/O handlers,

mathematical subroutines —
or utilities like sorting pro-

grams. Programs that can be

loaded anywhere are called

relocatable programs; pro-

grams that are not relocatable

are called absolute. In general

(there are exceptions), pro-

grams that are put together as

required from a library of

subroutines are relocatable.

Programs that have been put

together once and for all by
someone else and are not

subject to user modification

are apt to be absolute — for

example, editors, translators,

and BASIC interpreters.

Relocatable programs
make extra work for both the

translator and the loader. The
extra work comes from two
things. First, if the program
contains addresses, the loader

has to change all of these

addresses to conform to the

program's current location in

memory. To see why this is

so, let's look at the program
fragment in Example 1.

In the jump, 7F00 points

to the location of PT2, which
is given as 007 F. Suppose we
load this program starting at

location 8000. Then PT2 will

be at location 807F. If the

loader doesn't correct the

address in the jump instruc-

tion, the program will jump —
not to 807 F, but to 007 F,

which might be anything but

certainly isn't PT2.

Incidentally, how big a job

this address correction is de-

pends in part on the way the

computer is designed. Some
architectures lend themselves

to relocation better than

others. In particular,

machines that normally com-

pute addresses as displace-

ments from the address of the

current instruction, or from
some other pointer that can

easily be set at the start of

10 REM PROGRAM LOGIC OF TYPICAL ABSOLUTE LOADER
20 REM 1. PRELIMINARIES
30 READ TYPE
40 IF TYPE <0 THEN GO TO 250
50 READ WCT
60 READ ADDR(l)
70 READ ADDR(2)
80 LET CKSUM =

90 REM 2. MAIN LOOP
100 READ BYTE
110 LET CKSUM = CKSUM + BYTE
120 REM NOW STORE BYTE IN ADDRESS GIVEN BY 'ADDR'
130 LET MEMORY (ADDR) = BYTE
140 REM NOW BUMP ADDR & DECREMENT WORD COUNT
150 LET ADDR = ADDR + 1

160 LET WCT = WCT - 1

170 IF WCT > THEN GO TO 100
180 REM END OF MAIN LOOP
190 REM 3. NOW READ CHECK BYTE & TEST CHECKSUM
200 READ CHECK
210 LET CKSUM = CKSUM + CHECK
220 REM IF CKSUM OK THEN START ON NEXT RECORD
230 IF CKSUM = THEN GO TO 30
240 PRINT 'ERROR!!'
250 STOP
260 END

Fig. 5. Program logic of an absolute loader expressed by means of
BASIC s tatemen ts.
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the program, require very few

absolute addresses, and their

programs are readily relo-

cated. (There is more to a

machine's architecture than

just its instruction set.)

The other source of work
for the translator and loader

is the fact that if a program

contains a call to an external

subroutine, the translator

won't know where this sub-

routine is going to be. The

call is going to be a JSR (or

JMS or CALL) instruction

containing the address of the

subroutine. The address

referred to is called the entry

point. The translator will

have to leave the address

blank and \eave a message for

the loader to fix up that

blank once the subroutine in

question has been loaded and

its entry point is known.

Now, the only means of

communication between the

translator and the loader is

the punched tape, and — yes,

you guessed it — we have

additional block types to take

care of these things. We used

to have just DATA and END
blocks. Now we will use

ADDR blocks, containing a

table of addresses that must

be corrected, EXT blocks

giving a table of external ad-

dresses to be supplied by the

loader, and ENT blocks giving

the location of entry points

in the program. These tables

have to be made up by the

translator, and the translator

usually writes the ADDR,
ENT and EXT blocks just

after the last DATA block,

and before the END block.

With all these new blocks,

the tape of our program now
looks like Fig. 6. How does a

relocatable loader (which,

come to think of it, should

really be called a relocat/s?gr

loader) handle all this?

The loader will normally

load each program into

memory starting right after

the last program loaded.

When it starts to load a pro-

gram, it remembers the loca-

tion of the beginning of the

program. Let's call this the

load address. (In our ex-

ample, the load address was

8000.) When it processes a

DATA block, the loader adds

the load address to the

starting address of the block,

so the contents of the block

DATA BLOCK

DATA BLOCK

DATA BLOCK

DATA BLOCK

ENT BLOCK

ADDR BLOCK

ADDR BLOCK

EXT BLOCK

END BLOCK

Fig. 6. Sequence of blocks on a

tape for use with a relocatable

loader.

get stored in the right place.

When it processes an ADDR
block, it uses the table of

addresses to find each address

in the program. Then it cor-

rects each address by adding

the load address to it.

The fun begins when the

loader handles the entry

points and external
references. It does this by

maintaining a table in

memory, usually called the

External Symbol Table. This

table is arranged as shown in

Fig. 7.

The first time the loader

finds any symbol, it enters its

name in the table. If the

symbol appears in an EXT
block, that means the symbol

is an external reference; so

the loader copies the address

from the EXT block, corrects

it by adding in the load ad-

dress (remember?) and puts it

into the References column

of the table. If the name is

found in an ENT block, it

puts the address, similarly

corrected, into the Definition

column. As more references

to the symbol are found in

the EXT blocks of other pro-

grams, they are also entered

in the References column. In

this way, a table is gradually

built up showing where every

entry point is located and

where all references to it are

to be found.

When loading is complete,

the loader goes through the

table, and for each symbol

copies its definition (that is,

its true address) into all the

addresses given in the

References column. (For ex-

ample, in Fig. 7, the symbol

MULT might be the name of

a multiplication routine. Its

entry point is located at

06F0, and the loader will

copy the address 06F0 into

addresses 0405, 0730 and

1C66.) In this way, all of the

external symbols are, as we
say, resolved. (This process is

also known as linking.) The

loader usually prints a

memory map, giving the load

addresses and entry points of

all the programs. If any

symbol turns out to be un-

defined, the loader indicates

an error and prints a list of

unresolved symbols.

Like absolute loaders, re-

locatable loaders often have

added features and capa-

bilities, some of them pretty

ambitious. In fact, if we
follow these developments

very far, they will quickly

take us into the land of the

giants — big systems with

dozens of disks and dozens of

users — and out of the scope

of this article. So, by way of

conclusion, I will just touch

superficially on some of these

possibilities.

Many systems include a

library of frequently used

subroutines, and usually in

these systems the loader will

automatically search the

library for any programs that

are still missing after all the

user's programs for a par-

ticular job have been loaded.

If there is more than one

library, you can specify

which is to be used and can

give other instructions as

well. Some loaders have an

overlay capability that lets

you run programs that are

too big for memory. You can

do this if you can divide your

program into parts that don't

all have to be in memory at

the same time. Each part is

called a phase, and when your

program runs, Phase 1 is

loaded initially. When Phase 1

is done, the system replaces it

(overlays it) with Phase 2 —
and so on. (Working variables

are stored someplace where

they won't be wiped out.)

Notice that here the loading

operation begins to be taken

over by the operating system

itself. In a multiprogramming

system, loading may become

merely a function of the

operating system, and the

whole process, including re-

location and linking, may be

done in mid-execution. The
ultimate development of the

overlay concept is "virtual

memory," in which every

user is allowed unlimited

memory, and the system

swaps parts of his program as

needed between disk and

memory in order to support

this illusion.

This completes our survey

of loaders. As you can see,

each type of loader has

evolved in response to a need.

So far, the needs of most

hobbyists are fairly modest,

mainly because their system

resources are fairly modest.

As this changes, however, and

the use of disk (or maybe
bubble) storage becomes
widespread, software libraries

are going to proliferate, and

many of the features we now
associate with large systems,

such as overlay, are going to

appear in hobby systems —
although I don't think we are

going to be using virtual

memory very soon.

Name Definition References

MULT 06F0 0405,0730, 1C66
PRINT 0807 0915,0A17
SORT 10B6 0319, 0AE3

Fig. 7. An external symbol table.
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GELS

pulses and more pulses

George Young
Sierra High School
Tollhouse CA 93667

I

In this session, we will take

a look at the chips that

make up the support chips

and functions for computers.
In each of the remaining ses-

sions of the series, we will be

concentrating on this aspect

of the computer. Now, we

will study pulse generation

and shaping, one-shots,

"cheap shots," pulse delay

and timing diagrams; and we
will build a test unit that can
be incorporated into the

Design Console or Student
Console to generate hexa-

decimal numbers with the

push of a button.

Introduction

Pulses, pulses, pulses . . .

that's what computers are

made of. Well, that's not

quite right. Computers are

made of components — called

hardware — that work with

pulses.

We will look at these

pulses that make the com-
puter do its stuff. To do this

we must use an oscilloscope.

(I mentioned it in previous

sessions — and now we're

going to use it!) If you have a

scope and know how to use

it, great! If not, don't run out

and buy one since you don't

even know what kind to buy
yet. Grab that resource per-

son; we now need him and his

scope. Here are a few possible

sources: ham radio operators,

fellow computer enthusiasts,

computer clubs, local com-
puter stores (using, not buy-

ing), local high schools (sci-

ence/electronics classes), local

junior colleges. If you are as

lucky as one reader, you
might even find a retired elec-

tronics engineer living next

door.

Experiment #35
The Pulse Waveform

Problem: What do pulses

look like?

Solution: Look at them on
an oscilloscope.

Procedure: Use the con-

sole clock generator and its

output waveform as a starting

point. Photo 1 shows the

pulse waveform for the out-

put of the clock generator in

the Design Console. I didn't

have a special camera that fits

over the viewing screen of a

scope, so I just focused a

regular camera on the traces

and took the pictures. If the

results are less than profes-

sional, that explains why.

You can use Photo 1 as a

guide to what to look for on

your scope.

Using the Scope

Have your resource person

set up the scope for you, and
ask him to go through each

step slowly while you watch.

Ask questions about any step

you do not understand. If

you comprehend how to do it

the first time, then try it

yourself. Have the resource

person turn off the scope and
disconnect it. Then set it up
yourself and adjust it so you
get the same results. Your re-

source person should watch
as you set things up so he can

correct any mistakes you
might make.

It may take several trips

through the setup procedure

before you get the knack of

things. Take your time and
ask lots of questions. The
scope may be simple or elab-
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orate, but I know of no other

way for you to learn than

using one under the supervi-

sion of someone who is pro-

ficient. It is not my intention

here to teach you the scope's

inner workings. We want to

learn how to use one to look

inside an electronic circuit.

After you have a wave-

form on the scope, vary the

speed controls on the console

clock and observe the changes

produced in the display.

Experiment #36
The One-Shot or

Monostable Multivibrator

Problem: What is a one-

shot and what does it do?

Why is it used?

Solution: Set up the

circuit in Fig. 1a on the con-

sole breadboard. The chip

used for this experiment may
be a 74121, 74122 or 74123,

all members of a family of

monostable multivibrators.

Pin-outs for all three chips are

given in Fig. 1.

Procedure: Connect the

scope to the Q output of the

one-shot. If you are using a

triggered scope with a sepa-

rate trigger input, trigger it

with the output of the con-

sole clock. Then move the

scope probe to the Q output

and again observe the output

of the one-shot.

74121

TIMING PINS

VCC NC NC CT/RT CT *R NC

1 14 1 13 \\2 |n | io |9 le

NC Al A2 B O GND
TOP VIEW

74123

VCC RX CX

1 16 | IS |l4

internal

5 6 7 8

CX RX GNO

Theory: Note that these

chips have two (or more)

inputs. One input we will call

A, the other B. The A input is

a negative-edge triggered in-

put. That is, this input trig-

gers the one-shot on the tran-

sition from high to low. This

is also called the negative

edge, negative-going edge or

falling edge of the pulse. To
observe this triggering on the

negative edge of the wave-

form, you can connect the

console logic probe to the A
input of the one-shot and

slow down the clock so that

as the HI LED on the probe

goes out, the pulse out of the

one-shot (displayed on the

scope) is generated. The Q
output of the one-shot will go

from low to high and back to

low as the trigger trips the

one-shot. The output will

go from high to low and back

to high as the one-shot is

triggered. Each trigger-pulse

negative-going edge will gen-

erate a single pulse out of the

one-shot, and each pulse will

be the same width. This

width is controlled by the

values of resistance and ca-

pacitance in the timing por-

tion of the circuit.

The A input is a negative-

edge triggered input. The B

input is a positive-edge trig-

gered input. Move the console

74122
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Photo 1. Pulse waveform for the Design Console clock.

Photo 2. Dual-trace photograph of the variable-width output pulse in

Experiment 37.

0* SCREWDRIVER ADJUST CONTROL

Fig. 1. Circuit diagrams for Experiments 36 and 37.

clock output from the A in-

put to the B input. Again

observe the Q output of the

one-shot. Surprise! No out-

put! Now tie the A input low

by connecting the A input to

the minus rail of the Super-

strip with a jumper. Now the

B input should trigger on the

rising clock edge. When you

use the B inputs of this fam-

ily of one-shots, the A input

must be held low. A positive-

going pulse the same width as

before (when we triggered the

A input) should appear at the

Q output, and a negative-

going pulse should appear at

the output.

Experiment #37
Varying the Output

Pulse Width

Problem: How can the

output pulse width be

changed?

Solution: Vary the resis-

tance or capacitance.

Procedure: Change the

timing resistor (R) of Fig. 1

to a variable resistor. If you
have a minature pot, it may
be plugged into the Super-

strip; if you don't, then use a

larger one with wires soldered

to the wiper and one of the

other terminals and plug the

wires into the Superstrip. Ob-

serve the effect on the pulse

width of the waveform dis-

played on the scope as the

resistance is changed (see

Photo 2). The variable resis-

tor is not critical; use what-

ever you have available.

The value of the ca-

pacitance in the timing circuit

can also be changed to change

the width of the output

pulses. Leave the variable re-

sistor at one setting and try

substituting different values

for the timing capacitor (C)

in Fig. 1. Increasing either

resistance or capacitance of

the timing components will

widen the pulses out of the

one-shot.

Theory: This particular

family of chips is partly linear
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and partly digital. They are

susceptible to false triggering

by noise in a computer.

Therefore, engineers do not

recommend using them in a

computer environment, and
suggest that they be "de-

signed around" whenever pos-

sible. In spite of this, we find

that our computers use these

chips whenever pulses must
be changed and shaped.

Consider some of the

things that can be done with

these chips: We can use a

rising or a falling edge to

trigger them and produce a

single pulse out. This output

pulse can be tailored to be as

wide as we want, or as narrow
as we want. (There are limi-

tations of both narrowness

and width, but we need not

concern ourselves with these

restrictions at this time.) Be-

cause both outputs, Q and 0,

are available, we can have

either a positive or negative

pulse out, or we can have

both pulses out. In spite of

their susceptibility to noise,

they have a lot of handy
features that make them use-

ful in a computer.

Experiment #38
Retriggerable Operation

Problem: What is the dif-

ference between the three

chips? What is a retriggerable

multivibrator?

Solution: Operate the

74122 or the 74123 in the

retriggerable mode.
Procedure: The 74122 or

the 74123 may be operated

in the retriggerable mode; the

74121 may not be so oper-

ated. Increase the capacitance

or resistance of the timing

circuits enough so that the

trigger pulses from the con-

sole clock arrive more rapidly

than the timing circuit can

"time out." When this hap-

pens, the Q output will re-

main high and the will

remain low. The scope should

be used with dc coupling to

observe this effect. Since

some of you will not be using

a dc scope, we have designed

an alternate circuit that may
be used to see the retrigger-

able operation of the one-

shots. Fig. 2 shows the circuit

utilizing one half of the

74123 for this purpose.

Theory: Refer to Fig. 2

and Photo 3. R and C, the

timing components, require a

certain length of time to

charge and discharge. If the

trigger pulses arrive more
rapidly than this time con-

stant (before the circuit times

out), the 74123 will trigger

again. The net effect is that

the Q output of the 74123
goes high on the first trigger

pulse, and then will remain

high until the pulses are re-

moved. At this time, the Q
output will again go low.

The dc scope or the con-

sole logic probe is connected

to the Q output. The logic

probe LED will show pulses

as the speed control of the

console clock is gradually in-

creased. The LED will appear

to be on longer and longer as

this speed is increased. Fi-

nally, as the trigger pulses

arrive faster than the timing

circuit times out, the logic

^7 ^7
<* \* DELAYED

I | PULSE

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram for Experiment 39.

Photo 4. Dual-trace photograph of the "cheap shot" output (Expert'
men 1 40).
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Photo 5. Dual-trace photo: Upper trace is console clock; lower trace is

square-wave output of the 7473.

probe high LED remains on.

The 74123 is now being trig-

gered faster than R, and C
will time out; and the Q
output appears to be high

continuously.

The Q output will appear

to be low continuously at this

point. By using the console

start-stop control and a 7400

gating circuit we can start and

stop the pulses instantly with

a push of the switch to see

that the Q output is actually

being driven high by the trig-

ger pulses. Stopping the

pulses with the gate allows

the R and C to time out and

the Q output to drop low

again. Enabling the gate with

the start-stop control will

again trigger the Q output

high, and because the trigger

pulses are arriving too ra-

pidly, the Q output will re-

main high until the triggering

stops. This type of circuit is

used to debounce keyswitch

closures, or to create much
wider pulses from a series of

very narrow pulses.

The 74121 is a monostable

multivibrator and is not re-

triggerable. Once the 74121 is

fired, its inputs are locked

out and it cannot be retrig-

gered until it has timed out.

If the inputs of the 74122 or

74123 are connected to their

outputs in an attempt to lock

out these inputs, I think that

you will find that your one-

shot has turned into an oscil-

lator. In fact, if the outputs

of a 74122 or a 74123 are

connected back to their in-

puts, you will have another

clock generator circuit.

Experiment #39
Pulse Delay

Problem: How can I gener-

ate a slightly delayed pulse?

For example, how can I gen-

erate a reset pulse that will

reset my computer shortly

after I turn on the machine?

Solution: A one-shot may
be used to generate the delay,

and a second one-shot gen-

erates the reset pulse.

Procedure: Connect the

circuit in Fig. 3 on the con-

sole breadboard.

Theory: The B input of

the first section of the 74123

is used to sense the rising

voltage when the power is

first turned on. When the

voltage rises high enough, the

B input will trigger. The first

Q output then shows a posi-

tive-going pulse whose width

(delay) is determined by the

R and C of the timing com-

ponents. We use the negative

edge of this pulse to trigger

the A input of the second

section of the 74123.

The timing components of

this section are much smaller

and will generate a fast posi-

tive pulse at the Q output of

this section or a fast nega-

tive-going pulse at the Q out-

put of the second section.

Depending on your particular

CPU, one of these two pulses

can be used to effect a

power-on reset. But, you say

that you don't have a dual

monostable? Okay, read

on. . . .

Experiment #40
The "Cheap Shot

"

Problem: How can I gen-

erate a pulse without using an

expensive monostable chip?

Solution: Use a "cheap

shot."

Procedure: See Fig. 4.

TTL gate elements are often

used to generate pulses. We
will use the 7404 for this

experiment, but any of the

gate elements may be used.

Connect the circuit in Fig. 4

on the console breadboard

and observe the output on

the scope.

Theory: The resistor from

pin 3 to ground pulls this

input low. Therefore, pin 4

will be high. The positive

edge of the signal coming

from pin 2 is capacitively

coupled to pin 3. As pin 3 is

driven high, the output on

pin 4 is driven low. The result

is a very narrow negative-

going pulse virtually inde-

pendent of the width of the

input trigger pulse on pin 1

(see Photo 4). If a positive

pulse is desired, the output of

pin 4 is run through another

section of the 7404 and in-

verted. Within narrow limits,

the output pulse width may
be adjusted by changing the

size of the capacitor or resis-

tor or both. The circuit is a

one-shot pulse generator

when triggered, and uses part

of a 7404, hence the name
"cheap shot."

In the preceding experi-

ment, we used a dual mono-
stable. If you only have a

74121 or a 74122 available,

this circuit could follow the

monostable and generate the

required reset pulse.

Experiment #41

The Timing Diagram

Problem: The hardware

manual that came with my
computer kit includes a

timing diagram. What's a

timing diagram?

Solution: We are now
ready to generate some wave-

forms and see how they relate

to each other time-wise. Once

we get past this hurdle, we
should be ready to tackle the

computer timing diagrams.

Procedure: Connect the

circuit in Fig. 5 on the con-

CONSOLE
CLOCK IN

_TLTL
, Jo4>^-)i t-^jo^O

CHEAP
SHOT'
OUTPUT

i—

r

r
Fig. 4. Circuit diagram for Experiment 40.

CONSOLE
CLOCK

"innr

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram for Experiment 41.
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Fig. 6. Additional circuitry for Experiment 41.
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Photo 6. Two-phase clock generated in Experiment 41.

Photo 7. Monostable triggering: Top trace is console clock; lower trace

is Q output and is triggered by the B input of the monostable.

sole breadboard. The output
of the console clock may or

may not be a square wave. By
running the console clock

output through a flip-flop, we
can get a square-wave output
(see Photo 5). A square wave
is characterized by equal on
and off times. Observe this

square-wave output with the

scope.

Next, we add the circuitry

of Fig. 6 to that of Fig. 5,

generating two sets of square

waves that constitute a two-

phase clock. That is, at any
given instant, only one of the

pulses will be high; all the

other pulses will be low (see

Photo 6). The pulses are said

to be nonoverlapping. This is

the type of clock waveform
used to drive the 8080, the

6800 and the 6502 micro-

processors.

The two-phase, nonover-

lapping clock waveform may
be viewed directly on a dual-

trace or dual-beam oscillo-

scope. If only a single-trace

scope is available, you will be

able to view only one of the

clock waveforms at a time.

But wait — there is a way
for you to visualize the

timing relationships of these

waveforms. Lay a sheet of

paper over the photo of the

square wave. Trace the square

wave onto the paper. Now
shift the paper up and slightly

to one side and draw a second

set of square waves. Your
reproduction should resemble

the dual-trace photo of the

two-phase clock waveforms.

In this fashion, you can

create the timing interrela-

tionship, even without a

dual-trace scope.

Fig. 7 shows the timing

diagram for the 8080 micro-

processor. The top two lines

of this diagram show the two
clock phases that control the

functioning of the micro-

processor and, therefore, the

operation of the computer
built around the 8080 CPU.
Each of those positive-going

pulses causes the 8080 to

take action internally. For ex-

ample, pulses on the top line
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Fig. 7. Timing diagrams for 8080 microprocessor.

(phase one) combine with

phase two pulses on the sec-

ond line and are used to place

the address on the address

lines and return the data ad-

dressed back to the 8080
chip. This constitutes an in-

struction-fetch cycle for the

CPU. The point is that pulses

are controlling the internal

operation of the CPU (and

therefore of the computer
system), and are interrelated

time-wise. This interrelation-

ship is described using a

timing diagram.

Experiment #42
The Schmitt Trigger

Problem: What is a

Schmitt trigger and what does

it do? What is the funny-

looking symbol in the center

of the gate symbol?

Solution: Let's get one on

the console and experiment

with it.

Procedure: Connect the

circuit in Fig. 8b on the

console breadboard. As the

control is varied from one

end to the other, the LED
will turn on at some particu-

lar point. Find this point and

then vary the control shaft

slowly back and forth over

this point. It should be pos-

sible to dim the LED as you
traverse this voltage level with

the control. Now replace the

chip with the circuit in Fig.

8c. It is the same circuit using

a different chip. Again move
the control back and forth to

turn the LED on and off.

This time you should not be

able to dim the LED. It

should be either on or off.
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Photo 8. Monostable triggering: Top trace is console clock; lower trace

is the Q output and is triggered by the A input.

Photo 9. Hex
connectors.

keyboard plugged into Design Console card-edge

Theory: It is a simple ex-

periment, and any member of

the Schmitt trigger family

may be used. The hysteresis

symbol (inside the gate

symbol) comes from the field

of ferromagnetics and is used

to describe the magnetization

of metals. It shows graphi-

cally that once a metal is

magnetized in one direction,

extra energy will be required

to effect a field reversal. In

semiconductors it means that

the turn-on point of a gate is

different than the turn-off

point.

For Fig. 8b f we can find a

point where the 7400 is

partially on and partially off.

The LED on the output indi-

cates this point by dimming.

In Fig. 8c, since the Schmitt

trigger has different on/off

points, we cannot find any

place that will dim the LED;
we can only turn it on or off.

Why is this important? Why
would this kind of device

H-ftVp -oh *m out ooTOpvrtfcY ot m
any other field of electronics?

Experiment #43
A One-Pulse-Per-Second

Generator

Problem: How can a

Schmitt trigger be used?

Solution: Let's connect

the circuit in Fig. 9 on the

breadboard and find a use for

the Schmitt trigger.

Procedure: A sine wave

input is taken from the con-

sole power supply (from the

secondary of the transformer

— not the primary). The out-

put should be monitored by

the console logic probe.

Theory: A sine wave is not

a fast-rising or fast-falling

waveform. It gradually rises

to a maximum and then

gradually falls to zero. It then

"rises" negatively to a

maximum and again "falls"

back to zero. Such a wave-

form is not a digital logic

pulse. A logic pulse has a very

fast rise and fall time. If any

small fluctuations occur on

the rising or falling edges of

the sine wave, the TTL logic

gates will actually turn on

and off several times as the

input waveform traverses the

critical on/off area.

A Schmitt trigger has dif-

ferent turn-on and turn-off

points, and is therefore much
more immune to these fluctu-

ations in the input waveform.

In fact, a sine wave into a

Schmitt trigger comes out as

a "perfect" rectangular wave-

form. Using the scope, com-

pare the waveform at pin 2 of

the 74132 with the output on

pin 3. The input sine wave is

obtained from the console

power supply. A couple of

my students didn't know
where to connect the end of

the current-limiting resistor

marked 3.3k on Fig. 9, so I

added the circuit shown with

dotted lines to help you lo-

cate the 6.3 V ac sine wave

(power transformer sec-

ondary). The 3.3k current-

limiting resistor was selected

so that either an input of 6.3

or 12.6 volts could be used to

obtain the sine wave input.

The Schmitt trigger

squares up the sine wave so

that it will trigger the first

a)

7413 74132 7414

10

b)

150

*—%
150

Fig. 8. Circuit diagram for Experiment 42.
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Fig. 9. Circuit diagram for Experiment 43.

7490 counter. This first 7490
is wired to divide by ten. Its

output will be six pulses per

second and can be monitored

with the console logic probe.

The second 7490 is wired to

divide by six. The output

here, monitored with the con-

sole logic probe, will be one

pulse every second, and its

accuracy will be the same as

that of your local power
lines: If they are 60 Hz, when
divided by 60 with this cir-

cuit, the output will be one

Hz. This is the way the time

base for the clock chips is

derived, and the circuit in

Fig. 9 was the way all elec-

tronic clocks were made
(with circuits for minutes and

hours, of course) before it

was cheaper to buy the clock

chip with all circuits on it.

Next, I want you to inter-

change the positions of the

divide-by-ten and divide-by-

six 7490s. You can do several

things to effect this change,

and one is very simple. Once
exchanged, the circuit will

still divide by 60, but it will
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Photo 10. Experiment 44 on the breadboard.

divide by six first and then by

ten. This would be its con-

figuration in a clock circuit.

Now connect your 7448 de-

coder to the A, B, C and D
outputs, feed the decoder

output to the console seven-

segment readout and you
will have a ten-second clock.

A second 7448 decoder con-

nected to the A, B and C
outputs of the first 7490 and

a second seven-segment de-

coder would make a 60-sec-

5
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TC
15

NC

Photo 1 1. Card-edge connector added to Student Console.

ond clock that could be used

for a darkroom timer.

Experiment #44
Generating Hexadecimal Code

Problem: I want to build a

computer from scratch. I

need a method of entering

binary code into the com-
puter; I don't have a great

deal of money.
Solution: A home-brew

hexadecimal keyboard.

Procedure: The circuit of

Fig. 10 is to be connected on

the console breadboard. This

will be the most elaborate

circuit that we have yet at-

tempted, with lots of inter-

connections (and lots of op-

portunities to make errors) so

take your time and proceed

carefully.

Theory: We are going to

study counters in the next

I 23456 789ABCDEF

U [7 |s |5 |4 |3 |2 |l |23 |22 [21 |20 |l9 |l8 |l7

K? ^7 K? <7 CLOCK

Fig. 10. Circuit diagram for Experiment 44.

Klassroom, so I will leave the

explanation of how this thing

works until then. Now, I

want to see if you can make
the circuit function on the

breadboard. The circuit uses

two synchronous counters,

one as a counter and the

other as a storage register.

These are marked on the cir-

cuit diagram. We are also us-

ing a 74150 chip (our first

24-pin IC) as a data

selector/multiplexer, which

will be explained in more
detail later in the series.

I will also give you another

clock circuit in this experi-

ment, using the 8T90 IC to

provide more drive for the

circuit. The 7404 clock cir-

cuit can be used here, but one

time the 7404 clock circuit

did not provide sufficient

drive to run this thing, so I

had to come up with the

8T90 circuit to make it work
reliably.

The circuit will generate

the binary code for four bi-

nary digits with a single

switch closure. Four binary

digits taken together can gen-

erate a single hexadecimal

number. When we interface it

to the computer, two suc-

cessive switch closures will

generate a byte of data, and
four successive switch clo-

sures will generate a com-
puter address (two bytes).

Any single-pole, single-

throw switches may be used.

There are at least 16 of them,

one for each of the 16

symbols of the hexadecimal

number system. A good tog-

gle switch costs about $1 .50
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to $2 these days, so this will

set us back a few dollars.

However, the keyboard from

a defunct calculator can be

recycled for this operation,

saving us quite a bit. Even if

you have to buy a surplus

calculator keyboard, it will

cost far less than the toggle

switches. Photo 9 shows a

salvaged calculator keyboard

plugged into the Design Con-

sole in two of the card-edge

connectors. A circuit board,

attached to the back of the

keyboard, holds the clock,

the 74161 counters and the

74150 multiplexer.

The experimental circuit

on the console breadboard

may be tested without using

switches for the key closures.

A wire connected from the

74150 switch pin to ground

will generate the hex code,

and a bank of four LEDs
connected as shown in Fig.

10 will serve as a monitor.

Photo 10 shows the circuit

built up on the Student or

Design Console.

The photograph of the

home-brew hexadecimal key-

board shows how it can be

added to the Design Console

as an auxiliary support func-

tion. It can also be added to

the Student Console by

adding a card-edge connector

to the upper horizontal sur-

face of the console (Photo

11). The bolt carrying the

power into the console must

be moved to the right to

accomplish this, but there is

plenty of room. This added

edge connector will help keep

your console from becoming

obsolete by allowing you to

plug in new functions as

needed. The original circuit

was published in Fairchild's

1973 TTL Applications

Handbook.

Preview

In the next session, we will

get to registers and counters.

You will need the 7490
(which you already have) and

at least one member of the

synchronous counter family

- a 74161, 74163, 74191 or

74193 will suffice. We will

also investigate the storage

register/counter group, and

the 74177 (8281) will be

used experimentally. We will

also use the 7474 and the

74175 registers experi-

mentally. Sierra Electronics,

Box 11, Auberry CA 93602,

will offer the following pack-

age for Klassroom No. 9:

74161, either the 74191 or

74193, the 8281, the 7474
and the 74175 as a kit for $5
postpaid. Sierra Electronics

will also offer the active com-

ponent parts kit for the hexa-

decimal keyboard for $10
postpaid. Californians, please

remember your six percent

state sales tax.
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White Plains" with one of

the iargest collections of boards

compatible with the Altair Bus
(also IMSAI) in the greater NY
area.

You've read about the

Sol-20, now come up and

see it. We carry Processor Tech,

Polymorphic, IMSAI, North Star,

TDL, Blast Master and Pickles

and Trout.

GOOD PRICE AND SERVICE
10-6 Mon.-Sat.

Thurs. till 9

argains

IMSAI S080

imn itkMmm»^ •^•mtltti 'Wfc

C-28

THC COMPUTER CORMGR

IMSAI etal

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave.

Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006
Phone 215/947-6670 M 17

zdicwct/dfuters
Inc.

539 AMHERST ST. HOURS: M,T,W: 10-6

NASHUA NH 03060 TH,F: 10-9

(603) 889-1646 SAT: 9-6

Almost any computer store can
sell you a good, name brand com-
puter, maybe even give you a "great
deal. However, when something is

missing broken, or just doesn't work,
sometimes these stores are not the
same happy, smiling fellas.

Microcomputers Inc. of Nashua
NH sells name brand computer
products and accessories — IMSAI,
Polymorphic, MiniTerm, Northstar,
Cromemco, more to come. We also
sell service and software support to
anyone who needs it — not only if

you've purchased something from us.
We'll also listen to your problems —
advice is free. Not all dealers are
happy to just shoot the breeze about
potential and/or real problems and
their possible solutions!

Please stop in and see our store,
meet our people, and look over our
demo equipment. Play chess with any
of our computers. And there's lots
more. Stop by sometime — or call —
or write a letter — we're here to help
you out!

M16

NortliStarSoftware

Maillist

Mailllst is a general purpose mailing label program capable of

producing formatted lists for tractor-fed or Xerox type labels.

Maillist will also sort lists for any field

Price $39. 95 on diskette with manual/stock to 14 day delivery.

In-out driver
Dos m-out driver is designed to set up mapped memory video

boards in conjunction with hard copy device. The user may
switch output under software control. Any file directory may be
listed while in BASIC without jumping to dos. Spacebar will stop

output for line by line listings. Designed for use with 3P+S and
any tv board.

Price $12.95 on diskette with manual/stock to 14 day delivery

Register
Register is a cash register and inventory control program. The
software will control a point of sale terminal and printer. It will

search inventory for an item, price and ticket it. Register has
provisions for min-max, automatic reorder, and critical list

Price $299 95 on diskette with manual/delivery TBA

All prices are FOB Santa Barbara, California.

Terms COD Residents add 6% sales tax and $1.00 shipping

Alpha Data Systems A48
Box 267, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93102 805/682-5693
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John Leslie

10 Souhegan St.

Milford NH 03055

Help for

inning Programmers

nine basic principles ease the frustration

In the August issue, Wayne
Green challenged any old-

timers to stop laughing at

computer hobbyists who
make the same mistakes as

big-machine programmers did

20 years ago — at least long

enough to write a helpful

article.

Now, I really don't en-

tirely fit that category. In the

first place, I have not been

laughing at computer
hobbyists. And second, I may
not be enough of an old-

timer. But I have been around
long enough to make a lot of

my own mistakes. I was
playing space-war in 1963
and started programming in

earnest in 1965. Since then, I

have barely stopped long

enough to catch my breath.

Principle No. 1: The best

study of programming is

programming.

In the past 12 years or so,

I have been asked approxi-

mately 7812 times how one

gets started in programming.

Each time, I have responded

that you start by writing a

program. (This, for me, is a

marvel of consistency. I can-

not offhand think of any

other question I have

answered the same way every

time.)

If you run across someone
who ridicules you for making
mistakes, feel sorry for him.

It is quite impossible to be-

come a functional pro-

grammer without making at

least 5000 mistakes. If you
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are one of those people who
finds his identity shaken by

each mistake he makes you

had better find another

hobby, pronto! Of the

hundreds of people who have

asked me how to break into

programming (perhaps I

should explain that I was a

physics major; to a physicist,

100 is approximately equal to

7812), I would be surprised

to find more than two or

three who have become
successful programmers.
Ninety percent of them, I am
sure, have yet to write their

first program. Now, I prob-

ably shouldn't criticize

here. It was well over a year

after I was introduced to

computers before I wrote my
first program. The thing I

remember that stopped me
was a feeling that it would be

a terrible waste of expensive

computer time to run any

program I might write. Recall

that in those days, computer
time cost over $100 per hour.

Well, none of you reading

this have that excuse. Many
of you have your own com-

puter, or know someone else

who does. Computer time is

as close as you can get to

free.

The next thing I remember
holding me back was that I

couldn't think of anything I

wanted the computer to do.

This problem is certainly still

with us. I suppose I could

give some examples of first

computer problems here, but

I'm not going to. What you

do for your first program is

of utterly no importance.

Personally, I haven't the re-

motest idea what my first

computer program did. Just

don't choose anything par-

ticularly important. After all,

it isn't going to work.

Principle No. 2: "Pro-

gramming is like pancakes:

throw away the first one.

"

In the past year, I have

read at least 20 articles saying

(among other things) that

you should plan out all de-

tails of a computer program

before writing the first line of

code. This occasionally may
be good advice; I must admit

that it follows my actual

practice on many occasions.

But for the beginner, it is the

worst possible advice.

The novice programmer,

you see, has even less idea

how to design a program than

he has how to write it.

(Granted, we may be dealing

in inf in itesimally small

quantities here.) To find out

whether the program works,

he just runs it. To find out

whether the design is good,

he would have to talk to an

experienced programmer and

probably wouldn't even be

able to understand the lan-

guage. So don't waste your

time worrying about the de-

sign. Dive in and write a

program. Once it is written,

try to make it run. And once

you can make it run (more or

less), throw it away. Yes, I

know that hurts — all that

time going to waste. But

wait! Think for a minute.

What was the purpose of this

exercise?

Give up? The purpose was

to learn about programming.

And if you actually managed

to get a program running, you

have learned a lot. So, the

exercise was a success. You
have not been wasting your

time.

Now, if it turns out you

made a poor choice for a first

program, and in fact you

could actually make use of

such a program, still throw it

out. But take advantage of

this opportunity to learn a

little bit about design. One
thing you will have learned is

the actual nature of the task

you set out to make the

computer do. When you

started out, you no doubt

thought you knew just what

you wanted. If you go back

over what decisions you had

to make, though, you will

find how pitifully little you

actually knew of the task

when you started. But now
you know. And since you

know, you have some basis

for designing a program. So

before you write the second

version, spend a little time

breaking the task into pieces.

Draw a flowchart if you

want, but keep it all on one

page.

Principle No. 3: It's always

harder than it looks.

This is not what you want
to hear. You want to be

reassured that all the trouble

you have been having will go

away with time. Well, I can



reassure you there: it will.

But new problems will crop

up. The next time you hear a

programmer saying some task

was straightforward, check to

find out what he means. The
only thing that conceivably

could be written without

having to back up at some
point and change the way
you did something is a task

you already fully understand.

And those are rare.

If you have the right out-

look, though, there is no

reason to despair just because

it is harder than you thought

it would be. That just means
you have to slow down and

think it over. And it always

shows that you now under-

stand the task better than

you did when you thought it

was easy.

Analyze a bit to find out

why it seems harder now.
Many times it is because you
have found a flaw in the

method you were using. If so,

immediately look for other

flaws in that method. One of

those 20-year-old mistakes is

the "special case." Twenty
years ago, whenever pro-

grammers found a flaw in

their methods, they assumed

it was just a "special case"

and put in code to check for

that special case and to do a

different computation for it.

The result of this was pro-

grams that computed a sup-

posedly continuous function

with half a dozen (or more!)

different computations, based

on the input value. This can

lead to disaster many ways.

For instance:

1. Programmers would some-

times neglect to test that case

again after the fix or would

test it incorrectly. Result: a

time bomb, giving the wrong

value the next time that input

appeared.

2. Usage of that function

might take the difference of

closely spaced values, greatly

magnifying the discontinuity.

Result: inaccurate results,

miserably difficult to trace.

3. In transferal of the pro-

gram, a command might get

garbled, affecting only that

special case. Result: another

time bomb, sprung on a user

who has no understanding of

the program at fault.

Programmers did this

(creating special cases) be-

cause they were in a hurry

and because the task was sup-

posed to be easy. You have

no excuse to be in too much
of a hurry (you have no boss

breathing down your neck);

and you know that the task

isn't as easy as it once looked.

So don't try to fix things by

creating "special case" code.

Programmers also used to

create special cases when they

thought they could save a

little computer time by doing

so. They were almost always

wrong, if you count the com-
puter time spent in de-

bugging. It is hoped you

won't feel too tempted to do

that because each special case

eats up memory space, which

is usually in short supply for

the hobbyist.

Principle No. 4: Don't waste

your time trying to make the

computer run faster.

I must immediately cite an

exception. Sometimes the

execution time is simply un-

acceptable, and you must do

something to fix it. But this is

quite rare; even then it should

be fixed after the program

works.

Computers 20 years ago

were slower than today's

microcomputers, so program-

mers must be excused for all

the time they spent studying

tables of execution times. I

have finally cured myself of

this habit (subject, of course,

to occasionally working out

timing on paper for a micro-

computer I don't have access

to). But one still sees articles

comparing the relative worth

of several microcomputers on

the basis of their execution

times. Such articles are valu-

able, but the novice should

firmly understand that speed

is just one of many factors

and is hardly ever the most

important.

It is far worse when the

novice starts to think he

should take advantage of the

full speed capability of his

microcomputer. There are a

lot of tricks you can learn,

and it is indeed fun some-

times to try to pry loose

another microsecond. But

when you are writing a com-
puter program to do some-

thing, keep in mind that the

most important thing is to get

it done.

Twenty years ago, it was

common practice to store a

value away in some obscure,

supposedly temporary,
register, and use it in code

several pages away from

where it was stored. This,

after all, saved perhaps 20
microseconds. But all too fre-

quently two to four hours of

computer time were wasted

trying to hunt down the bug.

We old-timers see a lot of

this in today's computer

hobbyists. Sure, it's a nice

trick to save something away
in the H and L registers of the

8080. But if you fail to com-

ment what you've done,

somebody's likely to get

mighty confused about the

way the program works. It's

better to leave out such tricks

unless you really are cramped

for time.

Most successful pro-

grammers have developed the

habit of noting, either ex-

plicitly or implicitly, which

temporary registers are used

by each subroutine. A
common general rule is that

each subroutine is expected

to save and restore any tem-

porary registers it uses. This
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means that at the beginning

of the subroutine each tem-

porary register is stored in

some temporary area, and

before returning, those saved

values are loaded back into

the registers. This method
uses a lot of time and mem-
ory, but can save your sanity,

surely more precious.

Alternatively, you could

accept the convention that

each subroutine may clobber

any and all temporary

registers, and that the calling

code should do any necessary

saves and restores. This takes

less time and sometimes less

memory, but is error prone,

in that the programmer is too

apt to remember that a par-

ticular subroutine doesn't

clobber some register and

omit the save and restore.

Principle No. 5: Don't cut

corners.

When writing a program, it

is exceptionally difficult to

avoid thinking that some
operation doesn't need to be

done "in this case." Remind
yourself that to omit it is to

create a special case. This is

perhaps the strongest area of

temptation, since it requires

more of your time, more
execution time and more pro-

gram memory to include the

operation. But it will pay off

handsomely if you make the

rule that every operation is to

be done unless some pressing

need prevents it, and that

even then a clear notation is

required. If you are testing

for arithmetic overflow, test

after every arithmetic instruc-

tion, not just after those you
expect might overflow. If you
are calling a subroutine that is

entitled to clobber some-

thing, include code to save

and restore, even though you
know the subroutine, in fact,

doesn't clobber it.

Now, probably I am just

about to lose a whole lot of

readers, who are saying,

"How does this nut expect

me to do all this within my
4K BASIC?" Frankly, I

don't. If you want to be

serious about programming
(much of anything beyond
copying someone else's

BASIC program), you are

going to need a lot more
memory, or you are going to

need to spend enough time to

learn how to do things in

machine language. Something
that will fill 4K BASIC can

most likely be done in 1K in

machine language. And you
don't need the BASIC inter-

preter in memory to run

machine language.

I have no particular desire

to force machine language

down anyone's throat. For

typical hobbyist applications,

it is often a rather poor
choice. But, even if you obey
my advice literally about

cutting no corners, you can

fit many more program fea-

tures into available space. If

you can afford enough

memory to run complicated

BASIC programs, by all

means get it. If not, I recom-

mend machine code. It does

not require any great intelli-

gence to learn to use it — just

perseverance.

There is, of course, a

middle ground: a high-level

language compiler. In

principle a compiler can gen-

erate reasonably compact
code, and vacate its own
memory space during exe-

cution of the program, giving

you most of the advantages

of machine code. In practice,

there are problems of imple-

mentation, which make it dif-

ficult to write a compiler for

a hobbyist system. Now, the

choice is bleak. I hope this

situation will improve sub-

stantially within a year or so.

Principle No. 6: Fix the right

problem.

Programmers 20 years ago

regarded the memory size of

their computer as sacred. If

their programs caused the

compiler to strangle with too
many symbols, they dutifully

rewrote the program with

shorter symbols or doubled
up on variables. As you can

imagine, this made for many
quite unreadable programs.

The first assembler
(machine-language compiler,

more or less) that I ever

worked with had an ingenious

solution. All its symbols were

a single letter followed by an

integer, and the user had to

declare the size of the symbol

table beforehand. Presto! no
symbol table overflow was

possible. And it ran fast!

But if you can imagine a

10,000 line program with no

mnemonic labels (was that

Q231 or Q132?) you quickly

see that it becomes unreason-

ably hard to read. So a local

programmer wrote another

version, which accepted six-

character labels, and soon

that assembler (perhaps

1/1 0th as fast-running) be-

came the one most used. In

due course people began to

realize that six-character

labels were a little too restric-

tive in larger programs; but as

far as I know, that was not

changed before the whole

computer was replaced.

We are seeing much the

same thing with hobbyists. If

your BASIC program doesn't

fit in the available memory,
we see you dutifully stripping

off all the comments — which

somehow reminds me of a

program called CMPRS
(system names were restricted

to five characters). The pur-

pose of this was to take an

ordinary ALGOL program

and compress it into the

fewest possible characters.

I'm not absolutely certain,

but I think the main reason

had to do with disk alloca-

tion: the program took up
less disk space when com-
pressed. As you can imagine,

since ALGOL had no restric-

tions about the number of

statements on a line, the re-

sult was nearly unreadable to

a human.

But this horror story has a

happy ending. Someone
realized the difficulty and set

about writing a program to

reverse the process. It was
called XPAND, of course, and

it carefully indented lines to

show the actual block struc-

ture and loop structure of the

program. So the net result of

running the two of these was

often a more readable pro-

gram than the original. Nowa-
days, large-scale computers al-

ways come with enough
memory to support a ridicu-

lously large program. After

all, memory is cheap, and

they come with enough mass

storage (disk, etc.) so that

people feel no desire to com-

pact their programs into un-

readable form.

All of this simply means

that if you are running out of

space, you need more

memory — not more obscure

programs. And if you are

running out of time, you

need a faster computer or a

different method. You may
have to get by for a while

with the hardware you have,

but never forget what the

problem really is. Because

that is what you are going to

have to fix, sooner or later.

Principle No. 7: "We have

met the enemy, and he is us.

"

Almost all novice pro-

grammers seem to assume

that the enemy is the com-

puter when they set out to

write a program. This simply

is not true. The computer is

going to do exactly what it is

told; no more and no less. If

it had anything resembling

feelings, it would desire to

please you.

Alas, the enemy is your-

self. Your brain is a marvel

utterly beyond compre-

hension, but it doesn't think

the way a computer works. It

is capable of the same pro-

cesses, but it has long since

discarded them as ridic-

ulously slow and inefficient.

Someday, we will better

understand the processes by

which the brain does operate.

And we will set out to build

computers that work that

way. In the meantime, when-

ever you want to program a

computer, you must think of

a way to do the job using

only the things the computer
knows how to do.

The situation is compli-

cated because what the com-
puter can do, it can do many
times faster than the human
brain. This means that the

practical solution tends to in-

volve a combination of opera-

tions that the brain is vir-

tually incapable of doing it-

self. The best programmers
learn to model these opera-
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tions in their heads and work
with the models. If you find

yourself learning to do that,

you might consider a career

as a programmer. If not, I

suggest you keep your cur-

rent job. But don't give up

computers. You can be a suc-

cessful hobbyist without that

skill.

Principle No. 8: If at first you
don't suceed, try a smaller

task.

Various studies have

shown that there is an abrupt

drop in comprehension when-

ever a concept is presented on

more than one page. If you

have been writing a program

or designing one, and find

yourself bogged down after

you have written a few pages,

it is definitely time to break

the task down into pieces.

The (as close as can be ex-

pected to) perfect tool for

this job is the subroutine.

Subroutines were called in-

to use over 15 years ago in

order to save space (actually,

many useful things came
from our long avoidance of

solving the memory problem

with more memory); they

quickly became popular.

Gradually, we have learned to

make effective use of them.

And gradually, the hardware

implementation is becoming

better (for instance, most

subroutine calls now save the

program counter in the

stack). But too many people

still think of the subroutine

as just a tool to save memory.

And they follow that to the

logical conclusion that they

shouldn't write something as

a subroutine until they know
they will call it at least twice.

Consequently, they never

take advantage of its more

useful role.

The true advantage of a

subroutine is that it needs

absolutely no knowledge of

the design or implementation

of the routine calling it. All

the information it needs is

contained in a very few tem-

porary or interface registers.

Conversely, the calling

routine needs absolutely no

knowledge of the design or

implementation of the sub-

routine. It merely must set up

parameters and read results.

It is, of course, possible to

accomplish this result with-

out using the hardware sub-

routine call instructions. And
the result would be just as

desirable. That's not really

the point. It is simply easier

to do it with the subroutine

call instructions.

So, take your bogged-

down program, and start

carving out some subroutines.

Any logically distinct section

that seems to require the

better part of a page of code

is a good candidate to be

turned into a subroutine. It

will take a lot of practice on

many different programs be-

fore you learn to carve sub-

routines optimally, but keep

at it. When you become pro-

ficient at carving subroutines,

your whole program will be a

lot of subroutines, each on its

own page, called in strict

hierarchy up through the

main control program, also

contained on one page. But

don't worry about that now.

Just break off enough pieces

so that you can comprehend

what is left and start work on

what is yet to be done.

Principle No. 9: Enough is

enough.

When you get too tired,

stop and rest. When you

come back to it tomorrow, or

whenever, you will find you

can't remember what you

were doing. Don't worry. Put

the necessary time in and you

will come to understand it

again. You will also unearth

some of the errors you were

making because you were too

tired.

Speaking of too tired, I

think this article has run long

enough. Having done my
duty, I will go back to

laughing at programmers

making 20-year-old mistakes.

What? You thought I wasn't

laughing at computer
hobbyists? But I wasn't! I

was laughing at all the pro-

fessional programmers who
are still making 20-year-old

mistakes.

the Computer Store,Inc.
the store for the professional

FEATURING the entire Data General

microNOVA Line

The Computer Store carries the complete Data General

micro-NOVA computer line, available for off-the-shelf

delivery. All units, components, and systems are fully

factory assembled and tested on the component, board,

and system levels. Subject to change.

MAINFRAMES
8561 micro-NOVA computer with 4K words (8K

bytes) of RAM and nine-slot chassis. Price

includes operator panel, key-lock switch, power
supplies, rack mounts, and I/O bus termi-

nator $1 ,995

8560 micro-NOVA computer with 4K words (8K

bytes) of RAM and eighteen-slot chassis $2,595

MEMORY
8572 4K words (8K bytes) MOS RAM board-960ns

cycle time $600
8573 8K words (16K bytes) MOS RAM board-960ns

cycle time $950
8568 1 K words (2K bytes) PROM $375
8569 2K words (4K bytes) PROM $500

DISKETTE SYSTEMS
6038 One-drive Diskette system with 31 5K bytes.

Includes integral data channel controller.

NOVA 3 compatible diskette $2,900

6039 Two-drive Diskette System $3,900

PRINTERS-
DATA GENERAL

DASHER, 60 cps, 132 columns, typewriter keyboard,

U/L case with ElA or 20 mA interface $2650

CRT TERMINALS
DATA GENERAL

6053 Alphanumeric Display Terminal with detachable

keyboard. Ass'd $2290

OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

The Computer Store has a unique franchise

opportunity. Contact the Burlington Store.

theComputer Store,1nc.
120 Cambridge St.

Burlington MA 01803
617-272-8770

63 S. Main St.

Windsor Locks CT 06096
203-627-0188
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J. Ward Spaniol

1 1940 Laurelwood Drive

Studio City CA 91604

Your Imsai and You

four steps to a happier relationship

Over the last 18 months,

I have been mildly

irritated by some peculiarities

of my Imsai 8080. They
are somewhat trivial, and all

have to do with the front

panel. In no particular order,

they are:

1. When disassembled, the

front panel has a tendency to

scatter nylon spacers all over

kingdom come. The simple

solution is to leave the thing

alone.

2. The machine locks up
when you blunder into an

unanticipated halt instruc-

tion. This can be remedied by
turning power off and on at

the expense of severe solid-

state amnesia accompanied
by occasional temper tan-

trums. It can also be exited

by a simultaneous stop and

reset command.

3. The single-step function

performs one machine cycle

instead of the expected single

instruction. This makes it

possible to step part way
through an instruction, ex-

amine some other location

and run ... ad infinitum.

However, this situation can

be avoided if you religiously

7. Your front-panel sandwich assembly should look like this when
you're preparing to glue it together.
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reset after single-stepping.

4. The programmed outport

lights in the right-hand corner

respond by being off when a

logic 1 is written to them. It

offends my sensibilities to

have to remember that a dark

display is all ones, or the

power is off.

There are, of course, other

annoyances, but since I don't

know how to remedy them,

they will be left as a student

exercise. The four gremlins

identified, however, can be

dispelled in an evening.

About the only thing you
may not have handy is a good
all-purpose cement. I used

Weldit. If you should happen
to park overnight on a tube

of it, you might destroy your

car's tire by cementing it to

the driveway. There may be

other equally good cements,

but I haven't run over any of

them.

The Disassembly Problem

Begin by disassembling the

front panel. I have a Molex
connector to bring in the ac

power, which saves soldering

and unsoldering. If you don't

have something similar, I

suggest you wrap the power
leads together and insulate

them, using the line cord as a

power switch during this

operation. In any case, always

pull the plug before pulling

the front panel. Count your

hardware to be sure you have

eight sets each of: long spac-

ers, short spacers, screws,

nuts. You'll also have sepa-

rated the front-panel sand-

wich from the front-panel

board.

Now, reassemble the

sandwich and the long spacers

with the screws and nuts.

Make sure the nuts are fairly

tight and you use your ce-

ment liberally around the

spacers and the red plastic. Be

very careful not to get ce-

ment on the screws and nuts.

Add a small amount of ce-

ment on the short edges of

the sandwich. If you ever

want to separate the sand-

wich after this has been done,

just slice the edges with an

x-acto knife. See Photo 1 for

this assembly.

When your sandwich dries

(about an hour) the four-

layer stack and the eight

spacers will be a solid unit.

The short spacers are ce-

mented to the back of the

front-panel printed circuit

card, using the same tech-

nique with the mounting
screws. The cement is non-



conductive, so you needn't

worry about the PC traces.

Again, I urge caution about

stray cement on the screws

and nuts.

Eliminating the Halt Problem

Next, refer to the run/stop

portion of the front-panel

schematic. Note that flip-flop

U22 is reset by a complex

function of the stop switch

appearing at pin 10 of that

flip-flop. This signal occurs

only at the beginning of an

instruction when the stop

switch appearing at pin 10

switch is pushed. There are

no other instruction begin-

nings (fetch) after a halt

instruction, so the stop

switch cannot get the ma-

chine out of the run mode.

The combined stop and reset

will cause the machine to go

to memory location zero and

begin an instruction. This

then gets it out of the

locked-up state. I used a

1N4000 diode to bring the

reset switch contact into pin

10 of U22 (see Photo 2). A
reset from the front panel

will reset the run flip-flop and

have the same effect as the

combined stop and reset. I

mounted the diodes close to

the reset switch, covered it

with nylon tubing and ce-

mented it in place. The cath-

ode is soldered to the lower

pad of the switch, and a wire

is run from the anode to U22

pin 10.

At this point, the panel

should be tested. I recom-

mend a card extender placed

in the first card slot rather

than putting the front panel

in its usual position (see

Photo 3). I don't have nerve

enough to use the extender

card in the front-panel slot

since it doesn't have supports

and could easily lean back

into the sheet metal behind

it. Some front-panel func-

tions may not work with the

front panel on the extender

... do not panic as this is

only caused by the extender

changing the bus characteris-

tics slightly. Exercise the

problem (and cure) loading a

halt, hex 76, at location zero,

and then execute. When the

machine locks up the reset

switch alone should restore

everything.

A True Single Step

The next change will re-

quire a little surgery on the

face of the printed circuit

board (the side with the

components on it). Using a

scalpel or an x-acto knife,

carefully cut the trace coming

down from U19 pin 13. Ver-

ify this by testing for an open

circuit from U19 pin 13 to

U22 pin 13. Now add the

wiring on the back of the 2. Combining the stop and reset functions requires addition of a diode.
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Fig. 1. After alterations are made to the Imsai front panel, mark your schematic accordingly.
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3. Using an extender card to test your modification is the safest
method.

board to complete the cir-

cuitry as shown in Fig. 1. Use
24- or 26-gauge wire and,

after soldering, spot-cement
them to the board.

This change uses two spare

gates in U15.5 to develop a

reset signal to U1 9 pin 13 at

the beginning of a new in-

struction, rather than the

start of a machine cycle. The
net effect is to do a complete
instruction for each cycle of

the single-step switch. The
verification program I used is:

Location Jump to 4

Location 4 Jump to

Previously it would have

required six single steps to go
around this loop once. Now it

will only take two. The data-

bus display will show a con-

stant C3 and the address

display will alternate between
and 4.

Programmed Output LEDs

The final alteration is the

most tedious — reversing all

eight of the programmed out-

put LEDs. Unsolder and re-

move them one at a time,

clean out the holes and solder

them back in with the leads

reversed. The flat spots on

the LEDs should now point

toward the top of the board

instead of the bottom. The
common +5 volt bus is iso-

lated by cutting the traces at

the left and right side of the

display. A small grinding tool

is handy for this since these

are fairly wide traces. Restore

the +5 volt continuity by
wiring around the now-iso-

lated display. (I ran a wire

directly under the status dis-

play LEDs up to the bottom
lead of the capacitor between
U10 and U11, connecting

from the +5 volt trace on the

leftside of the board.)

Last, connect the isolated

bus to logic ground at any
convenient point. I used a

resistor lead on the back of

the board to bridge the bus

over to the ground trace in

the center of U10. The LEDs
will now light when a logic

one is present, instead of a

logic 0. The program I used

to test this change simply

increments the accumulator,

outputs to FF and loops. The
display output should now
count up instead of down.
Before trying this, inspect the

LEDs carefully, since any
installed backward will be

lost and gone forever. You
can be extra safe by marking

the top of each one with a

cement dot before you start

reversing them. The mistake I

made was to reverse the same
LED twice.

Summary

Before you relax in tri-

umph, red-line your sche-

matics to reflect the mod-
ifications. This bothersome
trifle seems insignificant with

a personal computer, but

considering that this machine
has a potentially infinite life

span, accurate documentation

is a necessity. Who knows . .

.

maybe the computer log

book will pass from genera-

tion to generation, like the

family Bible.

We can run you
for less than what it

cost you to buy
a turkey sandwich.
For just $1 .50 an hour amortized over
a 5 year period on a lease plan your
business will function more efficiently

& economically.
We have developed a system that not only answers the
business man's dream of a perfectly functioning office, but
a system that gives him the assurance of long lasting
quality and performance into the future. Since perfor-
mance and quality is what we are all about, for this purpose
we now have available the Micro Executive One , Two, Three .

These systems can perform just about any business function for
you.
Do yourself a favor and contact one of our consultants and
see if this isn't just about the best way to solve your busi-
ness problems.

REPRESENTING:
Alpha Microsystems
Compucolor Corp.
Cromsmco

Olml,.lnc. "•«" "'
Icom
Industrial Micro Systems
International Data Systems, Inc.
Lear Seigler

Micro Computer Business Systems
Micro Term, Inc.

Midwest Scientific, Inc.
North Star Computers
Newtech Computer Systems
Oliver Audio Engineering
Polymorphic Systems

Sanyo Electronic, Inc.

Seals Electronics
Smoke Signal Broadcasting
Southwest Technical Products Corp.
Technical Design Labs
Vector Graphics

BALTIMORE
4005 Seven Mile Lane
Baltimore, Md. 21208
(301 ) 486-5350 KANSAS CITY

6 East Street
Parkvllle, Mo. 641 52
(816)741-5055

We offer our clients

TOTAL SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING:

THE
COMPUTER
WORKSHOP

PITTSBURGH
Robar Building
4170 Wm: Penn Highway
Murraysville, Pa. 15660
(412)327-0455

Evaluation and development of requirements for data processing software
and associated hardware
Complete services for computer application design
Development of new computer systems
Microprocessor application development
Management assistance In the development of data processing systems
System analysis in the area of business, engineering, and scientific
applications
Contract programming
Design, organization, and management of customized training programs for
systems, programming, and user staff

WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA
1776 Plaza
1 776 E. Jefferson Street
Rockville, Md. 20852
(301)468-0455

NORTHERN VIRGINIA
5240 Port Royal Road
Suite 203
Springfield, Va. 221 51
(703)321-9047
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TARBELL SETS STANDARDS
For Hobbyists and Systems Developers
Sales to thousands of hobbyists over the past two years have proven the Tarbell Cassette

Interface to be a microcomputer industry standard. Tarbell Electronics continues research and

development to produce new and efficient components to fill hobbyists' changing needs.

TARBELL
CASSETTE INTERFACE

Plugs directly into your IMSAI or ALTAIR*
Fastest transfer rate: 187 (standard) to 540 bytes/second

Extremely Reliable—Phase encoded (self-clocking)

4 Extra Status Lines, 4 Extra Control Lines

37-page manual included

Device Code Selectable by DIP-switch

Capable of Generating Kansas City tapes also

No modification required on audio cassette recorder

Complete kit $120, Assembled $175, Manual $4

TARBELL FLOPPY DISC INTERFACE
• Plugs directly into your IMSAI or

ALTAIR* and handles up to 4
standard single drives in daisy-

chain.

• Operates at standard 250K bits

per second on normal disc format

capacity of 243K bytes.

• Works with modified CP/M
Operating System and BASIC-

E

Compiler.
• Hardware includes 4 extra IC

slots, built-in phantom bootstrap

and on-board crystal clock. Uses

WD 1771 LSI Chip.

• 6-month warranty and extensive

documentation Compatible Disc Drives
• PKIC^ti

Kit $190 Assembled $265 Ask about our disc drives priced as low as $525.

• Gold plated edge pins

TARBELL P
"—™g; • Takes 33 14-pin ICs or

nnnTATVnc 1 • Mix 40-pin, 18-pin, 16-pin andPROTOTYPE h|if|
f

HiHimummi iHiwnmn ii i ii
M i4pinics

ROARO JHWjfflfflm • Location for 5 volt regulator

Vf it n* i\
Bj|~||||

™
^ Suitable for solder and wire wrap

Model 10H

Price: $28.00

For fast, off the shelf delivery, all Tarbell Electronics products may be purchased from computer store dealers

across the country. Or write Tarbell Electronics direct for complete information.

' ALTAIR is a trademark/tradename of MITS, Inc.

20620 South Leapwood Avenue, Suite P

Carson, California 90746

(213) 538-4251 tii
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Robert J. Bishop
1143W. Badillo#E
Covins CA 91 722

Rocket Pilot

an interactive game for the Apple! I

Program listing.

o
i

5
7
10
20
25
30
33
35
40
50
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
100
103
105
110
115
120
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185

90

VERT. VEL.
PRINT "FUEL i

REM *** ROCKET PILOT **
REM COPYRIGHT 1977, R. J. BISHOP
N=7
XMAX=255: YMAX=255
GOSUB 5000
CALL 2048+169
TIME=0: FUEL=250»N
GOSUB 1000
PRINT "";

: REM "BELL"
GR : POKE -16297,0
YL=100#YL: YR=100*YR
X=2400: Y=YL-2000
DX=0: DY=0
DDX=0: DDY=N
POKE 18,0
CALL -936
VTAB 22: PRINT " HORIZ VEL. =
VTAB 23: PRINT " TIME »"i : TAB 30
GOTO 140
DDX=(2*N* PDL (0))/XMAX-N
FOR K=l TO 10: NEXT K
DDY=(2»N« PDL (1))/YMAX-N
DX=DX+DDX
X=X+DX: IF X<0 THEN X=0
DY=DY+DDY
Y=Y+DY: IF Y<0 THEN Y=0
CALL 2048+260
POKE 16, X/100 POKE 17, Y/100: POKE 19,0: CALL
TIME=TIME+1: FUEL=FUEL- ABS (DDX)- ABS (DDY-N)
IF FUEL<0 THEN FUEL=0
GOSUB 4000
IF X<=0 OR X>= 13300 OR YOO THEN 300
IF PEEK (19) THEN 900
IF X>7000 AND Y>YR-2000 THEN 800
IF X>7000 OR Y<YL-2000 THEN 400
X=X-DX: DX=0
Y=YL-2000

2048+256

There are many Lunar

Lander-type games avail-

able for microcomputers

these days, and most of them
have similar rules of play:

You type in some numbers,
and the computer types some
other numbers back at you.

(Kind of sounds like most
computer games, doesn't it?)

Furthermore, most of these

games are one-dimensional

(only up-and-down motion)

and non-real-time (you can sit

and think for as long as you
want before making your

response).

Tired of these "type-

something-in/type-something-

out" games, I was glad to see

the Apple- 1 1 computer be-

come available. With its high-

resolution graphics capability,

it is now possible to play

more interesting games.

Rocket Pilot is my first

offering; in the months to

come I plan to produce many
more such action games —
and already have several in

the works.

The Game

Rocket Pilot is written for

an Apple- 1 1 computer with at

least 16K bytes of memory.
The object of the game is

very simple: Fly a rocket ship

over a mountain and land on
the other side. The flight is

controlled by the game
paddles (or a joystick, if you
have one). As in other Lunar

Lander games, you must
descend gently in order for

the landing to be success-



190
200
210
300
310
400
410
420
430
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
890
900
905
910
920
925
930
935
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1050
1100
1210
1220
1225
1230
1235
1240
1250
1255
1260
1310
1320
1330
1335
1340
1350
1355
1360
1370
1400
1405
1410
1420
1425
1430
1440
1445
1450
1460
1470
1480
1500
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1590
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500
4600
4700
4800
5000
5010
5020
5030
5050

15: PRINT "END OF SKY

15: PRINT "OUT OF FUEL'

IF DY>0 THEN DY=0
IF FUEL THEN 100
GOTO 905
VTAB 24: TAB
GOTO 905
IF FUEL THEN 100
DDX=0: DDY=N
VTAB 24: TAB
GOTO 110
VTAB 24: TAB 15
RESULT= ABS <2*DX>+ ABS (DY)
IF RESULT<50 THEN PRINT " PERFECT! "|

IF RESULT>=50 AND RESULT<100 THEN PRINT
IF RESULT>=100 AND RESULT<150 THEN PRINT
IF RESULT>=150 AND RESULT<200 THEN PRINT
IF RESULT>=200 THEN 900
FOR K=l TO 1000: NEXT K
GOTO 950
POKE 50, 127: VTAB 24: TAB 15: PRINT " C-R-A-S-H
COL-1
FOR K=l TO 10
POKE 18, COL: CALL 2048+256
C0L=1-C0L
PRINT "",

: REM "BELL"
CALL 2048+260
NEXT K
FOR K=l TO 500:

VERY GOOD! "j

"ABOUT AVERAGE";
" VERY POOR "i

POKE 50, 2

NEXT K

"OK, LET'S"
"TRY IT AGAIN

TEXT : CALL -936
VTAB 10: TAB 15: PRINT
VTAB 12: TAB 13: PRINT
GOTO 20
REM DRAW LANDSCAPE
SENSE=1
YL0LD=60: YR0LD=60
FOR X=70 TO 99
YR=YROLD+ RND (7)
IF YRM59 THEN YR=159
YL=YLOLD+ RND (7)
IF YLM59 THEN YL=159
POKE 16, X: Y=YR: YOLD=YROLD: GOSUB 1500
POKE 16, 139-X: Y=YL: Y0LD=YL0LD: GOSUB 1500
YR0LD=YR: YLOLD=YL
NEXT X

POKE 18, 1

FOR X»39 TO 15 STEP -1
POKE 16, X

POKE 17, YL
CALL 2048
POKE 16, 139-X
POKE 17, YR
CALL 2048
NEXT X
SENSE=-1
HLOLD=YL: HROLD=YR
FOR X=14 TO STEP -1
POKE 16,

X

HL=HLOLD- RND (7)
Y=HL: YOLD=HLOLD: GOSUB 1500
POKE 16, 139-X
HR=HROLD- RND (7)
Y=HR: YOLD=HROLD: GOSUB 1500
HL0LD=HL: HR0LD=HR
NEXT X

RETURN
REM
FOR H=YOLD TO Y STEP SENSE
POKE 17, H

CALL 2048
CALL 2048

POKE 18,0
POKE 18,

1

NEXT H
RETURN
VTAB 22
TAB 37:
VTAB 22
TAB 37:
VTAB 23
TAB 37:
VTAB 23
TAB 37:
RETURN
CALL -936
VTAB 10
VTAB 13
VTAB 15
RETURN

TAB 17: PRINT " »j

PRINT " "i

TAB 17: PRINT DX/N;
PRINT -DY/Ni
TAB 10: PRINT " ";

PRINT " "j

TAB 10: PRINT TIME/4i
PRINT FUEL/Ni

TAB 10
TAB 19
TAB 12

PRINT "*»» ROCKET PILOT **#"
PRINT "BY"
PRINT "ROBERT J. BISHOP"

ful. The difference is that

your burn rate is determined

by the position of the paddle

controls, not by typing in

numbers.

Each flight continues until

you either make a successful

landing, crash, run out of fuel

or attempt to fly beyond the

TV display area (in which

case you run out of sky!). If

you run out of fuel you lose

control of the rocket, and it

starts to fall under the in-

fluence of gravity. When you
make a successful landing, the

computer tells you how well

you did.

Throughout the course of

the flight, the bottom of the

screen continually displays

your horizontal and vertical

velocities, elapsed time and

remaining fuel.

The Program

Rocket Pilot is written

partly in BASIC and partly in
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0900. These can be imple-machine language. Before

entering the BASIC part, you mented by using either the OFOO; 07 14 10 10 10 10 10 10
should set LOMEM to 4096 Apple's mini-assembler or by 0F08: 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
(to leave room for the typing in the hex codes via

0F10: 38 38 7C 7C EE 82
machine-language sub- the monitor. (The latter is

routines), and HIMEM to probably easier.) Example 1.

8192 (to keep out of the

high-resolution display

Finally, the small table of

hex numbers shown in Ex-

buffer). ample 1 must be stored

There are two sets of starting at hex location OFOO. don't want to type the whole puter Playground, 6789 West-

machine-language sub- That's all there is to it. program in by hand, cassette minster Ave., Westminster CA
routines; one starts at 0800 You are now ready to fly tapes of the game are avail- 92683.

(hex), and the other begins at your own spaceship. If you able for $14.95 from: Com- Many happy landings!

0800- 98 TYA 0862- 85 14 STA $14
0801- 48 PHA 0864- 6A ROR
0802- 20 26 08 JSR $0826 0865- 6A ROR
0805- 11 14 ORA (14), Y 0866- 29 18 AND #$18
0807- 91 14 STA ($14),

Y

0868- 05 14 ORA $14
0809- 68 PLA 086A- 85 14 STA $14
080A- A8 TAY 086C- 60 RTS
080B- 60 RTS 086D- A9 00 LDA #$00
080C- 98 TYA 086F- 85 16 STA $16
080D- 48 PHA 0871- A9 EO LDA #$E0
080E- 20 26 08 JSR $0826 0873- 85 18 STA $18
0811- 49 FF EOR #$FF 0875- A9 20 LDA #$20
0813- 31 14 AND ($14),

Y

0877- 85 19 STA $19
0815- 91 14 STA ($14),

Y

0879- A5 10 LDA $10
0817- 68 PLA 087B- 85 17 STA $17
0818- A8 TAY 087D- AO 06 LDY #$06
0819- 60 RTS 087F- A5 17 LDA $17
081 A- 98 TYA 0881- C5 18 CMP $18
08 IB- 48 PHA 0883- 90 OB BCC $0890
08 1C- 20 26 08 JSR $0826 0885- E5 18 SBC $18
081F- 31 14 AND <$14),Y 0887- 85 17 STA $17
0821- 85 13 STA $13 0889- A5 16 LDA $16
0823- 68 PLA 088B- 05 19 ORA $19
0824- A8 TAY 088D- 35 16 STA $16
0825- 60 RTS 088F- 18 CLC
0826- 20 47 08 JSR $0847 0890- 66 18 ROR $18
0829- 20 6D 06 JSR $0860 0892- 66 19 ROR $19
082C- A5 14 LDA $14 0894- 88 DEY
082E- 18 CLC 0895- DO E8 BNE $087F
082F- 65 16 ADC $16 0897- 06 16 ASL $16
0831- 90 02 BCC 10835 0899- A5 17 LDA $17
0833- E6 15 INC $15 089B- OA ASL
0835- 85 14 STA $14 089C- 05 12 ORA $12
0837- A4 17 LDY $17 089E- C9 07 CMP #$07
0839- B9 40 08 LDA $0840,

Y

08A0- 90 04 BCC $08A6
083C- AO 00 LDY #$00 08A2- E9 07 SBC #$07
083E- 60 RTS 08A4- E6 16 INC $16
083F- EA NOP 08A6- 85 17 STA $17
0840- 01 02 ORA ($02, X) 08A8- 60 RTS
0842- 04 ??? 08A9- 8A TXA
0843- 08 PHP 08AA- 48 PHA
0844- 10 20 BPL $0866 08AB- 98 TYA
0846- 40 RTI 08AC- 48 PHA
0847- A5 11 LDA $11 08AD- A9 00 LDA #$00
0849- OA ASL 08AF- 85 14 STA $14
084A- OA ASL 08B1- A2 20 LDX #$20
084B- 29 1C AND #«1C 08B3- 86 15 STX $15
084D- 85 15 STA $15 03B5- A8 TAY
084F- A5 11 LDA $11 08B6- 91 14 STA ($14), Y
0851- 6

A

ROR 08B8- C8 I NY
0852- 6A ROR 08B9- DO FB BNE $03B6
0853- 6A ROR 08BB- E6 15 INC $15
0854- 6A ROR 08BD- CA DEX
0855- 29 03 AND #$03 08BE- DO F6 BNE $08B6
0857- 05 15 ORA $15 08C0- 68 PLA
0859- 09 20 ORA #$20 08C1- A8 TAY
085B- 85 15 STA $15 08C2- 68 PLA
085D- A5 11 LDA $11 08C3- AA TAX
085F- 6A ROR 08C4- 60 RTS
0860- 29 EO AND #$E0

SubroL

08C5- EA

nine 1.

NOP

IB2



0900- A9 FF LDA #*FF
0902— no 02 BNE $0906
0904- A9 00 LDA #*00
0906- 85 IF STA *1F
0908- 8A TXA
0909- 48 PHA
090A- 98 TYA
090B- 48 PHA
090C- A5 11 LDA *11
090E- 48 PHA
090F- A2 00 LDX MOO
0911- AD 01 OF LDA tOFOl
0914- 85 IB STA *1B
0916- AD 00 OF LDA tOFOO
0919- 85 1A STA *1A
09 1B- 20 26 08 JSR $0826
091E- 85 1C STA *1C
0920- A9 80 LDA #*80
0922- 85 ID STA *1D
0924- BD 02 OF LDA *0F02j X
0927- 25 ID AND $1D
0929- FO 02 BEQ *092D
092B- A9 FF LDA #*FF
092D- 85 IE STA *1E
092F- A5 1C LDA *1C
0931- 24 IF BIT *1F
0933- 70 09 BVS *093E
0935- 25 IE AND *1E
0937- 49 FF EOR #*FF
0939- 31 14 AND <*14), Y
093B- 50 OD BVC *094A
093D- EA NOP
093E- 31 14 AND <*14), Y
0940- 05 13 ORA *13
0942- 85 13 STA *13
0944- A5 ic LDA *1C
0946- 23 IE AND *1E
0948- 11 14 ORA (*14), Y
094A- 91 14 STA (*14), Y
094C- A5 ic LDA *1C
094E- OA ASL
094F- 10 04 BPL *0955
095 1 - A9 02 LDA #*02
0953- DO 05 BNE *095A
0955- OA ASL
0956- 10 03 BPL *095B
0958- A9 01 LDA #*01
095A- C8 I NY
095B- 85 IC STA *1C
095D- 66 ID ROR *1D
095F- 90 09 BCC *096A
096 1

- 66 ID ROR *1D
0963- E8 INX
0964- C6 1A DEC $1A
0966- DO BC BNE $0924
0968- FO 05 BEQ *096F
096A- C6 1A DEC $1A
096C- DO B6 BNE $0924
096E- E8 INX
096F- E6 11 INC *11
0971- C6 IB DEC *1B
0973- DO Al BNE *0916
0975- 68 PLA
0976- 85 11 STA *11
0978- 68 PLA
0979- A8 TAY
097A- 68 PLA
097B- AA TAX
097C- 60 RTS
097D- EA NOP
097E- EA NOP
097F- EA NOP
0980- EA NOP
0981- EA NOP
0982- EA NOP
0983- EA NOP
0984- EA NOP
0985- EA NOP
0986- EA NOP
0987- EA NOP

Subroutine 2.

the Computer Store,ftnc
the store for the professional

BUSINESSMEN! JOIN THE COMPUTER
REVOLUTION

Microcomputer technology can bring you an entire

operating business system for far less money per

month than one clerk's salary.

APPLICATIONS: Payroll, Accounts Payable/Receivable,
Sales Order Entry, Inventory, General
Ledger, Investment Analysis . . . and
MANY MORE!!

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

DATA GENERAL*
mJcroNOVA—The profes-

sional's choice. Full line of

hardware and software

from the industry leader.

CROMENCO
Z2—A rugged, expandable,
complete system featuring

the S-100bus.

WANG
PCSII-The integrated
personal computer for

business or individual use.

APPLE
Apple II—The complete,
small personal computer
with color graphics.

NEW PRODUCT LINE

The Computer Store is pleased to

announce off-the-shelf availa-

bili,vof *—"MI, the
personal computer.

•v - ^

'<=

FRANCHISE OPPOR TUNITIES
The Computer Store has a broad franchise plan.
As the leading computer retailer in the United
States, the Computer Store offers unusual
business opportunities in the FASTEST
GROWING INDUSTR Y in the country. Call for
details.

the Computer Store,lnc.
120 Cambridge St.
Burlington MA 01803
617-272-8770

63 S. Main St.

Windsor Locks CT 06096
203-627-0188
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Terry Perdue

1470 Wilson Rd.

St. Joseph Ml 49085

The Motorola MEK6800D2 Evaluation Kit.

Micro Maestro

a musical review of

Motorola's MEK6800D2

For the last several years I

have been noting with

interest the ever-widening

variety of applications for

microprocessors. However,

only recently did I decide

that, as a design engineer, I

had better stop procrasti-

nating and start learning

about this mysterious device,

lest I be replaced by one.

I enrolled in a night class

that began with number
theory, proceeded through

the workings of a hypo-

thetical MPU, and finally

covered the Motorola 6800
family. After learning the

instruction set and addressing

modes associated with the

6800, we began to write

simple programs. As the pro-

grams became more complex,

I began to wish that I had
some means of running them
to see if they would do what

I intended. My employer

agreed to purchase a trainer;

the choice as to which one

was left entirely up to me.

There are many trainer/

evaluation systems available,

and their features vary

enough to make selection

somewhat difficult. Having

been introduced to the 6800

instructions, it seemed
sensible to find a trainer using

this chip. After a brief investi-

gation of what was available,

I came across a data sheet on

the recently introduced

Motorola MEK6800D2 Evalu-

ation Kit. It seemed to have

everything I needed to

become more proficient in

the use of the 6800 in partic-

ular, and programming in

general, and the price of $235
was somewhat less than for

others I had seen, so I

ordered it.

Assembly

Upon opening the box, I

found only a large three-ring

binder full of documentation.

Inside the binder, however,

two of the "pages" contained

circuit boards, with the asso-

ciated components in plastic

bubbles over each board. The

assembly took about five

hours and was aided by a

manual containing pictures,

parts placement drawings,

and a page of construction

hints.

The two boards, the Key-

board/Display Module and

the Microcomputer Module,

are joined by a 50-conductor

ribbon cable. An edge con-

nector on one end plugs onto

the microcomputer circuit

board, and the other end

becomes permanently
attached to the keyboard/

display circuit board by

means of another connector.

Although the manual
describes the installation of

this connector, which is

rather involved and requires a

bench vise, the cable

furnished had this connector

already installed.

Sockets are provided for

all of the 6800 family

devices. These include the

MC6800 MPU, an MCM6830
ROM containing the JBUG
monitor, three MCM6810
RAMs (128 x 8), one of

which is used as a scratchpad

by JBUG, leaving 256 bytes

for program storage, two

MC6820 PIAs (Peripheral

Interface Adapter), an

MC6850 ACIA (Asynchro-

nous Communications Inter-

face Adapter), and the

MC6871 B crystal-controlled

clock generator, operating at

614.4 kHz. The board has

provisions for two additional

RAMs, and two MCM68708
EPROMs (sockets provided),

as well as for the buffers

required to make the kit com-

patible with Motorola's

EXORcisor. You may provide

your own sockets for the

remainder of the ICs, as I

chose to do, but quality,

low-profile types should be

used.

The boards have mounting

holes that allow spacers to be

attached as feet, or the

boards may be mounted into

a chassis or enclosure. I found

a large plastic box with carry-

ing handle and integral hinge,

and mounted the Microcom-

puter Module to the inside of

the lid and the Keyboard/

Display Module on long

spacers to the bottom of the

case. The long spacers pro-

vided room for a power

supply beneath the board,

making the unit self-con-

tained and easily portable.

The trainer requires a single 5

volt supply, and draws less

than an Amp. I used a 6.3

volt filament transformer and

bridge circuit, a 6000 uF elec-

trolytic, and a 7805 regulator

with heat sink. This should

handle the two additional

ROMs if added later, al-

though if the use of the

EPROMs is contemplated,

plus and minus 12 volt

supplies will also be required.

Features

The trainer provides a

hexadecimal keyboard for

program entry, and a six-digit
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hexadecimal LED display.

Eight function keys are also

provided. They are labeled M,

E, R, G, V, N, L and P. The
M key allows examination

and modification of any

memory location. E stands

for Escape, and allows an exit

from a particular operation.

R provides a look at the

MPU's internal registers. G is

used to go to any step in the

user's program and begin

execution, and is also used to

single-step through memory
when loading or reviewing a

program. The V key is used

to set breakpoints (up to five)

for checking and debugging,

while the N key traces

through a program by

executing one instruction at a

time.

The L and P keys are used

with one of the really nice

features of the unit. The
MEK6800D2 has built-in

facilities for storing programs

on audio cassettes. The
trainer is simply attached to

the microphone and external

speaker jacks of the recorder.

The first and last addresses of

the program to be stored are

entered, and the P (punch)

key is pressed with the re-

corder in record mode.

To load a program from a

cassette, the L button is

pressed with the recorder in

play mode. The user is

notified of completion of

either process by means of

the prompt character (a dash

F* G n A* C* 15* F* G* A* C* 1}* F* Gu A* Cn
185.0 207.7 2 33 1 2772 311. 1 3700 415.3 4662 5544 622.3 740 8306 932 3 11087

76 69 5D 4E 46 3A 34 2E 27 22 ID 19 1 7 13

F G A B C D E F G A B c D E F G A B c D

174 6 I960 2200 2469 261 6 2937 3296 3492 392.0 4400 4939 5233 5873 6593 698 5 7840 8800 9878 1046 5 11747

7D 6F 63 58 53 4A 42 3E 37 3 1 2B 29 24 20 1 E 1 B 18 15 14 12

LOAD THESE HEX NUMBERS

in the left LED which means

ready). After reloading a long

program by hand, this feature

is really appreciated.

Another thoughtful
feature is a grid of plated

holes on standard .1" x .3"

centers which is provided on

the microcomputer board to

accommodate a large number
of wire-wrap sockets for

breadboarding additional

circuitry.

Using the Trainer

While programming pro-

ficiency may take a long

time, mastery of the trainer

comes quickly. The manual

that accompanies the kit

explains its operation in

detail, and leads the user

through a sample program

which illustrates the use of

the various functions. In addi-

tion to the functions men-

tioned earlier, the JBUG
monitor provides a useful

routine for calculating the

offset required for a branch

instruction without manually

counting addresses. This

eliminates one of the most

Fig. 1. Musical note-code chart.

common programming errors.

While operation is quite

straightforward, there are two
things which I consider un-

handy. When reviewing the

MPU's registers using the R
key, the value displayed as

the location of the stack

pointer is always seven less

than the true value. When
entering instructions or data,

the program counter must be

manually advanced with the

G key. This adds many un-

necessary steps to the loading

of a program. These are only

minor inconveniences,
however.

The documentation is

excellent. The assembly/

operation manual contains a

listing of the JBUG monitor

with flowcharts for each of

its functions, and schematic

diagrams for each board. Also

included are the System

Design Manual, containing

detailed data on the 6800
series devices, and the Pro-

gramming Reference Manual,

which fully describes the

Instruction set and addressing

modes.

Micro-maestro

Now that I've told you all

about the trainer, let me give

you an example of what fun

it can be, aside from being

instructive. After a few days

of writing simple programs to

gain confidence, I began to

tire of watching the LED
display for results, and

decided to interface with the

PIA. After learning how to

address this versatile device,

which can provide inputs and

outputs in any desired soft-

ware-controlled combination

up to sixteen total, I wrote

the following program. You
can be sure that it didn't

work the first time, or the

second. But it does now, and

as one of my first attempts at

programming, I'm rather

pleased with the result. It

turns the trainer into a

musical instrument which will

play any tune you wish to

load, using the note-codes

given in the chart of Fig. 1

corresponding to the desired

notes. The "instrument" is

permanently tuned, due to

00001 NAM MUSIC
00002 OPT NOP,S
00003 0000 ORG
00004 0000 7F 8005 REPLAY CLR $8005 CLEAR CRA-2 BIT
00005 0003 7C 8004 INC $8004 INCR DATA DIRECTION REG
00006 0006 73 8005 COM $8005 SET CR A-2 BIT
00007 0009 8E 0025 LDS TEMP POINT TO FIRST NOTE-1
00008 OOOC CE 08FF RUNOTE LDX *$08FF TIME PER NOTE
00009 000F 33 PUL B PULL NEXT NOTE FROM STACK
00010 0010 5D TST B HAS LAST NOTE BEEN PLAYED?
00011 0011 27 ED BEQ REPLAY IF NOT, CONTINUE
00012 0013 F7 0025 STA B TEMP STORE NOTE-CODE
00013 0016 4C TONLUP INC A TOGGLES OUTPUT WHEN STORED
00014 0017 F6 0025 LDA B TEMP GET NOTE-CODE
00015 001A 09 COUNT DEX HOLD TONE FOR AWHILE
00016 001B 27 EF BEQ NUNOTE LONG ENOUGH YET?
00017 001

D

5A DEC B
00018 001

E

26 FA BNE COUNT
00019 0020 B7 8004 STA A $8004 TOGGLES OUTPUT
00020 0023 20 Fl BRA TONLUP
00021 0025 0001 TEMP RMB 1

Fig. 2. Music program listing.
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0026 53 0046 20 0066 42 0086 3E 00A6 2B 00C6 3E
0027 42 0047 29 0067 37 0087 58 00A7 37 00C7 4A
0028 53 0048 20 0068 42 0088 3E 00A8 2B 00C8 3E
0029 42 0049 29 0069 37 0089 58 00A9 37 00C9 4A
002A 53 004A 20 006A 3A 008A 3E OOAA 2B OOCA 24
002B 42 004B 29 006B 46 008B 58 OOAB 37 OOCB 3E
002C 53 004C 20 006C 3A 008C 3E OOAC 2B OOCC 24
002D 42 004D 29 006D 46 008D 58 00AD 37 OOCD 3E
002E 53 004E 20 006E 3E 008E 3E 00AE 2B OOCE 29
002F 42 004F 29 006 F 4A 008F 58 00AF 37 OOCF 42
0030 53 0050 20 0070 3E 0090 3E OOBO 2B OODO 29
0031 42 0051 29 0071 4A 0091 58 00B1 37 00D1 42
0032 37 0052 20 0072 3E 0092 37 00B2 2B 00D2 29
0033 42 0053 29 0073 4A 0093 4A 00B3 37 00D3 42
0034 37 0054 20 0074 3E 0094 37 00B4 2B 00D4 29
0035 42 0055 29 0075 4A 0095 4A 00B5 37 00D5 42
0036 37 0056 2B 0076 3E 0096 37 00B6 31 00D6 29
0037 42 0057 37 0077 4A 0097 4A 00B7 3E 00D7 42
0038 37 0058 2B 0078 3E 0098 37 00B8 31 00D8 29
0039 42 0059 37 0079 4A 0099 4A 00B9 3E 00D9 42
003A 22 005A 24 007A 3E 009A 31 OOBA 37 OODA 29
003B 2B 005B 2B 007B 4A 009 B 3E OOBB 42 OODB 42
003C 22 005C 24 007C 3E 009C 31 OOBC 37 OODC 29
003D 2B 005D 2B 007D 4A 009D 3E OOBD 42 OODD 42
003E 20 005E 29 007E 3E 009E 2B OOBE 3A OODE 2B
003F 29 005F 37 007F 4A 009 F 37 OOBF 46 OODF 31
0040 20 0060 29 0080 3E 00A 2B OOCO 3A OOEO 37
0041 29 0061 37 0081 4A 00A1 37 00C1 46 00E1 3E
0042 20 0062 42 0082 3E 00A2 2B 00C2 3E 00E2 42
0043 29 0063 37 0083 4A 00A3 37 00C3 4A 00E3 4A
0044 20 0064 42 0084 3E 00A4 2B 00C4 3E 00E4 00
0045 29 0065 37 0085 4A 00A5 37 00C5 4A

Fig. 3. The "Mystery Song.

the crystal-controlled clock,

so you can play accom-
paniment on another instru-

ment if you like. In addition,

each time the song plays, the

program turns the trainer into

a different instrument, giving

the song a new character each

time it repeats. This is done

by selecting different har-

monic combinations from the

PIA. The selected harmonics

appear on edge connector J1,

pins H, J and K (the three

lowest order bits of the A
port of the PIA). They are

mixed through 10k resistors

and coupled to an audio

amplifier. If a mating edge

connector is not available,

note that there are plated-

through holes into which the

resistors may be soldered to

avoid defacing the board con-

nector. I found that the B
plus bus gives less clock noise

than the ground bus when
used as a ground return for

the amplifier.

The program listing is

given in Fig. 2. Load the

program through address

0025. Begin loading your

chosen song at address 0026
and follow the last note-code

with a 00 to identify the end

REPLAY

TONLUP

COUNT

( START )

CLEAR PIA CONTROL REGISTER 'A' TO
CLEAR 02 BIT ALLOWING ADDRESSING
OF PIA DATA DIRECTION REGISTER 'A'

I
INCREMENT DATA DIRECTION REGISTER
TO CHANGE HARMONIC COMBINATION

COMPLEMENT CONTROL REGISTER TO
SET D2 BIT ALLOWING ADDRESSING

OF PERIPHERAL REGISTER

LOAD STACK POINTER TO ONE LESS
THAN ADDRESS OF FIRST NOTE-CODE

LOAD INDEX REGISTER (TIME PER NOTE)

'PULB' NEXT NOTE-CODE FROM STACK

YES

STORE ACCUM B IN HOLDING REGISTER

INCREMENT ACCUM A (TO INCREMENT)
PIA UPON "STORE ACCUM A' INSTRUCT.

LOAD ACCUM B FROM HOLDING REG

DECREMENT THE INDEX REGISTER TO
TIME THE DURATION OF EACH NOTE

YES

DECREMENT ACCUM. B TO COUNT PITCH

NO

STORE ACCUM A INTO PIA PERIPH. REG.

BRANCH

NUNOTE

Fig. 4. Music program flowchart

of the song. Now press E,

0000, G, and out comes
music! To stop the song, use

the master reset on the Micro-

computer Module; sometimes

using the E key to stop it will

alter a few addresses in this

program. I don't know why.

To alter the speed at which

the song is played, change the

08 at address OOOD to some-

thing else.

Fig. 3 provides a song

sequence for you that gives

the impression of two notes

played together by rapidly

alternating. I won't tell you
the name of the song, but I'm

sure you'll enjoy it. This pro-

gram should be easily

adaptable to other 6800
systems by following the

flowchart in Fig. 4.

I realize that this may be

an elementary approach to

computer music for many
readers, but one has to start

somewhere. Playing with this

trainer has sparked my
interest to the point that I

have my own 6800 system on
order, and look forward to

finding other uses for it.

My thanks to Doug
Bonham and Bob Furtaw for

bringing me this far.
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finally

Volume VI
Yes and it still contains what was previously
advertised. A fully disk interactive business
package with A/R, Inv., A/P, ledgers, tax totals,

payroll records, more.

As a bonus it also contains the Users Manual for

our Firmware Ledger package. These 100 extra

pages contain report formats, file creation rou-

tines and our very powerful program ACBS1 used
to create the powerful file structured data base.

$49.95
7} Com

Volume VII
Here is that Chess program you have been
waiting for as well as a disk interactive Medical
Billing package with patient history file.

Also included is our disk interactive Word
Processing package
(revision 0).

$39.95
Add $1.50/ Vol. for U.P.S. and handling except to APO and PO addresses.

Foreign orders add $8/ Vol. for air shipment — US dollars only. No purchase

orders over $50.

P / —
VOLUME I

VOLUME II

VOLUME III

VOLUME IV

VOLUME V

$24.95
24.95
39.95
°9'.95

9.95

T E M

S SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH

R,

OUR SOFTWARE IS COPY-
RIGHTED AND MAY NOT BE
REPRODUCED OR SOLD.
Due to the numerous copyright violations on
our earlier volumes — until further notice we
are offering a REWARD leading to the arrest

and conviction of anyone reproducing our
software in ANY way without our written

permission. This includes diskettes, paper and
magnetic tape, cassettes, records, paper
copies, etc.

Wt*

220 Knollwood

Key Biscayne, Florida 33149

Phone orders (800) 638-9194

AVAILABLE AT MOST COMPUTER STORES
10% discount on purchases of entire set. Offer expires December 30, 1977

BankAmericard master charge
Tn{ *T| •«.«*«• i*wO
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Hal Chamber/in
29 Mead St.

Manchester NH 03104

Software
Keyboard
Interface

with a pittance of hardware !

I'll bet you're thinking,

"Oh sure, another scheme
using some obscure surplus

keyboard that will be sold

out by the time I get around

to this project." Not so! This

keyboard (manufactured by

Datanetics Corp. of Fountain

Valley CA) is offered by at

least a half-dozen mail-order

houses and is a current pro-

duction item. But at $20 each

(the most common price),

these outfits are not doing us

any favors; their cost is prob-

ably less than $10 each. An
auxiliary keyboard the same
style as the main unit is also

available for less than $10
and can be used in this pro-

ject for function keys, etc.

Why are these keyboards

so cheap? The reason cer-

tainly is not lack of

mechanical or electrical

quality. They are unusually

rigid one-piece construction

of one-sixteenth-inch-thick

Bakelite plastic, ribbed into a

honeycomb form, with an

overall depth of one-half

inch. Each cell contains a

contact arrangement with no
fewer than four parallel con-

tacts mounted inside a rugged

plastic plunger. The contacts

effectively reduce bounce and

insure a long, error-free life.

Finally, a key button is

pressed onto the plunger,

sealing the cell from dust and

liquids.

One reason for the low

cost is the one-piece base

casting and cell structure. As

I understand, the initial cost

of the mold was borne by a

huge quantity contract with

Digital Equipment Corpora-

tion. However, the other

reason is that the keyboard is

devoid of any encoding elec-

tronics. This is the problem

whose solution will be

addressed in this article.

Besides the keyboard, the

only other hardware this pro-

ject requires is a single 74154
TTL integrated circuit (1-

of-16 decoder), which costs

less than two dollars, and
some wire. Only four of the

I/O port bits on the KIM's

application connector are

used, and even these may be

used for other purposes when
typing is not actually being

done. Standard two-key roll-

over operation (which will be

described later) is provided,

and a full uppercase and

lowercase ASCII character set

is available. Even the repeat

key works and has a program-

mable rate. The auxiliary key-

board is also supported with

codes from its keys being

identified by having the

eighth bit set to a one. Even

though some of the KIM's

built-in keyboard circuitry is

utilized, there is no conflict

(with one small exception)

between the built-in keypad

and the new alphanumeric

keyboard. A slight amount of

additional circuitry using an-

other IC may be added to

have the break key function

as an interrupt.

A software routine of ap-

proximately 350 bytes does

all of the key scanning and

code translation. This, in fact,

is how the on-board KIM
keypad is handled, with the

difference being that the

scanning software is in the

KIM monitor ROM. If a code

other than ASCII is desired,

such as EBCDIC or Baudot, a

translate table in the software

may be easily altered. This

table can be changed to suit

different application pro-

grams, such as ASCII for

running Tiny BASIC or

Baudot for an automated

RTTY application. The com-

plete assembled and tested

program is given at the end of

this article.

Keyboard Scanning Theory

Nearly all keyboards in

common use with more than

a few keys use some kind of

scanning logic to detect key-

switch closures, eliminate

contact bounce, and generate

unique key codes. In opera-

tion, scanning logic sequen-

tially tests the state (up or

down) of each individual key

in the array. When a key is

found in the down position,

its code is determined and

sent out. In order to avoid

the code's being sent out

more than once for each key

depression, the scanning is

stopped while the key is

down and resumed when it is

released. Typical scanning

rates range from 20 to 500

complete scans per second of

the approximately 60 keys in

an average array.

Besides being a simple and

inexpensive method of having

a single logic circuit monitor

the states of 60 individual

keys, scanning also can cope

with simultaneous key de-

pressions. When someone is

typing at substantial speed it

is a common occurrence for

more than one key to be

down simultaneously. For

example, consider rapid

typing of the word THE. The
T would first be pressed,

followed shortly thereafter

by a finger of the other hand

pressing the H. Next the T
would be released and the E

would be quickly pressed

with another finger of the

same hand. Subsequently, the

H would be released followed

by the E, which completes

the triad. A scanning key-

board would actually send

the proper THE sequence to

the computer, with no addi-

tional logic or buffer register

required.

In order to understand

how this works, let us ex-

amine the detailed sequence

of events. Initially, no keys

are pressed, and the scanning

circuitry is running at full

speed. When the T is pressed,

the scanner eventually finds

it, sends the T code and

stops. As long as the T is held

down, the scanner is stopped

and testing the T key. While

waiting for the T to be re-

leased, the typist presses the

H, but the scanner is not

aware of it. When the T is
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finally released, the scanner

takes off again but is im-

mediately stopped when it

sees that the H key is down.
After sending the H code it

waits for the H to be released,

and so on.

If the typist is sloppy (or

unusually fast) it is possible

for even the E key to be

pressed before the T is

released, resulting in three

keys being down simul-

taneously. In this situation,

two keys are pressed while

the scanner is waiting for the

T key to be released. When
scanning is resumed, two keys

are down. The scanner will

see the one that is closest to

T in the scanning sequence

and send that code next. The
closest key might very well be

the E, resulting in an error.

This action on multiple key

depressions is termed two-key

rollover and is found on most

computer terminals and other

equipment used by casual

typists. Some word-
processing machines and

other equipment used by pro-

fessional typists have N-key

rollover logic, which responds

only to the order of key

depression, regardless of how
many keys are down simul-

taneously or the order in

which they are released.

Either special keyswitches or

more complex scanning logic

can be used to achieve N-key

rollover. This keyboard inter-

face is capable of N-key roll-

over with a more complex

scanning program.

The scanning method can

also easily take care of key-

switch contact bounce. When
a closed contact is found,

scanning is stopped, but

sending of the code is de-

layed. If the contact should

open during the delay, the

closure is ignored and scan-

ning is resumed without

sending the code. If the

momentary closure was really

due to contact bounce, the

key will be seen again on the

next scan. If the closure is

solid for the entire delay

time, the code is sent. In

addition, noise on contact

opening may be rejected by

requiring that the contact re-

main continuously open for a

delay period before scanning

is resumed. Typical values of

debounce delay are one to

five milliseconds.

Now, how is scanning cir-

cuitry typically imple-

mented? One simple scheme

for up to 64 keys would be to

have an oscillator drive a 6-bit

binary counter. The output

of the counter would drive a

decoder network having 64

separate outputs. All but one

of the decoder outputs would
be off, with the one on cor-

responding to the binary

number in the counter. As

the counter counts, each of

the 64 decoder outputs

would be turned on in se-

quence. For scanning a key-

board, each decoder output

would be connected to one

side of a keyswitch contact as

shown in Fig. 1. The other

sides of the contacts would

all be connected together.

This signal would be a zero

except when a keyswitch was

closed and that particular

switch was addressed by the

counter and decoder. With

proper wiring between the

decoder and the switch array,

the 6-bit content of the

binary counter while it is

addressing a closed key can

be the actual desired code of

that key! Thus encoding is

automatic with a scanning

keyboard. Unfortunately, the

shift and control keys of a

typical keyboard complicate

coding matters somewhat,

but the basic concept is still

valid.

Actually the scanning logic

and switch wiring can be

simplified greatly from the

above conceptual model by

arranging the keys in a

matrix. Taking the same

64-key array, let us wire the

keys in a matrix of eight rows

and eight columns with a

signal wire for each row and

column. The contacts of a

switch will be wired across

each intersection, as shown in

Fig. 2. Using the same 6-bit

counter, let us connect three

of the bits to a one-of-eight

decoder and the other three

bits to an 8-input multi-

plexer. A multiplexer is a

logic circuit that has several

signal inputs, some binary

address inputs and one out-

put. In operation, one of the

signal inputs is logically con-

nected to the output
according to the binary code

at the address inputs. The
single output of the multi-

plexer is the addressed- key-

closed signal as before. With

matrix connection of the

keys, the scanning logic grows

in proportion to the square

root of the number of keys,

instead of directly.

As the scanning counter

counts, the decoder activates

one column of the matrix at a

time and the multiplexer se-

quentially examines each row
for a closed switch trans-

ferring the column signal over

to a row. When a closed

switch is found, the counter

contains a unique code for

the switch as before. Al-

though it is still possible for

this code to be the actual

desired keycode, the scram-

bled key layout of a typical

keyboard would make the

matrix wiring quite messy.

Typically a read only mem-
ory is used to translate the

scramble code from the scan-

ner into the end-use code the

computer system needs. This

same ROM also takes care of

the shift and control keys,

which are wired in directly.

Connection to the KIM
All of the previously de-

scribed functions of scanning

hardware can also be easily

performed by software, along

with an output and an input

port. The most straight-

forward approach to simulate

matrix scanning hardware

would be to use an 8-bit

KEY CODE
4*4444

2'

2*

6 2 3

BIT
COUNT 2 2

CLOCK

63

62

61

2 =

2«

23

64
22 WAY

DECODE
2'

KEY ARRAY

SCAN
CONTROL

KEY
PRESSED

Fig. 1. Basic keyboard scanner.
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KEY
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Fig. 2. Matrix keyboard scanner.
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Keyboard poin t-to-point wiring.

output port with software to

simulate the one-of-eight de-

coder and an 8-bit input port

with software to simulate the

8-input multiplexer. The
counter, of course, would be

just a memory location that is

incremented to perform the

scanning. Unfortunately, in

the case of the KIM this

would utilize all of the built-

in ports and then some.

A look at the KIM manual
will reveal that much of the

circuitry for the on-board

keypay has signals brought

out to the application edge

connector. In particular,

seven bits of an internal input

port are available. These are

connected internally to the

on-board keypad and seven-

segment displays, but when
the KIM monitor is not

running (user program
running) they are completely

free for use as an input port.

Of course, when the monitor

is in control, these inputs

must not be driven by ex-

ternal circuitry, or inter-

ference with the keypad and

display will result. If this port

is connected to the rows of a

key matrix and no keys are

pressed, then nothing is

driving the row wires; they

are just hanging. Thus, when
using the KIM monitor, one
would not expect to be

A-16

A-13

A-12

A-ll

A-A

A-l

PINS ON KIM-I
APPL
CONNE

24

12

23 22 21 20 A'9 A'8

vcc

GND
15 14 13 12 H 10 9

A B C D EN2 ENI

74154

6 7 6 5 4 3 2

typing on the external key-

board so any interference is

completely avoided.

At this point, one could

use an 8-bit output port on

the KIM to drive the key

matrix and handle up to 56

keys without any interfacing

circuitry. If you do not need

the one full 8-bit port, and a

limited character set (some

missing symbols) is sufficient

for your needs, then this can

indeed be done. However, on

my system the 8-bit port is

connected to a digital-to-

analog converter (for playing

music) and two of the seven

bits on the other port are

motor controls for two cas-

sette recorders. This leaves

five bits for selecting the

column to be scanned. The
solution is to use four of

these bits and an external

1-of-16 decoder to drive up

to 16 columns. Combined
with seven rows, up to 112

keys could be scanned.

Fig. 3 shows the connec-

tions to the KIM and the

matrix hookup of the keys.

Note that the optional 19-key

keyboard is included. The
arrangement of keys in the

matrix was chosen mostly for

simplicity of wiring, with

<
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Fig. 3. Complete KIM-1 alphanumeric keyboard interface schematic.

proper coding taken care of

with translation software.

The one exception is the

wiring of the 0-F keys on the

auxiliary keyboard. They are

in order with the key in

column 0, 1 key in column 1,

etc. This would simplify a

scanning routine that uses

just those 16 keys. The
74154 decoder needs about

35 milliamps of +5 volt

power. This should not strain

any decent power supply for

the KIM, but could be re-

duced to a mere 10 milliamps

if a 74LS154 was substituted.

Note that the two shift

keys are both wired into the

matrix at row 3, column 15.

The key labeled SHIFT on

the auxiliary keyboard is

intended to be relabeled and

used for a less redundant

function. The shift lock can

be connected across the other

two shift keys, but a problem

arises in doing so. If it is left

in the lock position when
using the KIM monitor, there

can be interference between

the add-on keyboard and the

KIM keyboard. If the shift-

lock function is desired, and

the requirement that it be

unlocked before using the

monitor is not judged to be

bothersome, then the shift-

lock key may be wired in.

Wiring the little tabs

sticking out of the back of

the keyboard should not be

difficult. They are stiff

enough and long enough to

be wire-wrapped, too, if care

is taken. Actually, this would
be an ideal use of a Vector

wiring pencil, which should

get the job done in about 30
minutes. If hand wiring and

soldering must be done, how-

ever, it is permissible to use

bare bus wire for the row
wiring and insulated wire for

the columns. The purist can

mount the 74154 IC in a

socket on a piece of perf-

board, but there is no reason

that it cannot be glued to the

bottom or side of the key-

board and wired directly.

The little circuit in Fig. 4

can be added to allow the

Break key to be used as an

interrupt. The KIM board

would respond to this key in
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the same manner as the ST
key on the built-in keypad
and return to the monitor.

However, if the nonmaskable
interrupt (NMI) vector is

changed at 17FA and 17FB,
the interrupt could jump to a

specific point in the user's

program instead. The re-

sistors, capacitor and 7413
Schmitt trigger IC debounce

the break key to prevent

multiple interrupts. The
diode in series with the out-

put simulates an open-

collector output so that

normal ST key operation is

not affected. Preferably, the

diode is a germanium type

such as a 1N34 or 1N270, but

a silicon unit will generally

work OK.

Scanning Program

The program in Fig. 5 is

the heart of the add-on key-

board system and is respon-

sible for most of its features.

Although shown assembled

for locations 0200-035C
(hexadecimal), it may be

modified for execution any-

where by changing those loca-

tions marked with an under-

line in the object-code

column. One temporary

storage location is required

on page 0. Its initial value

when the keyboard is first

used in a user program is not

important, but thereafter it

should not be bothered. The
routine may be interrupted

with no ill effects, but it is

not reentrant (that is, it may
not be called by an interrupt-

service routine if it was itself

interrupted) due to the

temporary storage location

just mentioned. This tempo-
rary location is at 00EE (just

below the KIM reserved area)

in the listing shown but may
be easily moved elsewhere.

Using the program is quite

simple. It is called as a sub-

routine whenever a character

from the keyboard is needed.

The contents of the registers

when called are not impor-

tant. When called, the routine

waits until a key is pressed

(except for code, shift or

repeat). When a key is

pressed, its code is loaded

into the accumulator and a

return taken. For maximum
flexibility, the contents of

the index registers are not

disturbed by the routine.

Before you get into the

program logic, perhaps a

word should be said about

the assembly language. The
assembler used to prepare the

listing is a modified version of

the National Semiconductor

IMP-16, which, in turn, is

similar to the PACE
assembler. In most respects,

the syntax conforms to that

recommended by MOS Tech-

nology. The major difference

is that hexadecimal constants

are denoted by X' instead of

$. The use of a # before a

constant or symbol specifies

the immediate addressing

mode. The assembler auto-

matically distinguishes

between zero page and

absolute mode addressing ac-

cording to the numerical

magnitude of the address —
zero page if between 0000
and 00FF and absolute other-

wise. The various indexed and

indirect addressing modes are

represented in the same way
as with the MOS Technology

assembler.

The overall logic of the

keyboard subroutine closely

parallels that described for a

hardware keyboard scanner.

The first step when it is

entered is to save the index

registers on the stack. Next,

the direction registers for the

input and output port bits are

set up. Note that only the

direction bits for the port bits

actually used are changed; the

others are left unchanged.

A-A

O

]:4 7i

470ft
-vw

BREAK KEY£ 22 M F

6V

13

14

II— vcc"\ II

7413 \£ 1
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I 7413 p5

IN270

-w— -o E-6

6
A-l

Fig. 4. Optional break-key interface.

When the subroutine is

entered, an assumption is

made that the last key

pressed is still down. This is

certainly a valid assumption

since a return from the pre-

vious invocation of this sub-

routine occurred immediately

when a key was pressed, and

it is unlikely that processing

of that character by the

calling program took very

long. ANKBT1 is the tempo-

rary storage location men-

tioned earlier. Functionally,

it is equivalent to the counter

in a hardware keyboard scan-

ner. It always addresses a key

in the matrix, and in this case

it points to the key that was

last pressed and had its code

sent.

Thus, after saving the

registers and setting up the

ports, a loop is entered in

which the keyboard routine is

waiting for this last-pressed

key to be released. While in

this waiting loop, the status

of the repeat key is con-

tinually interrogated. If the

repeat key is continuously

down while the last-pressed

key is also continuously

down for the repeat period,

an exit is taken from the loop

and the key code is sent

again. Note that the repeat

period, RPTRAT, is a para-

meter that may be changed;

in this case it is set to 50

milliseconds, giving a

moderately fast repeat rate of

approximately 20 characters

per second.

An internal subroutine,

KYTST, is used to actually

test the state of a key. It is

used by loading the address

of the key to be tested into

the accumulator, and then

calling it. When it returns, the

carry flag will be on if the

key is up, and off if it is

down.

The other exit from this

waiting loop, of course, is

sensing that the last addressed

key has been released. A de-

bounce delay (DBCDLA) is

included to insure that the

key is interpreted to be up

only when it has been con-

tinuously up for the de-

bounce delay period. This

will prevent noisy contacts

from generating multiple

characters.

At this point, scanning of

the keyboard resumes.

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
14

15
16

17

18

19

Fig. 5. KIM-1 alphanumeric keyboard scan and encode routine.

.PAGE 'KIM-1 ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD SCAN AND ENCODE ROUTINE'
THIS SUBROUTINE SCANS AN UNENC0DED KEYBOARD MATRIX CONNECTED
TO THE KIM-1 APPLICATION CONNECTOR. USER PERIPHERAL PORT B
BITS 5 (MSB) THROUGH 2 (LSB) ARE CONNECTED TO A 0NE-0F-16
DECODER (74154) WHICH DRIVES THE KEYSWITCH COLUMNS.
SENSING OF THE ROWS IS BY A PORTION OF THE KIM 0N-B0ARD
KEYBOARD CIRCUITRY WHICH USES SYSTEM PERIPHERAL PORT B BITS
0-4.
WHEN CALLED, THE ROUTINE SITS IN A LOOP WAITING FOR A KEY TO
BE PRESSED. WHEN A KEY IS PRESSED (EXCEPTING SHIFT, CONTROL,
REPEAT), THE ROUTINE RETURNS WITH KEY CODE IN ACCUMULATOR.
BOTH INDEX REGISTERS ARE RETAINED.
THE ROUTINE IMPLEMENTS TRUE 2-KEY ROLLOVER, KEY DEBOUNCING,
AND REPEAT TIMING. ONE RAM LOCATION IS REQUIRED, ITS INITIAL
CONTENT IS INSIGNIFICANT.

0000

1740 SYSPA

X'200

X'1740

; START PROGRAM AT LOCATION 0200 (HEX)

; SYSTEM PORT A DATA REGISTER
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20 1741 SYSPAD X'1741
; SYSTEM PORT A DIRECTION REGISTER Scanning is accomplished by

21 1702
22 1703

USRPB
USRPBD —

X'1702
XM703

; USER PORT B DATA REGISTER
; USER PORT B DIRECTION REGISTER

incrementing ANKBT1 and
23 0032 RPTRAT = 50

; REPEAT PERIOD, MILLISECONDS calling KEYTST to look at
24 0005
25
26 00EE

DBCDLA —
5 ; DEBOUNCE DELAY, MILLISECONDS the state of the newly

ANKBT1 = X'EE
; TEMPORARY STORAGE LOCATION ADDRESS

addressed key. Note that the

27 shift, code and repeat keys
28
29 0200 98 ANKB: TYA

; SAVE THE INDEX REGISTERS
are specifically skipped in the

A 1 . 1

30 0201 48 PHA scan sequence. Also note that

31 0202 8A TXA another function of KEYTST
32 0203
33 0204

48
AD4117

PHA
LDA SYSPAD ; SET UP DATA DIRECTION REGISTERS

is to detect an illegal key

34 0207 29E0 AND #X'EO ; SET SYSTEM PORT A BITS 4-0 TO INPUT address and set ANKBT1 to

35 0209 8D4117 STA SYSPAD zero if an illegal address
36 020C AD0317

^\ /% -*^ vi

LDA USRPBD
occurs. Such an illegal address

37 020F 093C ORA #X'3C ; SET USER PORT B BITS 5-2 TO OUTPUT
38 0211 8D0317 STA USRPBD would normally occur after

39 0214 A032 LDY #RPTRAT ; INITIALIZE REPEAT DELAY testing the last key in se-
40 0216
41 0218

A205
207B02

ANKB1

:

ANKB2

:

LDX
JSR

#DBCDLA
WA1MS

; INITIALIZE DEBOUNCE DELAY
; WAIT 1 MILLISECOND

quence, so the forced reset to

42 021B A5EE LDA ANKBT1
; GET KEY ADDRESS LAST DOWN zero would start another

43 021D 208202 JSR KEYTST
; TEST IF ADDRESSED KEY STILL DOWN scanning cycle. If a key is

44 0220
45 0222

BOOC
A931

BCS
LDA

ANKB4
#X'31

; JUMP IF UP

; TEST STATE OF REPEAT KEY
found depressed, another

46 0224 208202 JSR KEYTST loop is entered that verifies

47 0227 BOED BCS ANKB1 ; LOOP BACK IF REPEAT KEY IS UP that it is continuously de-
48 0229
49 022A

88
DOEA

DEY
BNE ANKB1

; DECREMENT REPEAT DELAY
; LOOP BACK IF REPEAT DELAY UNEXPIRED

pressed for the debounce de-

50 022C F022 BEQ ANKB7
; GO OUTPUT REPEATED CODE lay interval before it is de-

51 022E CA ANKB4

:

DEX
; DECREMENT DEBOUNCE DELAY clared to be really pressed.

52 022F
53

D0E7 BNE ANKB2
; GO TEST KEY AGAIN IF NOT EXPIRED Once a newly pressed key

54 •

> PREVIOUS KEY IS NOW 1RELEASED, RESUME SCAN OF KEYBOARD has been found (or the con-

55 ditions for a repeated char-
56 0231

57 0233
58 0235

E6EE
A5EE
C93F

ANKB5

:

INC
LDA
CMP

ANKBT1
ANKBT1
#X'3F

; INCREMENT KEY ADDRESS TO TEST

;
SKIP OVER SHIFT

acter have been satisfied), the

key code must be generated.

59 0237 F0F8 BEQ ANKB5 First, the current key address
60 0239 C92E CMP #X'2E

; SKIP OVER CONTROL in ANKBT1 is translated into
61 023B F0F4 BEQ ANKB5
62 023D C931 CMP #X'31

; SKIP OVER REPEAT
a plain unshifted character

63 023F FOFO BEQ ANKB5 code by using it as an index
64 0241
65 0243

A205
A5EE ANKB6

:

LDX
LDA

#DBCDLA ;

ANKBT1 ;

INITIALIZE DEBOUNCE DELAY
TEST STATE OF CURRENTLY ADDRESSED KEY

into the first part of the code
LI iv l 1 r . 1

66 0245 208202 JSR KEYTST table. Next, the state of the
67 0248 B0E7 BCS ANKB5 ; GO TRY NEXT KEY IF THIS ONE IS UP control key is tested. If it is

68 024A
69 024D

207B02 JSR WA1MS ; WAIT 1 MILLISECOND IF DOWN down, only the lower five bits
CA DEX DECREMENT DEBOUNCE DELAY

70 024E D0F3 BNE ANKB6
\
GO CHECK KEY AGAIN IF NOT EXPIRED of the translated code are

71 retained, and an exit is taken.
72

73

•

f TRANSLATE AND OUTPUT A KEY CODE
If control is up, then the shift

74 0250 A6EE ANKB7

:

LDX ANKBT1 ; GET BASIC ASCII CODE FROM TABLE key is tested. If it, too, is up,
75 0252 BCBD02 LDY ANKBTB,X ; INTO INDEX Y an exit is taken. If the shift
76 0255
77 0257

A92E
208202

LDA
JSR

#X'2E ;

KEYTST
TEST STATE OF CONTROL KEY key is down, however, the

78 025A B006 BCS ANKB8 ; SKIP AHEAD IF NOT PRESSED code is retranslated using the
79 025C 98 TYA CLEAR UPPER THREE BITS OF CODE IF second part of the code table.
80 025D
81 025F

29 IF

4C7002
AND
JMP

#X » 1 F j

ANKB 10 ;

CONTROL PRESSED
IGNORE SHIFT AND GO RETURN

Note that with a code like

82 0262 A93F ANKB8

:

LDA #X'3F ; TEST STATE OF SHIFT KEY ASCII, with logical bit pairing
83 0264 208202 JSR KEYTST (unshifted and shifted codes
84 0267 9004 BCC ANKB9 ; SKIP AHEAD IF PRESSED

differ by only one bit), the85 0269 98 TYA RETRIEVE PLAIN CODE FROM Y
86 026A 4C7002 JMP ANKB 10 ; GO RESTORE REGISTERS AND RETURN second half of the code table
87 026D
88 0270

BD0D03 1

BA I

&NKB9

:

\NKB10:
LDA
TSX

ANKBTB+80,X ; FETCH SHIFTED CODE FROM TABLE might be replaced with a little 1
•

89 0271 BC0201 LDY XM02,X ; RESTORE Y FROM STACK
more programming to make

90 0274 9D0201 STA X'102,X
;
SAVE CHARACTER CODE IN STACK WHERE Y WAS the adjustments necessary on

91 0277 68 PLA RESTORE X shifted characters. 1
92 0278 AA TAX
93 0279 68 PLA •

9 RESTORE CHARACTER CODE IN A
Finally, the two index

94 027A 60 RTS • RETURN registers are restored and a
95 return taken. Note that some
96
97

•

> WAIT FOR ONE MILLISECOND ROUTINE
playing around with the stack

98 027B A9C8 WA1MS: LDA #200 ; WAIT FOR APPROXIMATELY 1 MILLISECOND was necessary to preserve the
99 027D E901 WA1MS1: SBC #1 character code in A while the
100 027F DOFC BNE WA 1 MS

1

101 0281 60 RTS other registers were restored.

102 The key state test routine,
103 KEY STATE TEST ROUTINE KEYTST, takes a key address
104

105
ENTER WITH ADDRESS OF
LEAVES BOTH INDEX REG

KEY TO TEST IN ACCUMULATOR
ISTERS ALONE

in A and tests if the cor-

106 SETS ANKBT1 TO ZERO IF ILLEGAL KEY ADDRESS AND TESTS KEY ZERO responding key is pressed.
107

104

After checking for a valid key



address, and correcting it if

not, the lower four bits of the

address are sent to the port

bits that have the 1-of-16

column decoder connected to

them. These four port bits are

updated without affecting

any of the other bits on the

same port. After the column

address is sent out, the re-

maining three upper bits of

the key address are used to

access a "mask table," which

selects one of the five signifi-

cant row input bits to test.

Then the input port that

senses the five rows is read

and tested against the mask.

The zero or nonzero result is

transferred to the carry flag,

which won't be destroyed

during the register restore

sequence.

The code translate table is

divided into two parts. The
first is for unshifted codes;

the second is for shifted

codes. The characters are in

matrix-wise order, starting

with row 0, column 0, going

through the columns on row

0, proceeding to row 1, and

so forth, ending with row 4,

column 15. The table given is

for ASCII on the main key-

board. The blank or oddly

marked keys are assigned to

useful ASCII control codes

such as CR for the key

marked CLR. The 0-F keys of

the auxiliary keyboard be-

come 80-8F for lowercase

and 90-9F for uppercase. The

remaining three auxiliary

keys are assigned codes A0-

A5. The table may be

changed freely to reflect the

user's choice of convenient

control codes or to accommo-

date a completely different

character code.

Building this keyboard

interface for the KIM should

prove to be a worthwhile

one-evening project. Besides

saving a substantial amount
of money, it serves as a good

learning tool and an excellent

example of how software can

substitute for hardware, offer

a lot of extra features and

still be easy to use. The basic

concepts can be easily applied

to expanding other low-cost

microcomputer trainer

boards."

08

09
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29

30

31

32

33
34

35

36

37
38

39
40

41

42

43
44

45
46

47
48

49

50
51

52

53
54

55
56
57
58

59
60

61

62

63
64

0282
0284
0286
0288
028A
028B
028C
028D
0290
0292
0295
0296
0299
029B
029C
029D
02A0
02A3
02A6
02A7
02A8
02A9
02AA
02AB
02AE
02B1
02B2
02B4
02B5
02B6
02B7

02B8
02BC

C950
9004
A900
85EE
48
8A
48
AD0217
29C3
8D0217
BA
BD0201
290F
0A
0A
0D0217
8D0217
BD0201
4A
4A
4A
4A
AA
AD4017
3DB802
18

E900
68
AA
68
60

01020408
10

KEYTST

02BD 085E3A2D
02C1 30393837
02C5 36353433
02C9 3231 1BA0

02CD 7F0A5C5B
02D1 706F6975
02D5 79747265
02D9 777109A1
02DD 060D5D40
02E1 3B6C6B6A
02E5 68676664
02E9 736100A2
02ED 00002000
02F1 2F2E2C6D
02F5 6E627663

65 02F9 787A0000
66 02FD 80818283
67 0301 84858687
68 0305 88898A8B
69 0309 8C8D8E8F
70
71

72

73
74
75
76

77
78
79
80
81

82

0315
0319
031D
0321
0325
0329

030D 085E2A3D
0311 30292827

26252423
2221 1BA3
7F0A7C7B
504F4955
59545245
575109A4

032D 060D7D60
0331 2B4C4B4A

83 0335 48474644
84 0339 534100A5

033D 00002000
0341 3F3E3C4D
0345 4E425643
0349 585A0000
034D 90919293
0351 94959697
0355 98999A9B
0359 9C9D9E9F

NO

85
86
87
88

89
90
91

92

93
94 0000
ERROR LINES

KEYTS1

MSKTAB

ANKBTB:

CMP
BCC
LDA
STA
PHA
TXA
PHA
LDA
AND
STA
TSX
LDA
AND
ASLA
ASLA
0RA
STA
LDA
LSRA
LSRA
LSRA
LSRA
TAX
LDA
AND
CLC
SBC
PLA
TAX
PLA
RTS

.BYTE

.BYTE

#80
KEYTS1
#0
ANKBT1

USRPB
#X'C3
USRPB

X f 102,

X

#X'0F

USRPB
USRPB
X'102,X

TEST IF LEGAL KEY ADDRESS
SKIP AHEAD IF SO
SET TO ZERO OTHERWISE
UPDATE ANKBT1
SAVE A ON STACK
SAVE X ON STACK

CLEAR USER PORT B BITS 2-5

; RESTORE KEY ADDRESS FROM STACK

; ISOLATE LOW 4 BITS OF KEY ADDRESS
; POSITION TO LINE UP WITH BITS 2-5

SEND TO USER PORT B WITHOUT DISTURBING
OTHER BITS
GET KEY ADDRESS BACK
RIGHT JUSTIFY HIGH 3 BITS

SYSPA
MSKTAB,

X

#0

USE AS AN INDEX INTO MASK TABLE
GET SYSTEM PORT A STATUS
SELECT BIT TO TEST AND SET CARRY FLAG
ACCORDINGLY

; RESTORE X FROM STACK

; RESTORE A FROM STACK
; RETURN

X , 01,X , 02,X'04,X , 08
X'10

MASK TABLE FOR KEYTST

ASCII CHARACTER CODE TRANSLATE TABLE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

.BYTE

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

•08, X' 5E, X' 3A,X' 2D ;

•30, X' 39, X' 38, X' 37
'36, X 1 35, X' 34, X' 33
•32, X' 31, X' 1B,X< A0 ;

'7F, X' 0A, X' 5C,X< 5B ;

•70, X' 6F, X' 69, X' 75 ;

'79, X' 74, X' 72, X''65
f 77, X' 71, X' 09, X" A1 ;

'06, X' 0D, X' 5D,X" 40

•3B, X' 6C, X" 6B,X »6A
;

•68,,X' 67, X" 66,

X

'64 ;

•73, X' 61, X''00,

X

'A2 ;

'00, X' 00, X' 20, X '00 ;

•2F ,X< 2E,»X''2C,X •6D
;

•6E >X''62, X''76, X '63 ;

•78 »X''7A ,x •00, X '00

•80 ,x '81 »x •82, X '83
;

•84 ,x '85 ,x '86, X •87 ;

•88 ,x •89 »x »8A,X >8B

•8C ,x '8D ,x »8E,X »8F ;

UNSHIFTED SECTION
BS CARRET : -

9 8 7

6 5 4 3

2 1 ESC (AUX H)

DEL LF BACKSLASH C

P I U

Y T R E
W Q HT (AUX L)

HEREIS CR 3 §

; L K J

H G F D
S A CTL (AUX SHIFT)
(RIGHT BLANK) REPAT SP

/ . , M
N B V C

X Z (LEFT BLANK)

(AUX 12 3)

4 5 6 7)

8 9 A B)

C D E F)

SHIFT

(AUX
(AUX
(AUX

.BYTE

.BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
.BYTE

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
.BYTE

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
.BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE

END

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

•08, X' 5E,X' 2A,X< 3D ;

•30, X' 29, X' 28, X' 27
•26, X''25, X" 24, X' 23
•22, X''21, X' 1B,X<'A3

;

•7F,X •0A,X '7C,X •7B
;

'50,X »4F,X<'49, X •55
;

'59,

X

'54, X '52, X '45 ;

•57, X •51, X •09, X »A4 ;

•06, X '0D,X '7D,X •60
;

•2B,X '4C,X »4B,X »4A ;

•48, X »47, X •46, X •44
;

'53,

X

•41, X '00,X<'A5 ;

•00, X"•00, X''20, X' 00 ;

'3F,X '3E,X'»3C,X''4D

•4E,X '42, X '56, X '43

'58,

X

'5A,X '00, X •00

'90,

X

'91, X •92, X •93 ;

'94,

X

»95, X »96, X •97 ;

•98, X '99, X »9A,X »9B
;

'9C,X '9D,X '9E,X '9F ;

; SHIFTED SECTION

BS CARRET • =

) ( '

4 % $ #
••

! ESC (AUX H)

DEL LF VERTBAR {

P I U

Y T R E

W Q HT (AUX L)

HEREIS CR } GRAVEACCENT
L K J

H G F D
5 A CTL (AUX SHIFT)
(RIGHT BLANK) REPAT SP
? > < M
N B V C

X Z (LEFT BLANK) SHIFT
(AUX 12 3)

(AUX 4 5 6 7)

(AUX 8 9 A B)

(AUX C D E F)
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One Byte at a Time

with Morrow's I/O cassette board

Gary Alevy
1056 Fifth Avenue
New York NY 10028

The Morrow Cassette

Interface I/O board is

Altair-compatible and imple-

ments the Kansas City tape

cassette standard for three

cassette players with start/

stop control. On the board

there is also a serial and a

parallel port. The board in-

corporates 1/2K bytes of

RAM and 1/2K bytes of

PROM containing routines

for block-oriented tape oper-

ations, UART simulation and

checksum calculation, among
others. The firmware pro-

vided does not provide

character incremental read/

write utilizing the cassette

start/stop capabilities of the

interface. The routines con-

tained in this article allow

you to store data on tape a

character at a time and con-

serve tape. This capability is

useful in applications like

automatic data logging, where
events to be recorded occur

at infrequent intervals or

when one is typing a lengthy

program source listing.

One might suppose that

character incremental read/

write could be accomplished

with the firmware provided

by setting length of the data

block to be output equal to

one. This is not possible be-

cause allowance must be

made for the tape to come up
to speed before a character is

read. Users of the interface

are also aware that a five-

second leader is also recorded

before each data block; it

would be senseless to precede

each single character with the

five-second leader dictated by
the firmware.

Read Subroutine

The read subroutine re-

turns a single character in

register A. On entry to the

subroutine, registers are saved

and the tape unit is turned

on. The firmware subroutine

TREAD is used to search for

the sync signal and read the

data character. The character

read from the tape is tempo-

rarily stored in memory at

RDATA. Next the tape unit

is turned off and registers are

Assembly Language
Address Machine Code Label Op Code Operand Comments
FAD3 F5 MRCHR PUSH PSW

C5 PUSH B SAVE REGISTERS
D5 PUSH D
E5 PUSH H
3E 03 MVI A, 03H TURN ON TAPE
D3 04 OUT 4 UNIT 1
06 82 MVI B, 82H SET TO READ UNIT 1
OE 00 MVI C, 00H SET READ OPTION
21 F3 FA LXI H,RDATADDR CHARACTER ADDRESS
11 01 00 LXI D.LENGTH 1 CHARACTER
CE 4D 80 CALL TREAD CALL ROM SUBROUTINE
AF XRA A TURN OFF TAPE
D3 04 OUT 4 UNIT 1
El POP H
Dl POP D RESTORE REGISTERS
CI POP B
Fl POP PSW
3A F3 FA LDA RDATADDR PUT CHARACTER IN REG A
C9 RET EXIT MRCHR SUBROUTINE

FAF3 RDATA DB MEMORY LOCATION
IN WHICH CHARACTER
READ FROM TAPE IS
TEMPORARILY STORED

Program A. Morrow read character routine.
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restored. Finally, the char-

acter is transferred from

memory and made available

to the calling routine in the A
register.

Write Subroutine

The write subroutine takes

a character from the C reg-

ister, starts the tape player,

writes a sync signal, writes

the character, then turns off

the tape player. The duration

of the sync bit should be

adjusted to be the minimum
value that gives reliable data

read back with a given

cassette player. Note that the

character to be written is

stored at the memory loca-

tion called WDATA. Calls are

made to two routines in the

Morrow firmware FLUX and

WTAPE. (These are explained

in the documentation
supplied with the interface.)

Only the B and D register

pairs are saved at the entry

point labeled WCHAR; it is

the user's responsibility to

save other registers that are

affected.

Address

FABO

FAD2

Machine Code

C5
D5
79
32
06
21
OE
79
CD
OE
11
21
CD
AF
D3
Dl
CI
C9

D2
03
50
OB

00
06
01
D2
1C

04

Label

MWCHR

FA

00

80

00
FA
80

WDATA

Assembly Language
Op Code Operand

PUSH
PUSH
MOV
STA
MVI
LXI
MVI
MOV
CALL
MVI
LXI
LXI
CALL
XRA
OUT
POP
POP
RET
DB

B
D
A, C
WDATA
B, 03H
H, 0050H
COBH
A,C
FLUX
C06H
D,LENGTH
H,WDATADDR
WTAPE
A
4
D
B

Program B. Morrow write character routine.

Comments
CHARACTER TO BE
WRITTEN ENTERS IN
REGISTER C

SAVE SOME REGISTERS

STORE CHARACTER TO
BE WRITTEN

TURN ON TAPE UNIT 1

SYNC DURATION WRITE
SET PARAMETERS SYNC
FOR FLUX

CALL ROM SUBROUTINE
TO WRITE SYNC
1 CHARACTER
CHARACTER ADDRESS

CALL ROM SUBROUTINE
TURN OFF TAPE
UNIT 1
RESTORE REGISTERS

EXIT MWCHR SUBROUTINE
MEMORY LOCATION
IN WHICH CHARACTER
TO BE WRITTEN ON
TAPE IS TEMPORARILY
STORED

HICRODESK
EASILY ASSEMBLED

IN 5 MINUTES
WITHOUT TOOLS

HI-DENSITY
VINYL CLAD
BOARD

RAILS
AVAILABLE
FOR RACK
MOUNTING

KEYBOARD
SHELF

48" X 24" X 28

he perfect home for a business or
personal computer
Microdesk $96.50 FOB Wichita

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN
1611 E. Central Wichita, Kansas 67214
Microcomputer systems for business and personal use

THE BETTER BUG TRAP

AND
Altair/IMSAI compatible board catches program bugs and

provides timing for real-time applications.

Four hardware breakpoint addresses. Software breakpoints

only possible at instructions in RAM. Better Bug Trap

breakpoints can be in ROM or RAM, and at data or

instructions in memory, input/output channels, or stack

locations.

Board can stop CPU or interrupt CPU at a breakpoint.

Real-time functions: watchdog timer, real-time clock (for

time of day clock), interval timer.

Sophisticated timesharing made possible!

Unique interrupt structure: generates a CALL instruction to

your subroutine anywhere in memory, not a RST!

Addressed as memory. All parameters set easily by software.

All this and more for about the price of a real-time clock

board, but nothing else does the job of the Better Bug Trap.

$180, assembled and tested. 2 manuals plus software. 90 day

warranty. Shipped UPS. Delivery from stock.

M III UUU^ inc.

BOX 3614, 123 WEST 3RD ST., SUITE 8

GREENVILLE, NC 27834 • (919) 758-7757 M25
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Dennis E. Hamilton
1952 Baird Road
Penfield NY 14526

It's Your Hobby!
Since when are hobbyists

required to justify their

pastimes? Will we soon be

driven to set aside spacecraft

models and ensconce train

layouts behind secret panels?

Has it come to pass that

legitimate hobbies are only
those that enhance property
values, save money, serve the

community or earn tax de-

ductions? If not why is the

computer hobbyist distressed

by that jealous zinger, "But
what does it do?"

Maybe we have it coming
to us. Sure, there are divi-

dends used as justification to

onlookers. I can always

mumble about "investment

values and inflation hedges"

when I'm found out as a

closet stamp collector.

There's some truth to that,

but it isn't why I collect

stamps. Yes, ham operators

are handy in public emergen-
cies, but is that why your rig

can reach Antarctica by re-

flection from the moon? Of
course not.

Perhaps coin collecting is

the one hobby in America
that requires no explanation.

There's money in it. No justi-

fication required. At least

that's how it looks. It must
also look that way in coun-

tries having different ideolo-

gies — the hobby is banned!
The real stoics have to be

model railroaders. After all,

what they do with their con-

structions strikes most adults

as pretty ridiculous. There's

108

the critics

be hanged

just no convincing appeal to

utilitarian value or the work
ethic. Yet train enthusiasts

stand tall, taking it right on
the chin. They also take

solace in believing that, given

the chance, most people

couldn't resist an opportunity
to sit at the controls, un-

observed. Maybe computer
hobbyists have an opening
there too.

Modelers have it easier.

The result, like art, needn't

do anything. Even when the

model is operational, as with

a fully articulated, HO-scale,

steam-locomotive model, it

doesn't have to be running to

be appreciated. Operation
also has little to do with the

joys, trials and frustrations of

construction. Pride in a job

well done, that personal satis-

faction, is rekindled each

time the modeler examines

the result. Undiminished by
lapse of time, the model — or

a collection — captures for us

the joy of its undertaking,

just as recall of other plea-

sures, and disappointments

too, is inspired by leafing

through family snapshots.

Personal photographs
share another property with
hobbyist creations: They
don't have the same signifi-

cance to "outsiders." No
wonder. Snapshots seldom in-

spire appreciation of intrinsic

features. Instead, family pic-

tures arouse memory of the

depicted event (baby's first

tooth). Any wedding photog-

rapher can confirm that

clients buy catalogs of mem-
ories, not "good" pictures.

The keyword is personal.

The value of our hobbies is

internal to and inseparable

from ourselves. Our hobbies

are part of us, expressing our

being. The value of hobbies is

measured not by society, em-
ployers or even our most inti-

mate relations, but by our

own satisfaction in pursuing

them.

So, when asked what your
recently assembled micro-

processor system does, don't

be so quick to apologize. Our
culture cherishes human
spirit, diversity and folly too.

Let us never need to account

to anyone for that.

If you feel unsatisfied with

having a machine and nothing

to do with it, by all means do
something! Satisfying applica-

tions of personal computers
— large, small and hand held

— can be found everywhere.

The only requisite is your
interest, imagination and per-

severance. Just don't be sur-

prised when what you choose
for the computer to do
strikes others as frivolous. Re-

member, it's your hobby.
Now, what about being

good at your hobby? For that

ambition, if you're plagued
with it, you'll require an audi-

ence, a community of kin-

dred spirits that recognizes

hard-won achievement and
provides criticism you must
respect. Well, at least those

critics ask more interesting

questions than, "But what
does it do?"



WeVe the
memory
house

ORDER FORM QTY.
KIT ASSEMBLED

AE 8KS

AE 16 KPS

AE 1702A PRGM
BROCHURE n

Name:

Associated Electronics Company
1885 W. Commonwealth, Unit G

Fullerton, CA 92633
(714) 879-7541 879-7707

Address:

We accept: Checks • Money Orders • C.O.D. • Credit Cards

Master Charge #

A42 BankAmericard #

AE 8 KS (8K STATIC RAM)

8192 bytes of static memory.
Access time: 500 nanoseconds.

Memory chips are Signetics 21L02's.

Memory allocation is in 8K increments to any location (switch selectable)

Memory protection (full 8K) selectable with a switch.

Fully socketed and buffered.

Solder mask and character screen for ease of assembly.

AT

Kit $189.00 Assembled $289.00

AE 16 KPS (16K PSEUDO-STATIC RAM)

Runs with all popular processors including Polymorphics, Sol, Chromemco, ZPU, and others.

Runs with Micropolis, North Star, Tarbell and other mass storage systems.

Full speed memory chips (500 nanoseconds) with no wait states.

All memory management functions on board. No software management required.

Low power consumption.... 2.5 to 5 watts maximum!!!

Headers allow allocating memory in 4K blocks to ANY LOCATION within the 65K

8080 or Z80 memory space. Allocation must be on 4K boundaries.

Phantom, memory protect-unprotect, and other functions jumper selectable.

This memory card is as DMA compatible as any other pseudo-static memory on the market.

The DMA controller MUST HONOR ALL PROCESSOR SIGNALS!!! ASK DYNABYTE
which DMA controllers they run with... then ask us!!!!

Fully socketed and buffered.

\>-

tow

Kit $349.00 Assembled $449.00

AE 1 702A PRGM (manual 1702 programmer)

Our new EPROM programmer has a vast array of improvements

over the original design... with NO INCREASE IN PRICE!!!

THE ORIGINAL DESIGN has sold to John F. Kennedy Space Flight Center,

Jet Propulsion Labs, Los Alamos Scientific Lab, Stanford Linear Acceleration

Center, IBM, XEROX, 3M, and many others. The new design incorporates

on-boa'rd 3 state buffers and two 16 pin headers for direct processor interface

The new design also incorporates a new keyboard for increased reliability

and improved function selection.

Write for additional details.

Kit $189.00 Assembled $299.00
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WAVE MATE

(shown with Jupiter disk)

LOOKING BETTER ALL THE TIME

But we offer you more than just a beautiful new cabinet. The Wave Mate Jupiter IIA and Jupiter IIIA
systems come to you fully assembled and tested, with backplane, plug-in terro-resonant power

supply, and your choice of either 68OO or Z80 CPU modules. All for less than the price of
the two best selling 8O8O systems

!

Plus you can choose from the fastest growing selection of memories and
peripherals available from any manufacturer.

Our 2KB EPROM/4KB RAM /Serial interface module can start you
on your way to high-quality, full capability, low cost personal

f/j* computing. As your needs for computing power grow, add
/
V our video modules, our audio cassette interface, or even a

^/ high-speed matrix printer or floppy disk - all built with the same
quality and dependability the Wave Mate name has come to

stand for.

All Wave Mate products meet the
highest quality industrial standards,

with rugged construction unmatched
by anyone. If you are serious about

personal computing, call Wave Mate.

Send information on: n Jupiter HA

D Jupiter IIIA

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

SIB
VJjxva TJlaU

WAVE MATE 1015 West 190th Street, Gardena, California 90248 Telephone (213) 329-8941
Dept. 25

W5
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
p.o. box 212

E21

UART
&BAUD
RATE
GENERATOR
Part no. 101
• Converts serial to parallel and

parallel to serial

• Low cost on board baud rate

generator

• Baud rates: 110, 150,

300,600, 1200, and 2400

• Low power drain +5 volts and

-12 volts required

• TTL compatible

• All characters contain a start

bit, 5 to 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop

Ijits, and either odd or even

parity.

• All connections go to a 44 pin

gold plated edge connector

• Board only $12.00; with parts

$35.00

>
master charge

RS - 232 /TTL
INTERFACE

Part no. 232

• Converts TTL to RS-232, and

converts RS-232 to TTL
• Two separate circuits

• Requires -12 and +12 volts

• All connections go to a 10 pin

gold plated edge connector

• Board only $4.50; with parts

$7.00

DC POWER
SUPPLY
Part no. 6085

• Board supplies a regulated +5

volts at 3 amps., +12,-12, and -5

volts at 1 amp.

• Board has filters, rectifiers, and

regulators

• Power required is 8 volts AC at

3 amps., and 24 volts AC C.T. at

1.5 amps.

• Board only $12.50

£yfe^>

-4fc

t? f

^j— » T WW W •

*"'''*

TAPE Part no. I I I

INTERFACE
• Play and record Kansas City

Standard tapes

• Converts a low cost tape

recorder to a digital recorder

• Works up to 1200 baud

• Digital in and out are TTL
• Output of board connects to

mic. in of recorder

• Earphone of recorder connects

to input on board

• Requires +5 volts, low power

drain

• Board $7.60; with parts $27.50

• No coils

Part

no. 107

RF
MODULATOR
• Converts video to AM modu-

lated RF, Channels 2 or 3

• Power required is 1 2 volts AC
C.T., or +5 volts DC
• Board $4.50; with parts $13.50

B To Order:
Mention part number and description. For parts kits add "A" to part number. Shipping paid for orders

accompanied by check, money order, or Master Charge, BankAmericard, or VISA number and

signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.D. orders. California residents add 6.5% for tax. Parts kits

include sockets for all ICs, components, and circuit board. Documentation is included with all

products. Dealer inquiries invited. 24 Hour Order Line: (408) 374-5984.
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(from page 21)

brought any public actions
against retailers for failing

to comply with the pro-
visions of the Presale Avail-
ability Rule. The reason
stated is that it is difficult

to determine if a product
has been manufactured after

January 1, 1977.
In my visits to computer

stores, I have yet to see a
single one complying with
the rule. As a matter of fact,

Lafayette and Radio Shack
are the only stores I've seen
that even make an attempt
to comply. In those stores,

if you look hard enough or
ask for it, you will find a

binder containing war-
ranties.

SBCWA Repair Facility

Requirements

If you think the Presale
Availability Rule is a major
revelation, this next one will

blow your mind. The
SBCWA mandates that if

there is an express warranty
accompanying goods sold in
California, the manu-
facturers of such goods
must maintain, in
California, "sufficient ser-

vice and repair facilities

reasonably close to all areas
where its consumer goods
are sold" to carry out the
terms of their warranties.
Manufacturers may comply
with this requirement by
entering into warranty ser-

vice contracts not exceeding
one year with independent
service and repair facilities.

Providing facilities near Los
Angeles and San Francisco
will probably satisfy the
"reasonably close" require-
ment.

If a manufacturer does
not maintain repair facilities

in California and has not
authorized a representative
to do so, you may return
defective goods to either the
retailer from whom you

bought the goods or to any
other retail seller of like

goods of the same manu-
facturer. The retailer to
whom the goods are re-

turned may replace or repair

at the retailer's option.

The SBCWA makes the
manufacturer liable to the
retailer who performs in-

war ranty service in an
amount equal to what
would be charged for non-
warranty work (which in-

cludes a reasonable profit).

Retailers may recover treble

damages if a manufacturer
fails to reimburse the re-

tailer. The implications here
are astounding; I've yet to
talk to a retailer who had
received a single penny for

performing in-warranty ser-

vice.

The SBCWA also adds
some teeth for you, the
consumer. If you have gone
to a retailer for warranty
repairs and have not ob-
tained satisfactory service,

or if there is no retailer in

California who sells like

goods for the same manu-
facturer (i.e., if the manu-
facturer sells exclusively
through mail order) you
may secure the services of
an independent service or
repair facility. If you pursue
this option, you are not
responsible for the cost of
repairs. The independent
repair facility can only hold
the manufacturer liable for
such costs. Those costs en-

compass the actual costs of
repair, including those for

parts, transportation of the
goods or parts, plus a

reasonable profit. I have no
doubt that many in-

dependent repair shops will

emerge in the personal com-
puting field.

A few comments about
the repairment-repair pro-

visions are in order: Those
provisions are only applic-
able where the wholesale
price to the retailer is $50.
How do you know this? The
SBCWA provides that the
warranty must state that the
independent repair option is

available on all express
warranties accompanying
products with a wholesale
price to the retailer of $50
or more. Again, I've yet to
see a warranty that makes
this required disclosure.

One more unique pro-

vision in the SBCWA is a

tolling provision. Where any
item costs the consumer
$50 or more, the warranty
period is tolled (extended)
from the date the consumer
delivers the goods for war-
ranty repair until the goods
are returned to the con-
sumer.

The SBCWA contains
additional disclosure re-

quirements. An important
addition to the MMWA re-

quirements is that the con-
sumer must be provided
with the name and address
of each repair facility in the
state or with a toll-free

number which will provide
repair facility addresses for

manufacturers who elect to
maintain such facilities. The
retailer must also provide a

list of authorized repair

facilities.

Can the MMWA and
SBCWA Requirements be
Avoided? The provisions

discussed cannot be waived
by any manufacturer or re-

tailer. Any attempted
waiver is void. The only out
is simply to provide no
warranty by making all sales

on an "as is" basis. One
well-known retailer is doing
just that, providing a free

"Service Contract" with the
"as is" system. Coinci-
dentally, the free service

contract runs as long as the
average warranty.

Remedies for Express

Warranties

The UCC provides the
same remedies for war-
ranties whether implied or
express. The SBCWA also
provides identical remedies
but allows treble damages in

instances where an express
warranty is breached. The
MMWA does not broaden
the scope of remedies avail-

able under the UCC and the
SBCWA.

Perhaps the remedies
available to the consumer
seem slight compared to the
magnitude of the require-
ments placed on manu-
facturers and retailers.

However, the most impor-
tant result of the warranty
legislation is that the con-
sumer is made aware of his

warranty rights so he can

enforce them. The SBCWA's
repair-facility provisions are

most important, as they
place the onus on the manu-
facturer to establish repair

facilities or to be liable to

retailers or independents
who provide repair facilities

for warranty repairs. Pre-

sumably, this will be en-

forced by the repairer after

the consumer has been sat-

isifed. Nevertheless, in order
to be effective at all, con-
sumers must be aware of
their rights and must take
advantage of them.

,m NEWPRODUCTS
(from page 13)

new book, — A Comprehen-
sive Accounting System in

BASIC, by Dr. John
Edwards, PhD.

Floppy diskettes will be
available shortly, containing
the Comprehensive Ac-
counting System, for the
following microcomputers:
Alpha Microsystems, Altair,

and Poly System 88.

The book is priced at

$149.95.

Microcomputer Business
Systems, Inc., 1776 Plaza,

1776 East Jefferson Street,

Rockville MD 20852.

Protect Your
SOL Computer

An attractive and durable
blue denim dust cover
especially tailored for the
Processor Technology
Corporation SOL Terminal
Computer is being offered
by Curtis Electro Devices,
Incorporated.

The cover comes in two
standard versions: The first

is embroidered with the
legend "SOL COMPUTER,"
the second is lettered "MY
COMPUTER." Custom
legends are also available for
a $5 additional cost. The
standard cover is $14.95
postpaid from Curtis Elec-

tro Devices, Inc., Box 4090,
Mountain View CA 94040.
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COMPUTER
CONTROLLED
PLOTTERS!!

90% ASSEMBLED
11x17 inch size (Delivery stock )

17 x 22 inch size ( Delivery 3 8 weeks)

Owner's Manual (refunded with plotter purchase ),

.$750

.$895

_$5

- We supply plotter and interface -

You supply computer and software -

- Dealer inquiries invited -

WRITE today!!
^yluattfttUs laboratory, Int.

*1 Sylvanway, Box 239 Strafford, Mo. 65757
417-736-2664 S28

NOT A KIT

8v(?z 15A, ± 16v(?*3A power
Rack mountable
15 slot motherboard
Card cage
Fan, line cord, tuse,

switch, EMI filter

Desk top version option

8vCu 30A, ± 16v(?z 10A option

SS-50 bus option

voltage monitor option

Rack
mounted

model $200

Desk
top model

$235

Write or call for a copy of our

detailed brochure which includes

our application note

BUILDING CHEAP COMPUTERS.

INrEGR4ND
8474 Ave 296 • Visalia. CA 93277 • (209) 733 9288

We accept BankAmencard/Visa and Master Charge

depot; inc.
(Credit Cards Accepted

<§>

#
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(61 2) 927-5601
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Motorola DII 6800 Evaluation Kit ... . ... . $236.00

National Semiconductor SCMP Kit & Keyboard . $190.00

2708 Eprom Prim Full Spec 450NS From Ti &
Fairchild $16.95

Chromemco Bytesaver—Bum & Read Eproms . . $145.00

Speech Lab Kit-Tal k To Your S1 00 Computer . $249.00

Pana Vise #300 with 366 Jaws $21 35

1MSAI 8080 22 Slot Computer All ICS Socketed $850.00

E&LDigi-Designer—Design Your Own Circuits. . . $77.75

OAE Paper Tape Readers $6935

Northstar Floppy Disk Kits with S1 00 Controller $650.00

ICOM Frugal Floppy Disk with Controll

Formatter .$1195.00

Economy Terminal RS232 Cursur Control Special $900.00

Free TTL Catalog & We Pay The Shipping

C40

Address

Part No. Qty Arm. Enclosed

NOW
BYTE SHOP EAST, INC.

comes to

MIDTOWN MANHATTAN!
at 40th and Lexington.

IGRAND OPENING!
A.*FO«»CU,

BYTE
SHOP

See the latest in micro-

computers. VDT's,
Printers, Accessories. One
of the largest stocks in I

the East. HARDWARE-
SOFTWARE-SERVICE-

BOOKS - Stop by - sit

down and try a system —
we specialize in small

business and education

packages. Come in and

say hello!

^f°%

BYTE
ShOP

AND DONT FORGET WE'RE
STILL IN LEVITTOWN AT:
2721 Hempstead Turnpike

Levittown, NY 11756
516^731 8116
Tues. Fri. 12 9 closed

Sat. 10-5 Sun. & Mon.

BYTE SHOP EAST, INC.

130 E. 40th St.

(corner of Lexington Av)

New York City, NY 10016
212-889 4204
Tues.- Fri. 11-7 closed

Sat. 10-5 Sun. &Mon.
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The Prices? Low!
The Stock? On Hand!
The Deadline For

Orders?

The Company?
Computer Enterprises!

Lear Siegler ADM-3A Kit
IMSAI 8080 with ZZ Slots Kit
North Star Micro Disk
System Kit

Polymorphic VTI / 64 Kit
Comp. Enterp. Extender
Board with connector

Comp. Enterp. Cable A
for IMSAI

Seals 8K 880ns RAM
Assmbld.

Vector Graphic 8K 480ns
RAM Assmbld.

Vector Graphic PROM/
RAM Kit

George Risk ASC II
Keyboard Kit

Netronic's ELF II RCA
COSMAC Microcomputer -

wired & tested

Credit
Card Price

$764
$614

Cash
Price

$738
$890

$623
$182

$899
$178

$ 13 $ 18

$ 14 $ 13

$238 $889

$234 $888,

$ 83 $ 80|

$ 52 $ sol

$146 $140

FOR THESE
EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS!

North Star Horizon 1
Computer System

North Star Horizon Z
Computer System

IMSAI VIO-B Kit
IMSAI VIO-C Kit

$1497 $1439

1871 $1799
234 $ 888
297 $ 886

Ask For Your FREE Computer
Enterprises Catalog Today!

Shipping charges: $10 per CPU on larger units; $1.50 per kit. $2 00 min
per order.
Delivery is stock to 30 days on most items. Shipment is immediate for
payment by cashier's check, money order or charge card. Allow 3 weeks
for personal checks to clear. NY. State residents add approp. sales
tax. Availability, prices and specs may change without notice.

Operating Hours.
M-W 10-5E.S.T.
Th-F 10-9E.S.T.
Closed Sat. & Sun.

Write or Call

L

P.O. Box 71
Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066

Phone (315) 637-6208 Today!

C33

A Great Printer

Born of

a Great Typewriter

SELECTERM
System 9710

The Selectric II* Printer you can trust!,

Compare features found in no other

Selectric output device!

• Brand new IBM Selectric II* Typewriter
• Fully converted for direct connection to any computer
• Special typing element for full ASCII and upper/lower case
alphanumeric characters

• Direct connection to parallel or serial port at standard TTL
level

• Responds to commands for backspace, vertical and horizon-
tal tab, and bell

• Software in internal PROM handles all ASCII output conver-
sions

• Can also be used as a standard typewriter

• Complete electronics package, cable sets and documentation
• Approved by IBM with warranty on typewriter and service

contract

• Factory warranty on conversion package (V|30

micro

computer
devices
960 E. Orangethorpe, Bldg. F
Anaheim, California 92801
Telephone (714) 992-2270

"Innovitort to tha Microcomputer industry

Price $1650. Available only

from dealers. Write for

complete information.

Registered trademark of

IBM Corporation

"We may have the surplus

electronics

you need!"

Terminal/Keyboard

With Schematics

$250.00

•CRT Terminals
•Assemblies

Tape Drives $800.00

•Peripherals

• Components
Keyboards $40.00 to $60.00
(ASCII Encoded)

Equipment Cabinets $45.00 to $60.00
(19" With Fan)

Send for a free catalog or call

BUI Blaney, toll free 800 258-1036
in NH 603 885 3705

&Si Come to our showroom

WORLDWIDE ELECTFUniCS, HIE.
10 Flagstone Drive, Hudson, New Hampshire 03051 W16
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COMPUTALKER
A

® o o :
\l

S-100 BUS

CSR 1

SYNTHESIS-BY-RULE
SOFTWARE

SPEAK "KAAMPYUTAOLKER"

MODEL CT-1 SYNTHESIZER
CSR1 SOFTWARE SYSTEM
DEMONSTRATION CASSETTE

395.00
35.00
2.95

CALIF RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

WRITE FOR INFORMATIVE LITERATURE

COMPUTALKER CONSULTANTS
P.O. BOX 1951, DEPT. K, SANTA MONICA, CA 90406

C36

4K RAM BOARD KIT

FAST/ LOW POWER

2102-1 (*» NS)

DENSE 4.5" X 6"

PACKAGE

JifTi J
itiiiiiitiintiTi

FULLY BUFFERED

STANDARD 44 PIN

GOLD PLATED

CONNECTOR

$79.95
COMPLETE KIT INCUUBES BOMS). CHIPS, CAPS, & DOCUMENTATION

450 ns low- power 2102-1

512x8 bipolar prom

16K x 1 250 ns dynamic ram

$1.60

$17.00

$54.00

NEW: 64K S-100 dynamic ram board $395.
ASSEMBLED & TESTED WITH 16K RAM

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

WASATCH SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
25 SOUTH 300 EAST, SUITE 215

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111

FOR ORDERS UNDER $25.00, ADD $2.00 SHIPPING AND HANDLING

UTAH RESIDENTS ADD 5Z SALES TAX MASTERCHARGE
W13

VECTOR
PACKAGING MATERIALS
SAVE TIME & MONEY

S100 CARDS-100 PLUG CONTACTS-Convenient universal

tinned pads and bus lines. For interface, memory expansion,

breadboarding. Mount almost anything anywhere on card.

S100 CONNECTORS for WIRE WRAPPING or SOLDERING

Model VP2
BEAUTIFUL
NEW VECTOR-PAK
CASES for micro-computer
circuitry, assembled. Constructed
of aluminum, finished in vinyl. Slide out covers for easy

access. Includes card guides, heavy chassis plate, perforated

bottom cover for cooler operation.
Card guides perpendicular to front panel, Model VP1 , $1 28.30.

Card guides parallel to front panel, Model VP2, $134.30.

Model
8803

SIOO MOTHERBOARD, $29.50. 11 positions ready for

connectors. Glass epoxy, etched circuitry for passive or

active termination, 12 tantalum capacitors and instructions.

PLUS revolutionary Slit-N-Wrap wiring tools, Micro-Vector-

bord,® printed circuit kits, I.C. sockets, extenders.

Send for new catalog.

j,M/ECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY, Inc./ > 12460 Gladstone Avenue, Sylmar, CA 91342
phone (213) 365-9661, twx 910-496-1539

540777
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TMECONORAM III
Here is the first 8K x 8 dynamic RAM that

performs well enough to rate the ECONO-
RAM trade mark. Shipped completely assembled
and ready to run in your S-100 buss machine. Low
power, zero wait states with the 8080 CPU. and
configuration as two separate blocks for maximum
flexibility.

Assembled, tested. 1 year warranty. . $149.00

Selected kits
CPU POWER SUPPLY $50
5V at 4A. + 12V at V2A. - 12V at V2A. bias supply

10 SLOT MOTHERBOARD $90
18 SLOT MOTHERBOARD $124
These S 100 buss motherboards come with edge connec
tors and active termination circuitry.

ECONORAM II
This 8K x 8 static memory comes up a winner,

whether you plug into your Altair, IMSAI, or any
other S 100 buss machine. Two independent 4K
blocks with separate protect for each block and vec-
tor interrupt provision if you try to write into pro-
tected memory. Handles DMA devices. All lines ful-

ly buffered. Tri-state outputs. Selectable write strobe
and dipswitch selectable address. 450 ns guaran-
teed speed (although many users run this board
with 4 MHz Z-80s and no wait state ... we just like

to spec conservatively). Sockets for all ICs, quality
board. Join the thousands who have made this our
most popular computer board.

Kit form $130
Assembled, tested, 1 year warranty $150
Special! Four ECONORAM 11™ kits . . 4 $475

ECONORAM VI
T2Kx8 memory kit

G4 for the Heath H8

new! $235
We proudly welcome our newest memory board family member, designed from the ground up for full

compatibility with the Heath Company H8. Organized as two blocks for flexibility: one 8K block
(locatable on any 8K boundary) and one 4K block beatable on any 4K boundary. Has the same basic
features of our ECONORAM 11™- a || s,atic design, dipswitch address selection, switch selected write
protect and phantom, sockets for all ICs, full buffering -plus the required hardware and edge connector
to mate mechanically with the H8. Now you can get our 12K board for the price of the Heath Com-
pany s 8K . .

.

with the performance you've come to expect from products carryinq the ECONORAM™
name.

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS
BOX 2355. OAKLAND AIRPORT. CA 94614

TERMS: Please allow up to 5% for shipping; excess
refunded Californians add tax COD orders ac
cepted with street address for UPS. For VISA* /
Mastercharge* orders call (415) 562 0636, 24
hours.

FREE FLYER: We carry many other parts and items
of interest to the computer hobbyist. Send us your
name and address, and we'll send you our current
flyer

HOBBY
TERS

This book takes it from where "Hobby Computers Are Here"
leaves off, with chapters on Large Scale Integration, how to choose
a microprocessor chip, an introduction to programming, low cost
I/O for a computer, computer arithmetic, checking memory boards,
a Baudot monitor/editor system, an audible logic probe for finding
those tough problems, a ham's computer, a computer QSO machine
. . . and much, much more! Everything of interest is there in one
volume, ready to be enjoyed by you. Don't miss this tremendous
value! Only $4.95

THE PROM SETTER
WRITE and READ

EPROM
1702A and 2708

CAN ALSO WRITE and READ
2716

AND OTHER EPROMS
Includes Main Module Board and External EPROM
Socket Unit

Plugs Directly into your ALTAIR/IMSAI Computer

Programming is accomplished by the Computer

Just Read in the Program to be Written on the EPROM
into your Processor and let the Computer do the rest.

Use Socket Unit to Read EPROM's Contents into your
Computer

No External Power Supplies. Your Computer does it

all

Doubles as an Eight Bit Parallel I O
Manual included Software included

KIT COMPLETE— $210
ASSEMBLED— $375

Delivery Less Than 60 Days

SZERLIP ENTERPRISES
1414 W. 259th St. — Harbor City, California 90710

California residents please add 6% sales tax.

S29

HOBBY COMPUTERS
ERE

"It's the first book I've ever read about computers that I can
understand . .

it

Edited W VA/avneGre*'
1

ft

HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE helps the beginner get into

the world of microcomputers. Some chapters: What's a Computer?,
Is Digital New?, How Computers Figure, Computer Languages, How
Gates Work, TTL - Best Logic Yet, Ins and Outs of TTL, Flip-Flops

Exposed, New Cassette System Standard, Build this TVT, Using

Surplus Keyboards, Morse to RTTY Converter, ASCII to Baudot via

a PROM, PLUS reprints of some of the 73 editorials on computers.

Don't miss out any longer on the fun of hobby computing and the

fantastic applications of these incredible devices! $4.95

13 magazine Dept. HC
Peterborough NH 03458

For ease in ordering, please use order card in the back of this magazine.

KB/1/78
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MICROCOMPUTER
MICROPROCESSOR'S

F-8 19.95
Z-80 25.00
Z-80A 35.00
CDP1802CD 24.95
AM2901 22.95
6502 12.95
6800 19.95
8008-1 8.75
8080A 15.95
TMS-9900TL 89.95

6800 SUPPORT
6810P 4.95
6820P 8.00
6828P 11.25
6834P 16.95
6850P 9.95
6852P 11.95
6860P 14.95
6862P 17.95
6880P 2.70

Z80 SUPPORT DEVICES
3881 12.95
3882 12.95

F-8 SUPPORT DEVICES

PROM'S
1702A
2704
2708
2716
3601
5203AQ
5204AQ
6834
6834-1
82S23B
82S129B
8223B

5.00
15.00
20.00
38.00
4.50
4.00
6.00
16.95
14.95
4.00
4.25
2.70

8080A SUPPORT DEVICES

8212
8214
8216
8224
8228
8238
8251
8253
8255
8257
8259

3.95
9.95
4.50
4.95
8.75
8.00
12.00
28.00
12.00
25.00
25.00

STATIC RAMS 1 24 2599

3851
3853

14.95
14.95

DYNAMIC RAMS
1103
2104
2107A
2107B
2107B-4
TMS4050
TMS4060
4096
4116
MM5270
MM5280
MCM6605

1.50
4.50
3.75
4.50
4.00
4.50
4.50
4.50

42.00
5.00
6.00
6.00

CHARACTER
GENERATORS

251 3 UP 6.75

251 3 DOWN 6.75
2513 UP (5v) 9.95
2513 DOWN (5v) 10.95
MCM6571 10.80
MCM6571A 10.80
MCM6572 10.80
MCM6574 14.75
MCM6575 14.75

21L02
21L02
21 L1

1

1101A
2101-1
2102
2102-1
2111-1
2112-1
2114
31L01
3107
4200A
4804/2114
5101C-E
74C89
74S201
7489
8599
9102BPC

(450)

(250)

100

1.25
1.50
3.95
1.10
2.60
1.00
1.15
3.25
2.69

16.50
2.00
3.25

11.95
16.50
10.25
2.85
4.25
1.90
1.60
1.30

MISC. OTHER COMPONENTS

NH0025CN
NH0026CN
N8T20
N8T26
74367
DM8098
1488
1489
D-3207A
C-3404

P-3408A
P-4201
MM-5320
MM-5369
DM-8I30
DM8131
DM-8831
DM-8833
DM-8835
SN74LS367
SN74LS368

TV
Game Chip

TMS19SSNL

Now Only
$10.95

PerSci DISK AND CONTROLLER
Use the PerSci Disk and Controller now with the

Info 2000 Adapter for the S-100 Bus.

INFO 2000 "SPECIAL"
(includes Model 277 Dual Drive, Model 1070
Controller, Case with power supply and fan,

and cable)

Model 277 Dual Diskette Drive

Model 1070 Controller

Slimline case with power supply and fan

Adapter for the S-100 Bus (Kit)

$2,150

$1,130

$740

$280

$120

8K STATIC RAM BOARD
ASSEMBLED & TESTED

250ns.
350ns.
450ns.

$1 99L95
$ 1 89.95
$169.95

* WILL WORK WITH NO FRONT PANEL
* FULL DOCUMENTATION
* FULLY BUFFERED
* SIOO DESIGN
* ADEOUATELY BYPASSED
* LOW POWER SCHOTTKY SUPPORT IC S

KIT
$169.95
$139.95
$129.95

IMSAI/ALTAIRS-100 COMPATIBLE

KEYBOARD CHIPS KIM I

AY5-2376 13.95 KIM-1 245.00
AY 5-3600 13.95 6502 12.95

6520 9.00

UART'S 6522 9.25

AY5-1013A 5.50
6530-002 15.95

AY5-1014A 8.95 6530-003 15.95

TR-1602A 5.50 6530-004 15.95

TMS-601

1

6.95 6530-005 15.95

IM-6402 10.80
IM--6403 10.80 USRT

S-2350 10.95

FLOPPY DISC 3LLE WD1671B 29.95

1771B 55.95
1771B-01 59.95 WAVEFORM

8038 4.00

SHIFT REGIS! MC4024 2.50

251 8B 3.95 566 1.75

2533V 2.00
TMS3002 1.00
TMS3112 3.95
MM5058 2.00

JADEZ80*" KIT
—with PROVISIONS lor

ONBOARD 2706 and POWER ON JUMP

(2MHZ)$135.00 EA.
$149.95 EA.
BARE BOARD $35.00

(4MHZ)

IMSAI/ALTAIR S-100 COMPATIBLE

JADE 8080A KIT!
-WITH EIGHT LEVEL VECTOR INTERRUPT

$110.00 KIT

BARE BOARD $35.00

V

Computer Products

5351 WEST 144th STREET
LAWNDALE. CALIFORNIA 90260

(213) 679-3313

JADE PARALLEL/SERIAL I JADE
INTERFACE KIT I VIDEO INTERFACE KIT

$124.95 KIT I $89.95 KIT

RETAIL STORE HOURS M-F 9-7 SAT. 9-5

Discounts available at OEM quantities. Add $1.25

for shipping. California residents add 6% sales tax.

CATALOG FREE WITH $10.00 ORDER J6
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Rich Didday

Chemists have their secret codes
(Mg++ + 2e--*Mg°), English pro-

fessors their puns (school daze), cow-
boys their boots, dirty old men their

raincoats, Farrah Fawcett-Majors her

hair, and . . . computer people their

acronyms. Wherever computer people
go, little clouds of acronyms surround
them, some rubbing off on other
people, some settling down in little

piles, some continuing to swirl with a

life of their own. Or so it seems.

Our acronyms make it difficult for

the uninitiated to understand what's
being said (maybe one of our purposes
in using them), and yet make it easy
and fast for insiders to communicate
(our main excuse for using them).

What are they? My dictionary gives

"radar" and "snafu" as examples of

acronyms, or pseudo-words formed by
selecting a letter (usually the first) or

letters from the major words in a

phrase. If I remember right, "radar"

comes from RAdio Detection And
Ranging. "Snafu" (which is the closest

my dictionary has ever come to ques-

tionable taste) is an old (navy?)

expression from WWII) oops, there's

another one!). "Situation Normal, All

Fouled Up" explains it well enough.
Why did computer people start

using so many acronyms? Well, mem-
ory used to be very expensive, so early

computer languages (and some not-so-

early ones like BASIC) set severe limits

on how many characters you could use

in variable names, which encouraged
an almost poetic terseness. And
besides, names like EDSAC, ENIAC,
UNIVAC and MANIAC must have
seemed neat, tidy and futuristic to our
founding fathers.

This glossary of acronyms includes

(I hope) most of those computer
hobbyists will normally encounter. It

includes just acronyms, not abbrevia-

tions, so terms like "intercom," which
is just short for "intercommunicator,"
are not included. Also, words (like

PASCAL) that appear to be acronyms,
but in fact are not originally based on
some longer, meaningful phrase, are

ignored. Finally, acronyms that are

used only by specific manufacturers
(like Motorola's DBE - Data Bus
Enabled) have been weeded out.

If you know of an acronym in

heavy use that's not listed here, please

send it in. Then, write in demanding
that we stop using so many of the

blasted things.

A: Accumulator.

ac: Alternating Current.

AC I A: Asynchronous Communications
Interface Adapter.

ACM: Association for Computing Ma-
chinery (a movement is afoot to quietly
change the name to Association for CoM-
puting, thus making the name more reason-

able without changing the all-important
acronym).

ACR: Audio Cassette Recorder; Audio
Cassette Recording system.
A/D: Analog to Digital.

ADC: Analog-to-Digital Converter.
ADP: Automatic Data Processing (business-

men who use computers also love acro-

nyms).

AFIPS: American Federation of Informa-
tion Processing Societies.

Al: Artificial Intelligence (the idea, not the
existence of).

ALGOL: ALGOrithmic Language (a pro-

gramming language).

ALU: Arithmetic and Logic Unit.

ANSI: American National Standards Insti-

tute (the name of this important group has
gone through such stages as ASA, ASI and
USASI - for the time being, it's ANSI).
AP: Artificial Perception.

APL: A Programming Language (a program-
ming language originally defined by a

modest man named Iverson).

ARPA: the Advanced Research Projects

Agency (part of the "Department of De-
fense" that has funded major pieces of

computer research and development).
ASAP: As Soon As Possible (when every-
body wants everything).

ASCII: American Standard Code for Infor-

mation Interchange.

ASR: Automatic Send/Receive (i.e., a TTY
with paper-tape reader).

B
BASIC: Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code (who are they kidding
here? — obviously they thought up the
acronym first).

BCD: Binary Coded Decimal.
BIP: Binary Image Processor (one of the
more successful truly parallel computers).
bit: Binary DigiT (this is really an acronym
- "byte" and "nybble" aren't).

BPI: Bits Per Inch.

BPS: Bits Per Second.

BOT: Beginning Of Tape.

C: Capacitor; Controller; Clock.

CAD: Computer Aided Design.

CAI: Computer Assisted Instruction.

CAM: Content Addressable Memory.
CAR: Contents of the Address Register (see

LISP).

CBEMA: Computer and Business Equip-

ment Manufacturers Association (an impor-

tant lobbying group for big computer manu-
facturers).

CCD: Charge Coupled Device.

CCR: Condition Code Register (what holds
the status flags).

CDR: Contents of the Decrement Register

(see LISP).

CFL: Context Free Language.
C^L: Complementary Constant Current
Logic.

CM: Central Memory; Community Memory
(terminals on the street and in stores for

public use).

CMOS: Complementary Metal-Oxide Semi-
conductor logic.

COBOL: COmmon Business Oriented Lan-
guage (a programming language).

COM: Computer Output/Microfilm.
CP: Central Processor; Clock Pulse.

CPS: Characters Per Second.
CPU: Central Processing Unit.

CR: Carriage Return.

CRC: Cyclic Redundance Check.
CROM: Control Read-Only Memory.
CRT: Cathode Ray Tube (a fancy name for

a TV picture tube).

CS: Computer Science; Check Sum.
CSL: Context Sensitive Language.
CYBORG: CYBernetic ORGanism (a six-

million-dollar way to sell old Superman
plots to TV viewers in the 1970s).

DA: Data Acquisition.

D/A: Digital to Analog.
DAC: Digital-to-Analog Converter.

DATACOM: DATA COMmunications.
dB: DeciBel (yes, named for A G Bell).

DBM: Data Base Management.
DBMIS: Data Base Management Informa-
tion System.
dc: Direct Current (the kind Edison
wanted).

DIP: Dual In-line Package (what most IC
chips come in).

DIS: Distributed Information (processing)

system.

DMA: Direct Memory Access (what you use
when your CPU is too slow to handle the
situation).

DOS: Disk Operating System.
DP: Data Processing.
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dpdt: Double Pole, Double Throw (a kind

of switch).

dpst: Double Pole, Single Throw (another

kind of switch).

DRO: Digital ReadOut.

DSW: Device Status Word.

DTL: Diode-Transistor Logic.

DVM: Digital VoltMeter.

EBCDIC: Extended Binary-Coded-Decimal

Interchange Code (IBM's alternative to

ASCII, which uses all eight bits).

ECL: Emitter Coupled Logic.

EDC: External Device Code.

EDP: Electronic Data Processing.

EE: Electrical Engineering (pronounced

"double E").

EEROM: Electrically Erasable Read-Only

Memory.
EFL: Emitter Follower Logic.

EFT: Electronic Funds Transfer (basis of

our monetary system in the future if the

banks can figure out how to make a profit

on it).

EIA: Electronics Industries Association.

EMI: ElectroMagnetic Interference.

EOF: End Of File.

EOM: End Of Message.

EOR: End Of Record.

EOT: End Of Tape.

EOTEWSWEO: End Of The Entries Which

Start With "End Of."

EPROM: Erasable Programmable Read-Only

Memory.
ET: Edge-Triggered.

FDM: Frequency Division Multiplexing.

FET: Field-Effect Transistor.

F-F: Flip-Flop.

FIFO: First In, First Out (a queue data

structure).

FM: Frequency Modulation.

FORTRAN: FORmula TRANslator (a pro-

gramming language).

FSA: Finite State Automation.

FSK: Frequency Shift Keying.

GIGO: Garbage In, Garbage Out (an old

joke you set up by explaining FIFO and

LIFO first).

GPSS: General Purpose Simulation System

(a programming language/system).

H

HAL: Heuristically programmed ALgo-
rithmic computer (2001).

HCD: Hard Copy Device.

HIPO: Hierarchy /Input-Process-Output (an

IBM(?) acronym related to structured pro-

gramming).
HLL: Higher- Level Language (i.e., not

machine or assembly language).

HSM: High-Speed Memory.
HTL: High-Threshold Logic.

I

IAL: International Algebraic Language (a

programming language now known as

ALGOL 58).

IBM: The name of a computer company,

formed by shifting each letter of HAL by

one.

IC: Integrated Circuit.

ICE: In-Circuit Emulator.

ICS: Information and Computer Science.

IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers.

IF: Intermediate Frequency.

IFIPS: International Federation of Informa-

tion Processing Societies.

IL: Intermediate Language.

I
2 L: Integrated Injection Logic.

I/O: Input/Output.

IR: Instruction Register.

IRED: InfraRed Emitting Diode.

IS: Information Science.

ISAM: Indexed Sequential Access Method.

JCL: Job Control Language (the thing you

use on big computer systems to get an

obscure error message telling you in in-

credibly abstruse terms why what you

wanted to happen didn't).

JOVIAL: Joule's Own Version of IAL (a

computer language).

JSR: Jump to SubRoutine.

K
K: 1024 10 .

KB: KeyBoard; KiloByte; KiloBaud; Kilo-

baud.

KSR: Keyboard Send/Receive (e.g., a TTY
with just keyboard and printer, no auto-

matic input device).

KWIC: KeyWord In Context.

LASCR: Light-Activated Silicon-Controlled

Rectifier.

LCD: Liquid Crystal Display (the kind most

digital watches come with this season).

LDA: LoaD Accumulator (an instruction on

most every computer ever made or thought

of).

LED: Light Emitting Diode (the kind of

display that most watches came with last

season).

LF: Low Frequency.

LIFO: Last In/First Out (a push-down stack

type of organization).

LISP: LISt Processing language (a computer

language).

LP: Line Printer; Linear Programming.

LPM: Lines Per Minute.

LSB: Least Significant Bit; Least Significant

Byte.

LSD: Least Significant Digit.

LSM: Low Speed Memory; Large Scale

Memory (a big disk or maybe even high-

speed mag tape).

LSTTL: Low power Schottky TTL.

M
MACLFAC&CO: Meaningless Acronym
Composed Largely For Acronym Composers

& Cerebral Orangutans.

MAD: Michigan Algorithm Decoder (a pro-

gramming language).

MAL: Macro Assembly Language.

MAR: Memory Address Register.

MBM: Magnetic Bubble Memory.
MDS: Microprocessor Development System.

MIS: Millions of Instructions per Second (a

coarse measure of a computer's power).

modem: MOdulator/DEModulator.

MOS: Metal Oxide Semiconductor tech-

nology.

MOSFET: Metal Oxide Semiconductor

Field-Effect Transistor.

MPU: Microprocessing Unit.

MPX: MultiPleX.

MSB: Most Significant Bit; Most Significant

Byte.

MSD: Most Significant Digit.

MSI: Medium Scale Integration.

MTF: Mean Time to Failure ("mean" in the

sense of "average").

MTBF: Mean Time Between Failures

(doesn't quite sound as good in ad copy as

MTF, but means the same thing).

MUX: Multiplexer.

N
NAND: Not AND.
NC: Normally Closed; Numerically Con-

trolled.

N/C: Numerical Control (used in the ma-

chine-tool industry to refer to the use of

computers to control machines).

NIL:
NMOS: n-channel MOS.
NO: Normally Open.

NOP: No OPeration.

NOR: Not OR.
NRZ: Non-Return to Zero.

NRZI: Non-Return to Zero Inverted.

OCR: Optical Character Recognition;

Optical Character Reader.

OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer

(what to be if you want big discounts).

OR: Operations Research.

OS: Operating System.

PAM: Pulse Amplitude Modulation.

PC: Program Counter; Printed Circuit;

Punched Card.

PCB: Printed Circuit Board.

PCM: Pulse Code Modulation.

PDM: Pulse Duration Modulation.

PDS: Program Development System.

PFM: Pulse Frequency Modulation.

PIA: Peripheral Interface Adapter.

PIO: Parallel Input/Output.

PIV: Peak Inverse Voltage.

PLA: Programmable Logic Array.

PLL: Phase-Locked Loop.

PL/I: Programming Language one (that's

not an "I," it's a Roman numeral one — and

that's how IBM says it should be written;

not PL/1).

PL/M: Programming Language for Micro-

processors.

PMOS: p-channel MOS.
POS: Point Of Sale (electronic/computer-

controlled cash register).

PP: Peripheral Processor.

P-P: Peak-to-Peak.

PR: Pattern Recognition.

PSG: Phrase-Structure Grammar (e.g., the

kind of grammar used to define ALGOL).
PSW: Program Status Word; Processor

Status Word.
PSK: Phase-Shift Keying.

PTP: Paper-Tape Punch.

PTR: Paper-Tape Reader; PrinTeR.

QA/4: Question Answerer version 4 (a

programming language cum question-

answering system — included mainly be-

cause I couldn't think of any other acronym

that starts with Q).

RALU: Register, Arithmetic, and Logic

Unit.

RAM: Random Access Memory (don't for-

get, the acronym RAM doesn't apply to

ROM, even though ROM is random access
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memory).
RC: Resistive, Capacitive circuit (i.e., an
electrical circuit made up of interconnected
resistors and capacitors only).
R/C: Remote Control.

R&D: Research and Development (a good
thing to say you're doing if you want a
government grant).

RF: Radio Frequency.
RFI: Radio Frequency Interference (hold a
radio close to your CPU board and listen to
some computer-generated RFI as you
change the dial).

RJE: Remote Job Entry.

RMS: Root Mean Square (just what it says
— take the square root of the average of the
squares of the values under consideration).
RO: Read Only.

ROM: Read-Only Memory.
RPG: Report Program Generator (sort of a
programming language).

RPN: Reverse Polish Notation (a paren-
thesis-free notation devised by the Polish

mathematician Lukasiewicz).

RTE: Real-Time Executive (a kind of
systems program).
RTL: Resistor-Transistor Logic.

RTOS: Real-Time Operating System.
R/W: Read/Write.

RWM: Read/Write Memory (a less pro-
nounceable but more meaningful alternative
to RAM).
RZ: Return to Zero.

RZI: Return to Zero Inverted.

SCR: Silicon Controlled Rectifier.

S/F: Store and Forward.
SIAM: Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics.

SIMULA: SIMUIation LAnguage (a pro-
gramming language).

SIO: Serial Input/Output.
SN: Semiconductor Network.
S/N: Signal -to- Noise Ratio.

SNOBOL: StriNg-Oriented symBOlic Lan-

c
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AR
Atlanta GA

Papers are invited for presentation

at the 16th Annual Convention of the

Association for Educational Data

Systems, Atlanta GA, May 15-19,

1978. Papers are solicited in all cate-

gories of educational use of com-
puters. Papers submitted will be

reviewed by a panel, and authors of

those accepted will be invited to

present their papers and to have them
published in the proceedings.

Judges will select an outstanding

paper from each category, and a panel

will select a best paper on the basis of

content, presentation and overall

quality to receive a $500 cash award.

For further information, contact: Dr.

James E. Eisele, Office of Computing
Activities, University of Georgia,

Athens GA 30602.

guage (a family of programming languages).

SOA: State Of the Art (where just about
every manufacturer claims his products are).

SOM: Start Of Message.

SOP: Standard Operating Procedure.

SP: Structured Programming (a religion).

spdt: Single Pole Double Throw (a kind of

switch).

spst: Single Pole Single Throw (another kind
of switch).

SR: Shift Register.

SSI: Small-Scale Integration (the old days).
STL: Schottky Transistor Logic; Syn-
chronous (MOS) Transistor Logic.

SWR: Standing Wave Ratio.

TDM: Time Division Multiplexing.

TELEX: TELEtypewriter eXchange service.

TIP: Terminal Interface Processor.

TRAC: Text Reckoning And Compiling (a

programming language).

TS: Tough Situation.

TSS: Time-Sharing System.
TTL: Transistor-Transistor Logic.

TTY: TeleTYpewriter.
TWS: Translator Writing System.
TVI: Television Interference (your neigh-

bor seeing your game of Star Trek on top of
Mike Wallace).

TVT: Television Terminal.

u
UHF: Ultra High Frequency.
UJT: Uni-Junction Transistor.

UPC: Universal Product Code.

UPS: Uninterruptible Power Supply.
USART: Universal Synchronous/Asynchro-
nous Receiver /Transmitter.

USPO: an almost-defunct government
agency.

VCO: Voltage Controlled Oscillator (part of

aPLL).

Anaheim CA
The 1978 National Computer

Conference will feature a Personal

Computing Festival June 6-8 at the

Disneyland Hotel complex in Anaheim
CA. Hobbyists, consumers, students

and computer professionals are invited

to participate in the Festival and in the

National Computer Conference June
5-8 in the Anaheim Convention
Center. Both one-day and three-day

registrations will be available for the

Festival. Information on NCC '78 may
be obtained from AFIPS Head-
quarters, 210 Summit Avenue, Mont-
vale NJ 07645, or by calling (201)

391-9810.

Newport Beach CA
A call for papers has been issued for

the 1978 Summer Computer Simula-

tion Conference to be held July 24-26,

1978 at the Newport Beach Marriott

Hotel. The Conference theme is

"Simulation Today." An abstract

should be submitted by December 15,

VM: Virtual Memory; Virtual Machine;
VoltMeter.

VMA: Valid Memory Address; Virtual Mem-
ory Address.

VOM: Volt-Ohm Meter.

VTVM: Vacuum Tube VoltMeter.

w
WCS: Writable Control Store.

WE: Write Enable.

WOM: Write-Only Memory (don't every-

body laugh at once).

WS: Working Store; Working Storage; Work
Space.

X
XOR: exclusive OR.
Xmitter: Transmitter.

Xtal: Crystal. (This and Xmitter aren't

exactly acronyms, but at least they start

with X.)

Z/D: Zero Defects.

Sources

M. A. Cunningham and H. J. Gray, Design and
test of a cognitive model. Int. J. Man-Machine
Studies, 6, 1974, pp. 49-104.

Rich Didday, Home Computers:

2

10 Questions
and Answers, Volumes 1 and 2, dilithium Press,

1977.

Frank Kaiser, "Tired of decoding alphabet
soup? Try this acronym dictionary," EDN, May
20, 1977, pp. 101-105.

The LSI-11 Microcomputer Glossary, Digital

Equipment Corporation, 1976.
J. E. Sammet, Programming Languages: History
and Fundamentals, Prentice-Hall, 1969.
C. J. Sippi and D. A. Kidd, Microcomputer
Dictionary and Guide, Matrix Publishers, 1976.

1977 to; Dr. Lance A. Leventhal,

Technical Editor, Society for Com-
puter Simulation, PO Box 2228, La

Jolla CA 92038.

Long Beach CA
PERCOMP '78 (co-sponsored by

the International Computer Society/

SCCS and the Rockwell Hobbyist

Computer Club) will be held at the

Long Beach Convention Center. Long
Beach CA, April 28-30, 1978.

PERCOMP is a selling show designed

with the home computerist and small-

business person in mind. For informa-

tion concerning seminars, contact

James Lindwedel, Technical Program
Chairperson, PERCOMP '78, 1833 E.

17th St., Santa Ana CA 92701.

San Francisco CA
COMPCOM SPRING '78 is taking

place February 28 to March 2 in San
Francisco. For information, contact:

COMPCOM SPRING '78, PO Box 639,

SJver Spring MD 20901.
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Kilobaud classified advertisements are intended for use by those
individuals desiring to buy, sell, or trade used computer equipment
or software. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows five lines of about
22 characters each, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box
provides ten lines of type - again, each line is about 22 characters.
Mimmize capital letters, as they use twice the space of small
characters. Payment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot
bill, or accept credit. Oversize ads are not accepted. Each subscriber
is limited to two (2) identical ads in any given issue.
Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of
publication. For example, advertising copy for the March issue
(mailed in February) must be in our hands on January 1. The
publisher reserves the right to refuse a questionable or not
applicable advertisement. Mail advertisements to: KILOBAUD
CLASSIFIED, Kilobaud, Peterborough, NH 03458. Do not include
any other material with your ad, as it may be delayed.

KSR-3 3 Teletype: pin-feed,
form-feed. No reader or punch;
good working condition —
$500. George Beamer, Box 417,
Christiansburg VA 24073.

For Sale: Line-printer paper,
1000 sets to a box, 2-ply 9-7/8
by 11 inches, $5 per box.
Sprocket-feed paper 8-1/2 by 11
5-ply carbonless, $5 per box, for
all Teletypes.
Sprocket-feed paper 8-1/2 by 6
single-ply, for all Teletypes, $5
per box.
I.B.M. Model 731 I/O writer
used, in good condition with
manual, $350.
NCR digital cassettes 282 feet
800bpi, used, in good condition,
$2 each.
Lou Carbaugh, PO Box 398,
New Cumberland PA 17070.

6502 Morse code send and re-
ceive software. Adaptive speed
on rev — 256 char xmit buffer;
use on KIM-1 and other 6502
systems. Assembled source list-

ing and complete documenta-
tion, $6. C. H. Galfo, 602
Orange St., Charlottesville VA
22901.

PET-2001 and Radio Shack
TRS-80 arrived on campus. I

want to survey users and report
results to any interested hob-
byists. Write: Professor Bill
Parks, Walters State Community
College, Morristown TN 37814.

TTY ASR-33 with coupler,
$750; Mits 4K, $100; 3 P+S,
$115; OAE tape reader, $60;
Imsai 4K, $110 — assembled,
socketed and factory checked.
K. Roberts, 10560 Main, #515,
Fairfax VA 22030.

For Sale: Viatron terminal with
two cassette drives, keyboard,
power supply, and RS-232
comm. kit — $300. Also, as
above but with one cassette and
one 9-track mag. tape drive,
$595. Mike Vitale, PO Box 22,
Suncook NH 03275 (603)
485-9131 before 6.

Software: North Star Disk
Media. Startrek $2, Checker $2,
UFO $2, Family Budget $5,
Poker & Craps $3, Decision
Helper $4. Send for complete
list. Software, Box AF, Wood-
bridge CT 06525.

ComputerMart Ltd.

in
Toronto Canada

YOUR NUMBER ONE SOURCE
for microcomputers and periph-

erals. Expert software and hardware
guidance.

• PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY
• THE DIGITAL GROUP
• IMSAI
• POLYMORPHIC SYSTEMS
• CROMEMCO
• ICOM
• PERIPHERAL VISION
• NORTH STAR
• LEAR SIEGLER
• TSC SOFTWARE

AND MORE

ComputerMart Ltd.
1543 Bayview Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

M4G 3B5
(416)484-9708 C48

CORRECTIONS
In my article on the AC-30 control decoder in KB No. 9,

pin 21 (reset) of the AY-5-1013 UART should be connected
to ground, not left hanging in space.

I must thank a fellow SWTPC owner and fellow Olympian,
Mark Zenier, both for catching my error and for not telling me
the control decoder didn't work until he had figured out what
I did wrong.

Phil Hughes

OlympiaWA

Bruce A. Artwick is the October winner in our ''Best

Program of the Month" contest for his article, "3D Computer
Graphics," on page 50 of Kilobaud No. 10. Bruce will receive a

check for $100; and we are now counting the votes for best

program in the November issue.

Winner in the drawing of votes submitted for October is

Richard Vilmur of 418 Frederick Ave., Bellwood IL. Mr.

Vilmur gets his choice of any book we publish.

After winners have been chosen for November and Decem-
ber, a winner for the year will be selected from among the

monthly winners.

Keep voting!

UNBEATABLE
MICROCOMPUTER
OFFER
Complete, ready to use, APPLE II

Microcomputer with BASIC and
System Monitor in ROM and 16K
D X 1 ILO Ol XV/YIVI . Apple II with 8k of RAM $1391.75

Additional 8k memory expansion when purchased with system $106.25

only 814?XCC

save
8 20CCO

Total 16k system

Special features:

1 . . . Color graphics (15 colors, 40hx48v resolution)

2 . . . High resolution graphics (280hxl92v resolution)

3 . . . Memory expandable to 48K BYTKS on board
4 . . . Full cursor control

5 . . . On board I/O: Audio cassette interface, 8 peripheral
board connectors, Audio speaker for sound effects.

Inputs for 4 game paddles or 2 joysticks.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR APPLE II: Printer interface. Floppy Disc
interface, and many game programs
Delivery is stock to 30 days. Bank Americard and Mastercharge
welcome. Allow 3 weeks for personal checks to clear. No C.O.D.
Please add $10.00 for shipping and handling. Calif, residents
add 6% sales tax.

COMPUTER PLAYGROUND
m? WESTMINSTER AVE.

WESTMIN8TER CA. ?2df$3

(714) 8F8-S330
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VECTOR-PAK ASSEMBLED MICROCOMPUTER CASES
ADJUSTABLE PACKAGING SYSTEM FOR S 100 BUS MICROCOMPUTERS. COM-
PATIBLE WITH ALTAIR 8800 and iMSAI 8080 SIZE CARDS
Smart looking oeiuie cases unmarred by unsightly screws or listeners

Finished in dark blue textured vinyl

insMnily accessible interiors with slip out covers

Removable recessed rear and front panels

Fully adiustabie interior mounting systems tor any card or card spacing within site limitations No cutting or

drilling necessary

Pejorated bottom cover tor cooler operation

PART MO 0CtCr)lr>TI0N

VP1 Assembled case with perforated bottom cover installed mounting struts for card guides and re

Sinn ceptacles or mother board Cards top loaded spanning front to back Card guides (12 pair) and
NET chassis plate supplied uninstaller

Same as VP1 encept cards oriented side to skm
SIMM
NET

*\^'|
f^*4*

7 >
1^

7 K '

\*

V
%

*£»«,«?.

MOTHER
BOARD FOR

S100 BUS
MICRO-
COMPUTERS
• M includes 1?

tantalum capaci-

tors tor 5+ \2

— 12 buses and insu-

lated mounting spacers

• Wiring side shown Com
ponent side bare epoiy

glass with white markings tor

component locations

• G10 epoiy glass board with 2 ounce,

copper solder plated and 038 diame

ter holes tor leads

• Sower mask with solder windows on

etched circuits to avoid accidental short

circuits

• Mounts 1 1 receptacles with too contacts (2

rows) on 125 centers with 250 row spacing

Vector part number R681 ? or mounts 10 recep

fades plus interconnections to smaller mother board

tor expansion

• includes etched circuits and instructions lor option of

active pun up or floating terminations

• Large buses 5V and GND (10 AMPS) ± 12Vot 16V(7
AMPS) Current ratings are per Mil STO 27b with 10*C

rise

• Fits in vector oak enclosures

• Fits in IMSAI 8080 microcomputer as eipander board

1690-12
Card Extender has 100 contacts — 50
per side on 125 centers — Attached
connector — is compatible with S-100
Bus Systems $25.00
3690 6.5' 22/44 pin .156 ctrs. Ex-
tenders $12 00
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3 LEVEL
GOLD WIRE
WRAP SOCKETS

8 p«n

lOpin
14 pin

16 pin

18 pin

22 pin

24 pin

28 pin

36 pin

40 pin

1-24

.47

.45

39
43
.75

1.00

100
109
1 59
149

25-49

.42

.41

38
.42

.68

.97

.94

98
145
1 39

50 99

1

.37

.37

.37

40
62
.95

75
84

1 30
1 29
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PRIORITYTONE /ELECTRONICS
P031 Woodley /Va Sepulveda CA 91343

Terms: VISA, MC, BAC. check, Money Order, C.O.D.. U.S. Funds Only CA residents add 6% sales tax Mini-

mum order $10 00 Orders less than $75 00 include 10% shipping and handling; excess retunded. Just in case

. . please include your phone no. Good thru Feb. 15, 1978

Send for our latest brochure. pHOTIS Orders W6IC0IH6 (213) 893-8202 OEM and Institutional inquiries invited
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NEW COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARD KIT
Our new computer kit allows you to interface

serial TTL to RS 232 and RS 232 to TTL There
are four of these supplied with the kit, so you
can run up to four devices on one TTL or four
separate TTL to RS 232 devices.

Typical use: You can use your computer
ports to run an RS 232 printer, video terminal

and two other RS 232 devices at once, without

constantly connecting and disconnecting your
terminals.

Example: Out store to printer — Voltage

Q requirement + 5V and ± 5V or ± 12 V depend-
ing on your RS 232 device.

We supply — board, connectors, documen-
tation and components. Sorry, we do not supply
case or power supply.

WHERE IT MAKES SENSE, MAY BE USED WITH ANY 8080, 6800, Z80 or F8 COMPUTER

GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER POWER SUPPLY KIT

This power supply kit features a high frequency torroid transformer with switching
transistors in order to save space and weight. 115V 60 cycle primary. The outputs
with local regulators are 5V to 10A, in one amp increments, - 5V at 1 A, ± 12V at 1

A

regulators supplied 6 340T-5 supplied.

$7900

UNIVERSAL 4K M095MEMORY BOARD KIT $bSI
This memory board may be used with the
F8 and with minor modifications may be used
with KIM-1jup.

32-2102-1 static RAM's, 16 address lines,

8 data lines in, 8 data lines out, all buffered. On-
board decoding for any 4 of 64 pages, standard
44 pin, .156" buss.

F8 EVALUATION BOARD KIT
WITH EXPANSION CAPABILITIES
A fantastic bargain for only
with the following features:
• 20 ma or RS 232 interface
• 64K addressing range
• Program control timers
• 1 K of on-board static

memory
• Built in clock generator

$9900

64 Byte register

Built-in priority interrupts

Documentation
Uses Fairbug PSU

FOR FAIRBUG 4K F8 BASIC ON PAPER TAPE $25
2708 8K EPROM (450 ns) $15.75
2522STATICSHIFT RE6 $ 195
2513 CHARACTER GEN S6.75
2518 HEX 32 BIT SR S 3 50
TMS4050NL-4K dys RAM $ 4.95
5203-2K EPROM $ 4.50
2102 1 1024 BT RAM (450 ns)

. . $ 119
5780 4K DYNAMIC RAM $ 4.75
5202A UV PROM S 6 95
1101 A 256 BIT RAM S 75
2107B S 3 75
MK4008P- S 1 95
1702A UV PROM S 4.95
5204 4K PROM S10 95
82S23 $ 1 .95
AY 5 1013 UART S 6 95
MINIATURE MULTI TURN TRIM POTS
100. 500, 1K.2K.5K,10K,25K.50K.100K,
200K.500K 1 Meq.S75each 3/S2.00

MULTI TURN TRIM POTS Sim. lar to Bourns
3010 style 3'16' x5/8"x1 1 14". 50. 100.
IK. 10K, 50K ohms Si 50 ea 3 S4 00
light ACTIVATED ScH's
TO 18. 200V 1 A S 110

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS
MRF-8004 a CB RF Transistor $ 1.50
2N3772 NPN Si TO 3 S 1 .00

2N456APNPGE S 75
2N4908 PNP Si TO 3 S 1 00
2N6056 NPN Si TO 3 Dailmqton S 1 70
2N5086 PNP Si TO 92 4'S 100
2N4898 PNP TO 66 . S 60
2N404 PNP GE TO 5 5'S 100
2N3919 NPN Si TO 3 RF S 1 50
MPSA 13 NPN Si TO 92 3/S 1 00
2N3767 NPN Si TO66 S 70
2N2222 NPN S. TO 18 5/S 1 00
2N3055 NPN Si TO 3 S 60
2N3904 NPN S. TO 92 5/S 1 00
2N3906 PNPSi T0 92 5/S 1.00
2N5296 NPN Si TO 220 S 50
2N6109 PNP Si TO 220 S .55
2N3638 PNP Si TO 5 5/S 1 00

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD TANTULUM CAPACITORS
4 1/2" x6 1/2" SINGLE SIDED E POXY
BOARD 1/16" thick unetched
$.60 ea 5/$2.60

2N 3820 P FET $ 45
2N 5457 N FET $ .45
2N2646 . . $ .45
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 4' $100
2N 6028 PROG UJT $ 65
IN 4148 (I N91 41 1 5/Jl 06"

'

MCA 81 OPTICA! tIMIT SWITCH $ .95

CCD202 100 x 100 charge coupled device
image sensor $145.00

MCM6571 A 7x9 upper & lower case char-

acter generator $10.75

VERIPAX PC BOARD
This board is a 1 /16" single sided paper epoxy
board, 4V x6 V DRILLED and ETCHED
which will hold up to 21 single 14 pin IC's

or 8, 16, or LSI DIP IC's with busses for

power supply connector $4 00
MV5691 YELLOW-GREEN

BIPOLAR LED $ .90
FP 100 PHOTO TRANS $ .50
RED, YELLOW, GREEN or AMBER

LARGE LED's 6/$1.00
1L-5 (MCT-2) OPTO ISOLATOR ... $ .75
MOLEX PINS 100/$1.00

1000/$8.00
10 WATT ZENERS 3.9, 4.7, 5.6, 8.2,

12,18,22,100,150 or 200V. ea. $ .60
1 WATT ZENERS 4.7, 5.6,10, 12, 15

18 or 22V ea. $ .25
MC6860 MODEM CHIP $9 95

22UF 35V 5/$1 00
47UF 35V 5 S 1 00
68UF 35V 5 S1 00
1UF 35V 5.S1.00
2.2 UF 20V5 SI 00
3 3UF 35V 4 S1 00
4.7UF 15V 5/$1.00

6 8UF 35V 4 SI 00
10UF 10V
22UF 25V
15UF 35V
30UF 6V
47UF 20V
68 UF 15V

$ .25

S 40
3/$ 1.00

5/$1 00
$ .35

S .50

NATIONAL MOS DEVICES
2.75
2.50

MM1402 - 1.75 MM5017 - 2.70 MM5060
MM1403 - 1.75 MM5055 - 2.25 MM5061

1.75 MM5056 - 2.25 MM5555 - 4.75
2.50 MM5057 - 2.25 MM5556 - 4.75
2.50 MM5058 - 2 75 MM5210 - 1.95

MM5260 - 1.75

MM 1404
MM5013
MM5016

TTL IC SERIES

Silicon Power Rectifiers

C/MOS (DIODE CLAMPED)
74C10-
74C193
4001-
4002-
4006-
4007-
4009-
4010-
4011-

.22 4012-
1.50 4013-
.22 4015-

4016-
4017-
4018-
4019-
4020-
4022-

.22
1.20
22
.42
42
.22

.22

.40

.95
40

1.05
1 00
.25

1.05

.95

4023- .22
4024- .75
4025- .22
4027- .40
4028- .88
4029-1 10
4030- .22

4035-1.10
4042- .76

4046-2.25
4049- 4C
4050- .40
4055- 1.5C
4066- .80
4071- .27
4076-1.05

PRV 1

A

100 06
200 07
400 09
600 11

800 15

1000 .20"

3A 12A 50 A
14 30 .80

,20 .35 1 15
.25 .50 140
.30 .70 180
35 90 2.30

45 1.10 2.75

125A
3 70

4.25

6 50
8.50

10.50

12.50

7400-
7401-
7402-
7403-
7404-
7405-
7406-
7407-
7408-
7409-
7410-
7411-
7412-
7413-
7414-
7416-
7417-
7420-
7425-
7426-
7427-
7430-
7432-
7437-
7438-
7440-
7441-
7442-

.16

.16

.16

.16

.20

.20

.25

.25

.20

.20

.16

.20
20
.39
.85
.25
.25
.16
.25
.25
.25
.16
.25
.24
.24
.16
.70
.52

7445-
7446-
7447-
7448-
7450-
7472-
7473-
7474-
7475-
7476-
7480-
7483-
7485-
7486-
7490-
7491-
7492-
7493-
7494-
7495-
7496-

74107-
74121-
74122
74123-
74125-
74126-
74150-

.65

.70

.65

.70

.15

.32

.32

.32

.45

.30

.45

.70

.87

.30

.45

.65

.43

.45

.70

.65

.65

.28

.33

.38
40
.40
.40

1.10

74151-
74153
74154
74155-
74157-
74161-
74163-
74164-
74165-
74170-
74173-
74174-
74175-
74176-
74177-
74180-
74181-
74190-
74191-
74192-
74193-
74194-
74195-
74196-
74279-
75491-

.65

.65
1.00
.70
.65
.85
80
.95

1.05
2.25
1.35
.95
.90
.75
.75
.65

2.00
1.20
1.20
.83
.83
.85
.85
.86
.87
.50

CTS 206-8 eight position dip switch .... $2.20
CTS-206-4 four position dip switch ... $1 .75

LED READOUTS
FND 359 C.C. 4" $ 50 DL704-.3" C.C. $ 95
FND 70 C.C. .4" $ 55 MAN 7 .3" C.A. $ .95
FND 503 C.C. 5" $ 85 NS 33 3 dig. array $ .75
FND 510 C.A. .5" $ 85 PL 747 C A .6" $195

SILICON SOLAR CELLS
2Va" diameter —

4Vat 500 ma. $4.00
REGULATORS

309K $ .95 340K-5,12,15
723 $ .50 or 24V . . . .$ .85
LM 376 .... $ .60 340T-5, 6, 8, 12
320K5or15V $1.40 15,18 or 24V$1.10
320T-5, 15 78 MG $1.35

or 24V ..$1.16 79 MG $1.35

RS232 DB 25P male $2.95

CONNECTORS DB 25S female $3.50

MM5387AA with FCS8024 readouts. This new Na-
tional clock chip will directly drive LEO displays.
Four .8" high readouts supplied. $10.95

SAD 1024 a REDICON 1024 stage analog "Bucket
Brigade" shift register. $18.95

DATA CASSETTES 1/2 hr. TAPE AND
ERASABLE $1.25

ALCO MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES
MTA 106 SPDT $1 .20

MTA 206 DPDT $1 .70

Terms: FOB Cambridge, Mass.
Send Check or Money Order.

Order $5.00, C( I'S $20.00

Send 254 for our catalog featuring
Transistors and Rectifiers

145 Hampshire St., Cambridge. Mass.

SOLID STATE SALES
P.O. BOX 74K

SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143 TEL. (617) 547-4005

Full Wave Bridges
? r)A

1.30

200 .75 1.25

400 95 1.50

2 00

3.00
600

i ;>(, i /,

SANKEN AUDIO POWER
Si 1010 G 10 WATTS . .

Si 1020 G 20 WATTS
Si 1050 G 50 WATTS

4 00

AMPS
$ 7 95

. S15 95

. S27.95

WSU 30-Hand wire wrap tool used
wrap, unwrap & Strip #30 wire $5.30

#24. EIGHT
CONDUCTOR
SPECTRA

FLAT CABLE
107$ 1.50

1007$ 1350

74 LS
SERIES

#30 WIRE
WRAP WIRE
SINGLE
STRAND
1007S1.40

74LSOO
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS1

1

74LS13
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS30
74LS32
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS51
74LS54
74LS90
74LS73
74LS74
74LS76
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74LS109
74LS1 12
74LS113
74LS1 14

26
26
26
28
28
28
28
26
26
50
28
26
26
26
33
33
26
33
37
37
27
88
79
26
26
95
40
40
40
89
85
85
43
43
43
43

74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS151
74LS153
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS168
741 S169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS195
741 SI 96
74LS197
74LS221
74LS257
74LS258
74LS279
74LS365
74LS366
74 1 S368
74LS390

65
65
80
39
72
72
98
93

2 00
95
98

1 02

LINEAR
CIRCUITS

02
02
02
10
10
72
39
05
22
50
50
75
.75

25
.99
99

I 25
I 35
I 38
75
66
66
66

1 95

LM 101

LM 301/748
LM307
LM 308
LM 31 1

LM 318
LM 319
LM 324
LM 339
LM 358
LM 370
LM 377
LM 380
LM 381
LM 382
LM 537
LM 553
LM 555
LM556
NE540L
560
565
566
667
703
709
710
741C or

747
LM 1310
1456
1458
CA3046
3900
8038CC
UA791P5

75

29
30

75
75

1 20
95
05
10
40
15

50
95
25
25

2 50
2 50
39
85

2 75
2 00
1.10

i 25
1 30
90
25
35

V 31

65
2 50
95
60
75
49

3 90
1 95

TRIACS SCR'S
PRV 1A 10A

100 .40 /()

200 .70 1 10

400 1.10 1.60

600 1.70 2.30

25A

1.30

1.75

260
3.60

1.5A

.40

.60

1.00

6A 35A

50 1.20

70 1.60

1.20 2.20

1 .50 3 00

WE SHIP OVER 95%
OF OUR ORDERS THE

DAY WE RECEIVE THEM

124
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BREAD BOARD *T^Vns ?*?"'?

cut to 14 different lengths

JUMPER WIRE KIT>'7° 1 >°*°
, _Each wire is stripped and

the leads are bent 90* tor

easy insertion

Wire length is classified

by color coding

All wire is solid tinned 22

gauge with PVC insulation

The wires come packed in

JK1 $10.00 / kit
a co^ven,e^, P|as,,c box

HSOCKET
JUMPERS
Part No.

924003-1 8R

924003-06R
924005 -18R

924005-06R
924006-1 8R
924006 -06R

Mates with two rows of 025" sq or

dia. posts on patterns of .100"

centers and shielded receptacles.

Probe access holes in back Choice

of 6" or 18" length.

No. of Contacts Length Price

26 18" $ 5.38 ea

26 6" 4.78 ea

40 18" 8.27 ea.

40 6" 7.33 ea

50 18" 10.31 ea.

50 6" 9.15 ea.

HJUMPER
HEADERS
Part No.

923863 -R

923873-R
923865 -R

923875-R
923866 -R

923876-R

No

Solder to PC boards for instant

plug-in access via socket-connector

jumpers. .025" sq. posts Choice

of straight or right angle.

of Posts Angle

26

26

40

40

50

50

straight

right angle

straight

right angle

straight

right angle

Price

$1.28 ea.

.52 ea

94 ea.

.30 ea

.36 ea.

82 ea.

if INTRA-C0NNECT0R
Provides both straight and right angle functions. Mates

with standard .10" x .10" dual row connectors (i.e. 3m, Ainsley,

etc.) Permits quick testing of inaccessible lines.

Part No.: 922576-26 No. of contacts: 26 Price $6 90 ea

i« INTRA-SWITCH
Permits instant line-by-line switching for diagnostic or QA

testing. Switches actuated with pencil or probe tip. Mates with

standard .10" x .10" dual-row connectors. Low profile design.

Switch buttons recessed to eliminate accidental switching.

Part No.: IS-26 No. of contacts. 26 Price $13 80 ea

-^CRYSTALS "ar*-— /'«'*•"-, THESE FREQUENCIES ONLY Z^Jn
—

Part # " Frequency Case Style PTTce

CY1A 1000 MHz HC33U $5 95
CY2A 2 000 MHz HC33 U $5 95

ICY2 01 2 010 MHz HC33/U

CY3A
CY7A
CY12A
CY14A
CY19A
CY22A
CY30B

4 000 MHz
5 000 MHz

10 000 MHz
14 31818 MHz
18 000 MHz
20 000 MHz
32 000 MHz

JIM
HC18U
HC18 U

HC18U
HC18U
HC18U
HC18U
HC18U

S4 95

54 95

S4 95

S4 95

$4 95

$4 95

$4 95

CONNECTORS
PRINTED CIRCUIT EDGE-CARD

156 Spacing -Tin -Double Read -Out

Bifurcated Contacts — Fits 054 to 070 PC Cards

PINS (Solder Eyelet) $1.95

PINS (Solder Eyelet) $2.49

PINS (Solder Eyelet) $2.95

PINS (Wire Wrap) $6.95

PINS (Wire Wrap) $6.95

25 PIN-D SUBMINATURE (RS232)

DB25P PLUG $3.25

DB25S SOCKET $4.95

15/30

18/36

22/44

50/100

50/1 00A ( 100 Spacing}

205 CBIBheat SINKS^
205-CB Beryllium Copper w-black finish for TO-5

291-.36H Aluminum for TO-220 Transistors &

Regulators

680 . 75A Black Anodized Aluminum lot TO-3

Dude 4 Black Anodized Aluminum — predrilled

mounting holes for T0-3 — 4% x 1V« x 2"

680- 75A

$ 25

$ 25

$1.60

$1.75

Etching Kits

32 X A-1

—

27 X A-1—
Plugboards
3662

22/44

8800V

® pern

(cannot be shipped via air)

P C Etch Materials Kit

enough tor 5 circuit boards

Etched Circuit Kit

Complete kit - only add water

6 5 X 4 5 X 1 16 Epoxy glass

P Pattern 44 PC Tabs spaced 156

Mating connector tor plugboard —
22 pin double readout

Universal Microcomputer Processor

plugboard — Epoxy Glass — complete

with heatsmk and mounting hardware

5 313 X 10 X 1 16 copper clad

$29.95 ea

$ 9 95 ea

$ 6.95 ea.

$ 2.95 ea.

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

$19.95 ea.

• •••
• • •

1/16 VECTOR BOARD
1 Hole Spacing

Part No

P Pattern

L W
Price

1-9 10 up

PHENOLIC

EPOXY
GLASS

EPOXY GLASS
COPPER CLAD

64P44 062XXXP
169P44 062XXXP
64P44 062WE
84P44 062WE
169P44 062WE
169P84 062WE
169P44 062WEC1

450
450
450
450
4 50

850
450

6 50 1 72

1700
650
850
1700
1700
1700

3 69

2 07

256
504
9 23

680

1 54

332
1 86

2 31

453
826
6 12

63 KEY KEYBOARD $29.95
This keyboard features 63 unen
coded SPST keys unattached to

any kind of P C B A very solid

molded plastic 13 « 4 base

suits most applications

Encoder Chip (encodes 16 Keys)

Encoder Chip (encodes 88 Keys)

$7 96 •

114.95!

8080A CPU $16.00

8212 8 Bit Input/Output 4 95

8214 Priority Interrupt Control 15.95

8216 Bi-Directional Bus Driver 6 95

8224 Clock Generator/Driver 9.95

8228 System Controller Bus Driver 10.95

CPUS
8080A Supe' 8008 16.00

2650 8 BIT MPU 26 50
P8085 CPU 2995

SHS
2504 1024 Dynamic $ 3 95

2518 He« 32 BIT 7 00

2519 He» 40 BIT 4 00

2522 Dual 132 Bit SSR 2 95

2524 512 Dynamic 195
2525 1024 Dynamic 3 00
2527 Dual 256 BIT 3 95

2529 Dual 512 BIT 4 00
2532 Quad 80 BIT 3 95

2533 1024 Static 5 95

3341 Fito 6 95

74LS670 16 » 1 Reg 3 95

UARTS
AY 5-1013 30K Baud $5 95

ROMS
2513(2140) Char Gen -upper case $9 95
2513(3021) Char Gen -lower case 9 95
2516 Char Gen 10 95

MM5230 2048 BIT (512x4 on 256x8) 195

CDP1802 CPU
MC6800 8 Bit MPU
MC6820 Periph Interface Adapter

MC6810AP1 128 x 8 Static RAM
MC6830L8 1024 x 8 Bit ROM
Z80 CPU

RAMS
HOI 256 « 1 Static

2101 256 x 4 Static

2102 102- Static

2107 5280 4096 « 1 Dynamic
2H1 256 » -i Static

7-189 16 » -1 Static

8101 256 » J Static

8111 256 Static

8599 16 « 4 Static

21L02/91L02 1024 « 1 Static

"-.200 256 i 1 Static

93421 256 » 1

IMMS262 2K , 1

UPD414(2104)4K

1702A

5203

82S23

82S123
74S287

3601

E70T

2048

2048

32 x 8

32 x 8
1024

256x4
"ST

Dynamic

Dynamic 16 Pin

PROMS
Famos

Famos

Open C

Trisr

Sialic

$19.95

24.95

15.00

6.00

15.00

29 95

S 1 49

5 95

1 n
4 95

6 95

7 49

595
6 95

2 25

6 95

^ L2L
2 tor 1 00,

"515

S 9 95

14 95

500
500
7 95
3 95

Eprom 313
2716 16K Eprom 34 95
6301-1 1024 Tn State Bipolar 3 49
6330-1 256 Open Collector Bipolar 2 95

FCM3817 $5 00
AY-3-8500-1 895
AY-5-9100 1750
AY -5 -9200 1495
AY-5-9500 4 95

AY -5 -2376 14 95
9374 1 95

82S115

SPECIAL REQUESTED ITEMS
11C90 19 95 7205 19 95 9368

4N33 3.95 ICM7045 24 95 LD110/111

8T20 750 ICM7207 7.50 95H90

8T97 2.00 ICM7208 22 00 MC3061P
HD0165 7 95 ICM7209 7 50 MC4016 (74416)

MCM6571 13 50 MK50240 17 50 MC1408L7

MCM6574 1350 DS0026CH 3 75 MC1408L8

2500 MCM6575 13 50 TIL308 10 50

395
25 00/set

11 95

350
750
895
9 95

PARATRONICS
Featured on February's Front Cover of Popular Electronics

Logic Analyzer Kit Model iooa Model 10

Model 100A

$229.00/kit

CLOCK CHIPS

MM5309 $9 95

MM5311
MM5312
MM5314
MM5316
MM5318
MM5369
MM5841
CT7001

495
4 95

4 95

6 95

995
295
995
595

I I I I I 1 1 1 m« OB
Model 100A assembled $295 00

< Analyzes any type of digital system

i Checks data rates in excess of 8

million words per second

. Trouble shoot TTL. CMOS. DTL. RTL.

Schottky and MOS families

> Displays 16 logic states up to 8 digits wide

> See ones and zeros displayed on your

CRT. octal or hexadecimal format

» Tests circuits under actual operating conditions

» Easy to assemble— comes with step-by-step construction

manual which includes 80 pages on logic analyzer operation.

(Model 100A Manual - $4.95)

Some applications are:

Troubleshooting microprocessor

address, instruction, and data flow

Examine contents of ROMS
Tracing operation of control logic

Checking counter and shift

register operation

Monitoring I/O sequences

Verifying proper system operations

during testing

PARATRONICS TRIGGER EXPANDER • Model 10
Adds 16 additional bits Provides digital delay and qualification of input clock

and 24-bit trigger word. — Connects direct to Model 100A for integrated unit).

Model 10 Kit — $229.00
Model 10 Assembled — $295.00

Baseplate — $9.95

Model 10 Manual - $4.95

IMPRECISION

Model 2800
$99.95

Comes with test

leads, operating manual

and spare 'use

3Vj.Digit Portable DMM

• Overload Protected

• 3 high LED Display

• Battery or AC operation

• Auto Zeroing

• 1mv. Wa. 1 ohm resolution

• Overange reading

• 10 meg input impendence

• DC Accuracy 1% typical

Range*: DC Voltage • 1000V

AC Voltage 0-1 000

V

Freq Response 50-400 HZ

DC/AC Current 0-100mA

Resistance 0-10 meg ohm
Size 6 4x4 4" x 2"

Accessories:

AC Adapter BC-28 $9.00

Rechargeable

Batteries BP-26 20.00

Carrying Case LC-28 7.50

100 MHz 8-Digit Counter
20 Hz-100 MHz Range , Four power souces. i.e.

,r LED Display batteries. 1 10 or 220V with

Crystal -controlled timebase charger 12V with auto
Fully Automatic lighter adapter and external

Portable — completely 7.2-10V power supply
selt -contained MAX-10D 0HOM AC
Size - 1 .75" x 7 .36"

mmA 1UU $134.95
x 5 63'

ACCESSORIES FOR MAX 100:

Mobile Charger Eliminator

use power from car battery Model 100 — CIA $3.95

Charger/Eliminator

use 1 10 V AC Model 100 — CAI $9.95

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES
PROTO BOARD 6

$15.95
(6 long X 4' wide)

Other CS Proto Boards

PB100 -4 5 x6" $ 19 95

PB101 5.8" X 4.5" 29.95

PB102 -7" x4.5 39.95

PB103 - 9" x 6" 59 95

PB104 -9.5"x8" 79 95

PB203 - 9 75 x 6V2 x 2*4 80.00

PB203A - 9 75 x 6Vz x 2% 129.95
(includes power supply)

LOGIC MONITOR
for DTL. HTL. TTL or CMOS Devices $84.95

PROTO CLIPS

14 PIN

16 PIN

24 PIN

40 PIN

$4 50

4.75

8 50

13.75

DESIGN MATES

DM1 - Circuit Designer

$69.95

DM2 - Function Generator

$74.95
DM3 - RC Bridge

$74.95

QT PROTO STRIPS

, QT-59S

' 0T-59B

' QT 47S
e

• GT-47B

QT-35S

"•QT 35B

Ul type

QT-59S
QT 59B

QT-47S
QT-47B

QT-35S

QT-35B

QT-18S

QT-12S

0T-8S

QT-7S

* holes

590

bus strip

470

bus strip

350

bus strip

180

120

80

70

price

12 50

250
10 00

2 25

850
200
4 75

3 75

3 25

300

Expenmentor 300

Expenmentor 600

$ 9 95

$1095

$5.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only

Calrtomta Residents — Add 6% Salts Tax

Spac Sheets - 25c — Sand 35* Stamp tor 1971 Catalog

Dtaler Information Available

1978

CATALOG
NOW

AVAILABLE

1021 -A HOWARD AVE., SAN CARLOS. CA. 94070

PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 592-8097

All Advertised Pricos Good Thru January J1

The Incredible

"Pennywhistle 103"

$129.95 Kit Only

The Pennywhistle 103 is capable ot recording data to and from audio tape without

critical speed requirements for the recorder and it is able to communicate directly

with another modem and terminal tor telephone hamming and communications

tor the deaf In addition, it is free of critical ad|ustments and is built with non precision

readily available parts

Data Transmission Method Frequency-Shift Keying, full-duplex (half-duplex

selectable)

Maiimum Data Rata 300 Baud

Data Format Asynchronous Serial (return to mark level required

between each character)

Receive Channel Frequencies . . .2025 Hz for space 2225 Hz for mark

Transmit Channel Frequencies . .Switch selectable Low (normal) 1070 space,

1270 mark High 025 space. 2225 mark

Receive Sensitivity 46 dbm accoustically coupled

Transmit Level 15 dbm nominal Adjustable from 6 dbm
to 20 dbm

Receive Frequency Tolerance . . .Frequency reference automatically adiusts to

allow tor operation between 1800 Hz and 2400 Hz

Digital Data Interlace EIA RS-232C or 20 mA current loop (receiver is

optoisolated and non-polar)

Power Requirements 120 VAC. single phase. 10 Watts

Physical All components mount on a single f by 9"

printed circuit board All components included

Requires a VOM, Audio Oscillator, Frequency Counter and/or Oscilloscope to align

(RC AM /FM 8-Track Stereo Receiver

With BSR Changer
• PLL System

• BSR Record Changer

• Slide Controls

• Automatic AFC Control

• 4 Speaker Output

• Walnut finish vinyl covered

wood veneer with smoke
dust cover

Size: 20"W x 9%"H x 15'/4"D

Model 8365 $149.95

DIGITAL STOPWATCH
• Bright 6 Digit LED Display

• Tvnes to 59 minutes 59 59 seconds

• Crystal Controlled Time Base

• Three Stopwatches m One

Times Single Event — Split & Taylor

• Size 4 5 x 2 15 x 90 |4"', ounces)

• Uses 3 Penhte Cells

Kit — $39.95

Assembled — $49.95
Heavy Duty Carry Case $5.95

Stop Watch Chip Only (7205) $19.95

3

y

2 DIGIT DPM KIT

.l£6«

• New Bipolar Unit

• Auto Zeroing

• Auto Polarity

• Low Power
• .5" LED • Single IC Unit

Model KB500 DPM Kit $49.00

Model 311D-5C-5V Power Kit $17.50

12 or 24 Hour

JE700 CLOCK
00 is a low cost digital clock but

is a very high quality unit The unit tea

tures a simulated walnut case with di

mensions ot 6 x2'? xl It utilizes a

MAN 72 high brightness readout and the

MM5314 clock chip

115 VAC KIT ONLY $16.95
HEXADECIMAL

ENCODER 19-KEY PAD
• 10
• ABCDEF

• Shift Key

• 2 Optional Keys

$10.95 each

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE

Injection molded unit Complete

with red bezel 4W" x 4" x 1-9/16"

$3.95 ea.

JE803 PROBE
The Logic Probe is a unit which is tor the most part

mdespensibie in trouble shooting logic families

TTL DTL RTL CMOS It derives the power i

needs to operate directly off ot the circuit under

test drawing a scant 10 mA max it uses a MAN 1

readout to indicate any ot the following states by

these symbols (Hi 1 (LOW) o (PULSE I P The

Probe can detect high frequency pulses to 45 MHz
It can t be used at MOS levels or circuit damage
will result

$9.95 Per Kit

Drinted circuit board

VI 5V 1A Supply
This is a standard TTL power supply using the well known

L M309K regulator IC to provide a solid I AMP ot current at 5

volts We try to make things easy for you by providing

everything you need in one package including the hardware

$9.95 Per Kit

125



LOW PROFILE IC SOCKETS
14 PIN $ 18 22 PIN $ 33
16 PIN $.20 28 PIN $48

18 PIN $.25

AUGAT WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
16 PIN Gold Plated

$.49 ea. 10 FOR $3.95
LIMITED STOCK

TRIMMER CAP
2-20PF CER 4/$1

Mil Quality

P. C. MOUNT VOLUME CONTROL
Nylon Shaft 1K or 100K.

YOUR CHOICE 4/$1

16K E-PROM CARD
S-100(1MSA1/ALTAIR) BUSS COMPATIBLE

^0^ • DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

SPECIAL OFFER: Our 2708's (450 NS) are $12.95 when purchased with above kit.

FULLY STATIC! $149.00 KIT
KIT FEATURES:
1. Double sided PC Board with solder mask and silk screen layout.

Gold plated contact fingers.

2. All sockets included! S-100 (IMSAI/ALTAIR)
3. Fully buffered on all address and data lines. BUSS COMPATIBLE
4. Phantom is jumper selectable to pin 67.

5. FOUR 7805 regulators are provided on card.* *

$69.95 (kit)
IMAGINE HAVING 16K

OF SOFTWARE ON LINE AT ALL TIME!

KIT FEATURES:
1. Double sided PC Board with solder mask and silk screen and

Gold plated contact fingers.

2. Selectable wait states. f
3. All address lines and data lines buffered!

4. All sockets included.

5. On card regulators.

KIT INCLUDES ALL PARTS AND SOCKETS! (EXCEPT 2708's)

ADD $25 FOR
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

8K LOW POWER RAM KIT!

USES
21L02-1

RAM'S.

PRICE WAR!
For a limited time only:

Buy two 8K Kits for $129 ea.

Fully Assembled and Burned In —
Blank PC Board With Documentation

Low Profile Socket Set —
Support IC's (TTL and Regulators) -
Bypass CAP's (Disc and Tantalums) -

$179.00

29.95
13.50

9.75

4.50

3W AUDIO AMP
MODULE

Fully assembled and tested.

With schematic. 4, 8 or 16

OHMS.
$3.95 NEW!

JUMBO RED LED'S

NewbyG.E. Like MV5024
0SSL-22

6 FOR $1 25 FOR $3.75

RCA HOUSE #2N3772
NPN Power Transistor. 30 AMP.
150 W. VCEO-60. TO-3. Vastly out

performs 2N3055. Reg. List $3.04

2 FOR $1

MOTOROLA 7805R
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Same as standard 7805 except 750 MA
OUTPUT. TO-220. 5VDC OUTPUT.
$ .44 each 10 FOR $3.95

TS&&
* 4K STATIC RAM'S *Efyf

2114. The industry standard. 18 PIN DIP. Arranged as IK X 4. Equivalent to

FOUR 21L02's in ONE package! TWO chips give IK X 8, with data.

2 FOR $24 450 N.S.! 8 FOR $85

450 NS! 2708 EPROMS 450 NS!

Now Full Speed! Prime new units from a major U.S. Mfg. 450 N.S. Access
time. IK x 8. Equiv. to 4 1702 A's in one package!

Special Offer: $12.95 ea. when purchased with our

16K EPROM Kit.
$15.75 ea.

Z - 80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL
By MOSTEK, the major Z - 80 second source. The most detailed explanation
ever on the workings of the Z - 80 CPU CHIPS. At least one full page on each
of the 158 Z - 80 instructions. A MUST reference manual for any user of the
Z - 80. 300 pages. Just off the press! A D.R.C. exclusive! $12.95

+ PRICE WAR! ^
21L02-1 LOW POWER RAM! Prime.
500 N.S. FAST! 8 FOR $9.95

8 POSITION DIP SWITCH
By CTS.Fits 16 Pin Socket. $1.95

TERMS: ORDERS UNDER $15 ADD $ .75. NO C.O.D. WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTER CHARGE AND AMERICAN
EXPRESS CARDS. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON ALL ITEMS. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX.

Digital Research Corporation
P. O. BOX 401247 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461

D20CALL FOR OUR CATALOG!

WE PAY POSTAGE!

726



(
(9B 7400N TTL VM

SN7400N

SN7401N
SN7402N
SN7403N

SN7404N

SN7405N

SN7406N
SN7407N

SN7408N

SN7409N

SN7410N
SN7411N
SN7412N

SN7413N
SN7414N

SN7416N
SN7417N
SN7420N
SN7421N
SN7422N
SN7423N
SN7425N
SN7426N
SN7427N
SN7429N
SN7430N
SN7432N
SN7437N
SN7438N
SN7439N
SN7440N
SN7441N
SN7442N

SN7443N
SN7444N
SN7445N
SN7446N
SN7447N

SN7448N
SN7450N
SN7451N
SN7453N
SN7454N

SN7459A
SN7460N
SN7470N

16

18

20

20

20

20

35

35

20

25

20

30

35

69

70

35

35

20

39

49

.37

29

29

37

42

25

25

35

35

25

.21

89

69

75

.75

75

89

69

89

25

.25

25

25

25

25

45

SN7472N
SN7473N
SN7474N

SN7475N'

SN7476N
SN7479N
SN7480N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7485N
SN7486N
SN7488N
SN7489N
SN7490N
SN7491N
SN7492N
SN7493N

SN7494N
SN7495N
SN7496N
SN7497N

SN7410ON
SN74107N
SN74109N
SN74116N
SN74121N
SN74122N
SN74123N

SN74125N
SN74126N

SN74132N
SN74136N
SN74141N

SN74142N
SN74143N
SN74144N
SN74145N
SN74147N
SN74148N
SN74150N
SN74151N
SN74153N

SN74154N
SN74155N
SN74156N
SN74157N

39

39

35

50

35

500
50

99

70

89

39
350
249
45

75

49

49

79

79

79

300
1 25

39

95

1 95

39

39

50

60

60

1 25

95

1 15

295
3 25

300
1 15

2 35

200
1 25

79

89

1 25

89

89

89

SN74160N
SN74161N
SN74162N
SN74163N
SN74164N
SN74165N

SN74166N
SN74167N
SN74170N

SN74172N
SN74173N
SN74174N
SN74175N
SN74176N
SN74177N
SN74179N
SN74180N
SN74181N
SN74182N
SN74184N
SN74185N
SN74186N

SN74187N
SN74188N
SN74190N
SN74191N
SN74192N

SN74193N
SN74194N
SN74195N
SN74196N
SN74197N

SN74198N
SN74199N
SN74200N
SN74251N
SN74279N
SN74283N
SN74284N
SN74285N

SN74365N
SN74366N
SN74367N
SN74368N
SN74390N
SN74393N

1 25

99

1 95

99

99

99

1 25

3 25

210
600
1 50

1 25

99

79

79

249
99

249
95

1 95

1 95

1500
600
395
1 79

1 25

89

89

1 25

75

1 00

1 00

1 75

1 75

5 59

1 79

90

225
600
600

75

75

75

75

225
225

20% Discount for 100 Combined 7400 s

CMOS
CD4000

CD4001

CD4002

CD4006
CD4007
CD4009

CD4010

C04011

CD4012

C04013
CD4014

CD4015
CD4016
CD4017

CD4018
CD4019
CD4020

CD4021

CD4022
CD4023
CD4024
CD4025
CD4026
CD4027

C04028
C04029
CD4030

CD4035
CD4040
CD4041

C04042

CD4043

23

23

23

1 19

25

49

49

23

25

39

1 39

1 19

49

1.19

99
49

1 19

1 39

1.19

23

79

23

225
69

89

1 19

49

99

1.19

1.25

99

CD4044 89

C04046 1 79

CD4047 250
CD4048 1 35

C04049 49

CD4050 49

CD4051 1 19

CD4053 1 19

CD4056 1 49

CD4059 9 95

CD4060 1 49

CD4066 79

CD4068 39

CD4069 45

CD4070 55

CD4071 23

C04072 49
CD4076 1 39

CD4081 23

CD4082 23

CD4098 249
MC14409 1495
MC14410 1495
MC14411 14 95
MC14419 495
MC 14506 75

MC 14507 99

CD4508 3 95

C04510 1 39

C0451

1

1 29

CD4515 2 95

CD4518 1 29

CD4520
MC14562
CD4566
MC14583

74C00

74C00

74C02

74C04

74C10

74C14

74C20

74C30

74C42

74C73

74C74

74C89

74C90

74C93

74C95

74C107

74C151

74C154

74C157
74C160

74C161

74C163

74C164

74C173

74C193

74C195

80C95

80C97

1 29
1450
225
350

Series

39

55

75

65

300
65

65

2 15

1 50

1 15

400
300
200
200
1 25

290
300
2 15

3 25

325
300
325
260
275
2 75

1 50

1 50

LM3U0H
LM301H
LM301CN
LM302H
LM304H
LM305H
LM307CN
LM308H
LM308CN
LM309H

LM309K

LM310CN
LM311H
LM311N
LM317K
LM318CN
LM319N
LM320K-5
LM320K-52
LM320K-12
LM320K 15

LM320T-5
LM320T-5 2

LM320T-8

LM320T-12

LM320T-15

LM320T-18

LM320T-24
LM323K-5
LM324N
LM339N
LM340K-5
LM340K-6

LM340K-8
LM340K-12
LM340K-15
LM340K 18

LM340K-24
LM340T-5
LM340T-6

80

35

35

75

1 00

60

35

1 00

1 00

1 10

1 25

1 15

90

90

750
1 50

1 30
1 35

1 35

1 35

1 35

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1.25

1 25

1 25
5 95
1 80

99

1.35

1 35

1.35

1.35

1 35

1.35

1 35

1 25

1 25

LINEAR
LM340T 8

LM340T-12
LM340T-15

LM340T-18

LM340T-24
LM350N
LM351CN
78MG
LM370N
LM373N
LM377N
LM380N
LM380CN
LM381N
LM382N
NE501K
NE510A

NE529A
NE531H
NE536T
NE540L

NE550N
NE555V

NE560B

NE561B

NE562B
NE565H
NE565N
NE566CN
NE567H
NE567V

LM703CN
LM709H
LM709N
LM710N
LM711N
LM723H
LM723N
LM733N

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 00

65

1 75

1 15

325
400
1 25

99

1 79

1 79

800
600
4 95

3.00

600
600
1 30

39

500
500
500
1 75

1 25

1 75

1 95

1 49

45

29

29

79

39

55

55

1 00

LM739N
LM741CH
LM741CN
LM741-14N
LM747H
LM747N
LM748H
LM748N
LM1303N
LM1304N
LM1305N
LM1307N
LM1310N
LM1351N
LM1414N
LM1458CN
IM1496N
LM 1556V
LM2111N
LM2901N
LM3053
LM3065N

1 19

35

35

39

79

79

39

39

90

1 19

1 40

85

295
1 65

1 75

59

95

1 75

1 95

2 95

1 50

69

LM3900N(3401) 49
M MM

LM3909
LM5556N
MC5558V
LM7525N
LM7534N
8038B

LM75450
75451CN
75452CN

75453CN

75454CN

75491CN

75492CN
75494CN

RC4194

RC4195

89

1 25

1 85

1 00

90
75

4 95

49

39

39

39

39

79

89

89

595
3 25

V

74LS00

74LS02

74LS03
74LS04

74LS05

74LS08

74LS10

74LS13
74LS14

74LS20
74LS26

74LS27

74LS28

74LS30

74LS32

74LS40

74LS42

74LS47

74LS51

74LS55

74LS73

74LS74

29

29

29

35

35

29

29

69

1 75

29

39

39

39

29

39

39

1 25

1 25

29

29

49

49

74LS00 TTL
74LS75

74LS76

74LS83

74LS85

74LS86
74LS90

74LS92

74LS93

74LS95

74LS96

74LS107

74LS109
74LS112

74LS123

74LS132

74LS136

74LS138

74LS139
74LS151

74LS153

69

49
1 75

249
49

89

89

89

1 50

1 89

59

59

59

1 25

1 25

59

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

74LS155
74LS157
74LS160
74LS161

74LS162
74LS163

74LS164
74LS175

74LS181

74LS190
74LS191

74LS192

74LS193

74LS194

74LS195

74LS253

74LS257

74LS260

74LS279

74LS367
74LS368

74LS670

1 25

1 50

1 95
1 95
1 95

1 95

1 95

1 95

369
2 49

249
249
249
1 89

1 89

1 75

1 75

55

79

99

99

395

BUGB00K
Continuing Education Series

BUGB00KS I and II $17 00 per Ml
ky Pilar n Kmt. Davti S LanM. WMHTJ

Sow is a set trust two books outline over 90 •xpenirtents designed to teecti

rne reader all he will need to know about TTL logic daps to use them in con

lunctmn with microprocessor systems You II learn about the basic concepts ot

digital electronics including gales, tap-flops, latches, buses, decoders, mutt

ptwers. demultiplexers LEO displays. RAM s ROM s. and much, much more

BUGBOOK Ha $5.00
ky Peter R Rewy. Davtd 6 Larsee. WMHYj

This volume will introduce you to the fabulous UART dap — that all important

interface between data terminals, etc . and your microcomputer It also covers

currant loops, and the RS 232C interface standard Particularly recommended

tor any RTTV enthusiast

THE 555 TIMER APPLICATIONS $6 95

SOURCEBOOK WITH EXPERIMENTS
fef Hwwd M. Mrltn

This book shows you what the 555 timtr is and how to use rt includeo are over

100 various design techniques, equations and graphs to create ready-to-go

timers, generators power supplies, measurement and control circuits party

games circuits for the home and automobile photography, music and
Amateur Radio

BUGBOOK III $iO0
ky Peter R deny. OaeW Lane*. WTMHYj. JiaetHaa A. Trtei

Here is the book that puts it all together Besides having much valuable text

there are a series ot experiments in which the reader completely explores the

8080 chip pin by pm and introduces you to the Mark 80 microcomputer a

unique easity interfaced system It is recommended that you have the back

ground on the BUGBOOKS 1 6 II before proceeding with BUGBOOK III

INSTRUCTOR S MANUAL S3 00
Necessary foi instruction of Bugbook I and II Answers questions regarding

expenments. suggestions tor further reading, philosophy ot authors approach to

digital electronics A must tor self teaching individuals

OP AMP MANUAL $9 00

An experiment guide to application ot operational ampMiers Over 25 expen-

ments on all phases of Op Amps

BUGBOOK V and VI $19.00 par sat

by Oevia 0. Larsee. Peter N. Retry, Jenettea A. Tim

Expenments in digital electronics. 8080A microcomputer programming and

8080A microcomputer interlacing An mtegi tted approach to sett instructed

baSK digital electronics, breadboardmg and 8080A interfacing/programming

Bugbook Vi integrates me digital concepts ot Bugbook V into a treatment of

8080A microcomputer programming and interfacing Detail S laboratory

expenments included with each book

DBUG

8080 interpretive

assembly

$5.00

A program tor entering, debugging and storing

CM0S-M — DESIGNERS PRIMER $6 .00

AND HANDBOOK
Starts at basic structure ot CMOS devices through integration into MSI

COMPLETE MANUAL FOR DIGITAL CLOCKS by John Waits and John Brooks

Familiarizes technician or hobbyist with basic theories behind digital clocks Includes trouble shooting guides, basic

characteristics of clocks, soldering techniques, clock component data sheets and construction tips $3.95

125' dia

XC209 Red

XC209 Green

XC209 Orange
XC209 Yellow

200 dia

XC22 Red

XC22 Green

XC22 Yellow

XC22 Orange

SSL 22 RT

5/S1

4*1

4/S1
4 $1

5/S1

4 S1

441
4 si

4S1

DISCRETE LEDS

XC526

XC526

XC526

XC526

115

Red

Green

Yellow

Clear

dia

5S1
4 $1

4/S1

4/$1

XC556

XC556

XC556

XC556

XC556

200

Red

Green

Yellow

Orange

Clear

dia

XC111

XC111

XC111

XC111

5/$1

4/$1

4$1
4.'$1

7/S1

190"

Red

Green

Yellow

Orange

085

dia

10/S1

4 $1

4$1
4 SI

dia

MV50 • Red 6 $1

INFRA-RED LED

H » '« x 1 16

Flat 5/S1.00

DISPLAY LEDS
TYPE

MAN 1

MAN 2

MAN 3

MAN 4

MAN 7

MAN 7G

MAN 7Y

MAN 52

MAN 71

MAN 72

MAN 74

MAN 81

MAN 82

MAN 84

MAN 3620

MAN 3630

MAN 3640

MAN 4610

MAN 4640

MAN 4710

MAN 4730

MAN 4740

MAN 4810

MAN 6610

POLARITY HT PRICE

Common
5 x 7 Dot

Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common
Common

Anode -red

Matrix-red

Cathode-red

Cathode -red

Anode -red

Anode -green

Anode -yellow

Anode-green

Anode -red

Anode -red

Cathode-red

Anode -yellow

Anode-yellow

Cathode -yellow

Anode -orange

Anode -orange t1

Cathode -orange

Anode-orange

Cathode-orange

Anode -red »1

Anode -red

Cathode-red

Anode-yellow

Anode -orange-D D

270 295
300 495
125 39

187 1 95

270 1 25

270 1 95

270 1 95

300 1 00

300 1 25

300 1 25

300 1 50

300 1 00

300 1 00

300 1 00

300 1 00

300 1 35

300 1 75

300 1 00

400 1 00

400 1 00

400 1 00

400 1 00

400 1 00

560 1 25

TYPE POLARITY
MAN 6630 Common Anode -orange

MAN 6640 Common Cathode -orange-D D

MAN 6650 Common Cathode -orange • 1

MAN 6660 Common Anode -orange

MAN 6680 Common Cathode -orange

MAN 6710 Common Anode -red -DO
MAN 6730 Common Anode-red • 1

MAN 6740 Common Cathode-red D D

MAN 6750 Common Cathode-red • 1

MAN 6760 Common Anode-red

MAN 6780 Common Cathode-red

DL701 Common Anode-red i 1

DL702 Common Cathode -red

DL704 Common Cathode-red

DL707 Common Anode-red

DL741 Common Anode-red

DL746 Common Anode-red -
1

DL747 Common Anode-red

DL749 Common Cathode red -

1

OL750 Common Cathode-red

DL33B Common Cathode -red

FND70 Common Cathode (FND359)

FND503 Common Cathode (FND500)

FND507 Common Anode (FND510)
5082-7300 4 x 7 Sgl Digit-RHDP

5082-7302 4 x 7 Sgl Oigrt-LHOP

5082-7304 Overrange character ( 1 1)

5082-7340 4x7 Sgl Digit-Hexadecimal

HT
560

560

560

560

560

560

560

560

560

560

560

300

300

300

300

600

630

600

630

600

110

250

500

500

600

600

600

600

PRICE
1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 25

1 00

1 25

1 50

1 50

1 95

1 95

2 25

1 95

249
69

75

1 29

1 29
19 95

1995
15 00

2250

CA3013
CA3023
CA3035
CA3039
CA3046

CA3053
CA3059

CA3060
CA3080

CA3081

2 15

2 56

2 48

1 35

1 30

1 50

325
3 25

85

200

CA3082

CA3083
CA3086

CA3089
CA3091

CA3102
CA3123

CA3130
CA3140

CA3401
CA3600

200
1 60

85

3 75

350
2 95
215
1 39

1 25

49

1 75

XR -2206KB Kit $19.95
WAVEFORM
GENERATORS

XR 205 $8 40

XR 2206CP 5 50

XR 2207CP 3 85

XR

EXAR
MISCELLANEOUS

2206KA Kit $14.95
TIMERS

STEREO DECODERS
XR 1310CP $3 20

XR 1310EP 3 20

XR -1800P 3 20

XR-2567 2 99

XR-2211CP

XR-4136
XR 1468

XR-1488

XR 1489

XR 2208

$6 70

200
3 85

580
480
5 20

XR 555CP
XR 320P

XR 556CP
XR 2556CP
XR-2240CP

$ 49

1 55

1 85

3 20

480
PHASE LOCKED LOOPS
XR 210 5 20

XR-215 6 60
XR 567CP 1 95

XR-567CT 1 70

8 pin

14 pin

16 pin

18 pin

?? pin

M pin

ib pin

•8 pin

.'4 pin

H pin

14 pin

16 pin

18 pin

8 pin

10 pin

14 pin

16 pin

18 pin

1-24

$17
20

22

29

37

$27
30

35

49

$30
35
38

52

$40
45

39

43

75

IC SOLDERTAIL — LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS
25-49

16 15 mm- . ?4 pin

B tMLPaW 28 pin

20 VJHHPJNaV 36 pin

28 27 40 pin

36

25

27

32

45

27

32
35

47

38

41

38

42

68

50 100

tmmm -

27

35 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN)
24

25

30

42

28 pin

36 pin

40 pin

SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD)

aapjJJBB 24 pin
aJa^e^BsfJ

atasaaBm^n maeaat
•" 36 pin

40 pin

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL #3
aaajajjaaajajjaajj Ml

37 1 P 28 pin

41 36 pin

62 40 pin

1 24

$38
45

60

63

$ 99

1 39

1 59

$ 70

1 10

1 75

1 75

95

$1 05

1 40

1 59

1 75

25-49

37

44

59

62

90

1 26

1 45

63

1 00
1 40
1 59

85

95

1 25

1 45

1 55

50-100

36

43

58

61

81

1 15

1 30

57

90

1 26
1 45

75

85

1 10

1 30

1 40

$34.95
ibatlenes not included

HOBBY-WRAP TOOL-BW-630

Battery Operated (Size C)

Weighs ONLY 11 Ounces

Wraps 30 AWG Wire onto

Standard DIP Sockets (025 inch)

Complete with built-in bit and sleeve

WIRE-WRAP KIT — WK-2-W
WRAP • STRIP • UNWRAP

• Tool for 30 AWG Wire

• Roll of 50 Ft White or Blue 30 AWG Wire

• 50 pes each 1", 2 , 3 & 4 lengths —
pre-stripped wire

$11.95

WIRE WRAP TOOL WSU-30
WRAP • STRIP • UNWRAP $5 95

WIRE WRAP WIRE — 30 AWG
25ft. mm. $1.25 50ft $195 100ft $2.95 1000ft $15.00

SPECIFY COLOR — White - Yellow - Red - Green - Blue - Black

WIRE DISPENSER — WD-30
• 50 ft. roll 30 AWG KYNAR wire wrap wire $3.45 ea.
• Cuts wire to desired length

• Strips 1 of insulation Specify — Blue-Yellow-White-Red

REPLACEMENT DISPENSER SPOOLS FOR WD 30

Specify blue, yellow, white or red $1 98/spool

10 OHM 1? OHM 15 OHM 18 OHM 22 OHM
27 OHM 33 OHM 39 OHM 47 OHM 56 OHM

68 OHM 82 OHM 100 OHM 120 OHM 150 OHM
180 OHM

470 OHM
1 2K

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS $1 .75 PER ASST

ASST. 1

ASST. 2

ASST. 3

ASST. 4

ASST. 5

ASST. 6

5*a

Sea

5 ea

5ea

5ea

ASST. 7

ASST. 8R

Sea

5 ea.

3 3K

8 2K

22K

56K

150K

390K

1M

2 7M

220 OHM

560 OHM
1 5K

39K
10K

27K

68K

180K

470K

1 2M
3 3M

270 OHM

680 OHM
1 8K

4 7K

12K

33K

82K

220K

560K

1 5M
3 9M

330 OHM

820 OHM
2 2K

5 6K

15K

39K

100K

270K

680K

1 8M
4 7M

390 OHM

1K

2 7K

6 8K

18K

47K

120K

330K

820K

2 2M
5 6M

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

1/4 WATT 5% 50 PCS

Includes Resistor Assortments 1-7 (350 PCS.) $9.95 ea.

$5 00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only

California Residents — Add 6% Sales Tax

Spec Sheets - 25c — Send 35* Stamp lor 1978 Catalog

Dealer Information Available

1978

CATALOG
NOW

AVAILABLE

1021 -A HOWARD AVE.. SAN CARLOS. CA. 94070
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 592-8097

All Adv«rtte4»d Price* Good Thru January J1

DIP IC INSERTION TOOL WITH PIN STRAIGHTEN

Inserts both 14 and 16 pin packages. Pin Straightener

built into Handle.

Model INS-1416 $3.49/ea.

HP 5082-7400 SERIES — MULTI-DIGIT
10 or more

• Va" ht. • Common Cathode Red 2 Digit $ .79 .69

• 3-5 volts § 5 mils/second 3 Digit .89 .79

• 7 segment Monolithic 4 Digit .99 .89

• Dip Package 5 Digit 1.19 99

TV GAME CHIP SET — $9.95
Includes AY-3-8500-1 Chip and 2.010 mhz crystal

(2.010 crystal — $1.95 ea/AY -3 -8500-1 Chip — $8.95 ea.)

TYPE

1N746

1N751A

1N752

1N753

1N754

1N959

1N965B

1N5232

1N5234

1N5235

1N5236
1N456

1N458

1N485A

1N4001

1N4O02

1N4003

1N4004

ZENERS
VOLTS W

DIODES — RECTIFIERS
PRICE TYPE

33
51
56
62
68
82
15

56
62
68
7 5

25

150

180

50PIV
100 PIV

200 PIV

400 PIV

400mm
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
400m
500m
500m
500m
500m
40m
7m
10m

1 AMP
1 AMP
1 AMP
1 AMP

4'1 00
4/1 00

4/1 00
4/1 00
4/1 00

8/1 00

4/1 00

28

28

28

28

6/1 00

6/1 00

6/1 00

12 1 00

12/1 00

12/1 00

12/1 00

1N4005

1N4006

1N4007

1N36O0

1N4148

1N4154

1N4305
1N4734

1N4735

1N4736
1N4738

1N4742

1N4744

1N1183

1N1184
1N1185
1N1186

IN1 188

VOLTS W
600 PIV 1 AMP
800 PIV 1 AMP
1000 PIV 1 AMP
50

75

35

75

56
62
68
82
12

15

50 PIV

100 PIV

150 PIV

200 PIV

400 PIV

200m
10m
10m
25m
1w
1w
1w
1w
1w

ta
35 AMP
35 AMP
35 AMP
35 AMP
35 AMP

PRICE

10/1 00

10/1 00

10/1 00

6/1 00

15/1 00
12/1 00

20/1 00

28

28

28

28

28

28

1 60

1 70

1 50

1 80

300

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
C360

C38M

2N2328

MDA 980-1

MDA 980-3

15A@400V
35A @ 200V

1 6A @ 200V
12A@50V
12A@200V

SCR

SCR

SCR

FW BRIDGE REC

FW BRIDGE REC

$1 95

1 95

50

1 95

1 95

MPSA05
MPS A06

?WU
2N2219A

2N2221

2M2222A

2N2388

2N24S4

2N290IA
2N2907A

2H292S
2M3035
?N3055
MJC29U
MJMOM
2N339?

2*3398
PH3567

ptosaa
pamaa

S/S1 00

S/S1 00

4/S1 00

3/S1 X
4/S1 00

5/S1 00

5/S1 00

4/S1 00

4/S1 00

4/S1 00

S/S1 00

5/11 00

2/S1 00

s at
11 25

SI 00

5/S1 00

5*1 00

3/S1 00

411 00
4/S1 00

TRANSISTORS
2*3638

2*3702

2*3704

2*3705

2*3708

2*3707

2*3711

2*3724

2*3725
2*3772

2*3803
2*3*04

2*3805

2*3806

2*4013
2*4014

2*4123
PW4248

5/S1 00

5/S1 00

511 00

5/S1 00

5/S1 00

5/S1 00

5/S1 00

S 65

St 00

S2 25

5/S1 00

4/S1 00

4/S1 00

4/S1 00

3/S1 00

3/S1 00

6/S1 00
4/S1 00

If

P*4250
2*4400

2*4401

2*4402

2*4403

2*4409

2*5066

2*5087

2*5068

2*5088
2*5129
2*5138

HBia
ajaaaaj

2*5210

2*5432
2*5449

2*5851

C10681SCR

40410

4/S1 00

4/S1 00

4(11 00

411 00

4/S1 00

511 00

4.11 00

411 00

411 00

411 00

5/11 00

511 00

511 00

511 00

5/S1 00

62 00
311 00

511 00

211 00

SI 75

SI 75

CAPACITOR

10 pl

22 pf

47 pf

100 pt

220 pf

470 pf

001 mf

0022
0047mf

01 mf

1 '35V

15/35V

22/35V

33/35V

47/35V

68/35V

1 0/35V

50 VOLT CERAMIC
OISC CAPACITORS

1-9 10-49 50-100

05 04 03 OOVF
05 04 03 0047M F

05 04 03 OVF
05 04 03 022MF

05 04 03 047MF

05 04 035 VF

CORNER
1-9 10-49 50-100

05 04 035
05
05

06

06

12

04

04

05

05

09
100 VOLT MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS

12 10 07 022mf 13 11

12 10 07 047mf 21 17

12 10 07 imf 27 23
12 10 07 22mf 33 27
20% DIPPED TANTALUMS (SOLID) CAPACITORS
28 23 17 1 5/35V 30 .26

28

28

28
28

28

28

23

23

23

23

23

23

17

17

17

17

17

17

2 2/25V

3 3/25V

4 7/25V

6 8/25V

10/25V

15/25V

31

31

32

36
40

63

27

27

28

31

35

50
MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Ailal Laad

47/50V 15 13

1 0/5OV 16

33/50V
4 7/25V

10/25V

10/50V

22/25V

22/SOV

47/25V

47/50V

100/25V

100/50V

220/25V

220/50V

470/25V

1000/16V

2200/ 16V

15

16

15

.16

.17

24

19

25

24

35

32

45

33

55

70

14

13

14

13

14

15

20

17

21

20

30

28

41

29

50

62

10

11

10

12

10

12

12

18

15

19

18

28

25

38

27

45

55

47/25V

47/50V

1 0/16V

1 0/25V

1 0/50V

4.7/16V

4 7/25V

4 7/50V

10/16V

10/25V

10/50V

47/50V

100/16V

1 00/25V
100/50V

220/1 6V
470/25V

Radial Laad

15 13

16

15

16

16

15

15

16

14

15

16

24

19

24

35

23

.31

14

13

14

14

13

13

14

12

13

14

21

15

20

30

17

28

035
035
04

04

075

08

13

17

22

21

22

22

23

25

29

40

10

11

10

11

11

10

10

11

09

10

12

19

14

18

28

16

2«.
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CALCULATOR
WRIST WATCH

Designed for the on the go executive, that indi-

vidual who has to make those on the spot
decisions.

Handsome gold tone stainless steel watch
features space age micro-circuitry. The MOS
inte grated circuit contains the equivalent of
more than 10,000 transistors.

This LED wrist watch displays date, time,
elapse seconds and also functions as an eight
digit calculator with memory. Information
stored in memory can be recalled at any later
date, even weeks or months. Use this memory
feature to store phone numbers, parking stall
location or flight departure time.

Manufactured by one of California's leading
aerospace contractors. Because of the
discount price we have agreed not to publish
the manufacturer's name.

Includes batteries, jewelry case and 18-month
factory warranty.

CONNECTORS
P3 Moa> L RS-232

^
feTTI'I'ITI'I'I'I'IMTj __—

_

DB25P
male plug & hood

3?5

<s 2*
FtMAlf

0B25S female

$395

100 PIN
IMSAI/ALTAIR

S-100 • GOLD PLATED • .125" CENTERS
Altair .140 row, soldertail $5.98 3/$16.50
Imsai .250 row, soldertail $4.98 3/$13.00
3 Level Wire Wrap .250 row. . . $4.98 3/$13.00

SPECIALS
W/W same as above without ears$3.50 3/$10
72 (dual 36) W/W .156" centers. . . $2.50 3/$6

'498
1 10 for $45.

•

Scotch
• RAND

Diskettes

Please specify
IBM 3740 series

or 32 sector.

Certified Digital

CASSETTES
Won't drop a BIT!

$a?8

Electronic Entertainment Center
Tennis-Handball
Hockey-Smash

Action-packed color entertainment for

the whole family. Adjustable skill level

controls allow players of all ages to com-
pete in tennis, hockey and handball
This four game entertainment center
turns your television into a video play-
ground.

On screen scoring, live action sound and
trm I q g% true component color makes this video

Color ZhOO center an excellent buy at only $24 88.
afc^^e Complete with antenna box and AC adapter

BARREL STOCK m

Test 'Em Yourself 'N Save
15 NE555 Timers, 100% functional VV^-i
15 TRW Power Darlingtons, TO:3 * ^^*"L ->

15 2N3055 & 2N3772 NPN power trans.
50 General Purpose TO:92 Transistors
100 Silicon Signal Diodes

SPECIAL
«ft£f>

GENERAL INSTRUMENT ASCII Keyboard Encoder \#3!Jjp/i
AY 53600 Prime but house marked only $4.95

II H

New from Teletype, the Model
43 is capable of printing 132 ASCII
characters per line. Send and receive
data at 10 or 30 char, per second Key-
board generates all 128 ASCII code combina
tions. RS-232 interface, same as the popular
Model 33. Data sheet sent upon request. Manufac
turer suggested price $1377.00.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY '1199
We also have for sale a limited quantity of used Model 35s
Priced at only $449 50

III t v *

m

DIGITAL r
ALARM CLOCK
Completely $4
Assembled J

3 for *50

U\IVEPfflL

M
Walnut-grained decorator clocK features large .7" LED display which is

driven by the new National MM5385 alarm clock chip. Preset 24-hour alarm
function allows you to awaken at the same time each morning without
resetting. Upon reaching the wake-up time, the clock's loudspeaker emits
a gentle tone. Touch the snooze button and doze off for an additional 9
minutes of sleep. Clock also functions as a ten-minute elapse timer.
"Alarm Set" indicator, AM-PM display.

» • i i

•»~M I • co

'24.88

i &UNIVACv

The famous Sperry Univac 1710 Hollerith keyboard assembly
is now available from California Industrial for only $24 88
The ideal computer input device for accountants and
mathematicians The numeric keys are placed on the lower
three rows to resemble a ten key adding machine This
format allows one handed numeric data entry
Original cost was $385 Used but guaranteed in excellent
condition Complete with documentation

QuietBuss
S-100 MOTHER
The Quiet Buss from California Industrial is

quality engineered. No short cuts have been taken
to produce this mother board. Active termination
circuitry prevents noise and crosstalk. Manufac
tured from extra heavy FR-4 epoxy glass Features
2 ounce double thickness copper traces. Purchase
this board along with the power supply kit below
and you have the start of a super Micro-System.

18
SLOT29.95

mflnUAL DHflPHiTE
DBPLfW GEflEPiflTDPI

Modern technology has pioneered the development of this

unique character printer Our Manual Graphite Display
Generator has the capability of producing the full upper and
lower case ASCII set Self-contained cursor assembly allows
the operator to eliminate erroneously entered information

Each unit is manufactured to strict tolerances as prescribed
by standards set forth by California Industrial One free with

every order

jO* STICK HjK

This joystick feature four 100K potentio-
meters, that vary resistance proportional to

the angle of the stick Perfect for television
games, quad stereo and radio controlled
aircraft

LOW POWER45Q imS

*SS!j
f=

Lowest Price
Anywhere

Our low power static RAMs
are factory prime Purchased,
on contract, directly from one
of California's leading semi
conductor manufacturers

Access time guaranteed
faster than 450nS Minimum
purchase 32 pieces
Sorry, credit cards can not be
accepted on 21L02's

7400
7401
7402
7403
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7406
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7429
7430
7433
7437
7436
7439
7440

.13

19
.19

19
.19

19
19
19
25
25
25
19

25
35
49
79
39
39
19
49
39
39
39
39
49
39
25
39
39
39
39
39

7442 59
7443 79
7445 89
7446 99
7447 99
7446 99
7450 25
7451 25
7453 25
7454 25
7460 25
7470 25
7472 39
7473 39
7474 35
7475 49
7476 39
7479 399
7480 79
7482 99
7483 99
7485 99
7486 49
7488 340
7489 2 79
7490 49
7491 99
7492 49
7493 49
7494 79
7495 79

7496
7497
74100
74107
74109
74110
74116
74120
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74128
74132
74136
74141
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74159
74160
74161
74162
74163

74166
74167
74170
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74192
74193

CMOS
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4027
4028
4029
4030
4032

BRIDGE RECTIFIER
MOTOROLA 12 Amp. 50*
9901 27 Amp. *2.95

R.F. Modulator
from Atari

1395

Converts signal from APPLE II

and other vidio sources into TV
frequency. Complete with direc-

tions and metal case. Assembled

Microcomputer
Power Supply Kit

A

1 19

499
249
149
1.19

99
99
99
99
99

25
25

199
25

149

69
25
25
49

149
139
69

129
169
1.79

139
149
125
25

1 19
25
69

125
199
69
49

300H
301H
301CN
302H
304H
305H
307H
307CN
308H
308CN
309H
309K
310H
310CN
311H
311N
312H
318H
318CN
319CN
320K-5
320K-12
320K-15
320T-5
320T-8
320T-12
320T-18
320-24
324N
339N
340K-5
340K-8
340K-12
340K-15
340K-18
340K-24
340T-5
340T-12
340T-15

79 340T-24 179
39 350N 99
39 351CN 65

129 370H 129
129 370N 129
99 373N 319
49 377N 399
39 380N 139
99 381N 179
99 382N 179

109 NE555v 49
99 NE556 129

1.19 NE565H 149
1 19 NE565N 179
99 NE566N 125
99 703CN 45

199 709H 39
1 79 709N 39
149 710N 79
129 711H 39
139 711N 39
139 723H 55
139 723N 55
175 725H 3 49
1.75 733H 149
175 733N 99
1.75 739N 1 19
175 741N 09
1.79 747N 79
169 748H 39
195 748N 39
195 1414N 175
195 1458 69
195 1496N 95
195 2111N 195
195 2901N 295
1.79 3065N 69
179 3900N 49
1./9 3909N 1 19

Ideal supply for S-100 systems. Con-
tains all the necessary components
to produce 5 volts ® 10 A., ± 12 @
2.5 A (voltage actually higher). New
surplus from Memorex Corporation.

Kit includes 117 ac. transformer,

diodes, six computer grade electro-

lyses, chassis, circuit breaker and
grounded power cord. Transformer

has 5 output windings.

Include $9.00 shipping East of the

Mississippi; $4.00 for Calif.; all other

States $7.00

SPEAKERS
s.BS sVoo

$2488
Plus Shipping

aw'4 Miniature

Perfect for TV games, alarm
systems, speech synthesizer

or intercom. 8 ohms

5"HiFidelity *2.98

Thumbwheel
5v£j^L switch

Ten position

BCD

Sk.

$139ea
10 50

Miniature
Switches

TRIMMER
POTENTIOMETERS

2K 5K 10K 50K

5 for '.98

20 50 100

16< 14< 12<

$

Conductor Ft.

IBBON WIRE
SPECTRA-STRIP

factory prime
2114/4045 IK by 4 STATIC MEMORY

450nS. 'II?5 650nS *9?5

Transistors
ea. 10 50 100

2N2 2 22* .20 .18 .16.15

2N3055 .69 .65.59.55

M J 3055 .79.75.69.65

2 N 3772 159 149 139129

2N3904 .15 .11 .09.07

2N3906 .15 .11.09.07

Diodes
10 25 100

1N4002 ioov. .08 06.05

1N4005 600 v. .10 .08.07

1N4148 signal .07.05.04

jumbo red ea. 10 25 100

LED'S Hs.13.11 .09

Power Adapter
6 vdc, 140mA SI 39

7 dc, 1.4 A. 5.50

9 vdc, 15mA. 1.19

9 vdc, 175mA. 195

12 vdc,600mA 2.95

RELAYS
SPOT MINIATURE

lP^ea $115 104 89

Coil 12 Volt dc.

7 Amp Contacts

PC. Board Mount

CAPACITORS

ELECTROLYTICS
ea. 10 50

4500/50v.S149 135 119

1000/1 5 v. S.55 49 45
axial

.ldisc

.01 disc

tT

V12 .09 .07

.06 .05 .04

•$ I w
your choice

c 10 50 100 lh

J.^O $>8g .81.73.66
SPOT Miniature Toggles

7101 C&K ON NONE ON
7107 |bt ON OFF(mnt.ON)
7108 CK ON (moment. ON)
Rocker JBT DP0T
Rotary 3P- 4 Pos.

Rotary 3P-6-Pos.
Push B (NO.) V39ea 3 U

DIP Switch
10 25 100

12v.ct. 175mA.
TRANSFORMER

Solar Cells
$119
10 100

S.98 585
125mA. at 43V Ideal for powering
radio receivers or charging bat-

teries.

(213)772 0800

SPST
DISCOUNT

$1*3 152 129

specify

8 pos

UJire UJropXenter
Heavy

duty grounded
power cord and mating

chassis connectors.

500mA
"A A"

FAST CHARGE

IC SOCKETS
pin

wire wrap
ea. 25 50

low profile

ea. 25 50

8 17< 16 15

14 37< 36 35 18 17 16

16 38 37 36 19 18 17

24 99 93 85 36 35 34

40 169 155 139 63 60 58

Ba
wire

wrapping • 1>

50ft.

'.98
KYNARSiS,
500 1,000 11,000
'9. 515 5105.

ON HOBBY WRAP-30
wire wrap*, strip tool

VISA
All merchandise told by California Industrial It premium grade.

Order* are shipped the tame day received.
PLEASE INCLUDE $1 00 SHIPPING ON ORDERS UNDER $15.00
California residents add 6° sales tax • Money back guarantee.

Sorry, no COD's • Foreign orders add 10*.

Credit cards accented i20 minimum

Reader inquiry card number C 50



^-/Iadwvnced

^'A/PRODUCTS

THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST ,

AT FAIR PRICES NOW LOWERS PRICES EVEN FURTHER!

1. PrOVGIl Qildllty Factory tested products only, no re tests

or fallouts. Guaranteed money back. We stand behind our products.

2.Same Day Shipment ah orders win be shipped

MOTOROLA
6800
COMPATIBLE
MODULES
MEK6800 D2 KIT $235.00

9601 16 Slot Mother Bd. $175.00
9602 16 Slot Card Cage 72.00

9610 Proto Board 36.00

9615 4K EPROM Module (1702A) 350.00
9615K 4K EPROM Kit Module 275.00
9620 16 Port Parallel I/O 375.00
9626 8K Static RAM Module 350.00
9626K 8K Static RAM Kit 275.00
9650 8 Port Duplex Asyn Serial I/O 395.00
Connectors $6.50 16/72.00

All assembled & tested not Kits

PLUS MOTOROLA TV MONITORS-PRIME
Model M3003-L01 12" display $219.95
Model M2000-155 9" display $199.95

Add $10.00 for shipping

AMI
EVK 99

only

$133.00

EVK 99 Kit ...
EVK 99 EX expanded
Universal Kluge Board
16K Byte RAM Board

6 Slot Motherboard .

Extender Board . .

Video Board
Connectors . . $6.50
Solid Frame Chassis .

Frame Chassis .

Micro Assembler ROM
Proto ROM ....
Tiny Basic Papertape

Tiny Basic EPROM .

$133.00
449.95
95.00

75.00
35.00
45.00
95.00

12/59.95
120.00
69.95
30.00
30.00
20.00

125.00

MICROPROCESSORS
Z 80 S24 95

Z 80A 3495

f-8 (3850) 19 95
2650 24 95
CD1802 19 95
8080A 12.95

8085 29 95
8008 1 1495
2901 21 95
2901A 2995
TMS 9900JL 89 95
CP1600 3995
6502 19 95
IM6100 29 95
6800P 24 95
6802P 3295

SUPPORT DEVICES
3881 (Z80PIO) $12.95
3882 (Z80CTC) 12 95
3851 (F8 Program 14.95

3853 (F8 Memory I/O) . 14.95

8212 8 bit I/O 3 50
8214 Priority Interrupt . . . . 9.95

8216 Bus driver 3.75

8224 Clock Gen 5.95

8224 4 4MHzCLKGen . . 12.95

8T26 Busdnver 2.25

SUPPORT DEVICES (cont.)
8226 Busdnver 3.95

8228 Sy» Controller 7 95
8238 Sys Controller 9 95
8251/9551 Prog Comm I/O . 1195
8253 Interval Timer 21.95

8255/9555 Prog Periph I/O 1195
8257 DMA Control 32 95
8259 Prog. Interrupt .... 3295
6810 1 128 x 8 RAM ... 4 95
6820 PIA 8.95

6834 1 EPROM 4K 14 95
6834 EPROM 4K 16 95
6850 ACIA 9 95
6852 Serial Adapter 1195
6860 Modem 14 95
6862 RPS Modulator .... 1795
6871B 1 MH* Clock OSC 26 95
6880 MPU Busdnver ... 2.95

68Minll Minibug 2 49.95
68Minlll Mm.bug 3 74.95

6831/10224 Micro Assembler Rom 30 00
6831/11003 Proto Rom 30 00
1821SCD IK RAM 15.95

1822SCD 256 x 4 RAM . . . 16 95
1824CD 32 x 8 RAM . . 9 95
1852CD 8 bit I/O 10 95
1856CDIZO 8 95
1857CD I/O 8 95

PROM'S
2708
1702A
17026
5204
6834
6834 1

82S126
8223
5203
Programming Available

RAM'S
21 L02 1450ns) . .

21 L02 (250ns) . .

2102(450ns) . . .

21021650ns) . . .

2102(1 sec) . .

2111
21L11

2112
2101
21L01
74C89
74S189
7489
4116 16K
TMS4060 22 pin

WD4060 22 pin . .

1 40

same day as received.

RAM'S (cont.)
4096 16 pin 4 95
2107B4 4 25
MM5261 3 95
MM5262 1 95

MM5280 4 95

8599 1 88
P3101 2 95

5101C E 9 95

3107 3 95

1101 195
1103 1 95

4008 L 2 95

FLOPPY DISK
MPD 372 S55 00
WD1771 Floppy 59 95

Application nottl included

CHARACTER GENERATORS
R032513 Upper $10 95
R032513 Lower 9 95
HD0165 995

MC6571 . 14 95
MC6574 14 95
MC6575 1495

KEYBOARD ENCODERS
AY52376 S14 95
AY53600 14 95

UARTS/USRTS
AY51013A <SV) S 5.50

TR1602BI5VI 5.50

AY51014 (5 14V) 8 95

AY51015I5V) 9.95

IM6402I5V) 12 95

IM6503 (5V) 12 95

S2350 1095
WD1671B Astros 29 95

BAUD RATE GENERATORS
MC14411 S11 95

WD1941 Dual 9.95

34702 13.95

TV CHIPS
MM5320 TV Synch. .

MM5369 Prescaler

MM57100 Game Chip
MM57 104 Clock . .

LM 1889 Modulator .

CW300 Saw Function
AY 38500 1 TV Game
AY 38600 1 Color TV Game
AY38615 1 Color Converter

AY 38700 1 Tank Chip

CLOCK CHIPS
MM5313 $4 50
MK 50250 4 50
MM5314 4 95
MM5316 4 95
MM6375 4 95

A TO D CONVERTORS
8700CJ $1395
8701CN 21 95

8750CJ 1395
1408L8 5 95

DISPLAYS/LEDS
FND 357 (375)
FND 367 (375)
FND 500 (500)
FND 507 (500) . .

FLV IIORedled
FND 800 I 8001
FND 807 (800)

HP 7730 7 Segment . .

HP 7340 Hex Display . .

ORGAN CHIPS
MM5554
MM5555
MM5556.

NSCS.t
S1995

LOGOS I THE BEST 8K RAM KIT

V v "% H

Assembled & Tested $199.95
Kit Price Only $149.95

Features:

Lowpower 21L02, 450ns, Dip Switch

Selectable addressing down to 256
Byte blocks, No wait states, fully

buffered, battery back-up.

r^C Plus the first 32K Static Memory
Board Uses 2114 4K RAMS

16K .... $549.00
24K .... 729.00
32K .... 945.00

DATA BOOKS
NSC Digital

NSC Linear

NSC Linear A/N Vol. I

NSC Linear A/N Vol. II

NSC CMOS
NSC Audio
NSC Voltage Reg
NSC Memory
Intel Data Book
NSC Special Functions
NSCMos/LSI
NSC Transistors

lasis Microprocessor Handbook ....
lasis Complete up Learning Course . . .

Intel MCS80 Manual
Intel MCS40 Manual
AMI MOS Catalog

Raytheon Linear

Raytheon Quads/Duals
New G I mos
Osborne Introto Microputer Vol I . . .

OsbornelntrotoMicroputersVol.il
Osborne 8080 Programming for Logic Design

Osborne 6800 Programming

SPECIALS
MCT2 $ .89

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00
5/.1.00

2N3638A . .

2N3640 . . .

2N2369A . .

2N3692 . . .

MSPS4318 . . 5/1.00

5/1.00
5/1 00
5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

5/1.00

. .50

MPS5401 . .

MPS6516 . .

MPS6544 . .

MPS3568 . .

MPS6522 . .

MPS404A . .

2N5462 . . .

MPS3642 . .

MPS6571 . .

MPS3693 . .

MPS6530 . .

MPS3646 . .

7525J . . .

7524J . . . . .60

74S258 . . . . .60

7489 .... .1.49
74145 . . . . .60

74H55 . . . .19
715DC . . . .1.49
74199 . . . . 1.00

Plus huge
with spec

VOLUME
Call for a

BRID
MDA 952 2

I
MDA 962 3
KBPC2504 . .

backup inventory

ial pricing for

: requirements.

quotation

GE SPECIAL

t

$1.49
1.49

1.95

FREE 1977

CATALOG 56 pages

Send .25 for postage

All Shipments FCM or UPS. Orders
under $100.00 add 5% handling and
postage. Orders over $100.00 add 2.5%
handling & postage. Mastercharge/Bank-
americard/COD accepted w/25% deposit.

California Residents add 6% tax. Foreign

Orders add 8% handling. All parts prime
factory tested guaranteed. Same day
shipment. Add 25 cents for Data.

UV
EPROM
ERASER
NEW

LOWCOST
MODEL
ERASES
4 PROMS

AT ONE TIME

$59.95

SOCKETS
14 Pin ww .37

16 Pin ww 38

18 Pin ww 60
22 Pin ww .89

24 Pin ww .85

40 Pin ww 125
8PinS/T .17

14 Pin S/T .20

16PinS/T 22

18 Pin S/T .31

22 Pin S/T .35

24 Pin S/T .41

28 Pin S/T 49
40 Pin S/T .63

CONNECTORS
S100BUS W/W IMSAI

S100 BUS S/T IMSAI
S100 BUS W/W ALTAIR
S100BUSS/T ALTAIR
RS232 25 Pin Male DB25P
PS232 25 Pin Female DB25S
Plastic Hood
IMSAI Card Guides

CRYSTALS
1 0MH

3
20MH

3
2097152MH

3
24576MH,
3579545MH

3
4 0MH,
4 194304MH

3
4.91520MH

3
5 0MH,
5 7143MH

3
6.0MH,

NEWCTS
DIPSWITCHES
CTS2064
CTS2065
CTS2066
CTS2077
CTS2088
CTS2099

$1 75
$1 75
$1 75
$1 75
$1 95
$1 95

CTS209 10S1 95

NEW
CATALOG
NOW

AVAILABLE

RS232
CONNECTOR

SET
WITH HOOD

6.50

100MH
3

13 0MH
3

14 31818
18 OMH3
18432MH

3
20 0MH,
22 1184MH,
27 000MH

3

~

36 000MH
3

48 0OOMH
3

100KC

COMPUTER KITS & SYSTEMS

MEK6800D2Kit $235.00
KIM1 6502 245.00
EVK99 6800 Kit 133.00
Intercept Jr. 6100 Kit . . . 281.00
lasis 8080 Computer Book . . 499.00
NSC SC/MP Kit 99.00
NSC Keyboard Kit 95.00
Low Cost S 100 BUS with 8 slots

& Power Supply 159.95
8K Ram Kit (Logos I) .... 149.95
Byteuser 8K Eprom Kit . . . 64.95
ZPU Kit (Z80) 295.00
TDL ZPU Kit (Z80) 269.00
Tarbell cassette I/O 115.00
S100 8 slot Motherboard with

connectors (expandable) . . 69.95
S1 00 Extender Board .... 15.95

SI 00 Proto Board 27.95
Vector 8800 Proto Board . . . 19.95

IMSAI 8080 w/22 slot .... 699.00
Cromemco Z-2 595.00
TDL XITAN alpha 1 . . . . 769.00

385.00
Hevristics Speechlab 299.00 I

SOROC IQ120 Terminal . . . 995.00
8K Ram Board (Logos) .... 28.95

24.95
S100 32K Ram Kit 945.00

145.00

LOWEST PRICES YET
2708 Eprom 450 HS .... $19.95
2716 16K Eprom 36.95
MK4116 (upD416) 16K Ram . 34.95
Intel 3404 6 bit latch .... 2.95
21 14 4K Static 12.95
upD410 4K Static 11.95
4200A 4K Static 12.95

1488 or 1489 1.25

8T97 1.25

8130 2.45

8131 2.45
MH0026CN 2.50
8833 1.85

8835 1.85

74367/74368 6/5.00
WD 4060 4K Ram 3.25
1702A6 10/32.95
75452 10/2.50
8T26 2.25

H RAM 64 bit Ram 75
78L05 Volt. Reg only .59

LM318H 1.00

BYTEUSER 8K EPROM WITH
POWER ON JUMP /RESET JUMP

USES 2708
Byteuser Kit only S 64 96
PCBonly 24 95
8K Eprom 1(8X2708)) ... 125 00

SPECIALTY CHIPS
MPD371 Mag. Tape Control . $49.95
AYS 3550 4% DVM .... . 24.95
MK5007/MK5009 Counter . 6.95

AYS 3507 DVM 12.95
ICM7208IPI Ctr./Disp/Driver . 16.95
ICM7045IPI Stop Watch . . 18.95
G115M, Intersil Analog Switch 1.50

|

Retail pricing may vary from Mail Ore er Pricing. I

ADVftJSCED
-COMPUTER

SirCIHMK3

P.O.BOX 17329Q
Irvine, California 92713
New Phone (714) 558-8813

^ NO\N^ OorF' rSt

Store
Open

ger

1310
Ana CA 92705

Santa Ana,



Triplett Model 3300
The "Hand-Size" Triplett Model 3300 is a battery oper-
ated DVOM weighing only 10 ounces. Its combination
of small size, light weight and battery operation makes
it ideal for those "away from workbench" trouble-shoot
ing and measurement requirements. This 5 function, 22
range DVOM includes HiAow power ohms, auto-zero-
ing, auto-polarity and out-of-range display blinking.
With the AC adapter charger, the tester has the con-
venience of battery or AC operation. Whatever your
measurement needs, see the new Model 3300 DVOM
at TRI-TEKIJI

*3£ Digit High intensity .3" LED display.

*5 functions, 22 ranges, single range selector switch.
* Single range selector switch is color coded.
* Typical DC accuracy is .5% Rdg.

*6 resistance ranges to 20M, 3 low power ohms.
* Overload protection up to 600V on all ranges.
* Flashing overrange indication on display.

*Auto-polarity.

*One year warranty

*Offset zero adjustment capability.

*Convenient "Snap - in battery pac.

^Includes Ni Cad batteries and AC adapter charger.

*Single polarized test lead plug.

*High impact thermoplastic case.

MODEL 3300 $175

Cat # 10-2860 optional carrying case $16

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

1 555 Timer 8 pin mini-DIP .49
741 Compensated OP-Amp 8 pin DIP 37
LM 1889N RF Video Modulator 7 45
CA3130Bipolar/Mos-FETOp Amp 1 19
CA3140 MOS-FET Op Amp, Bipolar out 99
LM3909 Lo Voltage Led Pulser 1 50
LM3911 Temp Control CHIP 1.50
Siqnetics 2504TA 1024 bit dynamic SR memory 1.75
MCM 6571 P Character Generator 9.95
MCM6571AP Character Generator 9.95
MC 1 4409P Telephone Rotary Pulser 1 0.98
MC14419P Touch Pad Converter for 14409 4.25
MC1441 IP Baud Rate Generator 1198
MC14412VP CMOS Modem Chip 16.95
MM57109N Number Cruncher Micro 18.95
74C91 5 7 Segment to BCD Converter 2 99
74C922 16 Key Keyboard Encoder 6 35
74C923 20 key Keyboard Encoder 6.45
74C925 4 Decade Counter w/latches 12.00
74C926 4 Decade Counter w/carry 12 00
74C935 1 3% Digit DVM CMOS Chip 16.98

TL170 TO-9? Hall effect switch w/spec sheets 1 .25

LH0070-1 H Precision (.3%) 10V Reference Amp 5.35
LHOO70-2H Extra Precise (.05%) 10V Reference Amp 10.55
LM399H Temp Stabilized Zener 5.95
AF100-1CJ Active Filter, State Variable 7.50
LM2907N Tachometer F/V Converter 2.65
ILM1812N Ultra-sonic Transceiver 9.15
[LM1815 Adaptive Sense Amp for Tachometer 5.73

ANNY SEZ
If those slick deals leave you

a little cold when they don't

back you up, try TRI-TEK
for that extra cushion of

qualityl

Si

Charge card telephone orders ($20 min.) will be
accepted 9-5:30 P.M. except weekend*.
Telephone 995 9352. No collect calls please.

TRIPLETT
GENERAL MULTI-PURPOSE V-O-M
* Drop -resistant, hand-size V-O-M with high-impact

thermoplastic case.

*20,000 Ohms per volt DC and 5,000 ohms per volt AC;|

diode overload protection with fused Rxl ohms range.
* Single range switch; direct reading AC Amp range to

facilitate clamp-on AC ammeter usage.

RANGES
DC Volts: 0-3-12-60-300, 1,200 (20,000 ohms/volt.)

AC Volts- 0-3-12-60-300-1,200 (5,000 ohms/volt).

Ohms- 0-20K-200K-2M-20M(200 ohm center scale on

low range).

DC Microamperes: 0-600 at 250mV
DC Milliamperes- 0-6-60-600 at 250mV.
Accuracy ±3% DC; ±4% AC; (full scale).

Scale length; 2-1/8"

Meter: Self-shielded; diode overload protected; spring

backed jewels.

Case: Molded, black, high impact thermoplastic with

slide latch cover for access to batteries and fuse.

2-3/4" w x 1-5/16" d x 4-1/4" h.

Batteries- NEDA 15V 220 (1), l£V 910F (1):

Complete with 42" leads, alligator clips, batteries and

instruction manual.

MODEL 310 $55

Cat # 10-1258 Optional carrying case $6.40

ZIF-14 $3.20 *H ^^^ ZIF-22 4.50
ZIF16 3.49 ^H***^ ZIF-24 4.85

ZIF-18 3.95 ZIF-40 7.19
(Last two digits of part number show number of pins per socket)

Unique Features of the We/con Zero
Insertion Force Dual-In-line Sockets . .

.

> Capability to accept devices with
up to .070" lead spread variation.

> Accepts lead lengths as short as .075

> Sturdy terminals that fit .025"

diameter printed circuit board holes.

TTTTTT

'

T

We pay
Mexico.

tRi -tek. inc.
7808 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix. Arizona 85021
(602) 9959352

surface snipping only In USA. Canada and

For prtmium snipping (first class, special handling, ate.)
add antra. Excan will ba rafundad.
Foreign ordars (except Canada and Mexico) astimata andadd snipping. Excess will Da ralundad.
Piaasa giva street address for UPS snipping when possible.
C.O.O. NO parcel post C.O.D.

UPS C.O.D. Add 8S« to order.
Any correspondence not connected with your order

please use separata sheet and include SASE for reply.

Orders less than *io ($15 foreign) please add $1
handling.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Any refunds will be by check, not credit vouchers.
If we should be temporarily out of stock on an Item, it
will be placed on back order, if we cannot ship in 30
days, you will be notified of the expected shipping date
and furnished with a postage paid card with which to
cancel your order if desired.

Terms. Check, money order, credit card. Net 30 days to
rated firms, schools and government agencies.

Ill
Figure 1

Device before insertion

"Zero" insertion, positive wiping contacts.

"ZIF" eliminates costly damage to

fragile LSI devices

Why struggle to insert DIP's into sockets when
you can do it the easy way . . . the Welcon way
. . . with a new design concept that provides
"zero insertion force" and positive wiping.

The "604" series of sockets, with all of its posi-

tive features and higher reliability, is small in

size. High density packaging can be achieved for
burn-in and production.

OPERATION: Lid is moved to up position stop
(Fig. 2). This cams contacts into "open" posi-
tion. DIP device can then be dropped into open
contacts. In Fig. 3 DIP is pushed downward and
contacts begin to close. When tip of device lead
is past contact point (Fig. 4), contacts close and
wipe on lead for remaining distance.

f iquf. 7

Fiqur. 3

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

7805 06-08 1 2-1 5-24TO220
7905 06 08 12 15-24 TO 220
78L05A-12 15 4% 100 mA TO-92 Plastic

78H05KC 5V 5A TO 3
78H12KC 12V 5AT0 3
78H15KC 15V 5AT0 3
Lm3 1 7K 1 5A Adjustable TO-3
Lm3 1 7T 1 . 5A Adjustable TO 220
Lm317MP .5AAc7

,

/t/sfa6/eTO-202
TL430C Adjustable Zener Think About It

TL497C Switching Reg. & Inductor
RCA CA 3085 100 mA Adjustable

DIODES AND BRIDGES

IN4003 200 V 1 amp
IN4004 400 V 1 amp
IN4148 Hi Speed Signal

D-600 1 15 V, 100 mA Hi Speed Signal

D2131 200 V, 25AStud
D2135 400 V, 25AStud
D2138 600 V, 25AStud
D3289R 200 V, 160A Stud Anode
D3909 4 50 V, 45A Fast Recovery
IN4732A-47A 1W 5% Zeners
13 Assorted Brand New Zener Diodes
50V 3 amp Epoxy Bridge

200V 30 amp Bridge

600V 4 amp Epoxy Bridge

600V 3 amp Stud Bridae
SI-2 200V, 1.5A Gold Leads
D1A0030 30V DIAC

I.C. SOCKETS

15/$ 1.00

5/S4.50
5/$4.50

50c
9.15
9.15
9.15
4.99
3.99
13.95
1.50

9.50
.60

12/$1.00|
10/$1.00|

100/$5.00|
20/$1.00|

85c|
1.001

1.551

5.851

2.00|
4/$1.00l

i.oof

79<t

2.00
1.491

89

1

i5/S,.'00|
10/$1.00|

Lo Profile Tin Solder Tail Dip Sockets

8 pin

14 pin

16 pin

10/S1.50
10/S1.70
10/S1.90

100/$14.00
100/S16.00
100/$ 18.00

6.3 VCT, 1.2A Transformer F41X
12V, 1A Transformer with 6' Power Cord

MISCELLANEOUS

RG- 174 Miniature 50 fi coax
WSU 30 Wire Wrap/unwrap tool
WSU-30M Modified Wrap/unwrap tool
BW-630 Battery Operated Wrap Tool

— Free Wire with any Wrap Tool -
Miniature Square .05/100V Monolithic Cap

1000/S1 20.00
1000/$ 140.00
1000/$ 160.00

2.49
2.88

5074.25
5.95
6.95

j

34.95

10/2.00

T1
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NEW LSI TECHNOLOGY

FREQUENCY COUNTER
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART COUNTER FEATURING THE
MANY BENEFITS OF CUSTOM LSI CIRCUITRY. THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY APPROACH
TO INSTRUMENTATION YIELDS ENHANCED PERFORMANCE, SMALLER PHYSICAL

SIZE, DRASTICALLY REDUCED POWER CONSUMPTION [PORTABLE BATTERY

OPERATION IS NOW PRACTICAL], DEPENDABILITY, EASY ASSEMBLY AND

j£MflUaiflMAiJUPWER PMNfiL $1 1 095
KIT#FC-50C 60 MHZ COUNTER WITH CABINET & PS. COMPLETE! r <V» 4

KIT#PSL-650 650 MHZ PRESCALER {NOT SHOWN) 29.95

MODEL #FC-50WT 60 mhz counter wired. test**) & cal 165.95

MODEL #FC-50/ 600 WT. . eoo mhz counter wired, tested & cal^ 199.95

-;»

»

O^TOitiCTIIO«ICIM«C
PC-iO

)

V, 3 L.

1-0

« 'iMOMH^ilOlrlO'

POWE"

u J -' -

FBCOUlNO

LEAD ZC«0

iopTkh

i/iofic

CATC

i$£C

SIZE:
3" High
6" Wide

5 1/2"Deep

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS:
DISPLAY: 8 RED LED DIGITS .4" CHARACTER HEIGHT
GATE TIMES: 1 SECOND AND 1/10 SECOND
PRESCALER WILL FIT INSIDE COUNTER CABINET
RESOLUTION: 1 HZ AT 1 SECOND, 10 HZ AT 1/10 SECOND.
FREQUENCY RANGE: 10 HZ TO 60MHZ. [65 MHZ TYPICAL).

SENSITIVITY: 10 MV RMS TO 50 MHZ, 20 MV RMS TO 60 MHZ TYP.

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 MEGOHM AND 20 PF.

(DIODE PROTECTED INPUT FOR OVER VOLTAGE PROTECTION.)
ACCURACY: 1 PPM[+ .0001 %); AFTER CALIBRATION TYPICAL.

STABILITY: WITHIN 1 PPM PER HOUR AFTER WARM UP [001% XTAL)

IC PACKAGE COUNT: 8 [ALL SOCKETEDl
INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY: 5 V DC REGULATED.
INPUT POWER REQUIRED: 8-12 VDC OR 115 VAC AT 50/60 HZ.

POWER CONSUMPTION: 4 WATTS

KIT #FC-50CIS COMPLETE WITH PREDRILLED CHASSIS ALL HARDWARE AND STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS.
WIRED & TESTED UNITS ARE CALIBRATED AND GUARANTEED.

Mf*CAtf

0IMC

PLEXIGLAS CABINETS
Great for Clocks or any LED
Digital project Clear-Red

Chassis serves as Bezel to

increase contrast of digital

IABINET I displays

3"H.6K"W.5ft"D Black. White or

CABINET II
Clear Cover

254"H.5"W,4"D $6.50 ea

RED OR GREY PLEXIGLAS FOR DIGITAL BEZELS

3"x6"x1/8" 05« ea 4/^2

SEE THE WORKS Clock Kit

C l«ar Pl«x Iglat Stand

•6Big 4" digits

• l2or24hr. time

•3 set switches
• Plug transformer
• ail parts included

Plexiglas is

Pre-cut & drilled

Kit #850-4 CP

Size: 6"H.4VTW.3"b

23*» 2/»45.

. »•• •

fcssern.
b\ed

ft*

XTAL TIME BASE
Will enable
Digital Clock Kits

orClock-Calendar
Kits to operate
from 12V DC.
V x2"PC Board
Power Req: 5-1 5V
(2.5MA.TYP.)
Easy 3 wire hookup
Accuracy: ± 2PPM

#TB-1 (Adjustable

Complete Kit IA95

Wir & Cal $9.95

SPECIAl PRICING!
PRIME HIGH SPEED RAM

21 L02-3
LOW POWER - FACTORY FRESH

1-24 $1-75 ea. 100-199 $145 ea.

25-99 1-60 ea. 200-999 139 ea.

•1.291000 AND OVER

5-0/6/7" LED CLOCK CRLEHORR Kl'l

08TS- Tine-snoass RLRtwntmoRE... kit tooi
\ THE BUILDER THAT WANTS THE BEST FEATURING 120R 24 HOUR TIME —

29-30-31 DAY CALENDAR. ALARM. SNOOZE AND AUX. TIMER CIRCUITS

Will alternate time (8 seconds) and date (2 seconds) or may be wired for time or date display only,

with other functions on demand. Has built-in oscillator for battery back-up. A loud 24 hour alarm

with a repeatable 10 minute snooze alarm, alarm set & timer set indicators. Includes

VAC/60Hz power pack with cord and top quality components through-out

JUMBO DIGIT CLOCK
A complete Kit (less Cabinet) featuring

:

six .5" digits, MM5314 IC 12/24 Hr.

time, PC Boards. Transformer, Line

Cord, Switches and all Parts. Ideal Fit

in Cabinet II

Kit#5314-5 *1995 2/*38.

IT 7001BWITH6 5" DIGITS $39 95
IT - 7001C WITH 4 .6" DIGITS b

2 .3" DIGITS FOR SECONDS $42.95

KIT 7001X WITH 6 6" DIGITS $45 95

KITS ARE COMPLETE (LESS CABINET)
ALL7001 KITSFITCABINETIANDACCEPT

7001

C

DISPLAY

MT

c?!<?^-3i3

7001 X DISPLAY 700 i B DISPLAY

QUARTZ CRYSTAL TIME BASE KIT M TB^l

'J*®*®

$Q95eaJUMBO DIGIT $q
CONVERSTION KIT SI'

Convert small digit LED clock to large

.5" displays. Kit includes 6 - LED's,

Multiplex PC Board & Hook up info.

Kit #JD-1CC For Common Cathode
Kit #JD-1CA For Common Anode

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS for CT 7001 Kits

sold separately with assembly tnfo PC Boards are

drilled Fiberglass, solder plated and screened
with component layout.

Specify for 7001

B. Cor X- $7.96
ITWSILE LEO CLOCK

AUTO BURGLAR
ALARM KIT
AN EASY TO ASSEMBLE AND EASY TO INSTALL
ALARM PROVIDING MANY FEATURES NOT
NORMALLY FOUND KEYLESS ALARM HAS
PROVISION FOR POS i GROUNDING
SWITCHES OR SENSORS WILL PULSE HORN
RELAY AT 1H2 RATE OR DRIVE SIREN HIT

PROVIDES PROGRAMMABLE TIME DELAYS
FOR EXIT ENTRY A ALARM PERIOD UNIT

MOUNTS UNOER DASH REMOTE SWITCH
CAN BE MOUNTED WHERE DESIRED CMOS
RELIABILITY RESISTS FALSE ALARMS 4

PROVIDES FOR ULTRA DEPENDABLE ALARM
DO NOT BE FOOLED BY LOW PRICES' THIS IS A

TOP OUALITY COMPLETE KIT WITH ALL PARTS
INCLUDING DETAILED DRAWINGS AND IN

STRUCTIONS OR AVAILABLE WIRED AND
TESTED

si:*
!'?*#

KIT#ALR-1
$9.95

ttALR-1WT
WIRED&
TESTED

S19.95

VARIABLE REGULATED
1 AMP

POWER SUPPLY KIT
• VARIABLE FROM 4 to 14V

• SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF
• 723 IC REGULATOR
• 2N3055 PASS TRANSISTOR
• CURRENT LIMITING AT 1 Amp
KIT IS COMPLETE INCLUDING
DRILLED & SOLDER PLATED
FIBERGLASS PC BOARD AND
ALL PARTS (Less TRANS-
FORMER) KIT0PS-01 M 9S

TRANSFORMER 24V CT will

provide 300MA at 12V and
1 Ampat5V. $3 50

\2l1*
VA*

MODEL
#2001

.H "DIGITS
12 VOLT AC or

DC POWERED
IrJLTO

• 6JUMBO .4" RED LED'S BEHIND RED FILTER LENSWITH CHROME RIM
• SET TIME FROM FRONT VIA HIDDEN SWITCHES • 12/24-Hr. TIME FORMAT
• STYLISH CHAHCOAL GRAY CASE OF MOLDED HIGH TEMP. PLASTIC
• BRIDGE POWER INPUT CIRCUITRY — TWO WIRE NO POLARITY
• OPTIONAL CONNECTION TO BLANK DISPLAY [Use When Key Off in Car,

• TOP QUALITY PC BOARDS &
• MOUNTING BRACKET INCLUDED
KIT *2UGI $OT95
COMPLETE KIT *J "7f

COMPONENTS

HOOK
Etc)

UP

3 OR
MORE *25»5«-w ea

INSTRUCTIONS.

115 VAC £*
Power Pack ^

#AC-1

ASSEMBLED UNITS WIRED & TESTED
ORDER #2001 WT [LESS 9V. BATTERY)
Wired for 12-Hr. Op. if not otherwise specified.

37 ! 3 OR
MORE

OPTOELECTRONICS, INC.
ORDER BY PHONE OR MAIL
COO ORDERS WELCOME

BOX 219 HOLLYWOOD, FLA. 33022

PHONE [305] 921-2056 / 921-4425 03

ORDERS TO USA & CANADA ADD 5% FOR SHIPPING,
HANDLING & INSURANCE. ALL OTHERS ADD 10%.
ADDITIONAL $1.00 CHARGE FOR ORDERS UNDER
$15.00 - COD FEE $1.00. FLA. RES. ADD 4% STATE
TAX.

uiftfiitt mm
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Bearcat c*/u Features
• Crystal-less—Without ever buying a crystal you can

select from all local frequencies by simply pushing a few
buttons.

• Decimal Display—See frequency and channel
number—no guessing who's on the air

• 5-Band Coverage—Includes Low. High. UHF and UHF
"T" public service bands, the 2-meter amateur (Ham)
band, plus other UHF frequencies

• Deluxe Keyboard—Makes frequency selection as easy
as using a push-button phone Lets you enter and
change frequencies easily try everything there is to

hear

• Patented Track Tuning—Receive frequencies across the

full band without adjustment Circuitry is automatically
aligned to each frequency monitored

• Automatic Search—Seek and find new. exciting

frequencies.

• Selective Scan Delay—Adds a two second delay to

prevent missing transmissions when "calls" and
"answers" are on the same frequency

• Automatic Lock-Out—Locks out channels and "skips"

frequencies not of current interest

• Simple Programming—Simply punch in on the

keyboard the frequency you wish to monitor.

• Space Age Circuitry—Custom integrated circuits a

Bearcat tradition

• UL Listed/FCC Certified—Assures quality design and
manufacture

• Rolling Zeros—This Bearcat exclusive tells you which
channels your scanner is monitoring

• Tone By-Pass—Scanning is not interrupted by mobile
telephone tone signal

• Manual Scan Control—Scan all 10 channels at your
own pace

• 3-Inch Speaker—Front mounted speaker for more
sound with less distortion.

• Squelch—Allows user to effectively block out unwanted
noise.

• AC/DC—Operates at home or in the car

TM

'«*«

<**

***/

&t

BearcatcVO
Specifications
Frequency Reception Range
Low Band 32—50 MHz
"Ham" Band 146—148 MHz
High Band 148—174 MHz
UHF Band 450—470 MHz
"T Band 470—512 MHz

Also receives UHF from 416—450 MHz
Size
10%" Wx3" Hx7%"D

Weight
4 lbs. 8 oz.

Power Requirements
117Vac, HW;13.8Vdc,6W

Audio Output
2Wrms

Antenna
Telescoping (supplied)

Sensitivity

0.6/iv for 12 dB SINAD on L & H
bands
U bands slightly less

Selectivity

Better than -60 dB@ ± 25 KHz
Scan Rate
20 channels per second

Connectors
External antenna and speaker; AC &
DC power

Accessories
Mounting bracket and hardware
DC cord

COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRONICS

Box 1002 Dept. K 13
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 USA

master charge
TMf INK UBANK C A«0

$289.
The Bearcat® 210 is a sophisticated

scanning instrument with the ease of

operation and frequency versatility

you've dreamed of. Imagine, selecting

from any of the public service bands
and from all local frequencies by
simply pushing a few buttons. No
longer are you limited by crystals to a

given band and set of frequencies. It's

all made possible by Bearcat spaceage
solid state circuitry. You can forget

crystals forever.

Pick the 10 frequencies you want to

scan and punch them in on the

keyboard. It's incredibly easy. The
large decimal display reads out each
frequency you've selected. When you
want to change frequencies, just enter
the new ones.

Automatic search lets you scan any
given range of frequencies of your
choice within a band. Push-button
lockout permits you to selectively skip

frequencies not of current interest.

The decimal display with its exclusive
4

'rolling zeros" tells you which
channels you're monitoring. When the

Bearcat 210 locks in on an active

frequency the decimal display shows
the channel and frequency being
monitored.

With the patented track-tuning

system, the Bearcat 210 automatically

aligns itself so that circuits are always
'peaked' for any broadcast. Most
competitive models peak only at the

center of each band, missing the

frequencies at the extreme ends of the

band.

The Bearcat 210's electronically

switched antenna eliminates the need
for the long low band antenna. And a
quartz crystal filter rejects adjacent
stations as well as noise interference.

BankAmericard and Mastercharge
cardholders can order on our 24-hour
toll-free credit card order line

800-521-4414. In Michigan and outside
the U.S. call 313-994-4441. Add $5
for U.S. shipping or $8 for air

UPS to west coast. Charge cards or
money orders only please. Foreign
orders invited. Michigan residents add
tax. For quantity pricing or if you have
any questions, write: Communications
Electronics, Engineering Division,

P.O.Box 1002, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48106.

C5
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TOUCH TONE ENCODER KIT

Simplicity itself to complete. No other parts required, no crystal

required. The back of the touch pad has etched & drilled PC board

and you solder the encoder chip to it. Add your own small speaker

& 9 volt battery and you are done. A touch of the pad produces

the proper tone signal from the speaker. We furnish schematic and

instructions.
SP-149-B $12.95

WIRE WRAP WIRE
TEFZEL blue #30 Reg. price

$13.28/100 ft. Our price 100 ft $2.00;

500 ft $7.50.

MULTI COLORED SPECTRA WIRK

Footage 10' 50' 100'

8Cond. #24 $2.50 9.00 15.00

12

14

24

29

Great

22

22

24

22

savings as

3.00 11.00 18.00

3.50 13.00 21.00

5.00 20.00 30.00

7.50 28.00 45.00

these are about 1 /4

book prices. All fresh & new.

TOUCHTONE ENCODER CHIP

Compatible with Bell system, no crystal

required. Ideal for repeaters & w/specs.

$6.00

DCTEHT-
FREQUENCY
CMAAT-

rmt TUNING KNO« MANUAt" PRESET
TUNING KNOt

CHARACTER GENERATOR CHIP

Memory is 512x5 produces 64 five by

seven ASCII characters. New material

w/data. $6.00

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER
Latest release by the Military. Here is a really useable piece of

equipment requiring no conversion to use. Tuneable short
wave radio receiver from 1.5 mc thru 18 mc with continuous
tuning and ten pre-set detent channels. Great short wave
listening. Replaces the older WW-2 BC-348 and TCS sets.

Crystal calibration built-in, 200 KC steps. Comes with power
supply to run on regular house current or from 6-12-24 volts

DC. Built in speaker and amplifier. Brings in all Ham Bands
from 1.5 to 18 Mc. Foreign broadcast, Italy, Germany, BBC
Voice of America, even Russia. A Super Deal for the short

wave listener. BFO also. We can ship in 2 packages by UPS or

one package via truck. Shipping wgt total of 61 lbs. AM
sensitivity 5 uv, 455 KC "IF** Sold "as is** visually inspected
by us prior to shipping. Schematic included.

Ship wgt. 62 lbs. SPL-18-L $55.00

Singer high speed

Dot Matrix Printer
New in cartons, similar to Centronics, prints

up to six (6) copies, 16" width, 5x7 Dot

matrix, 132 columns. No electronics or inter-

face. Data supplied $300.00

K^fUm^ki

IR NIGHT VIEWER $199.00

Custom made, complete with light source & viewer in

one piece. Comes with carrying strap. Ready to

operate with 6 volt lantern battery. Guaranteed by

the manufacturer. See in total darkness. Great for

scientists, viewing nocturnal animals & birds, criminal

investigation . . . observe without being observed, and

a ball for just plain snooping!!!! Sorry to say but no

shipments to Calif, (lens may vary slightly from pic)

SPL-21 $199.00

Please add shipping cost on above. Minimum order $10

FREE CATALOG NOW READY #SP-10
P.O. Box 62, E. Lynn, Massachusetts 01904 M2
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PARALLEL I/O INCREMENTAL CASSETTE RECORDER
The PI 70 is a general purpose, parallel input and output, incremented and block digital

recorder and reproducer. The standard Phillips cassette is the storage medium. The unit is made
by International Computer Products Inc. of Dallas, Texas, and the selling price new is about

Pf# $485.00.

j^^5^ ^he recorder employs a special recording technique, allowing the interchange of bytes up to 9

bits on each transfer. Data transfer may be made at variable rates, due to 4 possible operating

speeds. Record timing, data encoding/decoding, motor controls are all contained internally.

All controls are electrically operable from the interface. Power to the recorder must be supplied from an external

source. The PI-70 is 6%" wide, 8" long, and 614" deep, and weighs 4 lbs. Cassette access is provided by either an
Amphenol or Cinch edge connector.

Available operating modes are: A. Incremental write forward, B. Incremental read forward, C. Incremental read reverse,

D. Continuous write forward, E. Continuous read forward, F. Continuous read reverse, G. Rewind, H. Write forward
from clear leader, I. Read forward from clear leader, and J. Write erase reverse. All input/output logic levels are

DTL/TTL compatible.

Power required by the unit is as follows:

+12 VDC 0.7 A. 3% Reg. Data rate: Fast tape access: (bi-directional)

-12 VDC 0.7 A. 3% Reg. Incremental, 0-50 bytes/sec. Incremental format 400+ bytes/sec.

+5 VDC 1 A. 5% Reg. Continuous, 40-80 bytes/sec. Continuous format, 800+ bytes/sec.

Rewind: 45 sec. per 300 ft. Error rate: Less than 1 error per million characters, with approved tape.

We supply data and circuit diagrams. 1 00-page Technical Manual available from manufacturer.
STOCK No. 5564K $99.50

COMPUTER VIDEO MONITOR
A few months ago we advertised a limited quantity of 12" VIDEO MONITORS. We
sold out in 2 days, as many of you know. We have now acquired another lot of 12"

VIDEO MONITORS. These monitors are all in warranty returns to a large computer
manufacturer. Rather than service these units, he replaced them with new units,

and we acquired the lot. We have gone over them thoroughly, and guarantee them
to be in working condition. We provide a 14-page service manual and wiring

diagram.

Some of the specifications are as follows: Signal input. Composite-video & sync, per

RS 170, 1 to 2 volts pp. sync polarity negative. Separate Vert. & Hor. Sync, 1 to 5 volts

positive, can be changed to negative. Impedance, equivalent to 150K ohms, parallel with 15
pf. 75 ohm terminated. Video response, within 3 dB from 15 Hz to 15 MHz. Resolution,

center, 750, corner 650. Linearity, 1%. Picture Scan, 15,750 horiz. lines/sec. 47 to 63 Vert.

pulses/sec. Horizontal retrace time 11 usee. max. Vertical retrace time, allow 21 scan lines per RS
170.

These monitors sold in excess of $250.00 each in quantities of 100. An opportunity to get a quality

monitor at surplus prices.

STOCK No. 5525K VIDEO MONITOR, tested and working, with data Wt. 20 lbs. $89.50

^r

3 NEW BLOCKBUSTER TRANSFORMERS

TRANSFORMER 1. 115 primary. Secondary 1, 30 V @2A. Secondary 2, 16.5 V @1.2A, Secondary 3, 16 V @3.5A,
Secondary 4, 9.5 V @3.5A. STOCK NO. 6667K 10 lbs. $10.95 2/S20.00
TRANSFORMER 2. Duall primary. Secondary 1, 12V @5A. Secondary 2, 24 V @9A. Secondary 3, 14 V @20A.
Secondary 4, 125V @1.5A. Wt. 16 lbs. STOCK No. 6675N $18.95 ea. 2/S36.00
TRANSFORMER 3, 2 different primaries. Following 3 voltages & currents with primary 1. Secondary 1, 9.8 V @8.8A.
Secondary 2.18 volts @5A. Secondary 3, 21 V @6.5A. Primary 2, secondary 1, 5.8 V @8.8A, Secondary 2, 10 V @ 5A.
Secondary 3, 12 V @6.5A. Wt. 10 lbs. STOCK No. 6675K $12.95 2/S24.00

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE BOARDS
Wire wrap is the thing today, whether you are adding memory to your computer, building from scratch, designing new
circuits, etc. We have 4 boards, 2 out of equipment, that have wire on them that must be removed (easy with an OK
wire wrap tool), and 2 virgin boards. Board 6558K has from 75 to 100 sockets 14 & 16 pin. Board 6559K has from 40
to 50 sockets, 14 & 16 pin. Board 6592K has 40 16-pin sockets, and 4 LSI sockets, and is gold-plated. All pins are
brought up to the top of this board for ease in wiring. Board 5561 K has 87% sockets, 28 16-pin sockets and a 4-pin
socket. Has heavily by-passed Vcc and ground planes.

STOCK No. 6558K 75 to 1 00 sockets 5%x13 3
/4 $18.75 ea. 2/$36.00

STOCK No. 6559K 40 to 50 sockets 6"x6 1/2
"

$11.75 ea. 2/$22.00
STOCK No. 6592K 40 16-pin sockets 4 LSI sockets 6 3

/4x8
3/4" $24.50 ea. 2/$45.00

STOCK No. 5561K 88
1/2 sockets WxWA" $29.50 ea. 2/$55.00

DELTA ELECTRONICS
7 Oakland St.

Amesbury, Mass. 01913
(617) 388-4705 D13

master charge

ATLANTA, GEORGIA
DELTA ELECTRONIC HOBBIES,
5151 Buford Hwy., Doraville,

Atlanta, Ga. Retail only.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
DELTA ELECTRONICS WARE-
HOUSE OUTLET, 590 Common-
wealth Ave., Boston, Ma. Retail

only.
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2522 BUTLER ST. • DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 #21 4-630-4621

tine computer room R7

Specifications

• Size: 21 " wide x 21 " deep x 8" high

• Power Input 1 1 5 Volt 60 Hz
• Interface: RS232
• Weight: 54 lbs. (Shipping Weight 65 lbs.)

• 15" Carriage

• Input/Output rates to 15 characters per second

• EBCD Code
• Half Duplex
• 132 Print Positions, 10 Pitch

• Can be used off-line

Used
Working
(Non Refurbed) $695.

SPECIAL $650.00

Software to connect ASCII Output of 8080 Class

Processor to Selectric: Code $25
Manufacturers Electronic & Mechanical Documen-
tation

$20. with machine $40. Documentation only

SELECTRIC TERMINAL (IBM Selectric Mechanism,

Heavy Duty, Datel Electronics)

CARTERFONE
MODEL 318

ASYNCH
MODEM

• HARDWIRE
• TTY OR RS-232B INTERFACE
• ORIGINATE ONLY
• UP TO 300 BPS

USED - UNTESTED . . $25.00

USED - TESTED $80.00

We ship prints with these.

Mmm
"TBH***

KEYBOARDS
Used ASCII Keyboards

enclosure & documentation

$55.00

IC'S

with

CINCH EDGE CONNECTOR
(NEW) (Dual 22) $3.00 each

DUAL 30 WW 2.00 each

IC's (New, Tested)

74H00 7 for $1 .00

74H04 7 for $1.00
7410 10 for $1.00
7430 - 7 for $1.00
7440 1 for $1 .00

74170 2 for $1 .00

74195 3 for $1 .00

74H60 2 for $1 .00

USED RIBBON
Cable

Assortment

SUPPLIES TTY Paper - $2.00/Roll

TTYTape-$2.00/Roll
2 lb. Bundle $ 5.00

5 lb. Bundle $10.00

NOVATION ACOUSTICAL
MODEM

Originate Only

Used — Untested

Physically fit into Model 33 Teletype.

Manufactured by Novation

$25 each

(Order item #M-7)

SUGART MINI-FLOPPY DRIVE

NEW PRICE

$355.00 Each

MODEL
SA-400

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $2.00 each; 2 for $4.00 UPS
Small Items & Parts: $2.00/order less than $20.00;
$4.00/order $20.00 to $100.00; $6.00/order over
$100.00
Large Items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight
Collect
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage
Please specify exactly what you wish by order
number or name or both.
We now take Master Charge orders. Specify full

number, bank number and expiration date.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
In general no cords or cables are shipped unless we specify that they are supplied.

We ship the same day we receive a certified check or money order.

Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

Please call ifyou have a question.

All items subject to availability. Your money returned if we are out of stock.

Items are either new (specified) or they are used (tested or untested) and no other

warranty is made or implied.
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1N914
1 N4005
1 N4007
1N4148
1N753A
1N758A
1N759A
1N4733
1N5243
1N5244B
1N5245B

DIODES/ZENERS
100v
600v
1000v

75v
6.2v

10v

12v
5.1v

13v

14v

15v

c
4000
4001
4002
4004
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4030
4033
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4049
4050
4066
4069
4071
4081
4082

MOS
.15

.20

.20

3.95

1.20

.35

.95

.30

.45

.20

.20

.40

1.10

.95

.35

1.10

1.10

.60

.85

1.35

.95

.25

.75

.35

1.95

.50

.95

.35

1.50

2.45

1.25

1.35

.69

.95

.95

.95

1.75

.70

.50

.95

.40

.35

.70

.45

10mA
1A
1A

10mA
z

z

z

z

z

z

z

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7426
7427
7430
7432
7437
7438
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472

.05

.08

.15

.05

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.25

.15

.15

.20

.20

.15

.25

.35

.55

.25

.15

.10

.25

.30

.45

1.10

.25

.40

.15

.30

.45

.15

.30

.35

.35

.25

1.15

.45

.85

.45

.65

.95

.95

.70

.25

.25

.20

.25

.40

.45

.40

SOCKETS/BRIDGES
n pcb .25 ww .45
n pcb .25 ww .40
n pcb .25 ww .40
n pcb .25 ww .75
n pcb .45 ww 1.25
n pcb .35 ww 1.10
n pcb .35 ww 1.45
n pcb .50 ww 1.25

To-3 Sockets .45

100-prv 1.20

1.95

8-p

14-p

16-p

18-p

22-p

24-p

28-p

40-p

Molex pins .01

2 Amp Bridge

25 Amp Bridge 200-prv

TRANSISTORS, LEDS, etc.

2N2222 NPN (Plastic .10) .15

2N2907 PNP .15
2N3906 PNP .10
2N3054 NPN .35
2N3055 NPN 15A 60v .50
T1P125 PNP Darlington .35
LED Green, Red, Clear .15
D.L.747 7 seg 5/8" high corn-anode 1 .95
XAN72 7 seg com-anode 1.50
FND359 Red 7 seg corn-cathode 1.25

7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
74100
74107
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74132
74141
74150
74151
74153
74154
74156
74157
74161
74163
74164
74165
74166
74175

.25

.35

.35

.30

.55

.75

.95

.95

.30

1.35

.55

.95

.95

.40

1.25

.60

.80

1.85

.35

.35

.55

.55

.45

.35

1.35

1.00

.85

.75

.95

1.05

.95

.65

.85

.95

.60

1.50

1.35

.80

- T
74176
74180
74181
74182
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74221
74367

751 08A
75110
75491
75492

74H00
74H01
74H04
74H05
74H08
74H10
74H11
74H15
74H20
74H21
74H22
74H30
74H40
74H50
74H51
74H52
74H53J
74H55

L
1.25

.85

2.25
.95

1.75

1.35

1.65

.85

1.25

.95

1.25

1.25

2.35

1.00

.85

.35

.35

.50

.50

.25

.25

.25

.25

.35

.35

.25

.30

.30

.25

.40

.25

.25

.25

.25

.15

.25

.25

74H72
74H101
74H103
74H106

74 LOO
74L02
74L03
74L04
74L10
74L20
74L30
74L47
74L51
74L55
74L72
74L73
74L74
74L75
74L93
74L123

74S00
74S02
74S03
74S04
74S05
74S08
74S10
74S11
74S20
74S40
74S50
74S51
74S64
74S74
74S112
74S114

.55

.75

.75

.95

.35

.35

.30

.35

.35

.35

.45

1.95

.45

.65

.45

.40

.45

.55

.55

.55

.55

.55

.30

.35

.35

.35

.35

.35

.35

.25

.25

.45

.25

.40

.90

1.30

74S133 .45

74S140 .75

74S151 .35

74S153 .35

745157 .80

745158 .35

74S194 1.05
74S257(8123) .25

74LS00 .35

74LS01 .35

74LS02 .35

74LS04 .35

74LS05 .45

74LS08 .35

74LS09 .35

74LS10 .35

74LS11 .35

74LS20 .35

74LS21 .25

74LS22 .25

74LS32 .40

74LS37 .35

74LS40 .45

74LS42 1.10

74LS51 .50

74LS74 .65

74LS86 .65

74LS90 .95

74LS93 .95

74LS107 .85

74LS123 1.00

74LS151 .95

74LS153 1.20
74LS157 .85

74LS164 1.90

74LS367 .85

74LS368 .85

9000 SERIES
9301 .85
9309 .35

9322 .85
95H03 .55
9601 .75
9602 .50

MEMORY CLOCKS
74S188(8223) 3.00
1 702A 6.95
MM5314 3.00
MM5316
2102-1

2102L-1
TR 1602B/
TMS 601

1

8080AD
8T13
8T23
8T24
2107B-4

3.50

1,75

1.95

6.95
15.00
1.50

1.50

2.00

4.95

8266 .35

MCT2 .95

8038 3.95
LM201 .75
LM301 .25

LM308 (Mini) .75

LM309H .65

LM309K (340K-5) .85
LM310 1.15
LM311D(Mini) .75

LM318 (Mini) .65

LINEARS,
LM320K5 (7905)

LM320K12
LM320T5
LM320T12
LM320T15
LM339
7805 (340T5)

LM340T12
LM340T15
LM340T18

REGULATORS, etc.

1.65 LM340T24 .95 LM723
1.65 LM340K12 2.15 LM725
1.65 LM340K15 1.25 LM739
1.65 LM340K18 1.25 LM741 (8

1.65 LM340K24 .95 LM747
.95 LM373 2.95 LM1307
.95 LM380 .95 LM1458

1.00 LM709 (8,14 PIN) .25 LM3900
1.00 LM711 .45 LM75451
1.00

J
NE555
NE556
NE565

rc i IUI iiiiTrn i

NE566
a JNL M til NE567

.50

1.75
1.50

-14) .25

1.10

1.25

.95

.50

.65

.50

.95

.95

1.75

1.35

7889 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, San Diego, California 92111
(714) 278-4394 (Calif. Res.)

All orders shipped prepaid No minimum
Open accounts invited COD orders accepted

Discounts available at OEM Quantities California Residents add 6% Sales Tax
All IC's Prime/Guaranteed. All orders shipped same day received.

24 Hour Toll Free Phone 1 -800-854-221

1

MasterCharge / BankAmericard / AE

19

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS

Total Order Deduct
$35 - $99 5%

$100 $300 10%
$301 $1000 15%
$1000 -Up 20%



S.D. SALES COMPANY

NOW THE ULTIMATE RAM BOARD

MEMORY CAPACITY
MEMORY ADDRESSING

MEMORY WRITE
PROTECTION

8K. 16K, 24K. 32K using Mos

tek MK4115 with 8K bound-

aries and protection. Utilizes

DIP switches. PC board comes

with sockets for 32K operation.

Orders now being accepted

allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery

-

Available the 1st quarter of

1978: 16K. 32K, 48K, 64K

using Mostek 4116 with 16K

boundaries and protection.

32K FOR $475.00
Buy an S100 compatible 8K Ram Board and

upgrade the same board to a maximum of

3 2 K in steps of 8K at your option by merely

purchasing more ram chips from S.D. Sales! At

a guaranteed price - Look at the features we
have built into the board.

PRICES START AT $151. FOR 8K RAM KIT
Add $108.00 for each additional 8K Ram

Board fully assembed and tested for $50. extra.

8K FOR $151.00

INTERFACE CAPABILITY
Control, data and address inputs

utilizes low power Schottky

devices.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
+8VDC 400MA DC
+18VDC 400MA DC
-18VDC 30MA DC

on board regulation is provided.

On board (invisible (refresh is

provided with no wait states or

cycle stealing required.

MEMORY ACCESS TIME
IS 375ns.

Memory Cycle Time is 500ns.

8K LOW POWER RAM - $159.95

Fully assembled and tested. Not a kit.

Imsai -Altair - S 100 Buss compatible,

uses low power static 21 L02 500ns fully

buffered on board regulated, quality

plated through PC board, including solder

mask. 8 pos. dip switches for address select.

4K LOW POWER RAM KIT
Fully Buffered
duced power
power 21 L02 -

provided for all

PC board.

— on board regulated — re

consumtpion utilizing low
- 1 500ns RAMS - Sockets
IC's. Quality plated through

*Add $10. for 250ns
RAM operation

Z-80 CPU BOARD KIT - Complete Kit $139.

CHECK THE ADVANCED FEATURES OF OUR Z-80 CPU BOARD:
Expanded set of 158 instructions, 8080A software capability, operation

from a single 5VDC power supply; always stops on an M1 state, true sync

generated on card (a real plus feature!), dynamic refresh and NMI available,

either 2MHZ or 4MHZ operation, quality double sided plated through PC
board; parts plus sockets priced for all IC's. *Add $10. extra for Z-80A chip

which'allows 4MHZ operation. Z-80 chip with Manual - $39.95

The Whole Works $79.95

MUSICAL HORN
One tune supplied with each kit. Additional tunes - $6.95

each. Special tunes available. Standard tunes now available:

-Dixie - Eyes of Texas - On Wisconsin - Yankee Doodle

Dandy - Notre Dame Pink Panther - Aggie War Song -

Anchors Away - Never on Sunday - Yellow Rose of

Texas - Deep in the Heart of Texas - Boomer Sooner -

Bridge over River Kwai
CAR & BOAT KIT HOME KIT

DIGITAL LED READOUT
THERMOMETER - $29.95

Features: Litronix dual 1/2"

displays. Uses Silicoaix LD131
single chip CMOS A/D con
verter. Kit includes all nee
essary parts (except case);

AC line cord and power
supply included. O 149° F

6 DIGIT ALARM CLOCK KIT
Features: Litronix dual 1/2" displays, Mostek
50250 super clock chip, single I.C. segment
driver, SCR digit drivers. Greatly simplified

construction. More reliable and easier to build.

Kit includes all necessary parts (except case).

Xfmr optional. Eliminate the hassle — avoid

the 5314! Do not confuse the Non - Alarm
kits sold by our competition! ^a QE/lf-lt
AC XFMR - $1.50 Case $3.50 M*«W*/*H

5 Digit Countdown Utility- 6 Digit General Purpose or

Darkroom Timer Kit - $44.95

Special Design

Case $3.50 $34.95 $26.90

Jumbo LED Car Clock Kit
FEATURES:
A. Bowmar Jumbo .5 inch LED array.

B. MOSTEK - 50250 - Super clock chip.

C. On board precision crystal time base.

D. 12 or 24 hour Real Time format.

E. Perfect for cars, boats, vans, etc.

F. PC board and all parts (less case) inc.

Alarm option - $1.50
AC XFMR - $1.50

$16.95

Features: Large LED '/?" displays, crystal
controlled Mostek 50397 counter display
driver, set timer at 0.1 second precision
from 0.1 second to 59 minute 59.9 sec-

ond, 5A-115V relay included to control
photographic enlarger, sun lamp, appli-

ances, TV, or other equipment, operates
on 115V AC. displays can be turned off
for total darkness applications, simple
push button operation, use in kitchen,
school, office or laboratory. All nec-
essary parts included. Special design case
$3.75

Computer Timer Kit - $29.95
Features: Large LED V->" displays, Mostek 50397 counter

display/driver, counts up to 59 minutes, 59.99 seconds with

crystal controlled 1/100 second accuracy, operates on 115V AC or

12V DC supply. Use it to time telephone calls, athletic events,

practice time, school and laboratory demonstrations,

experiements, chess games, etc. Time computer functions in real

time such as run times on programs, sub routines and other

computer controlled events. Requires two output channels for

start/stop and clear controls. All necessary parts included. Special

design case $3.75

RAM'S-CPU'S-PROM'S

21 L02 500NS 8/1 1.50
21L02 250NS 8/15.95
2114-4K 14.95
1101A-256 8/$4.00
1103- 1K 99
MK4115 8K 19.45
74S 200 256 3.95

Z—80 includes manual 29.95
Z—80A includes manual 34.95
8080A CPU 8 BIT 1 1.95
8008 CPU 8 BIT 6.95

1702A - 1K - 1.5us 3.95 or 10/35.
2708 8K Intel - 450ns 14.95
5204 - 4K 7.95
82S129- 1K 2.50
2708S 8K signetics 650ns 9.95

ITT DUAL
SENSE

AMPLIFIER
75234 and 75235

49c each

SPRAGUE DUAL
DIFFERENTIAL
AMP. TD101
49c each

Bowmar 4 Digit

LED Readout Array
4 JUMBO .50" DIGITS ON ONE STICK!
WITH COLONS & AM/PM INDICATOR

$3.95

Full W Litronix Jumbo Dual
Digit LED Displays

DL 722 C.C.
DL 721 - C.A.

99c

DL 728 C.C.
DL 727 C.A.

$1.29

Low Cost Cassette Interface Kit

$14.95

Features: K.C. standrad 2400/1200 Hz, 300
Baud, TTL, I/O compatible, phase lock loop,

22 pin connector. Feeds serial data via micro-

processors I/O ports and from cassette tape

recorder. $14.95

^ DISC CAP %
'ASSORTMENT

PC leads. At least

10 different values.
Includes .001., .01,
.05 + other standard
values 60/$ 1.00

JOY STICKS!
4-100K
POTS

$3.95 each

P.C. LEAD
DIODES

1N4148/1N914
100/$2.00

39 MFD
16V Mallory
Electrolytic
15/$1.00

RESISTOR *
ASSORTMENT

PC leads
A good mix of

values. SPECIAL!
200/$2.00 r—~i

POWER RESISTOR
150HM
25Wby

CLAROSTAT
75c Each

/* 1000 MFD
FILTER CAPS

Rated 35 WVDC.
Upright style with
PC leads. Many pop
ular values. 4/$1.

FLAT PACK
5400 SERIES

20 asst. devices
for $1.00

ITT PART NO.
SAJ 110

Ideal for electronic
music circuits

7 stage freq.dividers.

49c each

Microprocessor Chips

8212 I/O port 3.50
8214-P.I.C 12.95
8216 - Non Invert Bus 4.95
8224 - Clock Gen 4.95
8226 - Invert Bus 3.95
PIO for Z-80 14.95
CTC for Z-80 14.95
8228 Sys. Controller . 8.20
8251 Prog. comm. interface 10.95
8255 Prog. perp. interface 13.50
8820 Dual Line Recr 1.75
8830 Dual Line Dr 7.75
2513 Char. Gen 7.50
8838 Quad Bus. Recvr 2.00
74LS138N - 1/8 decoder 99
8T97 Hex Tri State Buffer 1.25
1488/1489 RS232 1.50
TR1602B Uart 3.95

Counter Chips

MK50397 6 Digit elapsed timer. . . . 8.95
MK50250 Alarm clock 4.99
MK50380 Alarm chip 2.95
MK50396 6 digit up/down counter 12.95
MK5002 4 digit counter 8.95
MK5021 Cal. chip sq. root 2.50

S. D. SALES CO • An Empire Ind. Co.

P. O. BOX 28810 - K
DALLAS, TEXAS 75228

Call in your Visa or Mastercharge
in on our Toll Free Watts Line:

1-800-527-3460

Texas Residents call Collect:

214/271-0022
Dealer Inquiries Invited!

S2

60 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE!

NO COD's. TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES
TAX. ADD 5% OF ORDER FOR POSTAGE &
HANDLING. ORDERS UNDER $10. ADD 75c
HANDLING. FOREIGN ORDERS - US FUNDS
ONLY!

Choose $1. Free Merchandise From Asterisk Items on each $15. Order! 137



I

ADM-3A
IN KIT $
FORM 695 00*

• All equipment
F.O.B. Dallas, Texas
or Anaheim, California

• Terms — check or
money order with
order

• Delivery in 30 days

• Add $20 for Shipping
and Handling

OPTIONS:

• Lower case option
add $100.00

• Numeric key pad
option add $75.00

• 80 CHARACTERS/LINE
• 24 LINES/SCREEN
• ADDRESSABLE CURSUR
•9, 10, or 11 BIT WORDS

• 75-19,200 BAUD
• FULL & HALF DUPLEX
• ODD/EVEN/NO PARITY
• RS232 INTERFACE OR
20 ma CURRENT LOOP

m GET COMPLETE DETAILS WITH A DIRECT CALL:
214 258-2414 TWX 910-860-5761 TELEX 730022

800 527-3248

i

capital
C53

Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't miss
a single issue of Kilobaud.

Attach old label where indicated and print new address
in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write concerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly. Write to:

KILOBAUD • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

Address change only

Extend subscription

D Enter new subscription

1 year $15.00

Payment enclosed

(1 extra BONUS issue)

Bill me later

930 N. BELTLINE

equipment brokers

IRVING, TEXAS 75061 f

Name Call

Address

City State. Zip

Ifyou have no label handy, print OLD address here.

qq Name

^ Address

t City.

Call

State

lio ca«ls (kilobaud f
The staff of Kilobaud magazine would like to know more about you! As a Christmas present to
us, would you please fill out the following questionnaire and return it by December 31, 1977.

Kilobaud • Peterborough NH 03458

demographic profile

State

Sex

Education

Profession

Do you own a system now? What kind?

Present equipment budget (hardware/software)?

Projected equipment budget (hardware/software) for 1978?

KB/1/78
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*WHOS Behind
KILOBAUD?

Answer next month

What's in a narnt ?
A lot, when it's KILOBAUD! (the high capacity data channel for computerists) and you can get a lot of

kilobaud

fiyt tmfy */5a ifta/t

Save $9 over single copy price.

The most interesting and understandable computer magazine written for beginners (experts prefer it tool)

should be coming to your very own mailbox every month. C*W Tllttl^H 1 I£17 VIIW ?

Send me Kilobaud for:

1 year - $15.00* Renewal

3 years - $36.00** New sub.

Enclosed $ Cash Check

American Express BankAmericard/Visa

T

1

Money Order

Master Charge

Credit card #

Expiration date

Bill me directly/sign below

Signature

Address

City

i i i i i i i i in

State Zip

* U.S. & Canada only. Others write for foreign rates. kb/13/78

**U.S. & Canada only. TOLL FREE SUBSCRIPTION NUMBER:
1-800-258-5473

|
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what do you
giro the man
who has
everything?

a box
to put it in.
Kilobaud, as thick as it is, is more like a floppy when it

comes to standing on the bookshelf. Enter the new Kilobaud
Library Shelf Boxes, sturdy corrugated cardboard boxes which
will hold your magazines on the shelf and keep them from
flopping around.

Yes, we know all about binders ... we have them too . . .

and we sell them, but binders are a drag when you want one
copy of a magazine. And they cost like sin (which costs plenty).

Just to be rotten (a talent we are trying to develop, but
which comes hard), we have self-sticking labels for the boxes,
not only for Kilobaud, but also for 73 Magazine . . . and for
Personal Computing, Radio Electronics, Popular Electronics,
Interface Age, and ... yep .. . Byte. Heh, heh! Just ask for
whatever stickers you want and we'll throw 'em in with your
box order. Hams may want our labels for CQ, QST or Ham
Radio, if they get any of those magazines. This is a way you can
buy one set of matching boxes and line 'em up on your shelf . .

.

looks very nice that way.
The boxes are a white color and are particularly resistant

to dirt, a real plus for white boxes. There's some kind of funny
plastic finish on 'em.

You'll probably do like most people who have tried these
so far and order one or two for starters . . . then get a couple
dozen. The postage on these is the killer ... so one box costs
$2.00 postpaid and each additional is $1.50 each postpaid.

Unless the magazine gets a whole lot fatter than it is right
now these boxes should hold a full year of Kilobaud ... or 73.

One side is cut low to permit you to see the binding of
the magazine . . . and note that we are now printing the
information on the top part of the binding so it will show in

these boxes. You can put the boxes on your shelves with the
bindings showing or with just the white board showing, there are
little marks to help you center your labels on either side.

Your magazine library is your prime reference, so keep it

handy and keep it neat with these strong library shelf boxes.

Send me boxes for Kilobaud Shelf Storage at

$2.00 for the first box and $1.50 for each additional

box. Include the following labels:

$ Enclosed Cash Check D M.O.
Bill: American Express BankAmericard Master Charge

J LI Expiration date

I
Interbank #
Card # I I I I I I I ITT n
Signature

Name

Address

City State .Zip

KILOBAUD LIBRARY SHELF BOXES
Peterborough NH 03458

or call Toll Free (800) 258-5473

KB/1/78

COMPUTER
MAILING LIST
Completely re-written and updated to include dealers, clubs,

publications, and manufacturers. (It's the one we use for our
mailings and we update it daily.) The list has over 1700
names painstakingly gathered from manufacturers, magazine
ads, new product releases, hobby computer shows, and direct

mail. You can buy this list printed on self-sticking labels for

only $50.

pETERDOROUqh nIi 07498

Did you miss out on the first issue of Kilobaud?

Don't lose your chance to get them NOW!

#1 only $5 while they last.

HURRY
Supply dwindling rapidly

#2 thru #12 $3 each
Please send KILOBAUD back issues

issues JAN 77 $5
issues FEB 77 $3
issues MAR 77 $3
issues APR 77 $3

issues MAY 77 $3
issues JUNE 77 $3
issues JUL 77 $3
issues AUG 77 $3

TOTAL

issues SEPT 77 $3
issues OCT 77 $3
issues NOV 77 $3
issues DEC 77 $3

BankAmericard Master Charge American Express

Card#011
Interbank#
Expiration date

Signature.

Name

Address.

City. .State. Zip.

Have credit card # handy and call

TOLL FREE (800) 258-5473 KB/1/78
KILOBAUD •PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
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magazine

is changing a
lot of ideas
about
computers

Every month there are computer articles in 73 ... a lot of them. Fact is, since February 1976, 73 Magazine

has published articles directed to the Computerist and Soon-to-be Computerist. There are also a lot of articles

that computer hobbyists will be needing to read which are not exactly computer articles such as on regulated

power supplies ... on making printed circuit boards ... on how various circuits work . . . things like that which

hardware men in particular need to read . . . and which software people need even more, since they are a bit

behind on hardware.

In recent issues there have been articles on computerized satellite tracking (with software), RTTY using a uP,

using old (inexpensive) Teletypes, building a Polymorphic video board, making instant PC boards using the new

color-key technique, the TTL one-shot, what computers can and can't do, a hamshack file handler (software), the

bit explosion — 8-12-16?, backward branch the easy way with the 6800, the hexadecimal . . . etc.

Any one of these articles could easily be worth the cost of a full year of 73. On good program could save you

days of work. One good interface project could make an enormous difference. In general, 73 tries to present not

too complicated construction projects . . . things you can make in a day or two.

One of the funadamental policies is that no articles will be published in both 73 and Kilobaud. This is, in a way,

unfair because it keeps some great computer articles away from computerists. You really must get both magazines

to keep up to date with what is going on. When you subscribe to both, you will not be getting duplication.

Yes! Enter my subscription to 73 Magazine and send me a 1 year

subscription starting with the next published issue — only $15.00.

Name

Address

City —

Call (if any)

State Zip

$ enclosed D Cash Check Money Order

Bill: Master Charge BankAmericard American Express

Card # I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II

Signature Expiration date

This offer expires in 60 days.

Bill me direct (I've signed above) Allow 6 weeks for subscription processing.

Toll Free Subscription Number: (800) 258-5473

73 MAGAZINE, PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
KB/1 /78
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beginner's•introductory

•THE STORY OF COMPUTERS by Donald
D. Spencer is to computer books what Dick
and Jane is to novels . . . extremely elemen-
tary, gives the non-computerist a fair idea of
what the hobbyist is talking about when he
speaks computer lingo. Attempts to explain
what computers are and can do to a spouse,
child or any un-electronics-minded friend.
$4.95.*

• HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE If you
(or a friend) want to come up to speed on
how computers work . . . hardware and soft-

ware . . . this is an excellent book. It starts

with the fundamentals and explains the
circuits, the basics of programming, along
with a couple of TVT construction projects,

ASCI I -Baudot, etc. This book has the highest
recommendations as a teaching aid for new-
comers. $4.95.*

•THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS! This
book takes it from where "Hobby Computers
Are Here" leaves off, with chapters on Large
Scale Integration, how to choose a micro-
processor chip, an introduction to program-
ming, low cost I/O for a computer, computer
arithmetic, checking memory boards, a

Baudot monitor/editor system, an audible
logic probe for finding those tough problems,
a ham's computer, a computer QSO machine
. . . and much, much morel $4.95.*

• HOME COMPUTERS: 210 Questions &
Answers by Rich Didday. Two books aimed
exclusively at the novice computer hobbyist/
home computer user. Written in a rather

unusual style which has a beginner asking
questions which are answered by a person
with a substantial background in computers
and personal computing. The questions are

just the kind beginners come up with . . . and
the answers are presented in easy-to-under-
stand terms (usually with a diagram to
illustrate the point). Both the hardware and

•WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN
PCC's first book of computer games ... 48
different computer games you can play in

BASIC . . . programs, descriptions, muchly
illustrated. Lunar landing, Hammurabi, King,
Civel 2, Qubic 5, Taxman, Star Trek, Crash,

Market, etc. $8.00.*

•SCELBI'S GALAXY GAME FOR THE
"6800" Here's a new twist in computer games
by Robert Findley/Raymond Edwards.
"Galaxy" pits the operator of a spaceship
against alien craft, as well as such variables as
speed, time, and ammunition. No two games
are the same! $14.95.*

• 101 GAMES IN BASIC Okay so once you
get your computer up and running in BASIC,

computer games

software aspects of home computing are

covered from A to Z. An index in both books
makes them ideal as reference material for

anyone. Volume I: Hardware — $7.95*;

Volume 2: Software - $6.95*.

• MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER by Mitchell

Waite and Michael Pardee. Describes basic

computer theory, explains numbering
systems, and introduces the reader to the

world of programming. Describes the world of

microcomputing in "real world" terminology.

There is probably no better way of getting

involved with the exciting new hobby of

microcomputing. $7.95.*

• INTRODUCTION TO MICROPRO-
CESSORS by Charles Rockwell of MICRO-
LOG is an ideal reference for the individual

desiring to understand the hardware aspects

of microprocessor systems. Describes the

hardware details of computer devices in terms
the beginner can understand, instead of treat-

ing the micro chip as a "black box." Address-

ing schemes, registers, control, and memory
are all explained. General information about
hardware systems is provided. Specific

systems are not described and programming is

only briefly discussed. $17.50 US and
Canada, $20 elsewhere.*

• AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOM-
PUTERS, VOLS. 1 AND 2 by Adam Osborne
Associates, are references dealing with micro-

computer architecture in general and specifi-

cally with details about most of the common
chips. These books are not software-oriented,

but are invaluable for the hobbyist who is

into building his own interfaces and pro-

cessors. Volume 1 is dedicated to general

hardware theory related to micros, and
Volume 2 discusses the practical details of

each micro chip. (Detailed review in Kilobaud
#2) Volume 1 - $7.50*; Volume II

-
$12.50.*

then what? Then you need some programs in

BASIC, that's what. This book has 101 games
for you, from very simple to real buggers.

You get the games, a description of the

games, the listing to put in your computer
and a sample run to show you how they
work. Fun. Any one game will be worth more
than the price of the book for the fun you
and your family will have with it. $7.50.*

• SCELBI'S FIRST BOOK OF COMPUTER
GAMES Need a game for your 8008 or 8080
microprocessor? Has three popular games,
"Space Capture," "Hexpawn," and "Hang-
man." Complete flowcharts, logic description,

program listing, and instructions are provided.
A must for the game freak! $14.95.*

no*"*1**

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

Kilobaud Book Department Peterborough NH 03458
Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information

H* Add $1.00 shipping & handling charge for each order. Note: Prices subject to chanje on books not published by 73 Magazine.



software •programming
• BASIC by Bob Albrecht, etc. Self-teaching

guide to the computer language you will need

to know for use with your microcomputer.
This is one of the easiest ways to learn

computer programming. $4.95.*

• A QUICK LOOK AT BASIC by Donald D.

Spencer. A perfect reference for the beginning

programmer. Assumes that the reader has no
previous programming experience and is a

self-teaching guide for the individual desiring

to learn the fundamentals of BASIC, the most
common hobbyist programming language.

$4.95.*
• MY COMPUTER LIKES ME . . . WHEN I

SPEAK BASIC An introduction to BASIC . . .

simple enough for your kids. If you want to

teach BASIC to anyone quickly, this book is

the way to go. $2.00.*

• FUN WITH COMPUTERS AND BASIC by
Donald D. Spencer, contains an easy-to-under-

stand explanation of the BASIC Programming
Language and is intended for persons who
have had no previous exposure to computer
programming but want to learn BASIC
quickly, easily, and interestingly. Over half

the book is devoted to problems using games,

puzzles, and mathematical recreations (you

don't need a math background to understand
most of the problems in this book). A
superior book for self-teaching and learning

computer programming. $6.95.*

• SIXTY CHALLENGING PROBLEMS
WITH BASIC SOLUTIONS by Donald Spen-

cer, provides the serious student of BASIC
programming with interesting problems and
solutions. No knowledge of math above
algebra required. Incudes a number of game
programs, as well as programs for financial

interest, conversions and numeric manipula-

tions. $6.95.*
• THE SECRET GUIDE TO COMPUTERS
Parts 1, 2, and 3 by Russ Walter. Part One
describes computers in general, and after

reading for ten minutes you will be writirtg

simple BASIC programs! Employs a step-by-

step teaching process, the end result being a

working knowledge of BASIC. Part Two
discusses computer applications. It's one thing

to master the syntax of a language such as

BASIC and another to solve problems using

the new tool. This also provides useful tech-

niques in problem solving. Part Three de-

scribes programming languages. Ever heard of

APL and QLISP? BASIC is not the only

language used to program computers, and as

the hobby industry grows additional lan-

guages will become commonplace. 7th

Edition. Part I - $2.75*; Part II - $2.50*;

Part III -$3.50.*
• SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS
piioYrsYieo. *oy Adam Osborne & Associates,

Inc. Perfect for non-technical computerists

requiring ready-to-use programs. Business pro-

grams like depreciation formulas, loan

payment solutions and loan interest rates;

math routines containing statistical packages
and polynomial derivations . . . plus miscel-

laneous programs. Invaluable for the user who
is not an experienced programmer. All will

operate in the stand-alone mode. $7.50 paper-

back.*
• Scientific Research Instruments' BASIC
SOFTWARE LIBRARY is a complete do-it-

yourself kit. Written in everybody's BASIC
immediately executable in ANY computer
with at least 4K, no other peripherals needed.

Over 700 pages of source codes, descriptions

and instructions. Vol. I contains business and
recreational programs and is 300 pages. Vol.

II is 260 pages and contains math, engineer-

MY
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UKES
ME*
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ing, statistics and plotting programs. Vol. Ill

contains money managing, advanced business

programs such as billing, A/R, inventory,

payroll, etc. Vol. IV contains general purpose
programs like loans, rates, retirement, plus

games: Poker, Enterprise (take charge while

Capt. Kirk is away). Football and more! Vol.

V is filled with experimenter's programs
including games, pictures and misc. problems
like "logic." Vols. I & II $24.95,* Vol. Ill

$39.95,* Vol. IV & V $9.95 each.*

• COMPUTER PROGRAMMING HAND-
BOOK by Peter Stark. A complete guide to
computer programming and data processing.

Includes many worked out examples and
history of computers. $8.95.*

• 8080 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC
DESIGN Ideal reference for an in-depth

understanding of the 8080 processor. The
work is application-oriented, and the 8080 is

discussed in light of replacing conventional,
hard-wired logic. Both hardware and software
are described. Practical design considerations

are provided for the implementation of an
8080-based control system. (Detailed review

Kilobaud #1) Pub. by Osborne Assoc. $7.50.*

• 8080 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE
AND COOKBOOK If you have been spending
too much time developing simple routines for

your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi

Computing and Robert Findley. This manual
describes sorting, searching, and many other

routines for the 8080 user. $9.95.*

• 6800 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC
DESIGN Oriented toward the industrial user,

this book describes the process by which
conventional logic can be replaced by a 6800
microprocessor. Hardware, software and inter-

facing techniques are discussed. This refer-

ence, and its companion dedicated to 8080
users, provide practical information that

allows an experimenter to design a complete
micro control system from the "ground up."
An excellent reference! Published by Osborne
Associates, $7.50.*
• 6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE &
COOKBOOK If you have been spending too
much time developing routines for your 6800
microprocessor, try the new book by Scelbi
Computing and Robert Findley. Describes
sorting, searching, and many other necessary
routines for the 6800 user. $9.95.*

• FORTRAN PROGRAMMING by Donald
Spencer. If you are familiar with BASIC you
will appreciate the additional capabilities of

FORTRAN, a computer language with most
of BASIC'S features, and much more!
FORTRAN was designed for complex nu-

meric calculations; and possesses extended

I/O capability. It is easily learned, as it is an
English-like computer language. $7.50.*

• FORTRAN WORKBOOK by Donald
Spencer. Provides practical examples and
problems to solve. Flowcharting is also dis-

cussed. Almost all micros support BASIC — it

won't be long before FORTRAN is common-
place. Don't miss the programming boat . . .

learn FORTRAN; and be ready for the next
language boom! $3.95.*
• CHEMISTRY WITH A COMPUTER by Paul

A. Cauchon, contains a collection of tutorial,

simulation and problem-generation computer

programs. Simulations provide models of

lengthy laboratory experimentation beyond
the limited classroom timeframe and enhance-
ment of course studies by encouraging pre-

laboratory research. Usable with almost any
chemistry course in the high school or college

level. $9.95.*

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

Kilobaud Book Department Peterborough NH 03458
Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information

% Add $1.00 shipping & handling charge for each order. Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.



hardware
•TTL COOKBOOK by Donald Lancaster.

Explains what TTL is, how it works, and how
to use it. Discusses practical applications, such
as a digital counter and display system , events
counter, electronic stopwatch, digital volt-

meter, and a digital tachometer. 336 pages;

5 1/2 x 8 1/2 ; softbound $8.95.*

• CMOS COOKBOOK by Don Lancaster.

Another winner from the author of the

famous RTL and TTL Cookbooks. Details the
application of CMOS, the low power logic

family suitable for most applications

presently dominated by TTL. Eight chapters
cover all facets of CMOS logic, and is prefaced
by 100 pages detailing the characteristics of

most CMOS circuits. Required reading for

every serious digital experimenter! $9.95.*

•TVT COOKBOOK by Donald Lancaster,

describes the use of a standard television

receiver as a microprocessor CRT terminal.

Explains and describes character generation,

cursor control and interface information in

typical, easy-to-understand Lancaster style.

This book is a required text for both the

microcomputer enthusiast and the amateur

• COMPUTER DICTIONARY by Donald D.

Spencer. Defines words and acronyms used by
computerists in a clear, easy to understand
style. Over 2000 definitions are provided.

This reference is a must for the individual

getting started in the world of microcom-
puters. Published by Camelot Press, $5.95.*

• BRAND NEW DICTIONARY This micro-

computer dictionary fills the need to become
quickly acquainted with the terminology and
nomenclature of the revolution in computers.
Over 5000 definitions and explanations of

terms and concepts (704 pages) relating to

microprocessors, microcomputers and micro-

controllers. There is also a comprehensive
electronics/computer abbreviations and
acronyms section. $1 5.95.*

• THE UNDERGROUND BUYING GUIDE
Here is a handy guide for the electronics

enthusiast. Over 600 sources of equipment
and literature are provided; some are mail-

order-only outfits that do not advertise.

Sources are listed alphabetically, by service or

product, and by state. The guide is cross-

referenced for ease of use. Electronic pub-
lishing houses are also listed. $5.95 each.*

• NOVICE STUDY GUIDE The most com-
plete Novice study guide available. It is brand
new. This is not only invaluable for anyone
wanting to get started in amateur radio, but
also it is about the only really simple book on
the fundamentals of electricity and elec-

tronics. And without your fundamentals
down pat, how can you go on to really

understand and work with computers? First

things first. $4.95.*

•GENERAL CLASS STUDY GUIDE Takes
over on theory where the Novice book leaves

off. You'll need to know the electronic
theory in this to work with computers and
you'll not find an easier place to get the
information. It will also make getting your
Tech or General license a breeze . . . then you
can get on the ham repeaters and interconnect
your micro with others. $5.95.*
• SSTV HANDBOOK This excellent book
tells all about it, from its history and basics to
the present state-of-the-art techniques. Con-
tains chapters on circuits, monitors, cameras,
color SSTV, test equipment and much more.
Hardbound $7,* Softbound $5.*
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amateur radio books

RTTY operator who desires a quiet alterna-

tive to noisy teletype machines. $9.95.*

• VOL I COMPONENT TESTERS Build your

own test equipment and save a bundle (and

have a lot of fun). Volume I of the 73 Test

Equipment Library shows you how to build

and use transistor testers (8 of 'em), three

diodes testers, 3 IC testers, 9 voltmeters and

VTVMs, 8 ohmmeter, 3 inductance meters,

and a raft of other gadgets for checking

temperature, crystals, Q, etc. $4.95.*

• VOL II AUDIO FREQUENCY TESTERS If

you're into audio . . . such as digital cassette

recording, RTTY, Baudot vs ASCII, SSTV,
SSB, Touchtone or even hi-fi . . . you'll want
to have this book full of home built test

equipment projects. Volume II $4.95.*

• VOL III RADIO FREQUENCY TESTERS
This is of more interest to hams and CBers . . .

test equipment you can build for checking

out transmitters and receivers: signal gen-

erators, noise generators, crystal calibrators,

GDOs, dummy loads . . . things like that.

$4.95.*

• 1976 PERIODICAL GUIDE FOR COM-
PUTERISTS is a 20-page book which indexes

over 1,000 personal computing articles for the

entire year of 1976 from Byte, Creative

Computing, Digital Design, Dr. Dobbs
Journal, EDN, Electronic Design, Electronics,

Interface Age, Microtrek, Peoples Computer
Company, Popular Electronics, QST, Radio
Electronics, SCCS Interface and 73 Amateur
Radio. Articles are indexed under more than

100 subject categories. Price $3.00.* New
January - June 1977 Edition - $3.00.*

• TYCHON'S 8080 OCTAL CODE CARD
Slide rule-like aid for programming and

debugging 8080 software contains all the

mnemonics and corresponding octal codes.

Instructions are color coded to indicate which
flags are affected during execution. Only

6 1/2x3 inches provides a neat, logical format

for quick reference. Reverse of card is printed

with an ASCII code chart for 128 characters

plus the 8080 status word and register pair

codes. Also available, Tychon's 8080 Hex
Code Card, same as above only has hex codes

instead of octal. $3.00 each.*

• VHF ANTENNA HANDBOOK This new
handbook details the theory, design and
construction of hundreds of different VHF
and UHF antennas ... a practical book
written for the average amateur who takes joy

in building, not full of complex formulas for

the design engineer. Packed with fabulous

antenna projects you can build. $4.95.*

• WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK
Simple equipment and methods for getting

good pictures from the weather satellite.

Antennas, receivers, monitors, facsimile you
can build, tracking, automatic control (you
don't even have to be home). Dr. Taggart

WB8DQT $4.95.*

• THE NEW RTTY HANDBOOK is a brand
new 1977 edition and the only up-to-date

RTTY book available. The state-of-the-art has

been changing radically and has made all

previous RTTY books obsolete. It has the
latest circuits, great for the newcomer and the
expert alike. $5.95.*

Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

Kilobaud Book Department Peterborough NH 03458 Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information

% Add $1.00 shipping & handling charge for each order. Note: Prices subject to change on books not published by 73 Magazine.



kilobaud
Keep your Kilobauds from being lost or damaged in these handsomely

appointed binders with rich blue covers and gold lettering. Each binder holds

12 issues, making an EXCELLENT REFERENCE HANDBOOK. Several

binders form a quality library you can be proud of.

Order yours today . . . only $6.00 each . . . SEND IN YOUR ORDER
RIGHT NOW! FILL OUT THE COUPON BELOW.

yes — I want to keep my 1977 KB's in a binder!

Send me binder (s); $6.00 each, each additional $5.00. Please add $1.00

postage and handling per order.

kilobaud
pETERboRouqh Nh 07498

.Enclosed D Cash Check DM.O.$

Bill: D American Express BankAmericard Master Charge

Interbank # I I I I Expiration date

Card # Ml I I I 1 I I I I IT

Signature

Name

Address.

City State Zip

KB/1/78

Send order to Kilobaud Peterborough NH 03458 or phone TOLL FREE 800-258-5473.
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Take an
even BIGGER

Bytei

Fully assembled DEC
Writer II Keyboard

Printing Terminal at the
sensational low price

of only $1495!

with the Heathkit H11 16- Bit Personal Computing System

Based on the world-famous DEC
LSI-1 1 , the Heathkit H1 1 and it's

peripherals are designed to give you
all the power and speed you need for

total computing versatility. It's one of

the few FULL 16-bit personal com-
puters available to hobbyists today,
and equivalent commercial versions
would cost literally thousands of dol-

lars more! As with the H8 system,
complete "program-ready" software
is supplied: the Heath/DEC PDP-11
software includes ED-11 editor;

PAL-11S relocatable assembler;
LINK-1 1 S link editor; Absolute
Loader; ODT-11X debug; IOX LP I/O
executive program; DUMP-AB-PO
and DUMP-AB-PB; plus BASIC and
FOCAL; and it executes the PDP-1 1 /

40 instruction set! The software is

supplied in easy-to-use paper tape
format, perfect for the H1 paper tape
reader/punch. And with Heath's
complete assembly manuals and
software documentation, you have
the most solidly supported computer
system you'll find anywhere. Sink
your teeth into it today!

H11 LSI-1 1 16-Bit Computer $1295

H11-1 4K Memory 275

H11-2 Parallel Interface 95

H11-5 Serial Interface 95

H10 Paper Tape/Reader/Punch . .350

H36 LA36 DEC Writer II 1495

If purchased separately, $360500

Heath System Price
$335000

Prices are mail order net F.O.B., Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

FREE Heathkit Catalog
Read about computers and nearly

400 other easy-to-build kits.

HEATH

Schlumberger
Heath Company, Dept. 351-370
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog.

I am not on your mailing list.

Name.

Address.

City. .State.

L,
CP-135 Zip.

i
j

Use coupon for

mail-order
catalog or bring

to store for

retail catalog.

AVAILABLE LOCALLY
Visit the Heathkit Electronic Center
nearest you (Units of Schlumberger
Products Corporation) and see our
Complete Computer Line.

Parts and service available. All kits dis-

played, and sold at slightly higher prices.

ARIZONA - Phoenix, 85017
2727 W. Indian School Rd. 602-279-6247

CALIFORNIA
Anaheim, 92805
330 E. Ball Rd. 714-776-9420
El Cerrito, 94530
6000 Potrero Ave. 415-236-8870
Los Angeles, 90007
2309 S. Flower St. 213-749-0261
Pomona, 91767
1555 Orange Grove Ave. N. 714-623-3543
Redwood City, 94063
2001 Middlefield Rd. 415-365-8155
Sacramento, 95825
1860 Fulton Ave. 916-486-1575
San Diego (La Mesa, 92041)
8363 Center Dr. 714-461-0110
San Jose (Campbell, 95008)
2350 S. Bascom Ave. 408-377-8920
Woodland Hills, 91364
22504 Ventura Blvd. 213-883-0531

COLORADO - Denver, 80212
5940 W. 38th Ave. 303-422-3408

CONNECTICUT- Hartford (Avon, 06001)
395 W. Main St. (Rte. 44) 203-678-0323

FLORIDA
Miami (Hialeah, 33012)
4705 W. 16th Ave. 305-823-2280
Tampa, 33614
4019 West Hillsborough Ave. 813-886-2541

GEORGIA -Atlanta, 30342
5285 Roswell Rd. 404-252-4341

ILLINOIS
Chicago, 60645
3462-66 W. Devon Ave. 312-583-3920
Chicago (Downers Grove, 60515)
224 Ogden Ave. 312-852-1304

INDIANA - Indianapolis, 46220
2112 E. 62nd St. 317-257-4321

KANSAS - Kansas City (Mission, 66202)
5960 Lamar Ave. 913-362-4486

KENTUCKY - Louisville, 40243
12401 Shelbyville Rd. 502-245-7811

LOUISIANA - New Orleans (Kenner, 70062)
1900 Veterans Memorial Hwy. 504-722-6321

MARYLAND
Baltimore, 21234
1713 E. Joppa Rd. 301-661-4446
Rockville, 20852
5542 Nicholson Lane 301-881-5420

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston (Peabody, 01960)
242 Andover St. 617-531-9330
Boston (Wellesley, 02181)
165 Worcester Ave.
(Rt. 9 just west of Rt. 128) 617-237-1510

MICHIGAN
Detroit, 48219
18645 W. Eight Mile Rd. 313-535-6480
E. Detroit, 48021
18149 E. Eight Mile Rd. 313-772-0416

MINNESOTA - Minneapolis (Hopkins, 55343)
101 Shady Oak Rd. 612-938-6371

MISSOURI - St. Louis (Bridgeton) 63044
3794 McKelvey Rd. 314-291-1850

NEBRASKA - Omaha, 68134
9207 Maple St. 402-391-2071

NEW JERSEY
Fair Lawn, 07410
35-07 Broadway (Rte. 4) 201-791-6935
Ocean, 07712
1013 State Hwy. 35. 201-775-1231

NEW YORK
Buffalo (Amherst, 14226)
3476 Sheridan Dr. 716-835-3090
Jericho, Long Island, 11753
15 Jericho Turnpike 516-334-8181
Rochester, 14623
937 Jefferson Rd. 716-244-5470
White Plains
(North White Plains, 10603)
7 Reservoir Rd. 914-761-7690

OHIO
Cincinnati (Woodlawn, 45215)
10133 Springfield Pike 513-771-8850
Cleveland, 44129
5444 Pearl Rd. 216-886-2590
Columbus, 43229
2500 Morse Rd. 614-475-7200
Toledo, 43615
48 S. Byrne Rd. 419-537-1887

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia, 19149
6318 Roosevelt Blvd. 215-288-0180
Frazer (Chester Co.) 19355
630 Lancaster Pike (Rt. 30) 215-647-5555
Pittsburgh, 15235
3482 Wm. Penn Hwy. 412-824-3564

RHODE ISLAND
Providence (Warwick, 02886)
558 Greenwich Ave. 401-738-5150

TEXAS
Dallas, 75201
2715 Ross Ave. 214-826-4053
Houston, 77027
3705 Westheimer 713-623-2090

VIRGINIA
Alexandria, 22303
6201 Richmond Hwy. 703-765-5515
Norfolk (Virginia Beach, 23455)
1055 Independence Blvd. 804-460-0997

WASHINGTON - Seattle, 98121
2221 Third Ave. 206-682-2172

WISCONSIN - Milwaukee, 53216
5215 W. Fond du Lac 414-873-8250
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books.erc.
BASIC $4.95

Basic Software Library, Vol I & II $24.95 ea.,

Vol III $39.95, Vol IV & V $9.95 ea.

(formerly listed as "Scientific Research")
Brand New Dictionary $15.95
CMOS Cookbook $9.95

Chemistry With a Computer $9.95

Computer Dictionary $5.95

Computer Programming Handbook $8.95
Fortran Programming $7.95

Fortran Workbook $3.95

Fun With Computers and BASIC $6.95

General Class Study Guide $5.95
Hobby Computers Are Here $4.95

Home Computers, 2™ Q&A, Vol I $7.95,

Vol II $6.95

An Introduction to Microcomputers
Vol I $7.50, Vol II $12.50

Introduction to Microprocessors $17.50 USA
$20.00 elsewhere

Microcomputer Dictionary $15.95
Microcomputer Primer $7.95
My Computer Likes Me . . . When I Speak BASIC

$2.00

The New Hobby Computers $4.95

Novice Study Guide $4.95

1976 Periodical Guide for Computer ists $3.00

January-June 1977 Edition $3.00
A Quick Look at BASIC $4.95

The New RTTY Handbook $5.95

Scelbi's First Book of Computer Games $14.95

Scelbi's Galaxy Game for the "6800" $14.95

Secret Guide to Computers, Part I $2.75,

Part II $2.50, Part III $3.50

Some Common BASIC Programs $7.50

Spencer's Computer Dictionary $5.95

SSTV Handbook $5.00 (Soft), $7.00 (Hard)

The Story of Computers $4.95

TTL Cookbook $8.95

TVT Cookbook $9.95

Test Equipment Library $4.95 ea.

Vol I Component Testers

Vol II Audio Frequency Testers

Vol III Radio Frequency Testers

Tychon's 8080 Hex Code Card $3.00

Tychon's 8080 Octal Code Card $3.00

The Underground Buying Guide $5.95

VHF Antenna Handbook $4.95

Weather Satellite Handbook $4.95

What to Do After You Hit Return $8.00

60 Challenging Problems With BASIC Solutions $6.95
101 Games in BASIC $7.50
6800 Programming for Logic Design $7.50
6800 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook $9.95
8080 Programming for Logic Design $7.50
8080 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook $9.95

KB Back Issues - Issue #1 - $5.00 ea.;

Others - $3.00 ea.

Binders for Kilobaud 1977 - $6.00 ea.; 2 for $1 1.00,

$5.00 each additional binder.

CM T-shirts $5.50 ea.
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running

with the Heathkit H8 8080 Personal Computing System!
H8 8080A 8-Bit

Computer $375
H8-1 4K Memory 140
H8-3 4K Chip Set 95
H8-5 Serial I/O and

Cassette Interface .... 110
H9 Video Terminal 530
ECP-3801 Cassette
Recorder/Player 60

If purchased separately, M31000

Heath System Price $124450

NEW! Microprocessor Course
AND TRAINER

Learn the operation and programming
of microprocessors with our effective

self-study course and trainer!

When you invest in a personal computing
system, you want it to perform. So you
need software. But putting a complete
hardware-software system together can
be difficult. Especially if all of the
components are not designed to work
together. The H8 computer, software and
peripherals were developed as a total

system. And we include the software
(at NO extra cost) so you can start

programming right away. Benton Harbor
BASIC with unique statements and
commands and efficient compression
techniques lets you put more program
in less space. The HASL-8 2-pass
assembler generates efficient machine
language code. The TED-8 line-oriented

text editor and BUG-8 terminal console
debugging program permit fast entry,

editing and debugging of programs.
The H8's intelligent front panel provides
efficient one-button program loading,

and lets you "see" what's going on in

the machine — in memory, in registers
and at I/O ports.

While the H8 and its software gets you
up and running, our peripherals complete
the "system". The H9 12" CRT video
terminal is complete with ASCII 67-key
keyboard, long and short-form displays,
auto-scrolling, plot mode, cursor and
more. And our ECP-3801 cassette
recorder/ player provides convenient
mass storage for all your programs on
easy-to-handle cassettes.

All this, plus complete documentation,
service support through the Heathkit
factory or Heathkit Electronic Centers
nationwide*, and self-instructional

programming courses make Heath your
BEST choice for a truly practical and
versatile computer system that's ready
and waiting for your commands.

HEATH

Schlumberger
Send for your Heathkit Catalog or visit your Heathkit Electronic Center.

*See listing (opposite page) CP-134



electronic components

One-Stop
Component Center

QUALITY PRODUCTS

TTL
7400
7402
7404
7408
7410
7420
7430
7432
7442
744 7

74 73
74 74
7475
74 76
7485

7490
7492
7493
74107
74121
74122
74123
74125 IDM8093I
74154
74161 (DM9316)
74176 (DM82801
74177 (DM8281 I

74192
74193
74367 (DM80971

LINEAR

Low Power TTL Schottk y
74LSOO
74LS02
74LS04
74LS08
74LS10
74LS20
>4LS30
74LS32
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75

4000
4001
4010
4011
4013
4016
4017
4020
4023
4024

74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS109
74LS123
74 LSI 36
74LS138
74LS151
74LS175
74LS36 7

C/MOS
4029
4044
4046
4049
4050
4061
4069
4071
4081
4511

LM301V
LM307V
LM309K
LM311 V
LM320K 5179051
LM320T 5(7905)
LM320T12(7912)
LM320T 15179151
LM339N
LM340T 5(78051
LM340T12I7812I

LM340T 15(78151
LM555V
LM556N
LM567V
LM723N
LM739N
LM741V
LM747N
LM1458VI5558VI
LM1556V
LM39OONICA3401 I

MICROPROCESSOR
2 80
8080A
8212
8224
8228
6800
6810
6830
AY 5 1013
2513 2140

IN751
IN4733
IN4 734
IN4742
IN4 744

2101
2102
21L02
7489
MM5262
1702A
82S23
2 708
DM8835N
N8T97

DIODES
IN4148IIN914)
IN4001
IN4004
IN4007
MOA980 3

TRANSISTORS
C106B1 2N3055
2N2222A 2N3904
2N2907A 2N3906
MJE2955 2N5129
MJE3055 2N5139

RESISTORS
ASST 1 ASST 5
ASST 2 ASST 6
ASST 3 ASST 7

ASST 4

CAPACITORS

SWITCHES

Aluminum Electrolytic

Imld 50V
4 7mtrt 50V
lOmtd 50V
22mld 50V
4 7mtd 50V

lOOmtd 50V
220mfd 50V
4 70m(u 50V
1000mtd 25V
2200mfd 16V

Ceramic Disc

10pt 50V
4 7pt 50V
lOOpt 60V
220pt 50V
330pt 50V
4 70p» 50V

001 mtd 50V
0047mfd 50V
Olmld 50V
022mfd 50V
04 7m)d 50V
1m»d 50V

Dipped Tantalum

Imtd 35V
22mld 35V
33mtd 35V
47mtd 35V
68m(d 35V
1mld 35V
1 5mld 35V

2 2mfd 25V
3 3mtd 25V
4 7mld 25V
6 8mfd 25V
10mfd 25V
15mld 25V
33mld 25V

SPST 4 sta dip SPOT push button
SPST 8 sta dip SPDT push button
SPOT on-oM on SPST push button

toggle SPST push button
SPDT on none on SPST push button

toggle DPDT slide

DPDT on-oH-on DPDT on none-on
toggle toggle

SOCKETS
8 pin low proMe
14 pm low profile

16 pm low profile

24 pm low profile

40 pm low profile

Molex Pins

14 pin wire wrap
16 pm wire wrap
24 pm wire wrap
40 pm wire wrap
TO 3 Socket
TO 5 Socket

Display LEDS Discrete
5" 7 dot matrix 600 com anode
300 com anode 600 com cathode
300 com cathode 200 LED Lamp red

CONNECTORS
DB 25P Plug DB25S Socket

DATA BOOKS'
7400/ 74 LS Data Book
CMOS/Lmear Data Book
Microprocessor/LED Data Book
•JIM PAK Products only

Jim-pale

lim* »/i n M 1

A component product line developed for the independent dealer. Guaranteed, nationally advertised products. Complete
JIM-PAK program includes national advertising, direct mail programs, store display racks, stock rotation plan and return
policy. For dealer information, write or call JIM-PAK, 1021 Howard Avenue, San Carlos, CA 94070 (415) 592-8097.

SEE YOUR LOCAL J^ DEALER TODAY...
ALABAMA

Mobile

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley

Monterey

Palo Alto

Pasadena
Sacramento
Sacramento
San Carlos

San Francisco

San Jose

Va/lejo

Walnut Creek

CANADA
Alberta (Calgary)

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport

FLORIDA
Orlando

Tampa
Tampa

FRANCE
Paris

GEORGIA
Atlanta

HAWAII
Aiea
Honolulu

IDAHO
Idaho Falls

ILLINOIS
Evanston
Grove/and
Mount Prospect

Oak Park

INDIANA
East Chicago
Hammond

Lafayette Radio Electronics

Al Lasher Electronics

lack it

Zack Electronics

Dow Radio Inc.

The Radio Place

Zack it

J&H Outlet Store

Zack Electronics

Sunnyvale Electronics

Zack it

Byte Shop Computer Store

The Computer Shop

Computer World

Altair Computer Center of Orlando

AMF Electronics

Microcomputer Systems

Computer Boutique

Atlanta Computer Mart

Delcoms Hawaii
Integrated Circuit Supply

Audiotronics

Itty Bitty Machine Co.

Moyer Electronics

Tn State Electronics

Spectronics Inc.

Aero Electronics

Quantum Computer Works

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge

MARYLAND
Baltimore

Baltimore

Rock vi lie

Towson
MASSACHUSETTS

Medford
North Adams
Waltham

MICHIGAN
Lansing

MINNESOTA
Duluth
Eagan

MISSOURI
Parkville

MONTANA
Billings

NEBRASKA
Lincoln

Omaha
NEVADA

Las Vegas

NEW JERSEY
Hoboken
Ramsey

NEW YORK
Albany
New York
New York
Troy
White Plains

NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh

OHIO
Bucyrus
Cincinnati

Steuben vi lie

Davis Electronics Supply

Computer Workshop of Baltimore
Everything Electronics

Computer Workshop
Computers. Etc.

Tufts Electronics

Electronics Service Center
Computer Mart Inc.

Fulton Radio Supply

Northwest Radio of Duluth
Dacom Amateur Radio Center

Computer Workshop of Kansas City

Conley Radio Supply

Altair Computer Center
Omaha Computer Store

Century 23

Hoboken Computer Works
Typetronic Computer Store

Fort Orange Electronics
The Computer Stores Inc.

Computer Mart of New York
Trojan Electronics

The Computer Corner

Byte Shop of Raleigh

Mead Electronics

Digital Design
Hosfelt Electronics

OKLAHOMA
Guymon
Oklahoma City

OREGON
Beaverton

Coos Bay
On tario

PENNSYLVANIA
Hershey
Murraysville

RHODE ISLAND
Cranston
Pawtucket

SOUTH CAROLINA
No. Charleston

TENNESSEE
Memphis
Oak Ridge

TEXAS
Dallas

Houston
Houston
San Antonio

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Alexandria
Richmond
Springfield

WASHINGTON
Be/levue

Longview

Pasco

Spokane

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Morgantown

Sound Service

Bits. Bytes & Micros

Altair Computer Center
Herrick Electron ix

Miller Electronics

Microcomputer Systems Inc.

Computer Workshop
of Pittsburgh

Jabbour Electronics City

Jabbour Electronics City

Technical Services Inc.

Sere Rose & Spencer Electronics

Computer Denn

Computer Shops Inc.

Altair Computer Center
Interactive Computers

Sherman Electronics Supply

Computer Hardware Store

Computers Plus

Computers- To-Go
Computer Workshop

of North Virginia

Altair Computer Center
Progress Electronics

Riverview Electronics

Personal Computers

The Computer Corner
Electro Distributing Co.


